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In 1865, the British rulers of north India resolved to bring about the
gradual ‘extinction’ of transgender Hijras. This book, the ﬁrst in depth
history of the Hijra community, illuminates the colonial and postcolo
nial governance of gender and sexuality and the production of colonial
knowledge. From the 1850s, colonial ofﬁcials and middle class Indians
increasingly expressed moral outrage at Hijras’ feminine gender expres
sion, sexuality, bodies and public performances. To the British, Hijras
were an ungovernable population that posed a danger to colonial rule.
In 1871, the colonial government passed a law that criminalised Hijras,
with the explicit aim of causing Hijras’ ‘extermination’. But Hijras
evaded police, kept on the move, broke the law and kept their cultural
traditions alive. Jessica Hinchy argues that Hijras were criminalised not
simply because of imported British norms, but due to a complex set of
local factors, including elite Indian attitudes.
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The Hindu priestly caste.
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Or ‘thuggee’, crime by deception or a colonial category
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Figure

Figure 1 In his 1808 etching of a ‘Hidjera’, Anglophone Flemish artist
Balthazar Solvyns depicted the Hijra in a picturesque mode. However,
his accompanying written account lambasted Hijras as immoral people.

Figure
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Figure 2 ‘Eunuchs Dancing’, by an anonymous Indian artist from Patna
(c.1820). This gouache painting of three Hijras was collected by
Governor General Francis Rawdon Hastings and his wife.
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Figure

Figure 3 As these Hijras danced in 1860, the colonial government in
north India was discussing how to suppress the Hijra community,
eventually leading to their criminalisation under Part II of the 1871
Criminal Tribes Act. This photograph of a ‘Group of Hijra Dancers
and Musicians, Delhi’ was probably taken by a British photographer of
the Shepherd and Robertson commercial photography ﬁrm.

Figure

xvii

Figure 4 ‘Gurmah, Khunsa, or Hijra, reputed hermaphrodite, Eastern
Bengal’, c.1860s. This photograph is part of a collection of racial and
caste ‘types’ from modern day Bangladesh and Assam and was probably
taken by a British commercial photographer.

xviii

Figure

Figure 5 Khwajasarais were eunuch slaves who were employed in elite
households and Indian states. They had a masculine gender identity, in
contrast to feminine identifying Hijras. Although the colonial
government did not apply Part II of the 1871 Criminal Tribes Act to
Khwajasarais, they were sometimes caught up in the policing of
Hijras. This young Khwajasarai named Meah Sahub was
photographed by Abbas Ali, an Indian photographer from Lucknow,
in the 1870s.

Introduction

On the 17th of August 1852, a Hijra named Bhoorah was found dead with
her ‘head nearly severed’ in the north Indian district of Mainpuri.1 In the
aftermath of Bhoorah’s violent death, the British rulers of north India
resolved that the Hijra community should be rendered extinct. Hijras like
Bhoorah performed and asked for badhai (a ‘congratulatory gift’) following the births of children, at marriages and in public spaces. They embodied a feminine gender identity, for instance through women’s clothing,
and described themselves to colonial ofﬁcials as having been either
castrated or ‘born that way’.2 Hijras were initiated into discipleship
lineages that linked generations of gurus (teachers) and
chelas (disciples). Bhoorah had attained guru status and had two disciples,
Dullah and Mathee, with whom she lived. For two years, Bhoorah had
also lived with her male lover, Ali Buksh, but shortly before she was
murdered, Bhoorah had left him for another man. On the 17th
of August, Ali Buksh forced Bhoorah to return to him. Neighbours saw
the couple arguing in the street before entering their house. Later,
Bhoorah’s disciple Dullah ran out into the street, shouting that Ali
Buksh had murdered Bhoorah. In the subsequent murder trial, there
were two suspects, Ali Buksh and Dullah, but the British judges were
convinced that Ali Buksh had killed Bhoorah due to the ‘severance’ of
their ‘infamous connexion’. Although a Hijra was the victim of the crime
under trial, the judges criminalised Hijras as cross-dressers, ‘beggars’ and
‘unnatural prostitutes’. One judge called Hijras an ‘opprobrium’ upon
colonial rule, while another claimed that the continued existence of the
Hijra community was a ‘reproach’ to the British government.3 Bhoorah’s
death sparked an anxious discussion in the ofﬁcial circles of the province
in which she lived, the North-Western Provinces (NWP). British administrators claimed that Hijras – or ‘eunuchs’ in colonial parlance – were
1
2
3

Government v. Ali Buksh, DNA NWP 2 (1852): 1314 6.
‘Emasculated’ and ‘eunuch by birth’ were the main terms used in English language
colonial records that reported Hijras’ statements.
Government v. Ali Buksh.

1

2
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‘habitual sodomites’, beggars, an obscene presence in public space and
the kidnappers and castrators of children. In 1865, the NWP declared
that its aim was to ‘reduce’ the number of ‘eunuchs’ and thus ‘gradually
lead to their extinction’.4 The province launched an anti-‘eunuch’ campaign that had the explicit goal of ‘extirpating’ or ‘exterminating’ the Hijra
community.5
This project of elimination was formalised under the Criminal Tribes
Act (CTA) of 1871. While the much-studied Part I of the CTA targeted
the ‘criminal tribes’ – groups that were apparently hereditary criminals by
caste occupation – the under-examined second part of the law targeted
so-called ‘eunuchs’. Under the CTA, Hijras would ﬁnd their gender
embodiment, domestic arrangements and livelihoods scrutinised and
policed in new ways. The anti-Hijra campaign was a provincial project,
since Part II of the CTA was enforced speciﬁcally in the NWP.6 The CTA
required police to draw up registers of the personal details of ‘eunuchs’.
Speciﬁcally, police had to register ‘eunuchs’ who were ‘reasonably suspected’ of sodomy, kidnapping and castration, thus legally deﬁning
a eunuch as a criminal and sexually deviant person. The 1871 law provided police with increased surveillance powers; prohibited registered
people from wearing female clothing and ‘adornments’ or performing in
public; provided for the removal of children in registered people’s households; and included provisions that interfered with Hijra discipleship and
succession patterns.7 The short-term aims of the law included the cultural
elimination of Hijras through the erasure of their public presence.
The explicit long-term ambition was ‘limiting and thus ﬁnally extinguishing the number of Eunuchs’.8 Fortunately, the Hijra community survived
these colonial attempts to cause their ‘extinction’ and is evident today in
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. Given the present-day social marginalisation and police abuse of Hijras, the history of Hijras’ interactions with
the state is a pressing issue.9
4
5
6

7
8
9

BL/IOR/P/438/61: Simson to all NWP DC, 9 June 1865.
BL/IOR/P/840: Robertson to NWP&O IGP, 3 April 1877; BL/IOR/P/438/62: Robertson
to NWP Secretary, 27 June 1866.
From 1877, Part II of the CTA was also enforced in Oudh, which was amalgamated into
the NWP. The new province was called the North Western Provinces and Oudh. To avoid
confusion, I refer to the province as the NWP throughout, except in citations. Part II of the
CTA also applied to Punjab, but the Punjab authorities never enforced it. BL/IOR/L/PJ/5/
82: Barron to Delhi DC, 22 August 1910.
BL/IOR/V/8/42: Act No. XXVII of 1871.
BL/IOR/P/438/61: Simson to all NWP DC, 9 June 1865.
People’s Union for Civil Liberties (Karnataka), ‘Human Rights Violations Against the
Transgender Community: A Study of Kothi and Hijra Sex Workers in Bangalore, India
September 2003’, http://ai.eecs.umich.edu/people/conway/TS/PUCL/PUCL%20Report
.html (accessed 24 August 2012).
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For many colonial ofﬁcials, Hijras were not only a danger to ‘public
morals’, but also a threat to colonial political authority.10 The colonial
government thus viewed the policing of Hijras as an ‘important branch’ of
the ‘duties’ of ‘district ofﬁcers’ and a priority in local policing.11
In the second half of the nineteenth century, Part II of the CTA received
a greater level of attention at the upper echelons of government than
did section 377 of the 1860 Indian Penal Code (IPC), which prohibited
forms of non-reproductive sex deﬁned as ‘unnatural’ intercourse until
2018.12 To many high-ranking colonial ofﬁcials, the small Hijra community endangered the imperial enterprise and colonial authority. If we are
to understand colonial sexual regimes in India – indeed, colonial governance in general – it is important to explore why this was so. The colonial
Hijra archive also gives unusually detailed insights into the impacts of
colonial law on colonised peoples who were marginalised because of their
gender expression, sexual practices and intimate lives.
To some historians who have stumbled across the sizeable volume of
documents about ‘eunuchs’ in colonial archives, this project has appeared
a ‘strange’ preoccupation, to quote Christopher Bayly.13 Rather than
dismiss the ‘eunuch problem’ as an odd colonial concern, this book
takes seriously, and seeks to explain, the intense ofﬁcial concern with
Hijras. Issues of gender and sexuality were not just a moralising mask for
more ‘rational’ and pragmatic matters of colonial administration.14
The anti-Hijra campaign illustrates that gender expression, sexual behaviours, domestic arrangements and intimate relationships were central to
colonial governance. In fact, these matters were so germane to colonial
rule that British ofﬁcials demanded that the ‘immoral’ Hijra community
be rendered extinct.
Yet the colonial policing of Hijras has been almost entirely absent from
the historiography of late nineteenth-century India, despite a growing
body of scholarship on gender and colonialism.15 This is the ﬁrst book10
11
12

13
14

15

BL/IOR/P/235/33: Couper to NWP MLC, 12 February 1861.
BL/IOR/P/1467: Robertson to NWP&O IGP, 12 July 1880.
As of September 2018, section 377 no longer applies to consensual adult sex.
The historical pattern of the local enforcement of section 377 is unclear, but the imple
mentation of Part II of the CTA was much more closely monitored by the Government of
India and the NWP in the late 1800s.
C. A. Bayly, ‘Knowing the Country: Empire and Information in India’, Modern Asian
Studies 27, no. 1 (1993): 39.
Stoler makes a similar point: Ann Laura Stoler, ‘Affective States’, in A Companion to the
Anthropology of Politics, eds. David Nugent and Joan Vincent, 5 6 (Oxford: Blackwell
Publishing, 2007).
For overviews: Tony Ballantyne and Antoinette Burton, ‘Introduction: The Politics of
Intimacy in an Age of Empire’, in Moving Subjects: Gender, Mobility, and Intimacy in an
Age of Global Empire, eds. Tony Ballantyne and Antoinette Burton, 1 28 (Chicago:
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length history of the Hijra community. Moreover, the small existing
historical literature on Hijras does not examine their criminalisation
under the CTA, the most concerted nineteenth-century project to regulate the community. Laurence Preston has explored Hijras’ interactions
with the state in the Bombay Presidency between the 1830s and 1850s,
while Anjali Arondekar has examined a section 377 case involving
a Hijra.16 Thus, the experiences of Hijras under the CTA have primarily
received attention in studies of contemporary Hijras. The last two decades have seen the publication of several anthropological, linguistic and
theatre studies works on the Hijra community in South Asia, for
instance, by Gayatri Reddy, Kira Hall, Adnan Hossain and Claire
Pamment.17 Aside from some brief mentions of colonial law and knowledge, this otherwise rich literature has not analysed the history of the
community in depth.18 Meanwhile, the colonial policing of ‘unnatural
sex’ has been the subject of considerable discussion in India in the
context of the long legal battle over section 377 between 1991 and
2018. Activists, queer studies scholars and legal scholars have frequently
mentioned the policing of Hijras under the 1871 CTA as another

16

17

18

University of Illinois Press, 2009); Michele Mitchell, Naoko Shibusawa and Stephan
F. Miescher, ‘Introduction: Gender, Imperialism and Global Exchanges’, Gender and
History 26, no. 3 (2014): 393 413.
Laurence Preston, ‘A Right to Exist: Eunuchs and the State in Nineteenth Century
India’, Modern Asian Studies 21, no. 2 (1987): 371 87; chapter 2 in Anjali Arondekar,
For the Record: On Sexuality and the Colonial Archive in India (New Delhi: Orient
Blackswan, 2009), 67 96. An unpublished thesis by Shane Patrick Gannon includes
a chapter on the CTA, though the focus is on the colonial discourse of the Hijra:
Shane Patrick Gannon, ‘Translating the Hijra: The Symbolic Reconstruction of the
British Empire in India’ (PhD dissertation, University of Alberta, 2009).
Gayatri Reddy, With Respect to Sex: Negotiating Hijra Identity in South Asia (Chicago:
Chicago University Press, 2005); Gayatri Reddy, ‘“Men” Who Would Be Kings:
Celibacy, Emasculation, and the Re Production of Hijras in Contemporary Indian
Politics’, Social Research 70, no. 1 (2003): 163 200; Lawrence Cohen, ‘The Pleasures
of Castration: The Postoperative Status of Hijras, Jankhas, and Academics’, in Sexual
Nature, Sexual Culture, ed. Paul R. Abramson, 276 305 (Chicago: Chicago University
Press, 1995); Serena Nanda, Neither Man nor Woman: The Hijras of India (Belmont:
Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1989); Kira Hall and Veronica O’Donovan, ‘Shifting
Gender Positions among Hindi Speaking Hijras’, in Rethinking Language and Gender
Research: Theory and Practice, eds. Victoria Lee Bergvall et al., 228 66 (London:
Longman, 1996); Adnan Hossain, ‘Beyond Emasculation: Being Muslim and
Becoming Hijra in South Asia’, Asian Studies Review 36, no. 4 (2012): 495 513;
Claire Pamment, ‘Hijraism: Jostling for a Third Space in Pakistani Politics’, TDR:
The Drama Review 54, no. 2 (2010): 29 50; Shahnaz Khan, ‘What is in a Name?
Khwaja Sara, Hijra and Eunuchs in Pakistan’, Indian Journal of Gender Studies 23, no. 2
(2016): 218 42; Vaibhav Saria, ‘To Be Some Other Name: The Naming Games that
Hijras Play’, South Asia Multidisciplinary Academic Journal 12 (2005): http://samaj
.revues.org/3992.
Reddy, With Respect to Sex, 25 30.
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example of the colonial regulation of sexuality.19 Yet these writers have not
examined the actual implementation of the 1871 law or Hijras’ experiences
of criminalisation.20 Moreover, the connections and divergences between
the metropolitan and colonial policing of non-normative sexuality are
unclear in both the literature on section 377 in India and the large literature
on the policing of ‘sodomy’ in Britain.21 Hence, this book explores the ways
that the anti-Hijra campaign intersected with and departed from the contemporary metropolitan regulation of sexuality.
The colonial policing of the Hijra community throws into sharp relief
the gendered character of colonial criminal law. The large body of
research on the regulation of the ‘criminal tribes’ under the CTA is one
place we might expect to ﬁnd analysis of the colonial criminalisation of the
Hijra. Yet historians of the CTA have not considered why ‘eunuchs’ and
‘criminal tribes’ were policed under the same law. When they have mentioned Part II of the CTA, they have generally relegated it to the
footnotes.22 While there is fascinating gender analysis in the work of
19

20
21

22
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Padma Anagol, Satadru Sen and Clare Anderson, among others, such
historians of criminal law and penal systems have largely explored gender
issues in two speciﬁc contexts: ﬁrst, the construction of female criminality
in the policing of infanticide; and second, the gendered organisation of
penal colonies and Indian jails.23 In fact, few historians have considered
the role that gender played in the policing of the ‘criminal tribes’.24 There
is still much we don’t know about the broader gender structures of
colonial criminal law in India.
This book sheds new light on the colonial governance of gender
and sexuality by examining a provincial project. The focus in the
broader literature has been on forms of sexual regulation that were
implemented across multiple colonies, particularly the policing of
prostitution and venereal disease under the Contagious Diseases
Acts (CDAs) that was enacted from the 1850s.25 Though such trans-
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imperial projects are historically signiﬁcant, this focus risks ignoring
localised experiments in regulating sexual acts and norms, which can
deepen our knowledge of the relationship between imperialism and
sexuality.26 Regional and local histories like the anti-Hijra campaign
help to answer the question of why colonial administrators viewed
sexual ‘immorality’ as a problem in some contexts, but not in others.
Provincial schemes show the variety of agendas that could intersect
with the policing of morality. Moreover, local projects demonstrate
that the techniques and knowledge that underpinned colonial gender
and sexual regulation shifted between different contexts. Even as
ideas of sexual deviance and criminality circulated in imperial networks, experiments in shaping gender and sexual norms emerged
from the margins of the Empire.
Solving the ‘Eunuch Problem’
Between the 1850s and the 1870s, a panic about Hijras materialised
within the coterie of British ofﬁcials in north India, amplifying earlier
moralising and stigmatising European accounts of Hijras. Panicked stories about people called ‘Hijras’ or ‘eunuchs’ circulated within ofﬁcial
networks in the NWP, against the backdrop of a prevailing sense of
colonial vulnerability. As Chapter 1 explores, the spark of this panic was
a handful of criminal cases involving Hijras, either as the victim, as in
Bhoorah’s 1852 murder trial, or as the accused, as in a few kidnapping
and castration cases. From each of these individual instances of alleged
crime, colonial ofﬁcials extrapolated an account of Hijras as a criminal
and sexually immoral collective. British ofﬁcers repeatedly (re)discovered
the Hijra community, resulting in repetitive, performative denunciations
of Hijras that reiterated a vision of the state as a bulwark against
immorality.27 The management of gender, sexuality and domesticity
was one of the ways that the colonial government in India articulated
the idea of the state or the ‘state effect’.28
26
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The preoccupation with Hijras in the NWP reﬂected several
broader characteristics of ‘colonial panics’ which Christopher Bayly,
Kim Wagner, Robert Peckham and others have highlighted.29 Yet the
Hijra panic especially highlights the tendency of localised networks of
colonial administrators to experience intensiﬁed anxiety about perceived threats to colonial rule. Hijras were not a signiﬁcant concern
of the non-ofﬁcial European population. Though there was deep
anxiety about Hijras in the NWP government, British ofﬁcials in
other provinces did not view Hijras as a major problem of governance, even if they denounced Hijras as immoral. The Hijra panic was
shaped by the administrative culture of the NWP and by the provincially fractured nature of British India. This sort of provincial panic
represents a signiﬁcant characteristic of colonial governance: the role
of localised anxieties, visions, agendas and social conditions in shaping colonial rule.30
British ofﬁcials in north India considered the Hijra community
a problem population because they viewed Hijras as ungovernable in
a multitude of ways. British commentators frequently portrayed the
Hijra community through images of ﬁlth, disease, contagion and contamination. In Chapter 2, I argue that these metaphors of dirt and impurity
suggested that Hijras were out of place in the colonial order and moreover, that they were a manifold threat to that order. These colonial
representations of Hijras highlight that gender and sexual disorder were
interlaced with, and in fact signalled, political disorder to India’s colonial
rulers. The British saw Hijras as ‘habitual sodomites’, a term which
disregarded Hijras’ feminine gender identities and portrayed them as
‘men’ who were ‘addicted’ to sex with men. Hijras’ ostensible sexual
practices were a threat to the colonial social order, which was premised
on a pattern of succession based on reproductive sexuality, patrilineal
29

30
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descent and heterosexual conjugality.31 The Hijra community appeared
to the British to be beyond the binary gender categories of male and
female, an unclassiﬁable in-between that challenged colonial attempts
to make the Indian population legible by means of classiﬁcation.32
Moreover, in the eyes of the colonisers, Hijras’ feminine dress, ‘begging’,
songs and dances, joking, erotic language and ‘obscene’ actions undermined the order of public space, and even its ‘cleanliness’. The ‘eunuch
problem’ was spatial in another respect too: Hijras’ periodic travels for
alms-collection, though usually of short distance, undermined colonial
concepts of centralised political authority by destabilising political borders and were seen as evidence of Hijra criminality. This aspect of the
Hijra stereotype was related to long-standing associations between peripatetic peoples and criminality in colonial discourse and law.33 Mobile
Hijras were especially accused of kidnapping Indian boys in order to
forcibly castrate them. The British in India viewed ‘kidnapping’ as
a problem of illicit commerce, as well as ‘immoral’ sexuality. Colonial
ofﬁcials further claimed that Hijras prostituted kidnapped boys to Indian
men, resulting in their sexual corruption and the further ‘spread’ of
‘sodomy’. In the context of the marginalisation of various kinds of discipleship lineage under colonial Indian law, Hijra discipleship practices
were characterised as coercive and criminal.
In sum, for the British in north India, Hijras were an ungovernable
people that needed to be regulated in order to produce an orderly and
knowable population. The colonial concern with Hijras thus illuminates
the ways that the British conceptualised a governable colonised populace.
Issues of sedentary social patterns, economic productivity, sexual relations, household arrangements, gendered behaviours and embodiment
were closely interlinked in colonial efforts to make Hijras controllable.
This reﬂected the broader colonial management of population. Michel
Foucault argued that between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries in
Europe there was a gradual transition from ‘sovereign’ power – in which
‘the end of sovereignty is the exercise of sovereignty’, that is, the protection of the principality – to ‘governmental’ power. The aim of the latter is
the management of population, speciﬁcally, the ‘welfare of the
31
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33
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population, the improvement of its condition, the increase of its wealth,
longevity [and] health’. This concern with population meant that issues of
reproduction, household formation and conjugality were central to
governmentality.34 As Kathleen Wilson has recently highlighted, from
the early eighteenth century, questions of population, family and sexual
relations were a signiﬁcant aspect of the ‘arts of governance’ in East India
Company outposts, particularly in relation to European populations, but
increasingly in respect to non-Europeans.35 Orderly colonial subjects
were sedentary people who were engaged in economic activities that
were deﬁned as productive, lived in households based on conjugal and
reproductive sexualities and behaved in ways that were conducive to
‘public morals’. In this context, the British viewed Hijras as a manifold
source of disorder, as ungovernable in multifarious, interlocking ways.
A number of wider colonial preoccupations intersected in the Hijra
panic, ranging from ‘immoral’ sexuality to the porousness of political
borders, from the order of public space to the kidnapping of children.
The ﬁgure of the Hijra was a sort of channel for several anxieties that
engrossed the British at mid-century. Some of these issues resonated with
wider discussions about criminality, gender and sexuality in the British
Empire. For instance, a colonial pathology of the cross-dressing, effeminate ‘sodomite’ emerged in India at roughly the same time that male
effeminacy was increasingly associated with sexual deviance in Britain,
demonstrating the interconnections between colonial and metropolitan
contexts. At the same time, the Hijra panic in north India was shaped by
regional discussions and projects, such as the anxiety about the ‘criminal
tribes’, which was largely conﬁned to the north Indian provinces of the
NWP and Punjab in this period. This mix of regional and wider imperial
factors highlights that existing explanations of the anti-Hijra campaign, as
well as the policing of ‘unnatural sex’ under section 377, oversimplify the
historical processes at play. Legal and queer studies scholars have suggested that the British brought with them to India a legal culture and
a code of sexual morality that stigmatised ‘deviant’ sex.36 Historians Ruth
Vanita and Saleem Kidwai also suggest that the colonial period saw the
importation of colonial ‘homophobia’ into Indian society.37 Yet this
oversimpliﬁes the multidirectional interactions between the metropole
34
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and its colonies.38 Moreover, the anti-Hijra campaign was shaped by
a highly contingent set of issues that concerned colonial ofﬁcials in late
nineteenth-century north India, as well as wider imperial preoccupations.
Part II of the CTA was not a simple product of imported metropolitan
sexual morality.
The colonial Hijra stereotype also resonated with Indian depictions of
the Hijra community in the 1860s and 1870s and, more broadly, with the
gender politics of the Indian ‘middle class’, which was increasingly
socially dominant. Chapter 3 shows that educated Indian men
denounced Hijras as the kidnappers, slavers and castrators of Indian
boys, as well as obscene and immoral performers. To be sure, such
accounts reﬂected the imbibing of colonial morality, but middle-class
Indian moral outrage was also a product of shifting class dynamics in
north Indian society. The Hijra issue did not dominate middle-class
Indian discussions of gender and sexual morality. Yet north Indian men
who did write and speak about Hijras supported severe restrictions on the
community and wide-reaching interventions like the banishment or isolation of all Hijras. No Indian commentator suggested that Hijras should
be made into ‘respectable’ members of Indian society.
Nor did the NWP government contemplate any project of ‘reform’ or
assimilation into the colonial vision of Indian society. During this period,
British colonial ofﬁcials often saw ‘industrious’ labour as a means to
rehabilitate Indian ‘criminals’, such as communities classiﬁed as ‘criminal
tribes’ and convicts sent to overseas penal colonies.39 Chapter 4 shows
that the British understanding of Hijras’ gender, sexual and bodily characteristics precluded any such project. Hijras were apparently effeminate
and unable to perform strenuous labour, while such ‘eunuchs’ were
assumed to be incapable of moral improvement due to the physical
changes castration produced. Indeed, the British often suggested that
colonised peoples were incapable of reform and self-discipline. Several
historians of India have argued that colonial understandings of race
produced a particular form of ‘governmentality’ which, unlike that in
Europe, rarely worked through ‘disposing things’ so that people would
become self-disciplined in conformity with social, political and economic
norms. Colonial constructions of racial difference suggested to the
38
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colonisers that racialised Indians were incapable of disciplining themselves, producing different techniques of governance in colonial than in
metropolitan contexts.40 However, in the case of the Hijra community, it
was not race so much as colonial understandings of gender, sexuality and
the body that ruled out the production of self-disciplining Hijras.
Instead of assimilating Hijras into ‘respectable’ Indian society – or
adopting a spatial technique of quarantine or banishment, as Indian
commentators generally suggested – the NWP administration resolved
to bring about the gradual ‘extinction’ of the ‘eunuch’ population.
The registration of ‘eunuchs’ would allow the police to identify and
prevent new cases of castration, gradually leading to ‘eunuchs’ dying
out. The removal of children from Hijra households would prevent their
initiation and castration. Interference in Hijra succession and inheritance
practices would limit new initiations. The policing of Hijras’ performances and feminine dress would make the social and cultural category
of the Hijra invisible in public space. Hence, this scheme involved several
overlapping strategies of physical and cultural elimination. From 1865
until the early twentieth century, the NWP annually tracked its progress
in causing ‘eunuchs’ to ‘die out’. NWP ofﬁcials were convinced that
colonial law and policing could cause a community with a long history
to entirely disappear.
British administrators adapted and reinterpreted common colonial
tropes of ‘dying races’ and ‘doomed races’ that circulated throughout
the British Empire in order to describe the anticipated extinction of the
Hijra community. Yet the ‘extirpation’ of the Hijra was an unusual project
in the context of British colonialism in India. Numerous historians have
demonstrated the ‘logics of elimination’ that underlay settler colonialism,
which was premised on the dispossession of indigenous peoples from their
lands.41 Yet tactics of elimination were less common in non-settler
40
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colonies such as British India, where the colonisers aimed to appropriate
and tax the produce of indigenous labour. Chapter 4 considers how we
should understand the scheme to eliminate Hijras in the wider context of
various techniques of colonial rule in different types of colonies. Though
the anti-Hijra campaign resonated with broader colonial concepts of
political authority and the wider colonial management of population –
both of which were underpinned by gender and sexuality – this project
would take a form that was rather peculiar in the context of British India:
physical and cultural elimination.

Multiple Narratives of Hijra-hood
Extirpating Hijras depended, in the eyes of colonial administrators, on
systematic and accurate information about the Hijra community.
The ofﬁcial Hijra archive was supposed to facilitate the ‘extinction’ of
the population it documented. Moreover, like colonial archives in general, the corpus of state records about Hijras was shaped by, and in turn
mobilised, particular relations of power. Practices of archiving and classiﬁcation also constructed certain narratives about sexuality. Thus, this
book pays attention to the process of archiving, to the ‘form’ of the archive
and not just its ‘content’.42 In Chapter 5, we see that an analysis of
archival practices reveals multiple and contested forms of knowledge
about Hijras. Many colonial ofﬁcials in India represented Hijras as ‘habitual sodomites’, obscene performers, kidnappers and castrators. However,
ofﬁcial correspondence was a forum of debate between bureaucrats, producing contested information. Colonial knowledge emerged out of interactions with various north Indians who were considered knowledgeable
about Hijras – including Hijras themselves – giving colonial records
a ‘multivocal’ character.43 Meanwhile, the NWP government’s standard
of evidence for assessing the truthfulness of local information was often
unclear to district administrators. Consequently, accounts that exceeded,
questioned or nuanced the dominant colonial narrative circulated in NWP
ofﬁcial circles. Even the most criminalising reports contained fragments of
other understandings of Hijra-hood. In light of the plurality of narratives
about Hijras in colonial archives, this book takes a two-pronged approach
of analysing the politics of knowledge production that underlay colonial
42
43
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archival practices, while also examining ‘cracks’ in the dominant colonial
narrative that suggest varied understandings of Hijra-hood.
The police registers that were so central to the project of causing
Hijras to die out, in fact included brief biographical details about individual Hijras which challenged authoritative colonial and middle-class
Indian narratives. In Chapter 6, I examine these biographical fragments
in order to construct a more textured history of Hijra lives than is evident
in most nineteenth-century accounts. This ‘life history’ approach counters the collectivising tendency of colonial archives, revealing plural
accounts of Hijra-hood.44 Like other forms of ‘microhistory’, life histories
can also highlight new aspects of broader structures and historical
patterns.45 For example, British ofﬁcials claimed that aside from prostitution, Hijras’ main occupations were performing and collecting badhai.
Indeed, anthropologists suggest that performance and badhai are the
most culturally signiﬁcant forms of Hijra work today.46 However, the
biographical fragments on police registers evidence that many nineteenth
century Hijras carried out multiple types of labour, in addition to almscollection and performance. In particular, Hijras were engaged in agricultural work, a fact that did not chime with the colonial representation of
Hijras as unproductive ‘beggars’. Hijra life histories portray a more
nuanced picture of the nineteenth century Hijra community, as well as
a more complex history of colonial archives.
This book builds upon the interrogation of colonial archival practices in
the work of Ann Laura Stoler and other historians.47 In particular, my
analysis has been shaped by Anjali Arondekar’s important book on colonial archives and sexuality, For the Record. Arondekar critiques the historian’s practice of combing colonial archives for evidence of diverse
sexualities in the past, arguing that historians of sexuality should eschew
44
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‘fact-ﬁnding’ for ‘fact-reading’.48 While I endeavor to heed this warning,
I take a different approach than Arondekar in several respects, as
Chapter 5 explains in more detail. Arondekar’s method of eschewing
a ‘recovery’ mode of historical research inevitably returns to questions
of historical methodology. This provides a ﬁne-grained reading of colonial archives but makes it difﬁcult to examine the effects of archival and
classiﬁcation practices on Hijras and other colonised peoples who were
labelled ‘immoral’. Moreover, a close analysis of archival practices highlights the fractured and contested nature of the colonial knowledge of
sexuality and reveals multiple narratives of Hijra-hood.

Surviving Criminalisation and Elimination
The question of how Hijras and other people classiﬁed as ‘eunuchs’
experienced the state through routine interactions with local ofﬁcials
and ‘through practices of everyday life’ is the focus of Chapters 7–9.49
Drawing on anthropological approaches to the state, I conceptualise the
colonial state as a contextual ‘assemblage’ of practices and discourses.50
States are not uniﬁed, monolithic institutions or ‘discrete, unitary
“actor[s]”’.51 Rather, ‘the state’ is a ‘disaggregated and multilayered
institution’.52 States are experienced in interpersonal encounters with
state agents and everyday interactions with institutions, bureaucratic
practices and ofﬁcial spaces.53 Since the state is embedded in society,
state-society boundaries are ‘ﬂuid and negotiable’, but as Fuller and
Harriss point out, they ‘are nonetheless perceived as boundaries’.54
The colonial state was thus at once a highly disaggregated institution,
a contingent set of practices and a powerful idea.55 By foregrounding local
contexts of colonial governance, this book dovetails with the work of
a number of historians who have demonstrated that colonial states were
‘neither monolithic nor omnipotent’.56 Although a strand of scholarship
48
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has made this point since the late 1990s, many historians of colonialism
still assume that the colonial state was a relatively uniﬁed and discrete
institution, or talk of ‘the colonial project’ as if there was a singular project
at stake.57 Like John Comaroff, Jonathan Saha and Elizabeth Kolsky,
I analyse colonial governance and law through attention to everyday,
contingent practices.58
As soon as the NWP government began to implement Part II of the
CTA in the early 1870s, it was faced with the question of which people
were the ‘suspect eunuchs’ – who were ‘reasonably suspected’ of sodomy,
kidnapping and castration – at whom the 1871 law was aimed. This
depended not only on ﬁguring out which ‘eunuchs’ were ostensibly
criminal and deviant, but also determining which individuals were
‘eunuchs’. Government policy tended to equate the term ‘eunuch’ with
the Hijra community. But colonial ofﬁcials had ‘discovered’ a broad range
of people who did not ﬁt their binary understanding of gender, in which
two distinct genders were mapped onto, and considered equivalent to,
two incommensurable, biologically constituted sexes.59 This raised the
question of the relationship between the Hijra community and other
groups with non-binary gender expression in north Indian society.
So that non-castrated male cross-dressers could be policed in addition
to ‘eunuchs’, the 1871 law deﬁned a ‘eunuch’ as an ‘impotent man’ rather
than a castrate.60 But as Chapter 7 shows, this did not resolve confusion
over who could be deﬁned as a eunuch/impotent man. Though colonial
categories like ‘eunuch’ had considerable power and long-lasting impacts,
such classiﬁcations often had unanticipated effects or were troubled by
local social conditions, resulting in a continual process of debate, redeﬁnition and reiteration.61
To deal with these classiﬁcatory confusions, the NWP government
sought to make the body ‘legible’, to read criminality, sexual behaviour
and sexual function from the visible appearance of the body.62 The NWP
government ruled that feminine dress (gender embodiment) and the
occupation of performance (bodily labour) indicated that a person was
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a ‘suspect eunuch’, while feminine gender presentation also signalled
a person’s impotence. However, the Hijra/eunuch body was frequently
illegible to colonial ofﬁcials who found that they could not determine
criminality and sexuality from bodily appearance. At ﬁrst, the NWP
government was highly sceptical about the usefulness of medical knowledge and excluded doctors from determining individuals’ past sexual
behaviour and impotence. Eventually, at the end of the 1870s, colonial
physicians were partially incorporated into the anti-Hijra campaign when
they were called upon to diagnose impotence. But doctors played a much
more limited role in Part II of the CTA than in the contemporaneous
regulation of venereal disease under the CDAs, which were ‘encoded with
a new and increasingly technical vocabulary of medical expertise’.63 This
differing relationship between medical and legal regulation under the
CTA and the CDAs is just one example of why provincial colonial
projects targeting sexuality deserve attention. Moreover, the contestations over medical knowledge and the shifting quality of colonial categories had signiﬁcant impacts upon people labelled ‘eunuchs’. Hijras and
other north Indians who troubled binary gender categories drifted in and
out of the ‘registered eunuch’ population as local and provincial policies
changed. Registered people attempted to challenge colonial categories
through petitions and appeals to ofﬁcials, but they usually found it
impossible to prove their ‘respectability’.
The fractures and tensions of local colonial governance were particularly apparent in the policing of ‘eunuchs’ following their registration, as
Chapter 8 highlights. Registered peoples’ routine interactions with colonial agents reveal the complexities of the ‘everyday colonial state’.64 For
Hijras, the power of the colonial state was primarily embodied in the
ﬁgure of the Indian policeman. Colonial archives obscure these everyday
interactions with the police, but the records include glimpses of the
potentially violent and intimidating nature of these encounters. In many
districts of the NWP, the anti-Hijra campaign had wide-reaching impacts
on registered peoples’ lives. Many Hijras were prohibited from partaking
in their main form of livelihood (performance); could not express their
gender identity in public space due to the prohibition of female dress; and
found their domestic arrangements regulated through surveillance and
the removal of children. Yet the pattern of local law enforcement was
uneven and variegated, differing from district to district. The provincial
government repeatedly complained that in some districts, surveillance
63
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and policing were inadequate. Although the NWP thought that law
enforcement had improved in the 1880s, some local variations in policing
practices – and thus disparities in the experiences of registered people –
persisted across the province. While there was considerable moral trepidation about Hijras among British ofﬁcials in the NWP, out in the
districts, there were more varied opinions on, and policies towards,
Hijras than in the upper echelons of the administration.65 The uneven
regulation of ‘eunuchs’ was also a reﬂection of the highly disaggregated
nature of the colonial police, despite attempts to reform the force in the
1860s. The history of the regulation of the Hijra community thus sheds
light on broader patterns of local colonial administration and policing.
The persistence of Hijras and other so-called ‘eunuchs’ in breaking the
law and carving out spaces where they could continue prohibited cultural
forms was also a major factor that produced ﬁssures in colonial governance. Mobility was the most important strategy registered people used to
evade police. Their movements ranged from permanent migration outside the NWP to the regular but temporary crossing of political boundaries with other British provinces and princely territories. ‘Cracks’ in the
ediﬁce of colonial power provided slim possibilities for resistance, which
Hijras exploited and widened.66 Hijras also frustrated colonial agendas in
less dramatic ways through various acts of ‘everyday resistance’, which
challenged colonial power in ‘small’ and indirect ways.67 Although Hijras’
collection of alms was legal under the CTA, the bawdy speech and actions
of ‘begging’ Hijras undermined colonial efforts to erase Hijras’ ‘obscene’
public presence. Hijras also cooperated with dominant ideologies of
masculinity to their own ends, for instance, creatively mixing masculine
and feminine clothing to avoid arrest while expressing their gender identity. Registered peoples’ power tussles with local colonial agents shaped
the uneven contours of colonial policing and surveillance. While
Hijras were criminalised due to their ‘disorderliness’, under the CTA
their refusal to ﬁt the colonial mould of an orderly colonised subject
65
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allowed Hijras to undermine and survive the NWP’s scheme of
elimination.
The colonial authorities’ interactions with young people in the Hijra
community threw the project of Hijra extinction into sharp relief. Two
rationales underlined the removal of male children below the age of seventeen from registered people’s households: ﬁrst, ‘saving’ children from a ‘life
of infamy’ through their removal and ‘reform’; and second, preventing
children’s initiation and castration, which would cause Hijras to die out.
Chapter 9 shows that as the NWP administration implemented the CTA
from 1871, the project of reform was deprioritised in favour of the extirpation of Hijras. Partly, this was due to a tension in colonial accounts between
the idea that children in the Hijra community were ‘innocent’ victims and
the idea that they were agents of moral and sexual contamination and thus
incapable of transformation. Above all, the limits of the reform project
reﬂected the centrality of strategies of elimination to the policing of
Hijras under the CTA. The major consideration of colonial ofﬁcials was
the prevention of all contact between Hijras and children, rather than the
children’s education or reform. The archived stories of removed children
rarely mentioned anything about their lives following their removal.
The NWP administration was increasingly conﬁdent that child separation –
along with the policing of adult, registered Hijras – would soon render the
Hijra population altogether extinct. Yet this colonial hope ignored the
tensions and fractures of colonial governance and Hijras’ persistent efforts
to evade, resist and survive.
Hijra/‘Eunuch’
One of the challenges of writing about the lives of nineteenth-century
Hijras is understanding how the term ‘Hijra’ was used in nineteenthcentury records authored by colonial and elite Indian commentators.
Hijra is an Urdu word derived from Persian, probably either from hiz,
the Persian root word meaning ‘effeminate’, or hich, a person who is
hichgah or nowhere.68 Hijra was the vernacular term which elite Indians
and colonial ofﬁcials used most frequently in nineteenth-century north
India. However, nineteenth-century ethnologists listed a number of terms
as ‘synonyms’ for Hijra such as: ‘Fátadá’ and ‘Pavává’ in Gujarat;
‘khunsá, khojá, khusrá, [and] mukhannas’ in Punjab; and ‘mukhannas’ in
the NWP.69 Some of these terms were derogatory, notably, mukhannas,
68
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roughly meaning a ‘passive sodomite’.70 Nonetheless, there were evidently regional linguistic variations. ‘Hijra’ is today used across several
regions of India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, in addition to a number of
linguistically speciﬁc terms (such as the Telugu Kojja).71 In the nineteenth century, Hijra would have been a more common word in Hindi/
Urdu-speaking regions like north India, though it may have been evident
elsewhere, in addition to more localised terms. However, the anti-Hijra
campaign in north India seems to have privileged ‘Hijra’ as a pan-Indian
term for femininely dressed ‘eunuchs’ in colonial accounts, as well as the
writings of middle-class Indians, thereby muddying regional differences
and creating a subcontinent-wide category for non-normative sexuality
and gender: the Hijra/eunuch.
Indeed, the word ‘eunuch’ appears more frequently than ‘Hijra’ in
ofﬁcial state records. I use the term Hijra when the sources speciﬁcally
suggest people who were embedded in Hijra discipleship lineages and
cultural practices. However, this identiﬁcation of individuals as ‘Hijras’ is
speculative, since colonial classiﬁcation often makes it impossible to
determine the self-identiﬁcations of peoples categorised as ‘eunuchs’.
In fact, the term ‘Hijra’, as it is used in ofﬁcial records, was itself
a colonial category. When colonial ofﬁcials called a person a ‘Hijra’ they
meant a femininely-dressed ‘eunuch’ and when they called someone
a ‘eunuch’ they generally meant a ‘Hijra’.72 Thus, I refer to Hijra as
both a social role with local cultural meaning and as a colonial category –
an ambiguity that unfortunately, but necessarily, reﬂects the classiﬁcatory
practices of the colonial government. At the same time, I foreground the
categorical slippages between ‘Hijra’, ‘eunuch’ and other indigenous
groups that were caught up in the anti-Hijra campaign.
In order to understand the lives of nineteenth-century Hijras we need to
ﬁrst understand the politics and processes of knowledge production –
hence, the reader will ﬁnd an analysis of Hijra life histories in Chapter 6,
following an examination of stereotyping narratives and colonial archives.
However, a brief outline of the nineteenth-century Hijra community and
other groups classiﬁed as ‘eunuchs’ will be useful here.
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Hijras’ feminine gender embodiment was expressed through women’s
clothing and jewellery, grooming practices (such as the shaving or plucking of facial hair) and physical gestures.73 Nineteenth-century ethnologists also reported that Hijras adopted feminine names upon initiation.74
Yet the police registers compiled in the NWP list many male names,
probably because the police demanded that Hijras use masculine
names, or perhaps due to contextual naming practices.75 In north India
today, Hijras adopt a female name and predominantly use feminine verb,
adjective and postposition forms when speaking of themselves and other
Hijras. However, Hall and O’Donovan note that Hijras ‘make greater use
of the masculine’ to refer to other Hijras ‘when signalling social distance
from the referent, whether it be respect for a superior or contempt for an
inferior’.76 While noting the ‘context-speciﬁc and ﬂuid nature of Hijra
gender performativity’, I use female pronouns for nineteenth-century
Hijras, mirroring contemporary Hijras’ use of primarily feminine
language.77
As infertile people, Hijras were thought to have the power to bless or
curse fertility and they would thus visit households at the time of births
and weddings to sing, dance and demand badhai. They also performed
and collected badhai in public spaces like markets and religious fairs.
Hijras used several methods to persuade ungenerous potential donors,
including jokes, insults, curses and lifting their clothing to expose their
castrated body. Hijras were also cultivators, agricultural labourers, shopkeepers, itinerant traders and weavers, among other occupations.
The Hijra community was organised into several discipleship lineages,
and in a town or region each linage had deﬁned territories in which they
could collect alms and perform. Knowledge of Hijra performance,
mythology and gendered behaviours was passed down between Hijra
teachers and disciples. In nineteenth-century sources, the primary
terms for these relationships were the masculine words guru and chela
(disciple). Like their contemporary counterparts, nineteenth-century
Hijras probably conceptualised discipleship as a father-son relationship
to emphasise the senior Hijras’ power and thus used guru and chela, rather
73
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than the feminine guruani and cheli.78 In the 1800s, many Hijras lived in
lineage-based households, though some lived alone or with non-Hijras,
such as adopted children and male partners.79
Initiation into the Hijra community was frequently misrepresented in
colonial and elite Indian accounts since initiation was equated with
castration; yet castration was not necessary for initiation. Many
Hijras reportedly described themselves as ‘born eunuchs’ or ‘impotent’
from birth. Some who represented themselves as such may have been
castrated, but being born a Hijra was evidently a valued subjectivity and it
is clear that some Hijras were not castrated. Colonial and elite Indian
accounts also claimed that Hijra initiates were victims of kidnapping.
Some nineteenth-century Hijras were indeed of slave origins, although
in north India slavery was not an unchanging status, but was rather a form
of dependence, the power dynamics of which could change over the
slave’s life.80 Moreover, not all young people in the Hijra community
had been enslaved, while adults were also initiated as Hijras. There were
thus multiple pathways into the Hijra community.
Another group that were classiﬁed as ‘eunuchs’ under the CTA were
the Zananas (literally ‘effeminate men’), who were sometimes also called
Zankhas or Jankhas (meaning ‘effeminate’, ‘impotent’ or a dancing
boy).81 Unlike Hijras, Zananas were not organised into households structured by discipleship; they seem to have lived as male householders, with
natal relatives, wives and/or offspring. Zananas were not emasculated,
and colonial records stated that they often described themselves as ‘impotent’. However, Zananas who had offspring appeared to the British to be
‘non-impotent’ because they were capable of procreative sex.82
Zananas reportedly presented themselves as feminine in behaviour, bodily movements and/or dress in certain contexts – particularly when associating with other Zananas or the male lovers they termed their
‘husbands’ – and as masculine in other contexts.83 Zananas were performers and were often invited to sing, dance and ‘act as buffoons’ at
wedding parties. They had an ambiguous relationship to the Hijra community: while some former Zananas were apparently initiated into Hijra
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lineages, Hijras sometimes disparaged Zananas as ‘prostitutes’ in their
encounters with nineteenth-century ethnologists.84 Anthropologists note
that contemporary Zananas or Zankhas often perform Hijra-ness, which
Hijras and others describe as mere posing as Hijras.85
Beyond Zananas, other people who troubled a binary understanding of
gender were also occasionally registered as ‘eunuchs’ under the CTA.
There were rich traditions in north India in which people and deities
crossed between gender categories, particularly in ritual and performance. Colonial ofﬁcials sometimes registered men who cross-dressed
in ritual contexts, such as the Sakhis of the Ramanandi monastic order, as
‘eunuchs’. Sakhis performed feminine behaviours and dressed as women
in the course of their devotion to Sita and Ram, assuming the position of
Sita’s sakhis (female companions), a ritual practice known as sakhi-bhav.
They also observed the taboos of the menstruation period and often
entered into a parakiya or unmarried sexual relationship with Ram.86
On occasion, police also registered male actors who played female roles.
In the nineteenth century, there were diverse forms of female impersonation in theatre, from performances of Hindu legends to urban, middleclass theatre. Middle-class Indians viewed theatrical transvestism as
a moral alternative to the employment of female actors, though ‘transgender masquerades . . . introduced . . . possibilities for homoerotic pleasure and expression’ for male audiences.87 However, female
impersonators who performed for more humble audiences were more
likely to be classiﬁed as ‘eunuchs’.
The Khwajasarais (literally, lord-superintendents of the house) –
eunuch slave-nobles who were employed in elite households and Indianruled states – were also sometimes registered under the CTA.
Khwajasarais served as the guards of the female quarters, as well as
administrators, military commanders, envoys, intelligencers, collectors
of land revenue and managers of business ventures (see Figure 5). They
presented themselves as masculine, and in the case of elite Khwajasarais,
in the norms of noble masculinity, in contrast to femininely dressed
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Hijras. The Khwajasarai contingents of rulers and nobles were structured
by discipleship-like relationships, in which senior Khwajasarais were the
educators, supervisors and patrons of younger Khwajasarais. Although
they could not reproduce biological offspring, Khwajasarais formed
families of adopted kin. Some Khwajasarais were politically important
ﬁgures, yet most remained socially vulnerable due to their slave status.88
By mid-century, the power of the Khwajasarais in north India was in
decline. In the late 1840s and early 1850s, the East India Company had
sought (largely unsuccessfully) to limit the power of Khwajasarais in the
Mughal successor state of Awadh, which neighboured the NWP.89
However, the Company’s annexation of Awadh in 1856 and of Delhi in
1857 cut off many Khwajasarais’ sources of livelihood and political
patronage. This was the beginning of a gradual decline in Khwajasarais’
status, which would be compounded by changing models of elite Indian
domesticity and attitudes towards slavery.90 By the 1870s,
Khwajasarais were politically insigniﬁcant enough to be explicitly
excluded from the policing of ‘eunuchs’ under the CTA.91
Nevertheless, the NWP archives suggest that a few Khwajasarais were
registered as ‘eunuchs’ from 1871. The boundaries of the colonial Hijra/
eunuch category were often confused and porous, even as
Hijras epitomised the criminal ‘eunuch’ in colonial administrators’ eyes
and dominated the registered population. Although non-Hijras such as
Zananas periodically provoked ofﬁcial concern, it was the Hijra community that was the subject of heightened colonial panic and which, in the
eyes of the British, needed to die out.
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Part 1

Solving the ‘Eunuch Problem’

1

The Hijra Panic

While Europeans in India had represented Hijras as an immoral people
from the late eighteenth century, it was not until the 1850s that
Hijras became the subject of a panic among India’s British colonisers.
This panic was prompted by several criminal cases which came before the
courts of the North-Western Provinces (NWP) in the 1850s and 1860s,
including the murder of a Hijra named Bhoorah and a handful of cases in
which Hijras were accused of kidnapping, enslaving and castrating children. Like other ‘moral panics’, the colonial concern with Hijras involved
a preoccupation with, and exaggeration of, the threat that ‘deviant’ behaviours and people were thought to pose to the social and political order.1
While moral panics have been noted in diverse historical contexts, panic
was at the centre of how European colonial regimes operated. Despite the
often bombastic rhetoric surrounding colonial rule, the European governing elites experienced a pervasive sense of vulnerability about the
fragility of colonial power. Consequently, colonial administrators were
especially susceptible to panics about aspects of indigenous society that
were construed as a threat to colonial authority.2 It is thus useful to
distinguish between episodes of panic and structural anxiety.3 Panics were
temporally conﬁned, reoccurring and cumulative: they were periods of
heightened anxiety that eventually subsided, often to re-emerge in a new
form at another time or place. The Hijra panic, for instance, was most
intense in north India in 1852–3, 1860–1, 1864–6 and 1870–1. Such
episodic panics arose out of the broader structures of colonial knowledge
which were marked by an enduring anxiety about inadequate intelligence
and incomplete archived knowledge. The series of court cases involving
1
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Hijras in the 1850s and 1860s sparked panic because they were single
instances which British ofﬁcials struggled to ﬁt into a broader pattern.
Colonial administrators ampliﬁed the social practices and relationships
represented in the criminal cases to draw generalised and stereotyping
conclusions about Hijra criminality.
Conﬁdent assertions of moral superiority thus existed alongside anxious
speculations in colonial accounts of Hijras. The repeated discovery and
denunciation of the Hijra community in the nineteenth century reiterated,
again and again, the idea of the colonial state as the defender of ‘public
morals’. The repetitiveness of the moral outcry highlights the performative
quality of colonial encounters with Hijras; and indeed, the performative
nature of colonial rule.4 But the repeated rediscovery of Hijras – that is, the
discovery that colonial rule had not yet ended this moral ‘problem’ –
prompted worries about the limits of colonial authority and knowledge.
Some scholars, for instance Alan Hunt, have criticised the concept of
‘moral panic’ on the basis that it implies an irrational project.5 However,
as Ann Laura Stoler has highlighted, colonial governments were ‘affective
states’ constituted by sentiments, ‘affective dispositions’ and emotions.6
In using the concept of ‘panic’, I intend to highlight the ways that episodes
of panic, as well as a continuing sense of anxiety, sparked ofﬁcial debates
and propelled colonial interventions. The colonial Hijra panic exaggerated and distorted actual social conditions – even the colonial archives
make this clear. But a certain logic did underlie the ‘panic’ and this logic is
revealing for our understanding of the gendered and sexual aspects of
colonialism, as well as the history of the Hijra community.
Early Encounters
The European travellers who wrote accounts of their journeys through
India from the sixteenth century rarely mentioned Hijras. In European
travel literature, most depictions of ‘eunuchs’ were of Khwajasarais,
masculine-embodied court ofﬁcials and harem servants. Europeans portrayed Khwajasarais as cruel and violent to the women of the zanana
(female quarters) and in some, though not all accounts, as physically
effeminate.7 It was only following the East India Company’s assumption
4
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of the diwani (revenue raising rights) in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa in
1765 – which formalised the Company’s longer transition from merchant
to polity – that European accounts of Hijras emerged. European representations of Hijras from this period evidence an aesthetic revulsion to
Hijras’ bodies and physical appearance, as well as an assumption that
Hijras were immoral and obscene. Around 1780, a Bombay merchant
named James Forbes viewed ‘a considerable number of human beings
called hermaphrodites’ who wore ‘the habit of a female and the turban of
a man’ among the camp followers of Raghunathrav, a Company-backed
Maratha leader.8 Preston has suggested that these ‘hermaphrodites’ may
have been Hijras.9 Forbes was evidently confused and revolted by the socalled hermaphrodites: he could not ‘solve [his] doubts and difﬁculties’ and
would not ‘enter into particulars’, since his ‘visit was short, and the objects
disgusting’.10 The Anglophone Flemish artist Balthazar Solvyns published
two illustrations of a ‘Hidgra, a Hermaphrodite’ dressed in female clothing,
in two volumes of etchings published in 1789 and 1808. Whereas the
earlier etchings were considered artistically ‘crude’, the ‘sumptuous’ 1808
illustrations conformed more closely to the popular picturesque style of the
time (see the 1808 Hijra etching in Figure 1).11 However, in the later
edition, Solvyns’ written account represented Hijras as obscene prostitutes,
beggars and cross-dressers – in sum, as an ‘outrage to morality’.12 It was as
if European revulsion towards Hijras could not be expressed in picturesque
visual conventions, only in written form.
In the early period of Company rule, some European physicians also
sought to understand Hijra embodiment. When Forbes encountered
femininely dressed ‘hermaphrodites’ in the 1780s, he was the guest of
a group of physicians who subjected the ‘hermaphrodites’ to a physical
examination, suggesting that from the late eighteenth century, European
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physicians privately circulated opinions about Hijras and other people
with non-binary gender expression.13 Indeed, doctors had long been
pivotal to the construction of colonial knowledge, since they were relatively conversant with Indian society and thus important information
gatherers.14 By the late eighteenth century, there was a close relationship
between European medicine and imperial power.15 The medical ‘gaze’
extended beyond the body itself to encompass culture, ‘custom’ and
religion. In the nineteenth century, colonial physicians were often amateur ethnologists.16 Although doctors appear to have privately discussed
Hijras from an earlier period, it was not until the 1840s that British
physicians circulated information about Hijras in Indian and metropolitan medical journals. In 1843 in the Lancet, there was a debate between
two physicians about the sexual classiﬁcation of Hijras: were they hermaphrodites, castrated men, or even ‘female eunuchs’?17 A decade later,
physicians were conﬁdent that Hijras were generally male-born castrates
or ‘eunuchs’. From the 1850s, Hijras became important to colonial
medical knowledge of Indian sexual practices, as doctors represented
Hijras as emblematic of Indian sexual ‘perversity’. Physicians claimed to
be knowledgeable about the emasculation procedure and the eunuch
body. In a fashion typical of colonial medical accounts, doctors also
included ethnographic information about the discipleship lineages, religious practices and ‘customs’ of Hijras in their publications.18 However,
there were only a handful of European accounts of Hijras published prior
to the mid-nineteenth century.
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Hijras and the State in Western India
Meanwhile, between the 1830s and 1850s, Company ofﬁcials ﬁrst
became concerned with the existence of the Hijra community. Initially,
ofﬁcial discussions of Hijras were conﬁned to Bombay Presidency in
western India. Bombay’s attention was drawn to the Hijra community
in 1836, when the Assistant Collector of Pune reported that there was ‘a
part of the city, where Eunuchs congregate, in such numbers as to have
obtained for it, the name of Hijera Peth [quarter], and where . . . the
practices of some of the younger members of the community are of
a nature too revolting to be mentioned’. The Assistant Collector was
especially determined to ﬁnd out whether Hijras were prostitutes who
had sex with men and, to this end, he interviewed seven Hijras. Company
ofﬁcials also condemned the practices through which ‘begging’
Hijras ‘extorted’ money, in particular Hijras’ exposure of their castrated
bodies. Although Hijra ‘begging’ could be prosecuted under existing
public nuisance laws, some Bombay ofﬁcials argued that new legislation
would be required to prevent initiation into the Hijra community and
remove this ‘abominable practice’ from Indian society.19
This argument was typical of the language of enlightened liberal
reform that pervaded colonial discourse in India in the late 1820s and
1830s. In the early period of Company rule, between the 1760s and the
1780s, British ofﬁcials had claimed to govern India through its own laws
and institutions, though legal and governing practices would undergo
signiﬁcant transformation as the Company sought to reformulate ‘traditional’ symbols of authority in line with its conceptualisation of
sovereignty.20 By the 1820s, British administrators of both utilitarian
and evangelical persuasions argued that the Company should initiate
wider-reaching legal and social reforms. However, as Jon Wilson has
recently argued, the ostensible reform agenda of these years was an
attempt to centralise Company authority. Colonial rhetoric claimed
that with the ﬁnal defeat of the Maratha confederacy in 1818, the
Company was the ‘paramount power’ on the subcontinent. Yet the
Company’s power was fragmented between multiple institutions, was
rendered fragile by localised conﬂicts and had been further destabilised
by an economic crisis in the mid 1820s, all of which lent weight to
authoritarian conceptions of Company rule. Ofﬁcials represented the
centralisation of Company authority as a project of liberal reform, but
schemes of social engineering were rarely implemented and were only
19
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attempted with elite Indian support.21 The 1829 prohibition of sati
(widow-burning) – which had become a colonial symbol of the oppression
of Indian women, even though it was not a widespread practice – was
emblematic of the so-called ‘Age of Reform’ in India. Yet the push to
outlaw sati had been spearheaded by elite Indian reformers like
Rammohun Roy and sati was only abolished once Company ofﬁcials
were convinced that there was no ‘scriptural’ authority for the practice.22
In light of the limitations of the broader reform project, it is unsurprising
that Bombay ofﬁcials wrote about Hijras in the language of enlightened
reform – and explicitly compared Hijras to sati – but did not implement any
new legislation to suppress the community. In the late 1830s, Bombay
placed its hopes in the transformative power of education to gradually end
the ‘evil’ of the Hijra community.23
A more pressing problem for the Bombay government than moral
reform was the issue of the ‘rights’ that the Hijra community had received
from the precolonial Maratha polities in the region. As Laurence Preston
has shown, the Company sought to redraw the relationship between the
state and the Hijra community. Maratha rulers had granted Hijras the
right to collect alms in deﬁned territories and had claimed a proportion of
Hijras’ collections, creating the impression that the new ruler, the
Company, had assumed this state prerogative and sanctioned Hijra ‘begging’. In 1853, the Bombay government discontinued Hijras’ ‘right of
begging’, though it is unlikely that this had much impact on Hijra almscollection. The Bombay Presidency also sought to end the small grants of
rent-free land or inams that Hijras had received from Maratha polities.24
Indian rulers had used such land grants to redistribute resources to people
of humble means, to fund schools and other institutions, to distribute
political patronage and to bind subjects to the state. Existing inams were
generally (though inconsistently) recognised by the Company following
its annexations of regional states. Yet in the 1840s, a period when the
Company’s resources were especially squeezed, the British came to see
inams, which alienated potential revenue from the state, as a threat to
both colonial authority and Company ﬁnances. In Bombay, 20,000
inams had been declared illegal by 1847.25 The Bombay government
21
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determined that Hijras’ rent-free land grants also breached ‘the rules of
public decency’ and could thus be discontinued. However, the policy that
was established in 1842 and upheld in 1854 was a compromise: Hijras’
inams would be converted into life grants that would terminate with the
death of the current holder, thus gradually reducing Hijras’ economic
resources over time. Preston highlights that this compromise was possible
due to the low value of Hijras’ land grants, the resumption of which would
have little impact on the Company’s revenue ledgers.26 It also suggests
that despite the moralising language of the Bombay government,
Hijras were not yet considered a major threat to colonial authority. With
the issue of Hijras’ claims to rent-free land resolved in the early 1850s, the
ofﬁcials of Bombay Presidency would not consider Hijras a major ‘problem’ for the rest of the nineteenth century.
Panic in North India
By this time, the NWP was increasingly anxious about the Hijra community in the wake of Government v. Ali Buksh, the 1852 case of the murder of
the Hijra Bhoorah. The NWP courts considered two suspects in the case:
Bhoorah’s male lover Ali Buksh, with whom she lived (‘as a prostitute’, in
the words of the judges), and one of Bhoorah’s chelas (disciples), Dullah.
The Mainpuri Sessions Court and, subsequently, the Nizamat Adalat (the
province’s highest court) ruled that Ali Buksh killed Bhoorah because she
had repeatedly attempted to leave Ali Buksh for another man.27 The judges
portrayed the case as a moment of ‘exposure’ which had shed light on
a hidden population. Their judgement stereotyped and criminalised the
Hijra community, even though a Hijra was clearly the victim of the crime in
question. Unwin, the Sessions Court judge, opened his judgement with
a statement of the ‘eunuch problem’:
The sickening details of this case involve the disgusting exposure of an abomin
able trade of unnatural prostitution regularly carried on by eunuchs dressed as
women, whom they resemble also in shape, with vested rights to contributions at
weddings, &c. in certain villages allotted to one or more of them under a sort of
acknowledged internal government. They have in fact a King, according to some
resident at Delhi, others say at Furruckabad.28

The judges portrayed Hijras as prostitutes and claimed that Hijras’ castration was for a ‘vile purpose’, by implication sex with men. They viewed
Hijras’ feminine gender embodiment as morally offensive and described
them through a language of moral contagion, as a ‘pollution’. They also
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characterised Hijra discipleship lineages as an alternative political structure
(an ‘internal government’) that challenged colonial rule. The case solidiﬁed
the nascent colonial stereotype of the Hijra as ‘unnatural prostitutes’, crossdressers, and beggars that was evident in earlier travel literature, medical
accounts and ofﬁcial correspondence in Bombay. Following Government v.
Ali Buksh, Company ofﬁcial Charles Raikes was ordered to compile
a report on the Hijra community, the circulation of which engendered
a debate in ofﬁcial circles about whether ‘special legislation’ was required
to control Hijras. Yet anti-Hijra legislation did not eventuate in the early
1850s, largely due to mixed ofﬁcial opinions on whether it was necessary.29
In the early 1860s, concern about Hijras re-emerged in the NWP
administration. In fact, the preoccupation with Hijras was one of several
panics that the ofﬁcial class of the NWP experienced during the 1860s.
In the revolt of 1857, the Company had lost control of most of north and
central India. The factors that had sparked the revolt differed at the local
level but included the perception that the Company had upended local
political structures through rapid territorial expansion in the 1840s and
1850s; fears of the threat of conversion by Christian missionaries; colonial
agrarian policies; and famously, the grievances of the Company’s Indian
‘sepoys’ (sipahis or soldiers). It was not until mid 1858 that the revolt was
suppressed in some areas and the Company only regained its territory
with extreme violence.30 In the revolt’s aftermath, the Company was
disbanded, British Crown rule was asserted over India, alliances were
formed with ‘loyal’ Indian elites, communication networks (including the
railways and telegraph) were extended, the police force was reformed and
the passage of several legal codes consolidated colonial law. Despite these
projects to shore up colonial authority, British ofﬁcials’ sense of insecurity
intensiﬁed after 1857. Provincial administrations, particularly the former
centres of the rebellion such as the NWP, were repeatedly gripped by
panics about perceived threats to colonial rule. This was due to ‘pervasive
structural anxieties’, rather than the existence of acute political dangers.31
While the possibility of another rebellion was a reoccurring fear, colonial
ofﬁcials responded anxiously to a wide range of Indian social groups and
practices in these years. In particular, colonial administrators were concerned with the ‘deviant fringe’ of Indian society, that is, with socially
marginalised groups whose ways of life and social practices seemed to
29
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undermine colonial efforts to know and govern the Indian population.
The colonial administration sought to control untouchable, low caste and
itinerant groups that were labelled ‘criminal tribes’, or hereditary criminals by caste occupation. New laws were also passed to regulate the lives
of female prostitutes, European vagrants and lepers.32 The colonial government represented these marginalised peoples as criminal and deviant,
in a social and often sexual sense. The Hijra community were one such
group on the social periphery who were the subject of colonial panic
during these years.
The court cases of the 1860s added a new dimension to the colonial
Hijra panic. The British now claimed that Hijras were not only a threat to
‘public morals’, but also a danger to children, since they were the kidnappers, castrators and pimps of young Indian boys. In 1860, the NWP
courts heard Government v. Munsa and four others, a case in which ﬁve
people were charged with stealing, purchasing and emasculating Gupoo,
a nine-year-old boy. According to the judgement, a man named Nugoo
had kidnapped Gupoo and sold him to Nurm Buksh, a ‘eunuch’. Nurm
Buksh subsequently organised Guppo’s castration, which was carried out
by an elderly ‘eunuch’ named Munsa and witnessed by two ‘accessories’
who were also ‘eunuchs’. The judges admitted there were some problems
with the evidence, since the case hung on the testimony of two children,
but they nevertheless convicted the accused of between ten and fourteen
years imprisonment each. Judicial ofﬁcials portrayed Hijras as a threat to
the children of ‘respectable’ families and represented Gupoo as an ‘unfortunate victim [who] was subjected to . . . atrocious cruelty’.33 Following
the trial, the Nizamat Adalat sent to the NWP government ‘all of the
information, regarding Hijrahs, possessed by the Court’. At the centre of
the court’s archived information was the 1852 case, Ali Buksh v.
Government. Although Raike’s 1853 report had been destroyed during
the 1857 Rebellion, the Nizamat Adalat sent on the surviving judgement
and the judges’ ‘recollection’ of what Raikes had revealed about the Hijra
community.34 In the subsequent government correspondence, ofﬁcials
quoted the 1852 judgement, in particular Unwin’s summary of the ‘disgusting exposure’ of the Hijra community.35 However, the loss of
archived information also allowed new meanings to be projected onto
the 1852 case, which could be a malleable and recyclable symbol of the
‘discovery’ of Hijras in north India. In 1861, the NWP government
32
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decided a new law targeting Hijras was necessary and sent a letter proposing legislation to the central Legislative Assembly, but the proposal went
nowhere – the NWP administration never received a response.36
Yet the provincial government’s concern with Hijras would soon revive,
when in 1864 and 1865 the Sessions Court of Shahjahanpur heard ﬁve
cases of castration, enslavement and kidnapping. The Sessions Judge,
R. Drummond, and the British Magistrate, W. G. Probyn, concluded
that in June 1864 two men working for the ‘eunuch’ Buheema had
kidnapped two boys from their parental home in Gopamau in the neighbouring province of Oudh.37 Allegedly, Buheema had emasculated both
boys within a few days of their abduction and had subsequently brought
them to Fatehgarh in the NWP, where she sold them to two separate
purchasers. The Shahjahanpur authorities identiﬁed three other cases in
which the castrates were adults. Although the court acknowledged that
the adults had been castrated ‘with their own consent’, it ruled that
consent was not an acceptable exemption from prosecution due to the
likelihood of death or grievous injury and since, in the court’s opinion,
castration was ‘not for the beneﬁt of the person consenting’.38 In total, the
Shahjahanpur Sessions Court tried thirty-one persons between 1864 and
1865 for castration, kidnapping and/or enslavement.39 Drummond and
Probyn foregrounded the two cases involving children, which they characterised as the ‘worst cases’, rather than those of adult castration. In fact,
Drummond appears to have lowered the age of one of the minors to
emphasise his child status, claiming that the child was ‘certainly under
10’, even though his mother insisted he was older. The Shahjahanpur
authorities also portrayed the Hijra community as a ‘gang’ that was
pivotal in a wider criminal network of kidnappers, sellers, buyers and
castrators of children.40 Once again, ofﬁcials referred back to the earlier
court cases involving Hijras, particularly the 1852 case, the moment of
‘exposure’.41 In 1865, the NWP government also launched the widest
investigation into the Hijra community to date. The Inspector-General of
Police ordered District Superintendents of Police to ‘discover the whole
extent and the whole manner of the atrocious crimes’ of the Hijra. ‘Every
information’ should be recorded, the Inspector-General implored, even
things that appeared ‘triﬂing’.42
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There was a repetitive pattern to this series of criminal cases involving
Hijras. The ‘discovery’ of Hijra criminality and sexual immorality in each
case was followed by impassioned expressions of moral outrage from the
judiciary, the bureaucracy and the police; a drive to collect ethnographic
information about Hijras to shore up uncertain colonial knowledge;
a search of colonial archives for previously compiled information about
Hijras; and, consequently, the rediscovery of the 1852 case as the moment
that the Hijra community was ﬁrst ‘exposed’. Several aspects of this
pattern were typical of how panics played out in colonial governments.
Colonial panics were fundamentally about threats to colonial power,
whether the perceived danger was to the stability of colonial rule, the
notion of European superiority or the colonial social order. Hence, in
1861, the NWP Secretary represented the Hijra community as ‘an infamous organization’ which was ‘calculated’ to throw ‘opprobrium . . . on
the administration’.43 As we will explore in more depth in the next
chapter, this was because the NWP administration viewed Hijras as
a fundamentally ungovernable and disorderly population.
In moments of panic, archived ‘evidence’ was considered merely the
proverbial ‘tip of the iceberg’.44 Thus, the court cases of the 1850s and
early 1860s were regarded as a minuscule proportion of the apparently
enormous number of instances of Hijra lawbreaking. Probyn, one of the
ofﬁcials involved in the Shahjahanpur investigation, was convinced that
he would bring ‘hundreds of offenders’ to justice with further investigation into Hijra kidnapping and castration – he did not.45 In fact, very few
children lived in Hijra households in the 1860s.46 Nevertheless, the seemingly unknowable scale of the Hijra population fed the belief that
Hijras represented a major threat to colonial authority.47 Thus, what
the British didn’t know drove the Hijra panic. More broadly, colonial
panics emerged out of anxieties about the inadequacy of colonial intelligence which were structural and enduring.48 As Christopher Bayly has
observed, ‘information panics’ arose where ‘knowledgeable colonial institutions met, but failed to mesh with, the sentiment of the knowing people
of the locality’. These panics propelled the construction of stereotypes of
Indian criminality, deviance and rebelliousness. Colonial stereotypes
were thus a product of the weaknesses in colonial knowledge systems.49
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When faced with uncertain knowledge, colonial administrators shaped
rumours and fragmentary information into intelligible narratives by
combing colonial archives for the records of previous panics.50 This
tended to reiterate stereotypes that had emerged out of earlier episodes
of panic and reframe them in new circumstances. Thus, NWP ofﬁcials
repeatedly referred back to Government v. Ali Buksh to make sense of later
court cases and police investigations, reformulating the Hijra stereotype
that had emerged in the 1852 case.
When panics occurred in colonial administrations, moral certitude and
a pervasive sense of vulnerability went hand-in-hand. Following each
appearance of Hijras in court in the 1850s and 1860s, ofﬁcials made
fervent statements of moral outrage which were circulated, quoted and
ampliﬁed in ofﬁcial correspondence. In continually denouncing Hijras in
highly formulaic language, British ofﬁcials reiterated a moral vision of
colonial governance. Moreover, the idea of the panoptic reach of the
colonial state was reiterated through the apparent creation of
a systematic body of knowledge which rendered the secretive criminal
peripheries of Indian society transparent. But the failure of the colonial
state to suppress the Hijra community following its original ‘exposure’ in
1852 suggested the limits of the colonial state’s power and thus exacerbated the sense of urgency in ofﬁcial circles. The recourse to archived
knowledge to make sense of rediscoveries of the Hijra community did not
dampen, but rather fuelled, ofﬁcial panic. For instance, following the
1860 case of Government v. Munsa, the NWP Secretary wrote that
Government v. Ali Buksh had shown that ‘an evil of the most disgusting
character prevailed in these Provinces in 1852’ and the 1860 case ‘unavoidably raised the belief that the same evil continued in unmitigated
force’, a situation which was a ‘reproach’ to the colonial government.51
While the coterie of British administrators in the NWP was anxious that
Hijras constituted a threat to colonial rule, ofﬁcials in other parts of British
India did not share this view. When consulted by the Government of India
on whether Hijras were a ‘problem’, most other provinces responded in the
negative, even while describing Hijras in highly disparaging terms. Punjab
was alone in agreeing with the NWP that Hijras should be policed, but
there was not signiﬁcant ofﬁcial concern in this neighbouring province.
The Hijra panic was thus provincial in character.52 Indeed, colonial governance in India was highly fractured and provincialised. In a number of
provinces, patronage and family ties among British ofﬁcials had shaped the
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colonial administration and fostered ofﬁcial beliefs of provincial particularity. Some provinces, such as Madras, promoted particular ideologies of
governance that were thought to be suited to local conditions. Provincial
governments frequently resisted administrative agendas established in
London, Calcutta or other parts of British India.53 Colonial panics also
frequently emerged from, and circulated within, a particular province
without eliciting much concern elsewhere.
The NWP certainly reﬂected these broader patterns. From the 1830s, the
NWP was a ‘patronage bureaucracy’ in which ties of patronage bound
together competing ‘schools’ of administration that were based around highranking ofﬁcials. The group that came to dominate the province was formed
through the patronage of Robert Bird and his protégé James Thomason and
argued for various reforming schemes of moral and material ‘improvement’.
As Lieutenant-Governor from 1843 to 1853, Thomason was given a wide
remit to recruit like-minded ofﬁcials from other provinces.54 The men
Thomason patronised dominated the NWP government in the following
decades and included all of the Lieutenant-Governors of the post-1857 period: G. F. Edmonstone (1859–63); Edmond Drummond (1863–8); and
William Muir (1868–74).55 This group of ofﬁcials were among the most
strident supporters of legislation to control Hijras. In the early 1850s,
Thomason was particularly concerned with the Hijra community and his
protégés, in a sense, inherited the issue: Edmonstone, Drummond and Muir
all subsequently called for legislation against the community.56
Patronage politics had also entrenched the power of evangelical men in
the administration from the mid 1840s. To be sure, the NWP was not the
only province in which evangelical ofﬁcials shaped policy.57 Yet a ‘close
identiﬁcation with missionary interests was a particular mark’ of the
NWP.58 The authority of evangelicalism endured in the NWP even
after the 1857 rebellion, a period which saw a ‘de-linking’ of the colonial
and evangelical projects in other contexts and regions.59 NWP
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administrators like William Muir advocated for the ofﬁcial colonial policy
of ‘neutrality’ in the administration of religious matters, but tempered this
with a language of ‘moral improvement’ that had an ‘evangelical
subtext’.60 From this evangelical perspective, colonial intervention was
needed to morally transform Indian society and to ‘save’ innocent children from Hijras. Edmonstone, for instance, explicitly linked the Hijra
issue to Christian morality in 1861, calling Hijras ‘a reproach to any
country under Christian rulers’.61 In short, the patronage bureaucracies
of British Indian provinces produced highly province-centric outlooks
among administrators and engendered regional panics and projects.
Although the Hijra panic was concentrated in the NWP, in the late
1800s colonial administrator-scholars in other provinces also collected
information about Hijras as a part of wider efforts to know and count the
population in its entirety. This colonial knowledge was shaped by the
ofﬁcial panic in north India and circulated stereotyped views of Hijras in
other parts of British India. In the second half of the nineteenth century,
Hijras often featured in published ethnographies. British ethnologists
viewed India as comprised of many little traditions, diverse customs and
‘an agglomeration of small societies’. Late nineteenth-century ethnography in India emphasised socio-cultural knowledge over physiological
theories of race, unlike ethnology elsewhere in the British Empire.62
Ethnological knowledge also had a moral and gendered bent in India.
Colonial ethnologists sought to record religious and cultural practices
they viewed as ‘obscene’ in order to eradicate them.63 The Glossaries of
Castes and Tribes that administrator-scholars published from the 1870s
almost always featured an entry on Hijras. These glossaries broke India up
into alphabetically organised communities, primarily using caste (jati) as
a classiﬁcatory principle, although they also included non-jati groups like
Hijras. Ethnographic tomes were shaped by the perspectives of Indian
administrator-scholars who worked as British ethnologists’ ‘assistants’,
elite Indian informants and unnamed, low-status informants, including
Hijras.64 A few published ethnologists were Indian, such as Bhimbhai
Kirparam, while Indian princely states also produced ethnographic compendiums. Some Glossaries provided quite detailed ethnographic information about Hijra communities.65 Nevertheless, most ethnologists
commented on the perceived sexual deviance of Hijras. R. V. Russell
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even included a commentary on the history of homosexuality at the end of
his account of the Hijra community.66
Hijras also featured in colonial censuses conducted throughout India.
Early colonial enumerations of the Indian population were rough approximations. Attempts to more accurately and systematically count the entire
population began in the 1840s, culminating in 1871 in the decennial Indiawide census. The census was an outcome of the knowledge of literate
Indians who were the census takers at the local level and the abstractions
of British census ofﬁcials. Censuses would become a major form of colonial
knowledge of the agglomeration of religious, occupational and (especially)
caste groups that made up Indian society.67 The categorisation of Hijras in
the decennial censuses often differed between provinces within each decennial census and also shifted over time, between censuses. In the decennial
censuses taken between 1871 and 1901, the occupations of ‘Hijras’ were
variously recorded as: pimp; dancer, bard or performer; ‘indeﬁnite and
non-productive’; and ‘miscellaneous and disreputable’.68 Colonial ethnographies and censuses were imprinted with – and further contributed to –
the stereotypes that had emerged out of the ofﬁcial preoccupation with
Hijras in mid-nineteenth-century north India.
While the panic about Hijras was acute in NWP administrative circles –
and scholar-administrators such as doctors and ethnologists wrote moralising accounts of Hijras – the non-ofﬁcial European population did not
experience a panic about the community. Moreover, the Englishlanguage press in India played a relatively minimal role in discussions of
the ‘eunuch problem’ and neither sparked, nor signiﬁcantly exacerbated,
the ofﬁcial concern with Hijras. Most of the dozen or so English-language
newspaper articles about ‘eunuchs’ that appeared in the 1860s and 1870s
were from The Pioneer, which was published in Allahabad, the capital of
the NWP and the centre of ofﬁcial panic about Hijras. Moreover, most of
these reports were published in response to the brief legislative debates
about the 1871 Criminal Tribes Act (CTA).69 The relatively limited
discussion of the Hijra community in Anglo-Indian newspapers was due
to Britons’ moral and aesthetic unease with public discussions of
Hijras. Accounts of Hijras were more common in forums where British
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male ofﬁcials were the main audience, like ofﬁcial correspondence and
reports, or in texts that carried scholarly authority.
The limited role of the press in fuelling colonial anxiety about
Hijras represents a distinct model of colonial panic. The press played
a signiﬁcant part in several panics in colonial India, for instance, the
preoccupation with criminal tribes in the 1860s and the enduring anxiety
about a possible repeat of the 1857 rebellion.70 Indeed, scholars who have
deployed the concept of ‘moral panic’ have generally foregrounded the
dissemination and exacerbation of panic through mass media. Yet newspapers did not always drive the spread of panics. Several studies have
highlighted the role of rumour and oral communication in propelling
colonial panics.71 David Arnold has noted that ‘poison panics’ in nineteenth-century India did not circulate in the newspapers, but rather in
popular rumour and the ‘anxieties of the colonial ruling class’.72
However, the preoccupation with Hijras in colonial north India suggests
the tendency of a circle of colonial administrators within one region to
experience intense anxiety about a ‘problem’ population. The medium
through which the Hijra panic spread was the ofﬁcial letter-writing through
which daily colonial administration was carried out, especially the networks
of correspondence between district administrators and the provincial headquarters. The paper bureaucracy that was the basis of colonial governance
fuelled and circulated anxious interpretations of Hijras.73

... ... ...
In the NWP in the 1850s and the 1860s, several particular instances of
crime – the murder of a Hijra, the kidnapping of three boys, the castration
of three adult Hijras – were extrapolated into a criminalising representation of the Hijra community as a whole. The few cases involving
Hijras that had been tried in the courts were thought to pale in comparison to the enormous extent of Hijra crime. There was a circular quality to
the moments of panic in NWP ofﬁcial circles, as the 1852 case,
Government v. Ali Buksh, was continually rediscovered, resulting in the
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recycling and reinvention of anxious narratives. The repeated rediscovery
of Hijras also provided occasion to castigate Hijra (and Indian) immorality in a highly repetitive fashion, reiterating moral conceptions of colonial power. Nevertheless, the failure of colonial rule to suppress the Hijra
community to date was a source of ofﬁcial worry.
The Hijra panic resonated with several broader dynamics that Robert
Peckham, Harald Fischer-Tiné, Ann Laura Stoler and other historians of
‘colonial panics’ have identiﬁed, including the sense of insecurity that
pervaded ofﬁcial circles, the tendency of incomplete knowledge to produce
panic and the ‘cumulative effect’ of panics which resurfaced and changed in
new contexts.74 However, the anti-Hijra campaign also highlights some
under-examined aspects of colonial panics. First, whereas Kim Wagner,
D. K. Lahiri Choudhury and Peckham have emphasised the transnational
spread of panics through imperial networks of communication, the Hijra
panic is a reminder that some panics circulated within a more conﬁned
geographical area.75 Nonetheless, such local and regional panics could grip
colonial administrations and have transformative impacts on colonial governance. The fractures within the Government of India, especially along
the lines of province, thus shaped the anti-Hijra campaign. Second, the
Hijra panic highlights that newspapers and other news media do not
necessarily drive the spread of panics, as most studies of ‘moral panics’
(including in colonial contexts) have suggested. The Hijra panic circulated
and intensiﬁed through the letter-writing practices that undergirded – and
in large part constituted – the ‘paper-obsessed’ colonial government of
India.76 Finally, most historians have explored colonial panics about the
perceived threat of imminent revolts and revolutionary activities, or alternatively, panics about disease and epidemics, which endangered the bodies
of the colonisers and the colonial economy.77 Yet the Hijra panic – along
with several studies of panics about interracial sex78 – suggest that a range
of sexual practices and relationships, as well as forms of gender expression,
could be construed as threats to colonial rule in certain contexts. However,
the question remains, why did the British view Hijras as a problem of
colonial governance and a challenge to colonial authority?
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An Ungovernable Population

The colonial stereotype of the Hijra that solidiﬁed in the mid-nineteenth
century, in the context of a panic among British ofﬁcials in north India, was
multifaceted insofar as Hijras were characterised as criminal and immoral
in multiple ways. The British frequently described Hijras as ‘ﬁlth’ or as a
disease that was spreading through Indian society. This discourse of exponential spread obviously heightened the ofﬁcial anxiety about Hijras. A
language of dirt, contamination and contagion was scattered through
colonial accounts because the British viewed Hijras as a source of disorder,
as ‘matter out of place’, which threatened the colonial moral, social and
political order. In the dominant colonial narrative, Hijras were ungovernable for numerous reasons. Hijras’ apparent sexual practices challenged the
heterosexual, patrilineal order of succession that colonial law sought to
entrench. Their gender expression confused binary gender categories and
undermined the classiﬁcation, and thus the legibility, of the Indian population. The performance, feminine dress, ‘begging’ and boisterous presence
of Hijras in public space challenged colonial efforts to discipline marginalised people in public places. Although Hijras were generally not itinerant,
they were increasingly understood as ‘wandering’ people who weakened
the stability of political borders and challenged colonial law, since mobility
and criminality were equated. Colonial ofﬁcials especially associated Hijra
‘wandering’ with ‘kidnapping’, a form of illicit commerce across borders
that was linked to ‘deviant’ forms of domesticity. In colonial accounts,
kidnapping was also intimately connected to the sexual ‘corruption’ of
male children in Hijra households.
The colonial Hijra stereotype throws into sharp relief the colonial
understanding of what might constitute a governable colonised population. As a number of historians have shown, modern states of various
kinds have been concerned with the management of population, for
instance through forms of knowledge like statistics.1 The colonial state
aimed to render the Indian population ‘legible’, that is visible and
1
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knowable, and therefore subjectable to colonial control.2 These efforts
intensiﬁed in the second half of the nineteenth century in India. In part,
the colonial vision of a governable population rested on sedentary ways of
life, economic productivity and subjection to colonial law. Hence, Hijras –
understood as ‘wandering beggars’ with unproductive occupations – were
ungovernable in the colonial view. However, gender, sexual and domestic
norms were also central to the colonial understanding of an orderly population. The management of population placed reproduction, sexuality and
household formations at the centre of governance.3 The British in India
viewed households that were constituted by conjugality, heterosexual and
reproductive sexualities, and patrilineal inheritance as conducive to the
colonial social and political order.4 Hence, non-normative gender and
sexuality signalled ungovernableness and thus the existence of political
and social danger. The colonial stereotype of Hijras as a disorderly and
ungovernable people was symptomatic of the broader colonial preoccupation with rendering colonised populations legible. However, the extent to
which the colonial stereotype of the Hijra entailed manifold sources of
disorder is striking. The British in north India viewed the Hijra as a sort
of conduit for various kinds of moral, sexual, political and social danger.
The ‘eunuch problem’ intersected with several wider preoccupations of
North-Western Provinces (NWP) administrators in the mid-late nineteenth century, some of which were speciﬁcally a concern in northern
India, while others resonated with broader discussions that circulated in
imperial networks. For instance, the order of public space was an especially
intense concern in northern India in the aftermath of the 1857 revolt. At the
same time, the colonial narrative of the Hijra/eunuch resonated with contemporary metropolitan discussions of gender and sexuality. Shifts in
attitudes towards cross-dressing emerged around the same time in both
Britain and India. Similarly, colonial anxieties about the sexual ‘corruption’
of male children in the Hijra community suggest that metropolitan and
colonial notions of child sexual abuse both intersected and diverged.
Rather than charting sudden ruptures in discourses of gender and
sexuality,5 this chapter shows that in colonial contexts, as in Britain, shifts
in understandings of non-normative sexualities and gender expression
‘were neither universal nor even’, but rather complex and gradual.6 Due
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to constraints of space, this chapter particularly compares British India
with Britain, but it suggests that concepts of gender and sexuality circulated
in broader imperial networks, even as local preoccupations shaped the
colonial stereotype of the ‘eunuch’.
Pollution and Contagion
European commentators often depicted Hijras through a language of
pollution and contagion – as a sort of disease. The word ‘ﬁlth’ and other
terms related to dirt reoccur in ofﬁcial records about Hijras. In 1852, the
judges who heard Government v. Ali Buksh, the court case that was
remembered as the moment the NWP discovered Hijras, condemned
the ‘ﬁlthy trade’ of Hijras, an allusion to what the judges termed ‘unnatural prostitution’.7 Two decades later, a colonial ofﬁcial wrote that
young Hijras supported older Hijras through the ‘proceeds of their
ﬁlthiness’.8 The association of Hijras with ‘ﬁlth’ extended to the male
musicians who sometimes accompanied them: according to a Nizamat
Adalat court ofﬁcial these musicians were ‘encouragers of the system of
castration and of all uncleanness’.9 Given this language of ﬁlth and dirt,
colonial ofﬁcials occasionally used metaphors related to cleaning when
proposing interventions against the community. The Nizamat Adalat
court recommended, for instance, that Magistrates should ‘sweep’ their
districts of Hijras. Colonial ofﬁcials also termed Hijras ‘pollutions’, portraying Hijras as a poisonous substance that infected society, just as
‘pollutions’ infected an environment or body.10 R. Drummond, a NWP
ofﬁcial, represented the Hijra community as ‘a system which carries
contamination far and wide’; the contamination to which he referred
was sexual ‘vice’.11 In other cases, ofﬁcials spoke of a more generalised
moral contamination; for instance, the potential of child ‘eunuchs’ to
‘contaminate’ other children if they were placed together in juvenile
reformatories.12 The metaphor of ‘spread’ was also repeatedly deployed
to portray an increase in the Hijra population or Hijras’ alleged crimes. In
particular, ofﬁcials claimed that Hijras ‘spread’ sodomy throughout the
Indian population, suggesting that Hijras were agents of sexual contagion
who ‘infected’ Indian men.13 The word ‘disgusting’ also reoccurs in
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colonial accounts. This echoed the language of disgust at the colonised
and their ‘uncivilized, racialized [and] polluting bodies’ that pervaded
colonial sanitation and hygiene campaigns.14 Administrators characterised Hijras’ sexual behaviours and performances as the ‘disgusting
practices’ and ‘disgusting habits’ of Hijras.15 Hijras themselves were
also described as ‘an evil of the most disgusting character’.16
The mixed vocabulary of disease through which colonial commentators represented Hijras was typical of nineteenth-century British and
colonial terminologies. The terms ‘ﬁlth’, ‘pollution’ and ‘contamination’
were primarily related to environmental explanations of disease, whereas
the idea of person-to-person ‘spread’ was more typical of the idea of
contagion, or transmission through direct contact. The conventional
historiography holds that there were two opposed ideas of disease causation in nineteenth-century Europe: miasma theory, or transmission
through the air (the advocates of which were often called ‘anticontagionists’); and germ theory, a particular understanding of contagion which
was crystallized in Koch’s bacillus theory. However, for most of the
nineteenth century, a multifactorial view of disease prevailed, which
held that individual diseases could be either contagious, endemic to a
particular locality or ‘contingently contagious’. Furthermore, advocates
of germ theory often used the terms contagion and miasma
interchangeably.17 In India, bacteriological explanations of disease did
not signiﬁcantly shape government health policies until the 1890s and
thereafter public health campaigns continued to target ‘environmental
conditions that made the spread of contagion more likely’.18 However,
the varied terminology that colonial ofﬁcials used to describe Hijras – as
ﬁlth, pollution, contamination and contagion – was broadly typical of the
multiple, often conﬂicting ways of conceptualising disease transmission
in nineteenth-century Britain and its colonies.
The spread of diseases – as well as metaphorical, ‘moral’ forms of
contagion – were acute concerns for colonial governments. Peckham
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and Pomfret have argued that ‘[f]ears of contagion played a critical role in
the re-ordering of British and French colonial societies in Asia’.19 In light
of the ‘endemic’ anxiety in colonial governments about gaps in ofﬁcial
knowledge,20 the uncontainable and unknowable character of contagion
made both disease and metaphorical contagion especially troubling to
colonisers.21 Colonial economies depended on the circulation of goods
and people, but diseases as well as ‘contagious’ ideas could spread
through these same networks.22 Consequently, imperial boundaries
were often constituted by cordons sanitaires, particularly from the late
nineteenth century.23 Colonisation brought Europeans into contact with
colonised people, but such exchanges prompted fears of contagion and
dangerous mixing of various kinds.24
Metaphorical and physical disease were closely intertwined in the
colonial view. The control of ‘social diseases’ that were understood
through metaphors of contagion often overlapped with broader sanitation
and hygiene projects. In Lucknow in the aftermath of 1857, the British
sought to prevent future rebellion by making Lucknow a safe, organised
and clean city, a project that involved not only new sanitation procedures
based on environmentalist understandings of disease, but also the control
of ‘social diseases’, such as drunkenness and prostitution.25 Similarly, in
the early 1900s, the government of Delhi sought to reduce the spread of
diseases in the city through hygiene projects based on bacteriologist as
well as environmentalist understandings of disease, at the same time as a
programme of ‘social hygiene’ was implemented which, once again,
targeted prostitution.26 Obscenity was also contagious, in the colonial
view. British attempts to regulate obscene literature in India and other
colonies were premised upon an understanding of obscenity as ‘matter …
beyond representation’ or ‘base matter’ that endangered the ‘purity’ of
the ‘imperial body’. Thus, the policing of obscenity was ‘coterminous
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with and a product of’ sanitation projects.27 The representation of Hijras
as a source of contagion drew upon, and fed into, colonial discussions of
prostitution and obscenity as disease. Hijras, for instance, often came up
in debates about female prostitution.28 From the colonial point of view,
‘immoral’ sex and obscenity represented potentially frightening forms of
moral contagion.
In large part, the spread of diseases – those affecting the body, as well as
society – induced such anxiety because it suggested the breakdown of the
political or social order. For nineteenth-century Britons, disease was
essentially impurity. Margaret Pelling points out that impurity is ‘a
basic element’ of the concepts of contagion, miasma and also infection.
In the 1800s, these terms all evoked ‘the broad spectrum of religious and
moral ideas clustering around notions of pollution and taboo’.29 As
anthropologist Mary Douglas highlighted, ritual pollution and modern
ideas of hygiene are both ‘symbolic systems’ based on the ‘idea of dirt’.
Douglas argued that dirt is ‘essentially disorder’, since it is ‘matter out of
place’ that does not ﬁt into a ‘systematic classiﬁcation and ordering of
matter’. Moreover, dirt/disorder is considered ‘dangerous’ because it is
‘destructive’ to the existing social order. Attempts to prevent pollution
exhort people towards behaviours which uphold the social order, while
‘pollutions’ are also used as ‘analogies for expressing a general view of the
social order’. People who are classiﬁed as marginal, as having ‘no place in
the social system’ – like the Hijras of colonial India – are often viewed in
analogous ways to dirt and pollution, as out of place and dangerous.30
Contagion adds an extra element to the idea of pollution: exponential
spread. Bashford and Hooker highlight that contagion suggests a ‘process
of contact and transmission’ involving an agent that grows and multiplies
uncontrollably. Moreover, contagion ‘implies absorption, invasion, vulnerability, the breaking of a boundary imagined as secure, in which the
other becomes part of the self’.31
Hence, dirt, pollution and contagion are ultimately about impurities,
which are perceived as sources of disorder. In describing Hijras in these
terms, colonial ofﬁcials identiﬁed Hijras as a danger to the colonial moral
and political order – a danger that was spreading. For colonial ofﬁcials,
the threat of contagion from Hijras was not only an issue of metaphorical
contagion, it also had embodied and physical dimensions. The ‘spread of
sodomy’, for instance, was a matter of sexual contact between bodies.
27
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The British portrayed Hijras as contaminating ‘ﬁlth’ because they did not
ﬁt visions of colonial society and were viewed as ‘matter out of place’.
Hijras were thought to pose a manifold source of disorder because, to
British eyes, they were ungovernable in numerous ways.
Sexual Disorder
For one thing, Hijras embodied sexual disorder, in the colonial view. The
management of population towards economic and political purposes was
a central preoccupation of the colonial government in India and this
depended on the governance of household forms, sexuality and
marriage.32 Colonial law promoted an ‘order of succession’ based on
patrilineal descent and reproductive sexualities. This not only marginalised Hijras and other communities in which inheritance was based on
discipleship; it also promoted a norm of monogamous conjugality which
devalued – and even criminalised – non-heterosexual and non-reproductive sexual desires.33 This colonial sexual order was also based on an ideal
of a clear demarcation between the public and private spheres, in which
sex should be contained within domesticated conjugality, or at least,
should not be visible in public space.34 The British saw Hijras as not
merely located outside this sexual order, but also as a threat to it.
From the late eighteenth century, European commentators had characterised Hijras as prostitutes who had sex with men. The Flemish
Anglophone artist Balthazar Solvyns claimed that Hijras’ ‘debauchery is
carried to that degree, that they … offer themselves in the public houses of
prostitution’.35 The judges who heard the 1852 case Government v. Ali
Buksh decried the existence of ‘an abominable trade of unnatural prostitution’ and characterised the cohabitation of the Hijra Bhoorah and her
lover Ali Buksh as an ‘infamous connexion’.36 It should be noted that it is
difﬁcult to determine the extent to which Hijras were involved in sex work
historically, but it does appear that many Hijras had sexual and romantic
relationships with men, even as asexual asceticism was important to Hijra
identities. In the colonial view, the threat that Hijras posed to the colonial
sexual order was ampliﬁed since their ‘immoral’ sexual practices were
thought to be ‘spreading’. In 1865, several colonial ofﬁcials claimed that
32
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‘unnatural’ sex ‘has greatly increased of late’ and ‘has reached a fearful
height in the North-Western Provinces’, a ‘spread’ for which ‘eunuchs’
were held responsible, since they apparently sexually ‘contaminated’
Indian men.37
The British in India used a varied language of euphemism to describe
Hijra sexual practices. Colonial ofﬁcials did not use the word ‘homosexual’
to describe Hijras until the twentieth century.38 Indeed, though the term was
coined in Germany in the 1870s, it was only evident in the English-language
from the 1890s. Rather, ‘unnatural crime’, and several similar phrases like
‘unnatural offences’ or ‘unnatural practices’, were the most common terms
used in relation to Hijras’ sexual relationships with men.39 British ofﬁcials
also deployed the term ‘sodomy’ in ofﬁcial correspondence.40 Several
phrases related to prostitution were also common in colonial accounts,
including ‘unnatural prostitution’ and ‘professional sodomy’.41 Sodomy
and unnatural crime could refer to anal sex between men and women, but
these terms were more commonly used to refer to sex between men in
nineteenth-century Britain. Thus, this colonial terminology implicitly
labelled Hijras ‘men’, even though Hijras viewed themselves as feminine
and thus differently gendered than their partners. Colonial commentators
also employed a range of phrases that had much wider meanings to describe
sex between men and Hijras in a more inexact and ambiguous language,
including variations on: ‘disgusting habits’; ‘vice’ (the ‘poison of vice’,
‘shocking vice’); an ‘abominable trade’; ‘wickedness’; and ‘evil’.42
This varied language of euphemism was shaped by trans-imperial discussions of sex between men. English-language newspapers in India
occasionally reported on ‘unnatural offence’ cases, in articles that ranged
from short notices of cases to be heard at the provincial court to longer
articles on particularly scandalous cases.43 As well as reporting local
unnatural offence cases, Anglo-Indian newspapers reprinted articles on
sex between men from British and other imperial newspapers.44
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Euphemistic vocabularies for discussing ‘unnatural’ sex thus circulated in
imperial networks. As H. G. Cocks has observed in the context of nineteenth-century Britain, euphemism did not prevent public knowledge,
but rather created ‘varied and subtle languages’ which ‘simultaneously
referred to homosexual desire, and tried to cover all traces of its existence
with circumlocution and evasion’.45 There was also a moral performance
involved in the euphemistic naming of sexual practices through a language of revulsion, shock and outrage – as in the phrases ‘disgusting
habits’ and ‘shocking vice’ – which mitigated the British writer’s morally
dubious knowledge of ‘unnatural’ practices. Thus, the author simultaneously disclosed their knowledge and distanced themselves from the
apparently immoral behaviour.
This ‘subtle language’ of euphemism was also criminalising, since the
sexual acts that Hijras were accused of committing were criminal under
colonial law. In the early 1800s, the Company had prohibited sodomy
under several ‘Regulations’ that were partly derived from Islamic law.46
However, in 1860 a single law, section 377 of the Indian Penal Code, was
enacted in the context of a much broader project of legal codiﬁcation in
the aftermath of 1857. Section 377 provided for the imprisonment (for
life, or alternatively up to ten years) of ‘[w]hoever voluntarily has carnal
intercourse against the order of nature with any man, woman or animal’
and speciﬁed that penetration was ‘sufﬁcient’ to constitute ‘carnal
intercourse’.47 This drew on a long English legal tradition: ‘buggery’
(usually deﬁned as anal intercourse with a man, woman or animal) had
been understood as a ‘crime against nature’ since the 1600s.48 The Indian
Penal Code (IPC) did not deﬁne what constituted ‘unnatural’ sex; however, in the second half of the nineteenth century, the judiciary interpreted section 377 as speciﬁcally prohibiting sodomy or anal sex
(including between men and women), but not other sexual acts such as
oral sex.49 In fact, section 377 went against the trend of nineteenthcentury British legal reform. From the 1860s, several new British laws
speciﬁcally applied to sex between men and prohibited a range of sexual
acts other than anal sex – reforms which many historians have viewed as
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explicitly criminalising male homosexual desire in Britain.50
Nevertheless, section 377 also had the effect of cementing the colonial
criminalisation of the ‘sodomite’.
From the 1850s, the British characterised Hijras as ‘habitual sodomites’, suggesting that they were inherently sexually deviant. The NWP
government concluded in 1861 that ‘Hijrahs, or eunuchs … earn a livelihood by the habitual and unconcealed practice of prostituting their
persons’.51 The provincial administration would later propose to police
‘eunuchs, who are reasonably suspected of … habitually committing
offences punishable under Section 377’.52 In 1884, a Hijra named
Khairati was tried under section 377 of the IPC on the premise that she
was a ‘habitual sodomite’. The prosecution was unsuccessful because
there was no evidence of ‘penetration’, but the case starkly revealed the
colonial view of the inherent sexual character of Hijras.53 The idea that
Hijras were ‘habitual sodomites’ partly drew upon nineteenth-century
ideas of habitual criminality which were evident in both Britain and its
colonies.54 However, this also reﬂected a longer transition in European
understandings of sex, from the criminalisation and denunciation of
‘sinful’ acts (such as sodomy, buggery, bestiality and so on) to the pathologisation of sexual types of person (for instance, the ‘sodomite’ and from
the 1890s, the ‘homosexual’). When this shift occurred has been extensively debated, with various dates between the eighteenth and early
twentieth centuries suggested.55 Nevertheless, it is clear that in Britain a
gradual shift was occurring towards the idea of sexual desire as integral to
the interior self and toward the classiﬁcation of sexual types.56 The
criminalisation of Hijras as ‘habitual sodomites’ was a part of these
broader transitions.
The colonial anxiety about Hijra prostitution was also closely related to
projects to prevent the spread of venereal disease through the policing of
female prostitutes. From the late 1850s, Britain and several of its colonies
introduced contagious diseases legislation, beginning with Hong Kong in
1857, Britain in 1864 and India in 1864 (the Cantonment Act) and 1868
50
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(the Contagious Diseases Act or CDA). These laws provided for the
compulsory registration, medical examination and conﬁnement in Lock
Hospitals of women deemed to be prostitutes, but not their male clients.
The goal was not to suppress prostitution, but to regulate the spaces in
which prostitution could occur and to prevent venereal disease, especially
among British soldiers and sailors.57 However, the CDA was not merely
about British male sexual health. All forms of prostitution (female, male
and transgender) provoked anxieties about the presence of overt sexuality
in public space. In colonial contexts, ofﬁcials were concerned with prostitution because it represented the sexual disorder of colonised people.58
In the case of female prostitution, sexual order was closely related to racial
order: police attempted to prevent Indian prostitutes with European
clients from having sex with non-European men, while negative attitudes
towards interracial sex encouraged European prostitution, but necessitated the close policing of European prostitutes.59 Moreover, the possibility of sodomy occurring among British soldiers and sailors, and the
resulting need to provide them with healthy female sexual partners, was a
strong undercurrent of attempts to prevent venereal disease by policing
female prostitution.60 Yet the possibility that British men might have sex
with Hijras was unspeakable and was certainly never mentioned in north
Indian ofﬁcial circles, even euphemistically. Hijra prostitution apparently
‘spread’ ‘unnatural crime’ throughout Indian society. Nevertheless, an
unspoken fear that British men might seek sex with Hijras likely underlay
colonial anxieties.61 Thus, colonial commentators viewed both Hijra
prostitution and female prostitution as problems of deviant male sexuality. More broadly, Hijras’ sexual relationships with men appeared to
challenge the colonial sexual order that was based on reproductive,
monogamous, heterosexual conjugality and patrilineal succession.
Gender Disorder
Although the colonisers labelled Hijras ‘men’, Hijra gender expression
did not ﬁt within a binary understanding of gender. The colonisers saw
Hijras as in-between in ways that were not only ambiguous, but also
deeply troubling. R. Drummond, a judicial ofﬁcial, found the appearance
of femininely-dressed Hijras revolting: ‘Nothing could be more sad or
57
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disgusting than the appearance of these wretches on trial. Some, both
prisoners and witnesses, were dressed as women, and attempted to conceal their faces as women are in the habit of doing when in Court’.62
Underlining this sense of disgust was the confusion of binary gender by
so-called ‘men’ who dressed as women.
The perceived categorical messiness was ampliﬁed because British
observers differed on whether Hijras’ bodies were masculine or feminine
in appearance. Illustrations of Hijras that were created or commissioned
by Europeans usually portrayed Hijras using the same facial features that
the artists used for Indian women (see Figures 1 and 2). Moreover, the
judgement on Government v. Ali Buksh stated that ‘eunuchs’ not only
‘dressed as women’ but also ‘resemble[d]’ them ‘in shape’.63 In his 1870
medical jurisprudence manual, physician Norman Chevers provided a
lengthy description of the body of Bhoorah, the murdered Hijra in the
1852 case, to prove that ‘Hijrahs’ had feminine bodies:
The mutilation seemed to have taken place before puberty, for, excepting that the
breasts were underdeveloped, the body had all the appearance of that of a woman.
There was no indication of hair on the chin, although the deceased could not have
been less than twenty ﬁve or thirty years of age, while all the limbs were rounded
and soft, and the skin ﬁne and delicate.64

As Chevers’ account suggests, depictions of Hijras as physically feminine
were often related to colonial anxieties about the bodily transformations
caused by castration, which like ‘cross-dressing’ appeared to blur gender/
sex categories.
Yet some colonial observers interpreted Hijras’ bodies as masculine
and viewed the combination of an apparently masculine body with feminine dress as an absurd contrast. In the 1850s, Dr Wright reported that
‘natural-born Eunuchs’ or ‘Khojas’ were ‘effeminate in both appearance
and manner’, but the emasculated ‘Hegiras’ could be physically masculine: ‘Their voices are sometimes of manly tone, and the growth of beard,
in some cases, continues’.65 In the early 1870s, another physician, John
Shortt, inverted Wright’s typology, writing that ‘Higras’ were ‘natural
eunuchs’, but similarly claimed that Hijras were ‘strong and muscular’
and ‘had plenty of hair about the face, chest, arms, pubis, and legs’.66
Colonial accounts of Hijra gender expression were thus marked by a
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concern with tangled and disorderly categories and perceived mismatches
between genitalia, bodily appearance and dress.
From the eighteenth century, binary understandings of gender had
consolidated and hardened in Britain. To be sure, eighteenth-century
Britons appreciated and celebrated certain forms of gender masquerade
without signiﬁcant anxiety about ambiguous gender.67 Yet gender was
increasingly conceptualised as divided between two incommensurably
different and biologically constituted categories: male/masculine and
female/feminine. Several historians have suggested that this represented
a shift from an older ‘one-sex model’ – in which female anatomy was
viewed as an inverted version of male genitalia, so that male and female
were a difference of degree – to a ‘two-sex’ system.68 This more rigid
conceptualisation of binary gender/sex was underlined by the idea of
‘separate spheres’, in which the ‘domestic sphere’ was the domain of
women and a moral sanctuary that was demarcated from the ‘public
sphere’, the morally corrupting, masculine ﬁeld of work, business and
politics. By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the concept of
‘separate spheres’ was constitutive of middle-class identity. While actual
work and social patterns were more varied, the separate spheres ideal
reinforced a binary view of gender/sex difference.69 In this context, crossdressing was increasingly stigmatised in early nineteenth-century Britain,
especially male transvestism in the streets.70 The British concern with the
non-binary gender expression of Hijras echoed this metropolitan conviction that ‘male’ cross-dressing was immoral.
The inability of the British to conﬁne Hijras to the male category also
upset the colonial project of making the Indian population legible to the
state. In the aftermath of the 1857 rebellion, the colonial government
attempted wider-reaching schemes of enumeration, registration and categorisation. Much has been written about British attempts to classify caste
and religion into clear, comprehensible and useful categories. The British
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viewed Indian society as made up of many small communities, but these
were made sense of through a ‘reiﬁed and rigid’ distinction between
Hindu and Muslim, as well as taxonomies of castes which simpliﬁed
complex and regionally varied caste practices.71 In India, as in other
colonial settings, the tensions and confusions of these categories – their
inability to satisfactorily describe colonised societies – was a cause of
disquiet.72 Ambiguity in the categories of ‘male’ and ‘female’ was also a
source of anxiety. Gender was one of the primary categories on the
decennial censuses conducted from 1871 and there were, of course,
only two categories: male and female. Thus, colonial ofﬁcials were forced
to explain why both ‘male’ and ‘female’ Hijras had been recorded in the
NWP census, when the government viewed Hijras as men.73 Orderly
populations were those that could be classiﬁed and thus rendered legible;
in contrast, ungovernable populations existed on the margins of categories. Non-binary gender expression thus undermined colonial attempts
to manage the Indian population.
To British colonial administrators, the gender disorder that Hijras
posed was closely interlinked with sexual disorder, since Hijras’ feminine
clothing was viewed as an indication or sign of their sexual practices.
From the middle of the nineteenth century, British doctors connected
Hijras’ feminine dress to their sexual practices and, by the 1870s, suggested causal links between gender expression and sexuality. In the
1850s, several physicians writing in the Indian Annals of Medical Science
linked Hijras’ female clothing to their ‘disreputable and revolting practices’ and the ‘grossest immorality’. Dr J. C. Bow wrote that men who
were born without sexual function or desire began to associate with
Hijras, ‘adopted female apparel’, were ‘inﬂuenced’ by the ‘persuasion’
of Hijras and eventually began to participate in ‘immoral and unnatural
practices’, suggesting that feminine gender expression and sodomy were
interlinked.74 In his widely circulated 1870 Manual of Medical
Jurisprudence, Norman Chevers suggested that in the case of Hijras,
there was a causal relationship between sodomy, physical effeminacy
and cross-dressing. For Chevers, feminine dress was evidence of Hijras’
sexual nature: ‘almost all, if not all eunuchs, who have female attire …
habitually prostitute themselves unnaturally’. Chevers used case studies
of Hijras to prove that ‘prostitution of the body in Sodomy’ in youthhood
‘unquestionably’ caused ‘impotence’, an ‘effeminate’ voice and a ‘desire’
to rid oneself of physical masculinity.75
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British ofﬁcials in north India also linked Hijras’ feminine dress to
‘immoral’ sexual practices. Some NWP administrators argued that the
visibility of femininely dressed Hijra performers in public directly resulted
in sex between Hijras and Indian men. The NWP government thus
envisaged the prohibition of Hijras from performing and wearing
women’s clothing as a measure to prevent the ‘spread’ of sodomy. The
logic behind government policy – as A. O. Hume, the Magistrate of
Etawah, put it – was that ‘[b]ecause the dancing in public of eunuchs in
female clothing afterwards leads to sodomy, therefore it should be
prohibited’.76 In 1874, Tyrwhitt, the Inspector-General of Police,
warned that ‘so long as these creatures are allowed to go about singing
and dancing in women’s clothes it [sodomy] will not be put a stop to’.77
According to British administrators, it was the visual display of Hijra
bodies and the spectacle of Hijras’ feminine dress that caused sodomy,
because Hijra ‘cross-dressing’ was merely advertising for sexual services.
L. H. Grifﬁn, an Under-Secretary to the Punjab government, claimed in
1870 that Hijras ‘solicited’ by ‘wearing the garb of women in the streets[,]
… [on] the ﬂat roofs of their houses or from balconies’.78 In 1884, Smith,
the NWP Inspector-General of Police, described feminine clothing as ‘the
appliances of their [Hijras’] unnatural habits’.79 These colonial ofﬁcials
viewed Hijras’ gender expression as an advertisement for ‘unnatural’
prostitution, rather than a mark of innate sexuality as such.
Yet some British ofﬁcials saw Hijras’ feminine embodiment as evidence of an inherent sexual disposition. In 1873, the NWP government
established that the cross-dressing of a ‘eunuch’ demonstrated that they
‘habitually’ committed sodomy. Government policy thus explicitly stated that Hijras’ feminine dress was proof of ‘addiction’ to ‘unnatural’
sexual practices.80 In 1874, the district authorities in Azamgarh even
called for female clothing to be ‘sufﬁcient grounds for enforcing the law
under Section 377’, the law against ‘unnatural’ sexual intercourse,
claiming that ‘cross-dressing’ indicated an innate disposition towards
sodomy in the case of Hijras. These proposals to prove sodomy through
dress did not eventuate but demonstrate the close connections between
sexual deviance and feminine gender expression that coalesced around
the ﬁgure of the Hijra/eunuch.81 British ofﬁcials also saw Zanana crossdressing as an indication of perverse sexual desire. For instance, in
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1866 W. A. Forbes, the Magistrate of Meerut, wrote that in the case of ‘a
perfect [that is, unemasculated] man, who for hire dresses and sings as a
woman … it is simply depravity, which induces them to assume the
disguise and occupation of the other sex’.82 In sum, cross-dressing and
sodomy were closely interlinked in colonial accounts of the Hijra, since
Hijras’ feminine appearance was either an advertisement for sexual
commerce which encouraged Indian men to commit sodomy, or an
indication of Hijras’ inherent sexual character. The Hijra became a
colonial sexual pathology, a culturally ‘peculiar’ type of effeminate
cross-dresser/sodomite.
Yet colonial administrators and ethnologists did not link all forms of
cross-dressing in Indian society to sexual ‘immorality’. In the 1860s, in
the context of the ofﬁcial debates about legislation to control the Hijra
community, several district ofﬁcials in north India wrote that cross-dressing in theatrical contexts was generally unproblematic. Probyn, the
Magistrate of Shahjahanpur, pointed out, ‘It is the commonest practice
… among the lower castes … to perform at nautches dressed up as women.
The poorer classes frequently cannot afford the luxury of female
dancers’.83 Moreover, there was signiﬁcant debate and confusion about
the sexuality of ritual cross-dressers. For instance, British ofﬁcials disagreed over whether Sakhis, men who wore female clothing and adopted
feminine behaviours in the course of religious devotion, were ‘addicted’ to
sodomy.84 Meanwhile, in their commentary on Indian masculinity, the
British did not generally associate sex between men with effeminacy. The
writings of nineteenth-century British men in India often arranged different Indian religious, regional and linguistic groups on a hierarchy of
masculinity, in which the ‘effeminate’ Bengalis were thought to be the
lowest in degree of manliness. Yet the British mainly associated sodomy
with apparently masculine groups such as Punjabis, who were increasingly
termed ‘martial tribes’ from the 1850s, rather than with so-called effeminate Bengalis.85 Thus, the association between sodomy, cross-dressing
and effeminacy in colonial accounts was context-speciﬁc and shifting.
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Similarly, in Britain, cross-dressing was not linked to sexual deviance in
all contexts in this period. An association of effeminacy with sodomy had
been apparent in some settings since the eighteenth century, in particular
in the context of the Molly houses, where lower middle-class effeminate
or cross-dressing men socialised with masculine male love interests. But
male effeminacy did not necessarily indicate a desire for sex with men in
eighteenth-century Britain. In fact, effeminacy was more commonly
associated with excessive emotionalism and romantic attachment to
women, not men.86 Although male cross-dressing in the streets met with
increasing social disapproval from the early nineteenth century, transvestism continued to be primarily associated with theatricality, rather than
sexual deviance, and was incredibly popular in British music halls.87 Men
dressed in female attire were generally only associated with sodomy to the
extent that this ‘disguise’ was thought to facilitate sex with men.
Moreover, the term ‘sodomite’ did not immediately connote ‘gender
inversion’ or an inherent sexual nature, a ‘way of being’, for early nineteenth-century Britons.88
However, in late nineteenth-century Britain, male effeminacy and transvestism was increasingly linked to same-sex desire. This is particularly
apparent in the trial for ‘conspiracy to commit sodomy’ of two men
named Fredrick (Fanny) Park and Ernest (Stella) Boulton who were
arrested in female clothing in London in 1870. The Boulton and Park
case received extensive coverage in the British press, as well as Englishlanguage Indian newspapers, between 1870 and 1871.89 When Boulton
and Park ﬁrst came before a judge in 1870, ‘the categories [of] cross-dresser
and sodomite collapsed into each other’, as the case exposed a large circle
of both working-class and middle-class men that cross-dressed and had
sexual and romantic relationships with men.90 At this historical moment,
the panic about Hijra cross-dressing ‘sodomites’ was also intensifying in
India. Though colonial ofﬁcials did not explicitly connect the Hijra ‘problem’ to Boulton and Park’s scandalous trial, similar discourses shaped
both instances of anxiety about cross-dressing and same-sex desire.
Yet at this point in time, in the early 1870s, the association between
male–male sex and feminine gender expression was still uneven, in
Britain, as in India. In Boulton and Park’s 1871 trial, the Attorney86
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General and the British press avoided publicising the transgression of
gender norms by middle-class men and making links between crossdressing and sodomy, so as not to taint national honour, middle-class
morals and the harmless fun of theatrical and drawing room transvestism.
Though sodomy and transvestism were increasingly interlinked from the
1870s in Britain, Boulton and Park’s ‘impersonations [of women] were
not automatic evidence of an inner homosexuality in 1871’.91 Yet by the
beginning of the twentieth century, particularly in the wake of the scandalous 1895 trials of Oscar Wilde, a ‘queer’ or ‘homosexual’ type had
emerged in Britain that was understood in terms of effeminacy, as well as
sexual desire for men.92 Even then, in the early 1900s British newspaper
reports on sex between men generally emphasised the acts committed;
there was not a straightforward association of sex between men with an
inner sexual disposition or gendered traits.93
The association between same-sex desire, male effeminacy and crossdressing was contingent and ambiguous in both India and Britain, highlighting the ‘highly uneven’ process of change in ideas about sexuality.94
Nevertheless, the ﬁgure of the effeminate homosexual was slowly emerging around the 1870s in Britain.95 The criminalisation of Hijras as crossdressing ‘habitual sodomites’ – and the idea that their feminine gender
expression indicated an innate sexual character – thus developed simultaneously to these gradual shifts in Britain, highlighting that colonial and
metropolitan changes in sexual categories and norms were closely interlinked. Femininely dressed Hijras represented to the British both a threat
to the heterosexual, conjugal and patrilineal colonial sexual order and a
source of gender disorder, which confused binary gender categories and
undermined the colonial classiﬁcation and management of population.
Hijra Visibility, Obscenity and Public Order
For colonial commentators, Hijras were also a danger to public order and
to ‘public decency and morals’.96 Many Britons viewed Hijras as a multifaceted ‘pollution’ of public space because of the community’s apparently
‘obscene’ performances, ‘rude’ talk, cross-dressing, ‘begging’ and
‘vagrancy’. One of the earliest European representations of Hijras, by
Balthazar Solvyns, demonstrates the multiple ways in which Hijras did
not conform to European expectations of appropriate public behaviour:
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It is doing justice to this vile class of beings, to place them as I do here among the
commonest women, whose dress even they affect to adopt … Could it be believed,
that there is a country in the world which tolerates a set of men, whose whole life is
an outrage to morality and common decency, by the ostentatious display which
they continually make of the privation of the marks of their sex? … [T]hese
Hidgras … infest as vagabonds [in] the streets and bazaars, soliciting the charity
of the passengers … When they hear of the birth of a child in a family, they come
and sing at the door, for which they expect their pay: if it is refused they endeavour
to be revenged, and in a singular way; they climb to the roof of the house, and
make water upon it.97

Solvyns’ account demonstrates several aspects of Hijras’ public presence that
European commentators disparaged throughout the nineteenth century.
Since in the dominant colonial view, Hijras’ gender expression signalled their sexual practices, femininely dressed Hijras visually displayed
‘perverse’ sexuality in public space, upsetting public/private boundaries.
Colonial commentators also repeatedly opined that Hijras’ performances
were ‘obscene’. According to Spankie, Jaunpur’s Sessions Judge, ‘Their
songs are always obscene, as well as their actions’.98 Lindsay, the Sessions
Judge of Moradabad, likewise claimed that Hijras’ performances were ‘for
the most part of an obscene nature’.99 Colonial commentators rarely
elaborated on the actual content of Hijras’ music, speech and dance.
Nonetheless, Hijra performance was interpreted as overtly sexual in
large part because Hijras were thought to embody ‘unnatural’ sexuality.
The British in India also viewed Hijra ‘begging’ as a threat to public
order, although most colonial commentators were aware of the cultural
signiﬁcance of Hijra badhai (alms-collection).100 Colonial ethnologist R.
V. Russell reported that ‘the hated Hijras’ were ‘beggars’ who sometimes
became ‘very importunate’ and besieged potential alms-givers with ‘indecent clamour and gestures’.101 The physician John Shortt wrote, ‘They
are not only persistent but impudent beggars, rude and vulgar in the
extreme, singing ﬁlthy, obscene, and abusive songs to compel the bazaarmen to give them something’.102 Colonial accounts often depicted Hijra
‘beggars’ as ‘unproductive’ people and as vagrants who loafed about
outside peoples’ houses and in markets.103 In 1882, Mirzapur’s District
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Superintendent of Police complained, ‘these men [Hijras] go in gangs of
ﬁve and six and sit (dhurna) at people’s houses until they get grain, pice,
&c.’, making ‘nuisances’ of themselves.104
British observers emphasised that Hijras not only spoke about the body in
explicit ways in the context of performance and alms-collection; castrated
Hijras also exposed their bodies in public space. According to the ethnologists Kirparam and Enthoven, ‘If any one fails to give them alms they abuse
him, and if abuse fails they strip themselves naked, a result which is greatly
dreaded as it is believed to bring dire calamity’.105 In contrast, Russell
suggested that the sight of Hijra bodies was desirable to Indian onlookers,
thereby painting Indian society as immoral: ‘Some of them make money by
allowing spectators to look at the mutilated part of their body’.106 Solvyns
also claimed that Hijras publicly displayed gross bodily functions by threatening to urinate on the houses of people who refused to give badhai.107
Colonial commentators viewed the exposure of the Hijra body and its ‘base’
functions as a literal and symbolic deﬁlement of public space.108 As Chapter
6 shows, Hijra ‘ﬂashing’ had more complex social meanings.
The notion of visibility was central to the colonial concern with Hijras’
public presence. The provision of the 1871 Criminal Tribes Act (CTA)
that would subsequently police Hijras in public places demonstrates that
it was the visual spectacle of Hijras that engendered anxiety: section 26
prohibited ‘the intention of being seen from a public street or place’ while
performing or wearing women’s clothes.109 Hence, the simple capacity of
Hijras to be seen in public space was deeply problematic for the British.
Gayatri Reddy notes a similar discourse in contemporary India: ‘it is the
visible fear of moral contagion that constructs Hijra sexual stigma and
social marginality in the public domain’.110
Although Hijras lived in towns of varying sizes, the British viewed their
public presence as an issue of urban governance, which was an acute colonial
concern from the 1860s. In this period, the colonial government sought to
regulate many aspects of Indians’ conduct in urban spaces, from their use of
environmental resources to where they chose to defecate. These projects
rested on a notion of ‘public space’ that required that individuals act in
accordance with the ‘public good’ – deﬁned as the protection of private and
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public property and the upholding of ‘public morals’ – in spaces
that were designated as ‘public’ and therefore (in theory) commonly
accessible.111 It was not until the 1860s that the colonial government
attempted to regulate Indian-dominated parts of cities, in addition to
European neighbourhoods.112 These urban projects appear to have begun
ﬁrst in northern India, as the British attempted to reassert control over
‘rebellious’ cities following 1857.113 Intensiﬁed colonial programmes of
urban regulation also coincided with the establishment of municipalities,
through which elite Indians were able to collaborate with and appropriate
colonial projects. Late nineteenth-century efforts to govern Indian cities
particularly operated through sanitation programmes. There was increasingly an emphasis on disciplining marginalised peoples’ ‘threatening bodies’,
which cemented the class segregation of cities.114 The focus on the Hijra
body in public space was interlinked with this broader trend of regulating
marginalised colonial subjects’ bodies through public health projects.
At the same time, the expansion of public nuisance laws from the 1860s
equipped the police with a malleable instrument to regulate peoples’
behaviour in public space. Public nuisance laws – including certain provisions of the 1860 IPC, the 1861 Indian Police Act and various municipal
laws – could be used to a range of ends, including the protection of
property and manufacturing interests and the removal of the poor from
wealthy neighbourhoods.115 Indeed, colonial administrators often used
such laws to target Hijras. In 1865, R. Spankie, the Sessions Judge of
Jaunpur, argued that Hijras’ ‘appearance in a town in public, in female
apparel, and dancing and singing, considering their acknowledged proﬂigacy and profession, would constitute them a public nuisance, and
bring them under Section 290 of the Penal Code’.116 This reﬂected one
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of the main aims of public nuisance laws: to uphold colonial and elite
Indian notions of moral order. Hence, public nuisance provisions were
applied not only against things like the obstruction of public paths, but
also against gambling, drinking, ‘indecent’ exposure, begging and street
walking. Because public nuisance laws were so ﬂexible, it was the most
common category of criminal conviction from the 1870s.117 The British
deﬁned an array of Hijra socio-cultural practices as public nuisances,
including singing, dancing, ‘rude’ talk, begging, hanging around respectable houses, the exposure of the body and merely the ‘appearance’ (that
is, visibility) of Hijras in public. This was typical of the variety of public
acts which were deﬁned as a harm to the ‘public interest’ from the 1860s,
as subaltern bodies became the target of new techniques of urban governance that sought to discipline moral and hygienic forms of deportment in
public space.
Interestingly, nineteenth-century visual images created or commissioned by Britons only partly conform to this dominant textual discourse
of Hijra obscenity and public disorderliness. To be sure, a clear mode of
colonial visual representation developed during the nineteenth century,
in which Hijras were shown wearing feminine dress and jewellery with
persons, props or gestures that conveyed their occupation as performers.
In a gouache painting titled ‘Eunuchs dancing’ by an anonymous Patna
artist – which appears in an album of Indian trades and occupations that
the Governor-General Francis Rawdon-Hastings and his wife collected in
the 1820s – three Hijras in feminine clothing are pictured: the central
ﬁgure is clapping (a signature gesture of Hijras); the ﬁgure on the right is
pictured with a dholak (a small drum) slung over her shoulder; and the
ﬁgure on the left appears to be turning in the midst of dancing (Figure 2).
This image is typical of the ‘sublime’ and ‘picturesque’ visual repertoire of
European-commissioned ‘Company drawings’ by Indian artists, as is
evident in the relatively subdued colour scheme and attention to
ornament.118 Later photographic representations of Hijras also emphasise their occupation as entertainers, sometimes showing Hijras in the
midst of a (probably posed) performance. A photograph taken in Delhi by
a European commercial photographer around 1860 shows two Hijras,
one of whom appears to be dancing, while the other looks directly at the
camera. The Hijras are accompanied by three male musicians, two of
whom hold dholaks (Figure 3). However, from the 1860s, it was more
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common to depict Hijras in static portraiture. This reﬂected a broader
transition in ethnographic photography from more varied modes of representation to ‘studio views where physical type, dress, and deportment
were all identiﬁed as “typical” of a particular group’. Subjects were
separated from their usual work setting and their occupation or caste
status was often communicated through props,119 in the case of Hijras,
the dholak or majira/manjira (cymbals). An early 1860s photograph that
was a part of a larger collection of ‘native types’ from eastern Bengal,
shows a sari-clad Hijra or ‘reputed hermaphrodite’ pictured in a makeshift studio with two musicians, one of whom carries a dholak, while the
other holds majiras (Figure 4).120 Indian principalities also sponsored
such ethnographic photography, drawing on colonial models. A photograph that appeared in an 1891 ethnography commissioned by the
Marwar darbar (court) depicts two ‘Hinjra’: one holds a dholak and the
other’s hand is placed on her hip (see cover image).
Nineteenth-century visual representations of Hijras reproduce the prevailing colonial narrative by emphasising their problematic public presence as performers. The framing of these images often emphasised the
obscenity and immorality of Hijras, either through accompanying text or
even a simple caption like ‘Eunuchs dancing’, which would have conjured
associations of the exotic, abnormal and immoral for European viewers.
However, these images are ambiguous in multiple ways. For instance,
Pinney has argued that in studio photographs of ‘types’, ‘those who
controlled the representations were exercising a domination’.121 Yet
photographed Hijras generally looked directly into the camera in a rather
assertive fashion and it is tempting to conclude that they were performing
for the photographer. Moreover, visual representations of Hijras only
partially ﬁt into colonial narratives of Hijra obscenity. The reportedly
‘indecent’ gestures of Hijras and the exposure of their bodies do not
feature in paintings and photographs, while the depicted dances of
Hijras do not appear especially sexual or erotic. Although nude and
sexually explicit ethnographic images circulated in imperial anthropological circles, Hijras’ ‘obscene’ acts and exposed bodies were apparently
beyond the bounds of acceptable visual representation.122 In part, this
reﬂected a broader disquiet about ‘eunuch’ bodies: hence, there is only
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one surviving European photograph of a nude ‘eunuch’ from this period
in China.123 Moreover, despite the colonial moral anxiety about Hijra
‘obscenity’, several of these images adhered to picturesque conventions
that endured even after photography, with its ideology of ‘realism’, came
to dominate colonial representations of India.124 A photograph like that
of the Delhi Hijras, which was not accompanied by moralising text, could
be interpreted in a variety of ways. In fact, few nineteenth-century
Europeans collected images of Hijras and those noted above are rare
examples. There was considerable ambivalence in visual depictions of
Hijras due to the colonial disquiet about the visibility of Hijras and their
bodies. After all, many colonial ofﬁcials regarded the act of being a Hijra
and being visible in public space as itself a threat to public order.
Mobility and Criminality
Another spatial dimension of the ‘eunuch problem’ was the ofﬁcial concern that Hijras rendered colonial political boundaries porous through
their travels. Colonial ofﬁcials and ethnologists noted that Hijras went on
annual ‘begging tours’, during which they performed and collected donations, especially from houses with newborn children, and visited Hijras in
their discipleship lineage.125 These travels were seasonal or periodic and
were usually of short distance, in the countryside surrounding their town
or village. Nonetheless, the British labelled Hijras a ‘wandering’ people.
Several colonial censuses classiﬁed Hijras as a ‘wandering caste’ or a
‘mendicant and vagrant caste’.126 Such census classiﬁcations suggested
that mobile Hijras were ungovernable and were related to wider colonial
efforts to render peripatetic people ‘legible’ to the state. The colonisers
sought to distinguish economically useful circulations of people from
circulations that constituted a political or military threat. Mobile peoples
who moved across borders undermined the colonial conceptualisation of
state authority as a power evenly exercised across a territory and instead
revealed the porousness of political boundaries. Uncontrolled mobility
also undermined the security of commercial and military trafﬁc, highlighted the patchiness of colonial law enforcement and undermined
efforts to tax colonial subjects. The colonial state thus attempted to
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make populations sedentary so that they could be counted, identiﬁed,
taxed and controlled.127 Peripatetic people – even periodically mobile
people like Hijras – posed a challenge to colonial concepts of the state as a
territorially bounded entity. Colonial ofﬁcials argued that the ‘tours’ of
Hijras should be stopped. The NWP Inspector-General suggested that
one ‘object is to stop a system of circuit periodically made by the …
Gooroos, for exacting of money from the eunuchs, and by the eunuchs
to houses where marriages are being made, for the exaction of money’.128
The unknowability of Hijras’ movements was especially troubling to
colonial administrators. Ofﬁcials speculated as to how far, how regularly
and for what purpose Hijras travelled and increasingly concluded that
Hijra mobility was an indication of Hijra criminality.129
In portraying Hijras as a wandering and therefore criminal community,
ofﬁcials drew upon a long tradition of colonial knowledge which had
associated itinerant communities with criminality in India. From the
1770s, the Company viewed peripatetic groups as ungovernable and
criminal. A 1772 law targeted ‘dacoits’ (gangs who committed highway
robbery targeting travellers) and provided for the punishment of dacoits
through public execution, the ﬁning of their entire village and the enslavement of their family.130 From 1773, sanyasi and fakir religious ascetics –
whose movements incorporated pilgrimage with various trading and
military activities – could no longer carry arms unless they were
sedentary.131 In the 1790s, subsequent laws targeted ‘vagrants’.132
To the colonial state, mobile communities were especially problematic. The British were particularly concerned with crime committed
by groups constituted by caste, religion and other social ties; that is,
with (apparently) culturally speciﬁc forms of crime. For Company
ofﬁcials, ‘collective’ crime highlighted the decentralisation of state
power, because it involved an alternative authority ﬁgure such as a
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patron or gang leader.133 By the early 1800s, colonial law was bifurcated between an ‘overt’ legal system for ordinary/individual crime,
ostensibly based on the rule of law, and a ‘covert’ system premised
on the temporary need for measures outside the rule of law to deal
with ‘extraordinary’ or collective crime.134 In fact, these conﬂicting
elements represented a tension within colonial law.135 In the 1830s,
the legal framework for policing forms of crime associated with
mobile groups was signiﬁcantly extended through the anti-‘thuggee’
campaigns. The Hindi term thag means ‘cheat’ or ‘swindler’, but the
colonisers came to understand ‘thugs’ as stranglers who murdered
travellers in a form of ritualised murder in honour of a Hindu goddess, usually Bhavani.136 The anti-thuggee campaign began in the
‘native states’ but was subsequently formalised in British territories
under an 1836 law that made membership of a ‘gang of Thugs’ itself a
crime under Company law.137
The association of peripatetic peoples with criminality ossiﬁed from the
1850s, as the police of the NWP and neighbouring Punjab sought to
control the ‘criminal tribes’. The communities that were labelled ‘criminal tribes’ were generally low caste, untouchable or ‘tribal’ groups that
appeared to be marginal to settled agricultural society, either because they
were nomadic, or in the case of largely sedentary communities, because
they combined hunting and forest gathering with marginal forms of
cultivation.138 In some cases, the communities deemed ‘criminal tribes’
were ‘raider-protector’ groups, mobile bands of robbers that would prevent crime within a ruler or landlord’s sphere of inﬂuence, while raiding
their patron’s rivals. Such ‘robber police’ challenged colonial police
reforms.139 Hence, a diverse cross-section of marginalised social groups
came to be understood through the ‘criminal tribe’ stereotype, which had
two main elements. First, the criminal tribes were characterised as ‘wanderers’, obscuring the nuances of different occupations and patterns of
mobility.140 Second, the criminal tribes were thought to be hereditarily
criminal. In a much-quoted formulation, the Commissioner of East Berar
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deﬁned the ‘criminal tribes’ as groups whose ‘ancestors were criminals
from time immemorials [sic] who are themselves destined by the usage of
caste to commit crime and whose dependents will be offenders against the
law’.141 This notion of heredity was not based on the biological inheritance of criminality, but rather was underlined by colonial understandings of caste as static, hierarchical and based on inherited occupations.142
Some historians have argued that the ‘criminal tribes’ were a colonial
invention.143 Yet the idea of ‘robber castes’ – socially marginalised groups
who were professional criminals with specialised, hereditarily transmitted
knowledge – is evident in a range of Indian literatures.144 British and
Indian ideas of crime came together in the criminal tribes stereotype.
From the late 1850s, the Punjab and NWP governments sought to control the ‘criminal tribes’ by compiling police registers, introducing ‘ticket
of leave’ systems to control mobility and, in some cases, establishing
agricultural settlements or ‘colonies’.145
Although the NWP government viewed Hijras and ‘criminal tribes’ as
distinct criminal collectives, from the mid 1860s, Hijras were increasingly
described through the criminal tribe stereotype. Partly, this was because
from 1866, the NWP government proposed to police both groups under a
single law, leading to the passage of the 1871 CTA, which contained two
parts, one for ‘criminal tribes’ and one for ‘eunuchs’.146 More broadly,
the association of Hijras with the criminal tribes was due to the colonial
description of both as ‘wandering’ criminals. In the late 1860s and early
1870s, the handful of articles that mentioned ‘eunuchs’ in Allahabad’s
The Pioneer generally referred to them alongside the criminal tribes,
reinforcing the association of Hijras with ‘wandering’ criminal groups.147
Colonial ofﬁcials even occasionally referred to Hijras as ‘members of [the]
criminal tribes’.148
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Colonial commentators related Hijra mobility to two particular forms
of crime. First, the seasonally peripatetic lifestyles of Hijras were apparently a major cause of the geographical ‘spread’ of sodomy in Indian
society, particularly from urban centres to rural areas. R. Drummond,
the Commissioner of Allahabad, wrote in 1865:
The habits of Eunuchs lead them to travel about throughout the country … The
right of conducting their unnatural practices is … considered as property, and one
of the ﬁrst measures perhaps which should be taken should be to check their
migratory habits, and thus prevent them from roaming about, spreading the
poison of vice throughout the country.149

Similarly, colonial commentators linked the mobility of criminal tribeswomen to their supposedly loose sexual morals – that is, their failure to adhere
to upper-caste marriage norms. However, this was because both itinerancy
and ‘immoral’ marriage practices indicated to the British that criminal tribeswomen were beyond ‘respectable’ society.150 Colonial accounts of Hijras
suggested something different: that their peripatetic lifestyles spread immoral
sexual practices to other segments of Indian society. This interlinkage
between ‘criminal’ mobility and sexual contagion reminds us that the
British viewed Hijras as disorderly in multifarious and intersecting ways.
Second, colonial administrators claimed that mobile Hijras were involved in
kidnapping and trafﬁcking children. The Magistrate of Bulandshahr
remarked that ‘if the real truth was known it would probably be found that
during their absence from their homes they act as Agents for Kidnappers in
Native Independent States’.151 This emphasis on the princely states as the
source of kidnapped children heightened the anxiety about mobile Hijras and
the stability of political borders. Such accounts also resonated with a much
wider colonial concern with ‘kidnapping’ in the 1860s and 1870s.
Kidnapping and Emasculation
In the dominant colonial narrative, the Hijra initiate was a child victim of
kidnapping, sale and forced emasculation. Many colonial commentators
interpreted the discipleship hierarchies within Hijra communities as a
product of kidnapping and thus as coercive and criminal. To be sure,
some NWP administrators questioned whether all Hijras were kidnapped
as children,152 while colonial ethnologies generally did not portray
149
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kidnapping as a means of Hijra initiation. Yet the authoritative ofﬁcial
account of Hijra origins began with abduction. When Hijras claimed that
they had entered the community in circumstances other than kidnapping,
the reply was often that of S. N. Martin, the Magistrate of Muzaffarnagar:
‘This I disbelieve – I think there is some system at work which we have not
found out yet’.153
The NWP government’s representation of kidnapping and castration
was largely derived from the handful of criminal cases involving Hijras
that came before the NWP courts in the 1860s. In Government v. Munsa
and four others, the 1860 case of the kidnapping, enslavement and emasculation of a nine-year-old named Guppo, the judges represented Hijra
kidnappers as a danger to Indian children and, more broadly, to respectable Indian domesticity. The Sessions Judge, E. C. Bayley, depicted
Hijras tearing apart a loving family: ‘here the youngest and favorite
child, of respectable Hindoo parents, is carried off forcibly, their dearest
affections and most cherished feelings violated to the utmost’.154 In the
following years, child saving rhetoric permeated British representations of
the Hijra community.155
Five criminal cases in Shahjahanpur district in 1864–5 – which
included the kidnapping, sale and castration of two children, as well as
three instances of adult castration – ampliﬁed Hijra criminality and convinced the NWP government that Hijras were at the head of a criminal
network of kidnappers.156 Drummond, the Sessions Judge, stated that
the cases were ‘so mixed up, the one with the other’, as to suggest that a
criminal web had been uncovered in Shahjahanpur. The accused Hijras,
according to Drummond, ‘appear[ed] to have formed part of a gang who
all shared in the proceeds of the crime’ which was based at Fatehgarh, the
‘Head-Quarters of the Eunuch class’.157 The Inspector-General of Police
summed up the criminal system of kidnapping as such:
In the [Shahjahanpur] cases … it was shown that children are kidnapped and
purchased for emasculation; that there are professional emasculators; [and] that
after recovery they are again sold to others who habitually purchase and prostitute
them for purposes of sodomy. Engaged in this systematic crime there are, there
fore, the kidnappers or child stealers, sellers and buyers of male children for
emasculation [and] … the emasculators.158
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Colonial ofﬁcials obfuscated the question of whether Hijras themselves
kidnapped male children or rather procured kidnapped boys from others.
Regardless, the British increasingly represented the Hijra community as
the epicentre of a web of criminal personalities. In 1869, the Delhi Gazette
and the Madras Mail both mentioned ‘eunuchs’ as among those who
obtained kidnapped children from brokers ‘for their own professional
purposes’.159 In 1870, when J. F. Stephen implored the Council of the
Governor-General to pass an anti-eunuch law, he claimed that ‘an organized association of eunuchs … perpetuated their class by kidnapping and
castrating boys whom they either bought from the kidnappers or stole
themselves’.160 In fact, there were only sixty-one male-bodied children in
Hijra households in 1871, only one of whom was emasculated.161
The colonial stereotype of the Hijra kidnapper and castrator emerged in
the 1860s and 1870s, a period when there was considerable ofﬁcial discussion about kidnapping. This late nineteenth-century kidnapping discourse
reﬂected a long-standing British concern with certain kinds of slave trading,
rather than slave holding. From the late eighteenth century, the Company
had distinguished between: ﬁrst, ‘legitimate’ and ‘benign’ forms of slavery
based on men’s property rights over women and children within the household; and second, ‘illegitimate’ public commerce in slaves. Thus, while
slave holding was legal, regulations passed in 1811 and 1832 attempted to
restrict the slave trade. The Company also differentiated ‘legitimate’ transfers in women and children, such as the payment of money for a bride, from
‘illegitimate’ transfers, such as the resale of a wife by her husband.162 Thus,
notions of domesticity and sexual morality inﬂuenced Company slavery
policy and abolitionist sentiment in important ways.
In the 1860s and 1870s – by which time slave holding had been
abolished under an 1843 law and the 1860 IPC – British ofﬁcials tended
to regard slavery and kidnapping as distinct categories of crime, even
though they often overlapped. While the continued existence of slavery
in India was erased through the colonial rhetoric of ‘benign’ Indian
domestic servitude,163 many colonial ofﬁcials decried ‘kidnapping’,
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which they associated with marginalised peoples and ‘criminal’ peripatetic groups. The concern with Hijra ‘kidnapping’ was symptomatic of this
broader discourse that connected kidnapping, mobility and criminality.
In 1839, William Sleeman claimed to have ‘discovered’ a new type of
‘thuggee’ called ‘Megpunnaism’, in which parents were murdered for
their children, who were then kidnapped and sold.164 In the late 1800s,
British ofﬁcials closely associated the criminal tribes, fakirs and other
itinerant groups with the ‘kidnapping’ of children.165 For instance, in
1870 Clairmont Daniell, the Magistrate of Farrukhabad, informed the
NWP government,
There is a demand, undoubtedly, for both boys and girls which cannot be satisﬁed
by any legal disposal of their persons. For instance, eunuchs … frequently have
boys in their possession, who … in every case may be presumed to have been,
kidnapped. Fakirs and religious ascetics and mendicants bring up boys to their
own profession, who as often as not are kidnapped when young. The same is true
of Nutts, Kunjurs, travelling jugglers, and musicians; Beoparees and Bunjaras
have frequently been found with both boys and girls who they had kidnapped for
the purpose of sale.166

Nats, Kanjars, and Banjaras were all labelled ‘criminal tribes’ in the following decades.167 In the 1860s and 1870s, then, various itinerant and semiperipatetic peoples fell under suspicion of kidnapping and were thereby
criminalised. Kidnapping engendered anxiety not only because it undermined colonial law, but also because it was associated with uncontrolled
mobility, which challenged centralised concepts of colonial authority.
In particular, kidnapping provoked colonial concern in contexts where
it involved the transfer of children to apparently ‘immoral’ situations such
as brothels or Hijra households. Colonial authorities in late nineteenthcentury India were primarily concerned with kidnapping for ‘immoral
purposes’ (or prostitution), rather than other, ‘legitimate’ forced transfers
in children. Likewise, in twentieth-century Hong Kong, Singapore and
Malaya, in the midst of controversy over mui tsais – girls who were forcibly
transferred to households to serve as domestic servants – colonial authorities separated transfers of children for ‘legitimate’ domestic purposes
from ‘illegitimate’ purposes such as prostitution.168 Earlier in India,
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167
168
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ofﬁcials like E. C. Bayley had argued that kidnapping for prostitution
needed to be stamped out, but the kidnapping of girls for forced marriage
was a ‘venial crime’ that was in the interests of the girl.169 The agency and
welfare of the kidnapped child was irrelevant, so long as they ended up in a
respectable domestic context. Hijras’ ostensible initiation of kidnapped
boys was thus problematic in large part because of the perceived immorality of Hijras. The political disorder which kidnapping posed was closely
interlinked with sexual disorder.
The Sexual Corruption of Children
Like girls kidnapped for prostitution, male children in the ‘deviant’
domestic environment of the Hijra household were sexually corrupted,
exploited and trained to become ‘professional sodomites’, according to
colonial ofﬁcials.170 The dominant colonial narrative thus portrayed the
ﬁgure of the Hijra/eunuch as not only a kidnapper and castrator, but also a
child abuser. This narrative of Hijras as a threat to Indian boys’ sexual
innocence was more prominent in ofﬁcial discourse than other types of
colonial accounts, like ethnography, reﬂecting the ofﬁcial panic
about Hijras in north India. NWP administrators often characterised
Hijra households as sexualised and deviant environments, as mere
brothels.171 Although an 1871 report concluded that only three per cent
of male children in Hijra households had been ‘prostituted’, nonetheless,
many British ofﬁcials claimed that boys were kidnapped for ‘immoral
purposes’.172 In 1866, Court, the Inspector-General of Police, was
anxious that a ‘large number of children … are now living under the
most horrible prostitution, and are yet concealed from the Government
ofﬁcials’.173 Five years later, the Magistrate of Muzaffarnagar denounced
the ‘systematic prostitution of boys for the purposes of unnatural vice’.174
Colonial ofﬁcials did not claim that Hijras themselves sexually abused
young boys, but they argued that Hijras ‘taught’ boys to commit sodomy
and were the pimps of boy prostitutes.175 For NWP ofﬁcials, the
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supposed prostitution of children in the Hijra community spread sexual
contagion and represented a threat to the sexual order of British India.
Meanwhile, the rescue of sexualised children reiterated a moral imagining of colonial authority. Thus, the need to ‘save’ boys from sexual
corruption at the hands of Hijras was a thread running through the ofﬁcial
discussions of Hijras from the 1860s. Drummond, who prosecuted the
Shajahanpur cases in 1864–5, argued that it was the duty of the colonial
government,
… to rescue unhappy children from a lifedom [sic] of crime and misery, for it is
notorious that the degraded class [of ‘eunuchs’] are neither more nor less than
professional sodomites … The injury to the children is irreparable, and there is too
much reason to fear that they have thus been consigned to a life of misery and
crime; and though perhaps rescued for a time, they will eventually join the
degraded class for which they were intended.176

Probyn, another Shahjahanpur ofﬁcial, feared ‘that the innocent victims
frequently become, in after years, themselves the propagators of crime in
its most vicious and unnatural form’.177 The following year, W. A.
Forbes, the Magistrate of Meerut, wrote that removing boys ‘from the
care of the eunuchs’ was ‘the only chance of saving them from a life of
infamy’.178
Around this time, an association between sodomy and the rape of
children was consolidating in legal contexts in India. Because the rape
provisions of the 1860 IPC applied to penal-vaginal sex only, the majority
of section 377 ‘unnatural’ intercourse cases involved non-consensual sex,
usually between an adult man and a female or male child.179 In the late
nineteenth century, as the British increasingly accused Hijras (labelled
‘habitual sodomites’) of forcibly prostituting male children, section 377
also gradually engendered close links between the categories of ‘sodomite’ and ‘rapist’.
Discussions of the sexualisation of children in the Hijra community in
the 1860s and 1870s also occurred around the same time that child sexual
abuse emerged as a particular category of crime in Britain, illustrating the
broad simultaneity of metropolitan and colonial developments.180 In
modern Western Europe, the ideal of childhood positioned sexual desire
and sexual behaviour as antithetical to childhood, which was imagined as
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a period of innocence.181 Although Victorians did not use the term ‘child
sexual abuse’, they ‘had a clear concept of inappropriate sexual attention
that constituted abuse of power’.182 However, discussions of child sexual
abuse had different gender dynamics in India and in Britain.
In India, the sexualisation of boys was discussed in government and
legal circles, alongside the sexual abuse and prostitution of girls. In 1845,
Richard Burton’s notorious missing report into brothels in Karachi had
‘exposed’ to the colonial regime the existence of boy prostitutes in brothels frequented by British soldiers.183 Government discussions of sex
between Indian boys and men occurred in several contexts in the 1860s
and 1870s. For instance, colonial anxieties about sexual relations
between juvenile and adult prisoners, as well as between older and
younger boys in jails, prompted proposals to rebuild jails to provide
separate quarters for juveniles and was a factor that motivated the establishment of juvenile reformatories from 1876.184 In the Andaman Islands,
the Indian penal colony, various segregation practices were designed to
prevent sex among boys/youths and between boys and men.185
Meanwhile, as we have seen, the prostitution and sexualisation of
Indian boys was central to the ‘eunuch problem.’
In Britain, in contrast, legal, government and public discussions
focused almost exclusively on the girl child. Male children were largely
‘invisible’ in Victorian British discussions of child sexual abuse, despite
the police’s knowledge of the prostitution of male children and adolescents. The gendering of child sexual abuse in Britain was a result of
Victorian anxieties about ‘fallen’ women, particularly within inﬂuential
social purity movements.186 In contrast, Britons in India often claimed
that Indian girls could not be ‘fallen’. British men viewed the premature
sexuality of Indian girls as entirely ‘natural’, since Indian girls apparently
reached puberty much earlier than Indian boys or European children.187
In the early 1870s, the Government of India dismissed proposals to
remove female children from brothels, in part because many colonial
ofﬁcials thought that Indian girls were sexually mature from a young
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age.188 I also speculate that there was a different racialised dynamic of
speaking about deviant male sexuality in British India than in Britain,
which meant a more explicit discussion of sex between (Indian) men and
boys was possible.189 Though the colonial anxiety about boys in Hijra
households arose concurrently with the emergence of the concept of child
sexual abuse in late Victorian Britain – highlighting the circulation of
discourses of sexuality and childhood between metropole and colony –
gender and race shaped discussions in India and Britain in divergent
ways.

………
The British frequently used a language of dirt and disease to depict Hijras –
describing them as ‘ﬁlth’, ‘pollution’, ‘contamination’ and ‘contagion’ –
because Hijras were seen as a source of disorder and were thus described as
‘matter out of place’. Hijras’ reputed sexual practices challenged the colonial sexual order, while their gender expression suggested an illegible,
unclassiﬁable incongruity between dress, bodies and genitalia. Hijras disrupted colonial notions of ‘public order’ through their cultural practices,
embodiment and, simply, their visibility in public space. The Hijra community was understood as an itinerant group and uncontrolled Hijra
mobility signalled criminality to the British. Hijras were accused of kidnapping male children whom they prostituted to Indian men, engendering a
child rescue discourse that shored up a moralised view of colonial power, as
well as decrying yet another form of sexual danger posed by Hijras. The
multiple ways in which Hijras were apparently ungovernable reveals the
colonial vision of a governable colonised population – a population which
would be visible to the state, sedentary, economically ‘productive’, and
adhere to heterosexual conjugality, patrilineal succession, binary gender
and a containment of sexuality in domestic space. For many colonial
commentators, the non-normative gender expression and intimate relationships of Hijras represented not only a moral threat, but also a political
danger, because of the ways that gender and sexuality shaped colonial
concepts of political authority.
The ﬁgure of the Hijra was a channel for various colonial anxieties and
concerns. I do not mean to imply that Hijras themselves were not a
colonial preoccupation. Rather, the ‘eunuch problem’ was viewed as
188
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having multiple dimensions, as being interconnected with various other
problems of governance, a multiplicity that served to heighten colonial
panic. Local or regional concerns – such as the ‘criminal tribes’ – as well as
wider imperial projects – for instance, the policing of female prostitution
under contagious disease legislation – shaped the Hijra stereotype.
Meanwhile, the colonial pathology of the Hijra as a cross-dressing ‘habitual sodomite’ resonated with gradual shifts in metropolitan sexual discourses in the late nineteenth century, which saw an increasing
association of sex between men with effeminacy and feminine gender
expression. The Hijra stereotype was a product of both the particular
preoccupations of the NWP government and trans-imperial and metropolitan discussions of gender, sexuality and crime. As we will see in the
next chapter, the colonial Hijra stereotype also dovetailed with middleclass Indian politics surrounding morality, gender and sexuality.

3

Hijras and Indian Middle-Class Morality

In the 1860s and 1870s, middle-class Indian men commented on
Hijras in the newspapers and political and social associations that proliferated in north India in this period. These Indian representations of
Hijras resonated with the colonial stereotype of the Hijra in a number of
ways. For instance, middle-class men decried the kidnapping and castration of children by Hijras and represented Hijras as an immoral presence
in public space. In part, this was because middle-class Indians had redeﬁned their notions of intimacy, domesticity and gender in ways that
dovetailed with colonial discourses. At the same time, the representation
of Hijras in the north Indian public sphere was driven by changing class
dynamics in Indian society. By decrying the Hijra community, middleclass men performed the new notions of respectability that deﬁned their
identity in relation to other social groups. Because class politics animated
Indian intellectuals’ accounts of Hijras, there were some differences from
the dominant colonial narrative of the Hijra. Most notably, contemporary
debates about slavery in the north Indian public sphere shaped Indian
men’s accounts of Hijra initiation. While it is clear that the emerging
Indian middle class held increasingly disparaging views of Hijras, there
was not a moral panic about Hijras in north Indian society in the 1860s
and 1870s. North Indian newspapers did not feature widespread debate
about Hijras during this period. This conclusion is based on a survey of
the Selections from the Vernacular Newspapers (SVN), which the colonial
government compiled as part of its surveillance of the Indian press.1
1
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The public discussion of Hijras was particularly limited compared to
several contemporary gender controversies which preoccupied north
Indians of various religious backgrounds and political outlooks, such as
issues of women’s education, prostitution, seclusion (pardah) and extravagant wedding expenses.2 Because Hijras were not as closely linked to
the old elite as were female courtesan performers known as tawa’if – who
became an important foil for middle-class deﬁnitions of gender and
sexual norms – middle-class men’s concern with the Hijra community
was comparatively muted.

Pre-nineteenth-Century Elite Accounts
Despite a growing literature on same-sex love and transgender expression in South Asian history, no study has focused speciﬁcally on
pre-nineteenth-century accounts of people called ‘Hijras’.3 However,
we ﬁnd some fragmented evidence of attitudes towards Hijras in studies
of gender and sexuality in Persian and Urdu texts. Sarkar’s research on
elite men’s Persian accounts of sex between men in the Delhi Sultanate
and the Mughal Empire mentions the moral denunciation of malebodied people who expressed femininity. Sarkar’s study does not refer
to Hijras, but rather to ‘mukhannas’, which he translates as ‘sodomite’
(speciﬁcally, the ‘passive partner’).4 However, earlier Arabic texts used
its equivalent ‘mukhannath’ to refer to men with ‘effeminate’ gender
presentation5 and Indian Persian sources portrayed some, though not
all, ‘mukhannas’ as wearing female clothing.6 Whether Hijras were
labelled ‘mukhannas’ in this earlier period is unclear, though nineteenthcentury ethnologies of Punjab and the North-Western Provinces
(NWP) list the term as a ‘synonym’ for Hijra, probably indicating that
elite Indian informants had described Hijras as mukhannas.7 In medieval
Persian chronicles and histories, relationships between elite men
(including rulers) and mukhannas were seen as a ‘violation of the organisational poles of Islamic probity – religion and blasphemy, public and
private, masculine and feminine, heterosexuality and homosexuality’.
2
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These contemptuous elite accounts attempted to contain diverse sexual
and gendered practices that did not ﬁt within ofﬁcial articulations of
masculinity. There were a range of social settings – such as poetry
assemblies and coffee-houses – where elite men expressed lust for
Khwajasarais (eunuch-slaves) and lower-status ‘beardless’ boys/men.8
Yet it is likely that, viewing Hijras through the same lens as mukhannas,
elite men disparaged Hijras’ gender embodiment.
Urdu poetry from the 1700s and early 1800s contains ambiguous,
though generally negative, views of Hijras. Ruth Vanita’s study of rekhta
and rekhti poetry9 provides a few examples of the use of ‘Hijra’ as a slur to
insult a man for his inadequate masculinity. Poets also associated
Hijras with promiscuity. Sa‘adat Yar Khan Rangin (1757–1835) criticised a Hijra named Anandi who promised to give up her ‘bad habits’
(that is, her sexual practices) but did not keep her promise. Possibly, the
Hijra would have been acceptable to Rangin if she had refrained from ‘bad
habits’, though this interpretation is countered by Rangin’s disparaging
question, ‘Was a son ever born to a Hijra?’ Nevertheless, there is a note of
ambiguity in other poetic references to Hijras. For instance, in another
work, Rangin describes a ﬂirtatious exchange with a poet called Begham.
Begham is described as feminine, but her/his biological sex is unclear and
she/he is probably intended to be a male poet taking on a female persona.
In the middle of this bawdy interaction, Begham admonishes Rangin by
calling him a Hijra: ‘Give up this Hijrapan [Hijra-ness] and take on
manliness [mardi]’. Rangin rebukes Begham for calling him a Hijra, but
as he does so, he ambiguously refers to himself through both feminine and
masculine verb conjugation.10 On the one hand, calling a man a Hijra was
a common insult, but on the other hand, Urdu poetry (especially rekhta
and rekhti) involved play of various kinds, including gender play and
gender-crossing.11 In the burgeoning Hindi and Urdu newspapers of
the late nineteenth century, Indian men would condemn Hijras in much
stronger terms.

Middle-Class Politics
In the early modern period, the cosmopolitan Indian public of state
ofﬁcials, intellectuals, aristocracy and religious communities had
8
9
10
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communicated through wide-reaching information networks, handwritten media and debating and poetry assemblies. By the early 1800s,
some intellectual elites began to engage with the new printed media and
forms of political organisation associated with the European community,
adapting their intellectual culture in the process. By the 1850s, there were
numerous Urdu, and to a lesser extent Hindi, newspapers in the NWP.12
Those who partook in late nineteenth-century public debate were almost
all men and were members of the Indian middle class, which was emerging as a socially and politically powerful group in this period.
The ‘middle class’ was deﬁned as much through cultural practices and
political projects, particularly participation in the press and new forms of
social and political association, as by markers of income and occupation.
Nevertheless, men who deﬁned themselves as middle class generally came
from the ‘service communities’ comprised of upper-caste Hindus and
ashraf (high-born) Muslims who had been employed as the
munshis (writers) of powerful men, Indian states and the Company.
Between the 1820s and 1850s, men from service communities were
increasingly educated in the new Western-style educational institutions
and they were typically employed as government ofﬁcials, lawyers, educators, publishers and journalists. In order to distinguish themselves from
the old elite – such as Indian rulers, the courtly nobility and prominent
rural landlords – middle-class men adapted and reinterpreted British
concepts of modernity. At the same time, they drew upon ideas of ‘tradition’ and older notions of proper social hierarchies to distinguish themselves from the lower orders of society.13 For instance, for Hindus and
Sikhs, high caste and middle-class status were closely intertwined and
quotidian caste practices were an important ingredient of class identity.14
Notions of respectability were central to the formation of the Indian
middle class. There were various dimensions to middle-class respectability, such as temperance, thrift, productivity, education and ‘improving’
leisure activities – all of which deﬁned the middle class in contrast to the
old elite. New constructs of gender and sexual morality were also pivotal
to the idea of respectability. A central preoccupation of middle-class men
was the ‘women’s question’: how, and to what extent, should Indian
12
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women be ‘reformed’ and ‘uplifted’? The middle-class feminine ideal was
a woman who was frugal and efﬁciently managed household expenses;
who observed proper social hierarchies; who was educated (appropriately
for a woman); who adhered to revived and reinvented patriarchal ideals
like stridharma (‘husband worship’) and pativrata (‘virtuous wife’); and
who upheld ‘tradition’.15 The articulation of middle-class respectability
thus required the close regulation of women’s behaviour and sexuality.
The late nineteenth century also saw a narrowing of the marriage practices deemed moral – in particular, a shift to dowry – since marriage
customs articulated middle-class (and high caste or ashraf) status.16
Though notions of tradition were deployed to deﬁne middle-class gender,
domesticity and conjugality, these were modern constructs of tradition,
shaped by the new historical context.
Conversely, middle-class men adapted Victorian gender and sexual
morality to marginalise the courtesans or tawa’if of north India.17
Tawa’if were literate and artistically skilled courtesans who functioned
as entertainers and experts in courtly etiquette, as well as providers of
sexual services.18 In Lucknow and other parts of north India, tawa’if
became the symbol of moral corruption and sexual immorality for the
middle class. This was because courtesans obviously affronted the middle-class wifely ideal and were also wealthy and autonomous women. But
the criticism of courtesans was also an attack on an important symbol of
the old order, since the tawa’if were closely associated with the aristocracy
and Indian rulers. Middle-class commentators labelled courtesans ‘prostitutes’, ignoring the complex internal hierarchies of the tawa’ifkhanas
(courtesan houses), the cultural reﬁnement of the tawa’if entertainers and
their much higher status than randis (women who provided sexual services only). Even before the passage of contagious diseases legislation in
India in 1864 and 1868, north Indian commentators called for measures
15
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to control prostitutes. In sum, middle-class gender and sexual norms –
which combined Victorian morality and ambiguous notions of women’s
uplift with redeﬁned notions of ‘tradition’ – were central to the selffashioning of the middle class.19
‘We are Shocked’: Middle-Class Accounts of Hijras
A number of middle-class men denounced the Hijra community, as a part
of their broader efforts to establish their respectability through calls for
the elimination of ‘immoral’ social practices. In the 1860s and 1870s,
there were a handful of articles that condemned Hijras in the north Indian
Urdu and Hindi press.20 A few middle-class men also wrote letters to the
colonial government on the need to control Hijras, though only three
survive for late nineteenth-century north India.21 Meanwhile, the Indian
Reform League debated the issue of ‘eunuchs’ in the context of its
discussion of the kidnapping of children in 1870, suggesting that other
middle-class socio-political associations may have also discussed the
Hijra community.22 However, Hijras were not as relevant to middleclass political and cultural projects as courtesans, because Hijras did not
possess the social and economic power of tawa’ifs, or their close ties to
Indian princes and nobility.
The dominant depiction of Hijras in the north Indian public sphere was
as kidnappers and castrators, a discourse that overlapped in some respects
with the colonial stereotype of the Hijra kidnapper and castrator.
However, middle-class Indian commentators used the term ‘slavery’
more frequently in relation to the Hijra community than colonial writers.
As we have seen, British commentators tended to avoid the explicit term
‘slavery’ – since slavery was illegal under colonial law but considered
‘benign’ in its domestic forms – and instead condemned ‘kidnapping’ –
which they associated with marginalised groups and criminal collectives.
This difference in terminology and emphasis between colonial and middle-class Indian accounts was a consequence of the broader debates about
slavery in north Indian society at this time. For instance, educated Indian
Muslims debated the existence of slavery in the 1860s and 1870s, in the
19
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context of a renewed debate over what was required of Muslims living
under non-Muslim rule. In their Urdu publications, Indian modernists
like Syed Ahmad Khan and his younger protégé Chiragh Ali argued on
the basis of Qur’anic exegesis that slavery was un-Islamic. Concubinage
particularly came in for criticism. Chiragh Ali, for instance, condemned
the trade in concubines and ‘catamites’ in princely states and argued,
contrary to a widespread interpretation, that the Qur’an did not condone
a man’s sexual relations with his female slaves. However, signiﬁcant
sections of the ulama, particularly those associated with the Deoband
madrasa, condemned the modernist interpretation of religious texts on
slavery. Moreover, the modernists’ efforts to convince the Indian princes
to change their domestic practices required delicate and diplomatic
phrasing.23 Condemning slavery within the lower orders of society was
not as politically problematic. Thus, in north Indian newspapers, articles
that condemned the failures of Indian princes to prohibit slavery were
signiﬁcantly outnumbered by articles on enslavement for brothel prostitution and kidnapping by ‘nomadic’ groups like Kanjars.24
In the context of these debates about slavery in Indian society and the
NWP government’s anxiety about ‘eunuchs’, some middle-class Indian
men decried kidnapping and slavery within the Hijra community.
In 1866, Murdan Ali Khan wrote a letter to the NWP government that
was subsequently published in the English-language newspaper
The Pioneer. Khan argued that as a result of enslavement and kidnapping
by ‘eunuchs’, the ‘advancement of children and mankind is greatly
restricted’. The ﬁrst point in Khan’s itemised list of the ‘crimes’ of the
‘wicked race’ of eunuchs was ‘Purchasing slaves to make them
eunuchs’.25 The Secretary of the Indian Reform League, Lalla Badri
Pershad, also claimed in an 1870 speech ‘On the Suppression of the
Sale and Purchase of Minors’ that 90% of ‘eunuchs’ (by which he
seems to have meant Hijras) had been ‘either kidnapped or bought’.26
Likewise, in August 1871, the Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq published a long essay by
Syed Ahmad Khan in which he decried the continued existence of slavery
in India: ‘We are shocked to hear from day to day of prostitutes receiving
23
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new damsels, hermaphrodites new proselytes, and nawabs new eunuchs, and
cannot but heap the greatest censure on Government for suffering these
abuses to exist’. Khan thus linked slavery to sexual immorality by lumping
together prostitutes, court and harem eunuchs (Khwajasarais) and ‘hermaphrodites’ (probably Hijras, given the reference to discipleship
lineages).27
Some middle-class commentators suggested that the ‘conversion’ or
‘inducement’ of adults was a major avenue into the Hijra community and
saw this as a problem demanding government attention. A writer in the
newspaper Urdu Delhi Gazette, for example, linked Hijras’ initiation of
adults to their mobility and opined that ‘these men should not be allowed
to rove at large in cities and towns, seeing that they always use their best
endeavours in inducing men to join their fraternity’.28 Nevertheless, the
focus in most middle-class Indian accounts was on the enslavement and
forcible initiation of children, not adults.
Several articles in north Indian newspapers also condemned the castration
or ‘mutilation’ of children in the 1860s and 1870s.29 Indian journalists and
commentators pointed to the failures of colonial law to prevent castration,
implicitly or explicitly criticising the government for a lack of action. In 1870,
one contributor to the Urdu Delhi Gazette wrote that in the mid 1860s, when
police had ordered Hijras to report to police stations in Farrukhabad, the
Hijras had merely provided information on their discipleship lineages and
‘dancing at fairs’ and mentioned nothing of the forcible castration of children. In contrast, the writer continued, the records of the colonial courts
showed that Hijras were the perpetrators of ‘mutilation’. The author decried
the fact that scores of such cases never came to the attention of the government and were never prosecuted.30 A correspondent for the Koh-i-Nur
reported in 1871 that a Brahman boy had been castrated in the 35th
Regiment of Mian Mir cantonment. The Selections reported that
‘The writer regrets to ﬁnd that no notice should be taken of this abominable
crime in the cantonment, and thinks it not unlikely that it is for this very
reason that the cantonment was chosen as a ﬁt place not only for depriving
the lad of his caste, but for making a eunuch of him’. Here, the colonial
discourse on castration was turned on its head: rather than the Indian
princely state being the source of new eunuchs, the colonial army cantonment is represented as a lawless space where boys are castrated.31
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Although the kidnapping, enslavement and castration of children was
the dominant theme of the discussion of Hijras in north Indian newspapers, Indian men did comment on other aspects of the Hijra community, particularly in direct communications with the colonial government.
For instance, middle-class Indians increasingly viewed Hijras as an
obscene presence in public space. In his letter to the NWP government,
Murdan Ali Khan listed ‘dancing and singing’ as one of the four ‘crimes’
of eunuchs, though he did not elaborate on why performance constituted
a ‘crime’.32 In 1889, Mahtab Rai, a Delhi lawyer, wrote an Englishlanguage letter to the Government of India to ‘expose’ the ‘extremely
obscene’ habits of castrated performers who dressed in women’s clothes,
which included ‘effeminate speech, deportment, and movements’, ‘very
obscene and ﬁlthy language’ and ‘immoral and indecent talk’, as well as
the ‘abominable’ crime of sodomy.33 In contrast, colonial records suggest
that Hijras’ performances were generally considered inoffensive in rural
and urban north India. In early 1871, the Magistrate of Farrukhabad
reported that to most, there was ‘nothing offensive in seeing an eunuch . . .
dancing or singing in public in female attire’.34 Of course, such accounts
reinforced colonial rhetoric about the immorality of Indian society.
Nevertheless, many north Indians probably viewed Hijras’ performances
as merely a part of the bawdy celebrations surrounding marriages, which
often involved gender-crossing, ribaldry and erotic jokes.35 In contrast,
middle-class commentators increasingly decried the ‘indecent displays of
dancing and singing’ at weddings, which were ‘[f]ashions introduced by
men of an immoral character for the sake of sexual gratiﬁcation’.36
Meanwhile, north Indian newspapers condemned the ‘obstinate’ methods that mendicants of various kinds used to ‘extort’ money from shopkeepers and called for a ‘strict prohibition’ against such ‘nuisances’.37
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These middle-class attitudes towards ‘immoral’ wedding entertainments
and ‘begging’ obviously marginalised Hijras.
Middle-class concerns with Hijras’ ‘indecent’ and ‘immoral’ public
behaviour represent a shift during the nineteenth century in attitudes
towards popular culture, which middle-class commentators increasingly
censured as obscene, thereby marginalising cultural forms associated with
the lower orders.38 Meanwhile, in an analogous move, middle-class commentators sought to distinguish themselves from the old elite by criticising the ‘sensuous’ and ‘debaucherous’ entertainments of the nobility and
princes. Middle-class men thus criticised various cultural forms in order
to construct their class identity.39 Indian men’s condemnations of Hijras’
performances and public presence are also evidence of the indigenous
appropriation of colonial concepts of public space. Early modern Indian
ideas of common space differed from colonial constructions.
To generalise, the modern European idea of public space is premised
upon universality of access to spaces deﬁned as public, as well as a clear
division from ‘private’ domestic space. In contrast, early modern Indians
made a distinction between the ‘inside’ and the ‘outside’. While the
‘inside’ was ‘viewed as familiar, safe, [and] under the control of those
involved’, the ‘outside’ contained strangers and was intrinsically
disorderly.40 In the nineteenth century, middle-class Indians reinterpreted the notion of public space in light of pre-existing indigenous
ideas.41 Indian middle-class concerns with the public presence of
Hijras were related to a conception of public space with deﬁned rules of
public conduct.
Though Indian middle-class accounts were underlined by a sense that
Hijras were immoral people, representations of Hijras’ sexual practices
were more common in middle-class men’s communications with government than in their journalism. Knowledge of sex between men and
Hijras may not have been compatible with new notions of Indian middleclass masculine respectability. For instance, in 1870, the Indian Reform
League considered ‘eunuchs’ in the context of a debate about the enslavement of children, but the Secretary, Lalla Badri Pershad, stated that he
would not ‘dilate on his treatment of the loathsome subject of eunuchs’.
Pershad conﬁned his comments to the proposal of measures to suppress
38
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eunuchs, rather than explaining why they were ‘loathsome’.42 Some
middle-class Indian men were more explicit in characterising Hijras as
sexual deviants. In 1866, Murdan Ali Khan’s brief report on ‘eunuchs’ for
the NWP administration decried the ‘unnatural offence so prevalent
amongst them’, using the language of colonial laws against ‘unnatural’
sex.43 Meanwhile, some elite Indians appear to have imbibed, and possibly shaped, the association of Hijra ‘cross-dressing’ with sexual ‘perversity’ in colonial accounts. In his 1870 letter to the Government of India,
Syed Ahmad Khan suggested that it was the sexual immorality of
Hijras that made their feminine dress problematic: performing in female
clothing was ‘an occupation which might be deemed excusable did
[Hijras] not eke it out by lending themselves to practices as abhorrent to
our feelings as they are unmentionable’ – by implication, sex with men.44
Nevertheless, middle-class commentary on the sexual immorality of
Hijras was more common in ofﬁcial contexts than in the newspapers.
Similarly, although there was discussion in the north Indian press of the
ostensible threat that Hijra castrators and kidnappers posed to Indian
boys, there was limited commentary on the sexualisation of such children.
One exception was lawyer Mahtab Rai’s 1889 English letter to the
Government of India, in which he outlined proposals for ‘preserving’
children from ‘a life of perpetual gross immorality, crime, and infamy’
at the hands of performing eunuchs.45 Mahtab Rai’s characterisation of
Hijras as a threat to children’s sexual morality dovetailed with late nineteenth-century shifts in ideas about childhood and sexuality among the
Indian middle class. As we saw above, while medieval Persianate chroniclers often denounced male-male sex, representations of ‘boys’ and
‘youths’ as objects of sexual desire were ‘a familiar part’ of north Indian
courtly culture. However, ‘boy’ had multiple meanings, sometimes
though not always referring to age.46 In the second half of the nineteenth
century, the inﬂuence of both colonial sexual morality and European
concepts of childhood produced moral anxiety about the sexual ‘corruption’ of boys in north Indian society. Elite Indian men increasingly conceptualised childhood as a distinct and sexually innocent stage of life.47
Meanwhile, middle-class intellectuals purged homoerotic poetry from the
Urdu literary cannon in the decades after 1857. The furore over a 1927
42
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collection of stories about sex between men and youths by Pandey Bechan
Sharma ‘Ugra’ – and the book’s widespread censure as obscene, even
though it condemned male-male sex – suggest that by the 1920s, male
youths were no longer publicly representable as objects of male sexual
desire.48 Though there was not signiﬁcant anxiety in the north Indian
public sphere about the sexual ‘corruption’ of boys in the Hijra community, Mahtab Rai’s 1889 letter dovetailed with this broader unease about
homoerotic literary representations of youths.

... ... ...
North Indian middle-class men were not preoccupied with the existence
of the Hijra community in the late nineteenth century, a period when
gender issues like the ‘women’s question’, marriage practices and courtesans elicited heated debate. Nonetheless, Hijras offended the moralised
notions of respectability and new norms of gender, sexuality and domesticity through which middle-class Indian men deﬁned their social identities. When Hijras became an issue of government concern in the 1850s
and 1860s in north India, some educated Indians were quick to distance
themselves from the community and to censure Hijras as criminal and
immoral. The overlaps in middle-class Indian and colonial accounts of
the Hijra are striking. Indian journalists, lawyers and government ofﬁcials
represented Hijras as kidnappers, slavers, castrators, an obscene public
presence and sexually immoral – that is, in quite similar terms to colonial
discourse. This was due to the appropriation of colonial morality by the
emerging Indian middle class, as well as north Indian class politics and
debates about social issues. Yet there were several differences of emphasis
and language between colonial and middle-class Indian accounts.
Educated Indians’ representations of Hijra initiation as a process of
enslavement were animated by contemporary discussions of slavery in
the north Indian public sphere. Consequently, middle-class men were
much more concerned with slavery and castration than other aspects of
the Hijra community.
Educated Indian men who wrote and spoke about Hijras supported
sweeping government action against the Hijra community. For some, the
answer lay in intensiﬁed police surveillance to ensure the prosecution of
Hijras’ crimes and the rescue of Indian children. In 1866, Murdan Ali
Khan advised the NWP government that a ‘list of them [‘eunuchs’]
should be prepared in every district’ and ‘[s]pies [should] be appointed
48
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to enquire secretly and report their doings’.49 Khan proposed the use of
police registration in a period in which this was becoming a key tool of
colonial governance.50 Police surveillance, Khan suggested, would also
facilitate the saving of Indian children: ‘the children they have for evil
purposes’ should ‘be rescued and returned to their original owners and
guardians’. Khan further proposed that Hijras ‘be punished if found
trading [in children] in future and Political Agents [in Indian principalities] be desired to aid in this matter’, thereby reinforcing the association
of the ‘native states’ (and the old elite) with castration, the slave trade and
the Hijra community.51
However, most Indian commentators suggested measures to spatially
separate Hijras from Indian society or British territories through means of
banishment and quarantine. For instance, Lalla Badri Pershad of the
Indian Reform League proposed that ‘a certain island or hill should be
selected where they may be inhabited, and all intercourse with towns or
cities intercepted’. Though Pershad felt that the government should
provide ‘eunuchs’ with some funds for their ‘support’, his aim was one
of passive extermination. If eunuchs were isolated, ‘there is every hope
that not a single eunuch will remain on the surface of the earth’.52
Likewise, Syed Ahmad Khan also advocated for the spatial separation
of ‘Hijrahs’ from the rest of society, in addition to their registration. He
proposed that ‘certain localities should be assigned [to] them, within
which they must reside during the remainder of their natural lives, not
going beyond the limits thereof’.53 In 1870, a contributor to the newspaper Urdu Delhi Gazette argued that ‘the effectual remedy’ to the Hijra
problem would be for the colonial government to ‘banish all eunuchs
from British India’.54 By calling for the extreme method of isolating or
banishing Hijras, middle-class Indian men sought to clearly demarcate
class differences and to cleanse Indian society. However, rather than
spatially separating Hijras, the NWP government decided to render
Hijras extinct by means of physical and cultural elimination.
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The ‘Gradual Extirpation’ of the Hijra

The British in India frequently ampliﬁed racial and cultural differences
between coloniser and colonised, while colonial governance was premised
on a ‘rule of colonial difference’, upon the maintenance of racial distinctions
and categories.1 However, in circumstances where the colonisers considered
the perceived alterity of colonised peoples as a problem, a threat to the
colonial order, this difference needed to be dealt with, either through assimilation (to ‘respectable’ indigenous or European society), geographical
separation (such as quarantining) or elimination.2 In north India, the
British viewed Hijras as one such ‘problem population’. As we have seen,
many colonial ofﬁcials considered Hijras a multifaceted threat of contagion
because they saw Hijras as a source of disorder, an ungovernable population.
But how was this ‘problem’ to be solved? Rather than assimilation to, or
separation from, society, Hijras were to be eliminated. From 1865, the
explicitly stated aim of the North-Western Provinces (NWP) government
was to bring about the ‘extinction’ or the ‘gradual extirpation’ of the Hijra
community.3 This project of elimination was formalised under Part II of the
1871 Criminal Tribes Act (CTA) and had several dimensions, including: the
prevention of the physical ‘reproduction’ of Hijras through the enhanced
prosecution of castration; interference in Hijra discipleship and succession
practices; the removal of children from Hijra households; the reduction of
Hijras’ means of livelihood; and cultural elimination through the prohibition
of performance and female dress in public.
This was a somewhat unusual colonial project. As several historians have noted, the elimination of indigenous peoples (biologically
or culturally) underlined the project of settler colonialism, which was
1
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premised upon the dispossession of indigenous people from their
lands. Non-settler colonies, such as India, did not generally seek to
eliminate indigenous people, instead exploiting their labour or taxing
the produce of their labour.4 Three factors account for why the British
in north India attempted to ‘extirpate’ Hijras. First, and most importantly, colonial administrators had no interest in harnessing the labour of
Hijras, whether towards economic, punitive or reformative ends. Even
though the British deﬁned Hijras as ‘unproductive’ peoples, very few
ofﬁcials suggested a programme of reform through work – a typical
strategy towards criminalised peoples at this time. This disinterest in
the potential value of Hijras’ labour was due to the colonial view that
Hijras were incapable of moral transformation or ‘hard labour’ due to the
nature of their bodies. A second reason for the project to eliminate
Hijras was that the British understood Hijras as a population that was
‘created’ through the bodily modiﬁcation of emasculation, a perverse
form of biological reproduction. However, as some colonial ofﬁcials
recognised, this misunderstood the process of becoming a Hijra through
initiation into a discipleship lineage. A third factor behind the scheme to
‘extirpate’ Hijras was the colonial vision of state power: the idea that
colonialism could cause the extinction of an immoral population encapsulated a view of the panoptic reach of the colonial state.
The anti-Hijra campaign could be termed genocidal, in that it aimed to
eventually bring about the complete elimination of the Hijra community.
To a large extent, the scholarly analysis of genocide still hinges on its deﬁnition under international law, speciﬁcally under the 1948 United Nations
convention.5 Yet this dominant legal deﬁnition of genocide does not cover
the full spectrum of elimination strategies applied against Hijras. Article II of
the 1948 convention arguably encompasses two aspects of the policing of
Hijras in the NWP: ﬁrst, the prevention of castration and interference in
initiation (imposing ‘conditions of life calculated to bring about its [the
group’s] physical destruction in whole or in part’); and second, the removal
of children (‘[f]orcibly transferring children of the group to another
4
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group’).6 However, the 1948 deﬁnition does not include techniques of
cultural elimination which were important in the anti-Hijra campaign.
This is symptomatic of a broader problem: the prioritisation of physical
destruction in international law has led to a classiﬁcation of different
sub-types of genocide, such as ‘cultural genocide’ or ‘gendercide’,7
which can create an implicit comparison to the ‘real thing’ (physical
elimination). Thus, I ﬁnd it more useful to analyse the anti-Hijra campaign in terms of Patrick Wolfe’s concept of multifaceted ‘logics of
elimination’, rather than applying legal and scholarly deﬁnitions of genocide. The framework of ‘logics of elimination’ allows us to think about
multiple strategies of elimination and how they related to each other, as
well as why different strategies were deployed in different contexts.8
Solving the ‘Eunuch Problem’
In the 1860s and early 1870s, there was considerable debate in NWP ofﬁcial
circles about how to deal with the ‘problem’ of Hijras, a debate which hinged
on two questions: ﬁrst, were Hijras a criminal collective; and second, if so,
should they be assimilated into, spatially separated from, or eliminated from
Indian society? The issue of whether Hijras were an inherently criminal
community was an important one according to the logic of colonial law,
which rested on a distinction between individual crime – which could be
dealt with under the ‘ordinary’ criminal law – and collective crime – which
required additional policing and judicial measures and the criminalisation of
membership of the collective.9 The ﬁrst calls for government action against
Hijras in the NWP in the early 1850s were based on the idea that
Hijras represented a criminal ‘system’.10 In 1861, the NWP administration
implored the central government that a ‘Special Law’ against ‘eunuchs’ was
necessary because of the ‘magnitude of the evil’, even though the 1860
Indian Penal Code (IPC) could be used to prosecute all of the crimes of
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which Hijras were accused.11 The IPC included speciﬁc sections prohibiting
castration, kidnapping, enslavement and ‘unnatural’ sexual intercourse.
NWP judges had also determined that the public nuisance provisions of
the Code could be applied against ‘houses of resort for eunuchs’ – that is,
Hijra households, which were regarded as brothels – as well as Hijras’ singing, dancing, feminine clothes and ‘actions’ – all of which were apparently
‘obscene’ and therefore a public nuisance.12 However, Court, the InspectorGeneral of Police, argued that although ‘the law is sufﬁcient for the criminal
acts committed by the community . . . legislation is necessary against the
entire body’.13 In 1865, R. Drummond, an ofﬁcial who had gained some
recognition as a Hijra expert, not only supported ‘special legislation’, but also
proposed a ‘special department’ modelled on the Thuggee and Dacoity
Department to ensure ‘uniform action’ against ‘eunuchs’ across different
British provinces and Indian principalities.14 The NWP government
rejected the idea of a Eunuch Department, but agreed that ‘special legislation’ was needed.15
Yet several British ofﬁcials were unconvinced that Hijras required additional legislation and some also doubted whether Hijras were a criminal
community. In 1865, in response to the ﬁrst draft of legislation targeting
‘eunuchs’, a number of administrators agreed with R. M. Edwards, the
Magistrate of Bareilly, that ‘no Bill is required, inasmuch as the provisions
of the Penal Code meet all that is necessary, and all that really can be obtained
by a special enactment’. Some British ofﬁcials who opposed anti-Hijra
legislation saw the community as an ‘organized body’ that carried on an
‘abominable trade’ – that is, as a criminal collective – but thought that the
IPC was sufﬁcient.16 Others questioned whether Hijras were so important
a ‘class of criminal’ that ‘direct interference’ was needed.17 However, in 1870,
when opinions were canvassed on another draft law targeting ‘eunuchs’, no
British ofﬁcial in the NWP argued against ‘special legislation’.18 Subsequent
ofﬁcial correspondence reveals that some lower-ranking British administrators continued to doubt whether Hijras represented a criminal ‘system’, but
the tide of opinion in the province was against them.19
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If the Hijra community was a criminal collective, how should it be suppressed? One of the ﬁrst suggestions proffered was the spatial separation of
Hijras by some means of banishment, quarantine or segregation. In 1852,
Unwin, the Sessions Judge who heard the case of Government v. Ali Buksh,
argued that ‘some penal enactment’ should be passed ‘which shall effectually
rid the Company’s dominions . . . of such pollutions’. Magistrates should
‘sweep’ or ‘clean’ their districts of ‘eunuchs’ and thus conﬁne them to the
‘more congenial limits’ of the Indian principalities, especially in the case of
those ‘made in Native States’.20 Around this time, some British ofﬁcials
made ad hoc efforts to banish Hijras to Indian-ruled states. For instance, in
the 1850s, an army doctor stationed in Rajasthan, Dr J. C. Bow, ‘forcibly
expelled’ from the Mewar Bhil Corps’ cantonments ‘all the Eunuchs and
their companions’ and noted with satisfaction that they later ‘lived at some
distance’, in the territories of the surrounding Rajput principalities.21 Rather
than banishment, some administrators suggested geographical separation
through conﬁnement to an institution. In 1871, Daniel, Farrukhabad’s
Magistrate, argued that Hijras needed to be ‘collect[ed] together and seclud[ed] under proper supervision’ in a reformatory where they would ‘defray
almost all the expenses of their maintenance by learning and practicing useful
trades’. This ‘seclusion’ would effect Hijras’ ‘elimination from native society’
and ‘contribute nearly as much to the diminution of unnatural vice, as the
seclusion of Thugs in public reformatories has contributed to put down
thuggee’.22 As we saw in the previous chapter, some middle-class Indian
men also argued for the conﬁnement of Hijras to ‘a certain island or hill’,23 or
alternatively, demanded that the government banish Hijras from British
territories.24
But the NWP government never seriously considered the possibility of
sequestering Hijras in an institution or the Indian-ruled states.
In contrast, in the late nineteenth century, colonial governments in
India and elsewhere sought to conﬁne various problem populations that
were thought to be dangerous and potentially criminal – including in
India, the ‘criminal tribes’, famine victims and people suspected of plague
infection – to camps that were ‘instruments of collective detention that
operated outside normal judicial procedures’. Although these camps were
often based on ideologies of reform and the eventual integration of conﬁned people into society, Aidan Forth highlights that they were ‘instruments of the modern “gardening state”’, which ‘embodied an
Enlightenment impulse to classify and rationalize large populations on
20
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a macro scale, rooting out potential “weeds” in the name of order,
prosperity, and social purity’.25 The ofﬁcial obsession with ‘economy’
was a major reason that the NWP government did not seek to conﬁne
Hijras to an institution. The NWP was also reluctant to establish large
numbers of ‘settlements’ for the criminal tribes during the 1870s and
1880s, due to the expense.26
Nor did the provincial government countenance any attempt to assimilate
Hijras into ‘respectable’ Indian society through ‘reform’. During the nineteenth century, British ofﬁcials in India and other colonies viewed ‘productive’ and ‘industrious’ labour as the primary means through which ‘criminals’
could be rehabilitated and integrated into law-abiding society. In the penal
colonies to which Indian convicts were sent, such as the Straits Settlements,
colonial administrators saw ‘hard labour’ and ‘skilled labour’ as ways to
transform Indian transportees into an ‘industrious lot of men’.27 To be
sure, there was less emphasis on reformative labour in Indian prisons than
in overseas penal colonies.28 Yet from the 1850s, the Punjab and NWP
governments sought to sedentarise the ‘criminal tribes’ either through their
conﬁnement to a ‘settlement’ or the restriction of their mobility to a given
area (the more common approach in the NWP), thereby compelling these
communities to earn their livelihood through ‘honest’ work like agriculture
and transforming them into a morally upright working poor.29 In particular,
the British viewed ‘productive’ labour as a means through which criminal
men could be transformed into respectable members of society. For women,
they were more likely to suggest marriage and domesticity as methods of
rehabilitation, even as women’s labour was exploited in penal colonies and
criminal tribe settlements.30
However, British ofﬁcials did not propose labour as a means of reforming Hijras, whom they considered incapable of assimilation into ‘respectable’ Indian society. Daniel was among a very small minority in
suggesting that Hijras should be taught ‘useful trades’. Yet he did not
see skilled labour as a means of assimilation, instead arguing for the
permanent quarantining of Hijras.31 Another judge from Farrukhabad
25
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argued that the government should place poorer Hijras in an ‘Asylum’
and ‘maintain them[,] until by dint of training to [a] certain trade they
would be able to earn an honest livelihood for themselves’, perhaps
implying that such productive Hijras could be integrated back into Indian
society.32 These Farrukhabad ofﬁcials were alone in suggesting the vocational training of Hijras or the extraction of their labour. Moreover, the
term ‘reform’ was only used in discussions of Hijras in relation to children
in Hijra households, whom some British ofﬁcials thought could be ‘rescued’ from an immoral life with early intervention.33 In contrast, colonial
administrators regarded adult Hijra initiates as incapable of assimilation
into their vision of a moral Indian society.
In large part, this was because of the dominant colonial understanding of
Hijras’ bodies. Colonial ofﬁcials generally regarded Hijras as physically
weak ‘men’ who were incapable of strenuous labour. Court, the NWP
Inspector-General of Police, reported in the mid 1860s that Hijras ‘are
quite as feeble and effeminate as women, if not more so, and physically
unable for hard work’.34 Providing Hijras with occupations that were
appropriate for women (according to colonial standards) would confuse
the British deﬁnition of Hijras as men, yet Hijras were apparently incapable
of reform through masculine forms of work. Moreover, colonial administrators viewed castration as a bodily modiﬁcation that produced permanent
changes in the individual’s sexuality, gender, physical appearance and
morality.35 Castrated Hijras were not morally plastic and were thought to
be entirely incapable of moral improvement through any means. In fact, the
question of whether adult ‘eunuchs’ could be moulded into moral members of society never came up in ofﬁcial discussions. However, debates
about the capacity of children in Hijra households to be ‘rescued’ from
immorality threw into sharp relief the British assumption that castrated
people, especially castrated adults, were incapable of moral reform.36
Colonial understandings of Hijra gender and sexuality precluded any
project of assimilation or reform aimed at producing self-disciplining subjects. The historiography of ‘governmentality’ helps to clarify this. Foucault
argued that from the eighteenth century in Europe, the primary object of state
power shifted from the maintenance of sovereignty to the ‘problem of population’. This form of power, ‘governmentality’, works through ‘disposing
things’, so that people are self-disciplined to live their lives in certain ways.
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Sovereignty did not altogether disappear as a form of power but intersected
with governmentality in the management of population.37 However, several
historians have argued that governmentality took a particular form in colonial
contexts. The imperative to impose and maintain colonial power meant that
‘sovereign’ forms of power were in tension with experiments with ‘modern’
techniques of managing populations. Due to the ‘rule of colonial difference’
the colonisers regarded colonised peoples as unable to govern themselves and
thus only rarely attempted to produce self-disciplining colonial subjects.38
The NWP government certainly did not aim to ‘dispose things’ so that
Hijras would become self-disciplined, assimilated members of ‘respectable’
Indian society. However, this had more to do with colonial understandings of
Hijras’ gender, sexuality and embodiment than race.
The Elimination of the Hijra
Rather than physically isolating or reforming Hijras, from 1865, the NWP
government aimed to create conditions in which Hijras would gradually ‘die
out’. This project was explicitly termed one of ‘gradual extinction’, or less
commonly, ‘extirpation’, ‘extermination’ or ‘extinguishment’. The ﬁrst
articulations of this scheme suggested that with the prevention of castration,
Hijras would eventually disappear. This proposal was symptomatic of the
colonial view of castration as an ‘unnatural’ form of biological reproduction
through which ‘eunuchs’ were ‘made’ or ‘created’. Hence, British ofﬁcials
sometimes characterised Hijras as a ‘race’, a term which in the late nineteenth-century British Empire primarily meant a biologically constituted
community.39 S. N. Martin, Muzaffarnagar’s Magistrate, described the
‘practice of making boys eunuchs’ through ‘emasculation’ as the means
through which ‘eunuchs . . . continue the race of eunuchs to after generations’. Martin saw this as a perverse type of reproduction and consequently
represented ‘eunuchs’ as an ‘unnatural race’.40 Interestingly, some Indian
commentators also called Hijras a race. In 1870, the Secretary of the Indian
Reform League hoped that ‘in a few years death will cut short their race, and
at least put an end to their name’.41 The idea that castration was the means of
37
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Hijra reproduction abridged a much more complex process of initiation to
simply an act of bodily modiﬁcation. While initiation rituals and submission
to a guru were necessary to become a Hijra, the evidence suggests that
emasculation was not a requirement of community membership in the nineteenth century.42 Similarly, in South Asia today, Hijra-hood ‘is an identity
acquired through various and repeated ritual and gender practices’, rather
than through castration.43
Nonetheless, the prevention of castration was at the centre of colonial
attempts to cause the extinction of Hijras. To be sure, castration was
already illegal under the 1860 Penal Code, but ofﬁcials argued that extra
measures were needed to combat castration. In February 1865, the district administrator R. Drummond argued that ‘until some measures are
taken to keep the class of Eunuchs under close supervision and to check
all attempts to add to their number’, the ‘fearful height’ of ‘unnatural
crime’ in the NWP ‘must remain unchecked’.44 R. Drummond’s proposal was the ﬁrst suggestion that all future increase in the population of
‘eunuchs’ should be prevented and it resonated with high-ranking NWP
ofﬁcials. In June, the Lieutenant-Governor, Edmund Drummond (no
relation to R. Drummond), and his Secretary, R. Simson, framed the
anti-Hijra campaign as a project of ‘extinguishment’ or ‘extinction’.
On June 9, Simson wrote to the divisional Commissioners that in order
to put a stop to the ‘disgusting crime’ of the kidnapping and emasculation
of ‘youths’ for ‘professional sodomy . . . one of the ﬁrst and most essential
measures . . . is . . . limiting and thus ﬁnally extinguishing the number of
Eunuchs’.45 On the same day, Simson also wrote to the InspectorGeneral of Police detailing how this might be brought about:
It seems to His Honour [the Lieutenant Governor] that the ﬁrst step to prevent an
increase in the number of Eunuchs, and thus gradually lead to their extinction, is to
have a Register carefully prepared in each district of all those now living in it . . .
The Village Police and Heads of Mohullas [urban neighbourhoods] will be
required to report every addition to their numbers, and, on receipt of this infor
mation, enquiry can at once be made as to the antecedents of the individual, and if
the case proves to be one of recent emasculation, the necessary steps can be taken
to punish the offending parties.46

From late 1865, district authorities drew up police registers of ‘eunuchs’.
The NWP government proposed registration as a technique to bring about
Hijra extinction in the broader context of a push to verify the identities and
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activities of colonial subjects in the aftermath of the 1857 rebellion.47
The colonial government produced registers of the personal details of government servants, property transactions and, in some areas, births and
deaths.48 The British were especially keen to register criminalised populations, including the ‘criminal tribes’, ‘bad characters’ and prostitutes, among
others. As Singha has highlighted, registers were intended to mark out ‘the
potential range of police power’ and serve as ‘public rituals of its
demonstration’.49 In the anti-Hijra campaign, registration additionally
aimed to bring about the extinction of Hijras by identifying new initiates
(and preventing their castration), facilitating prosecutions for castration and
tracking the (hopefully declining) Hijra population.
Many divisional and district authorities supported this project of causing Hijras to die out. Several British ofﬁcials pressed for the passage of
a new law that would make evasion of registration by ‘eunuchs’
a punishable offence. Even administrators who argued for relatively limited government interventions were among those who called for the
extinction of Hijras. C. R. Lindsay, the Sessions Judge of Moradabad,
was opposed to any ‘special legislation’ against Hijras, but argued that if
the registration of ‘eunuchs’ and the ‘working of the Penal code . . . [were]
carefully and rigorously carried into effect, . . . the measures so taken will
lead to the extinction of organized bodies of eunuchs’.50
However, many NWP administrators felt that in order to prevent
castration and cause Hijras to die out, male children would also need to
be removed from Hijra households. In late 1865, Court, the InspectorGeneral of Police, argued that a law should be passed to ‘prohibit . . .
eunuchs from having the care or possession of any child under the age of
fourteen years’. Court’s proposal, which implied that children living with
Hijras should be removed, was based on the assumption that ‘male
children of very tender years’ in Hijra households were ‘most certainly
intended for emasculation’.51 In 1866, Robertson, the Commissioner of
Allahabad agreed that the introduction of a law prohibiting ‘the possession of an unregistered eunuch below a certain age . . . will prove successful for the gradual extermination of the clan’.52 In fact, by 1866, several
children had already been separated from Hijra households by district
authorities.53 Since this was ‘not . . . strictly legal’ under existing law, an
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1865 order that ‘all boys, not emasculated, found in charge of Eunuchs,
[were] to be taken away from those people, and placed in other guardianship’ was ‘communicated demi-ofﬁcially’ to district authorities, rather
than through an ofﬁcial ‘circular order’.54
This was one of several child removal projects that were attempted in
the British Empire in the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In the
Australian regions of Queensland, Western Australia and the Northern
Territory, ad hoc nineteenth-century removals of Aboriginal children
were formalised into a state-led project at the beginning of the twentieth
century. Mixed-race or ‘half-caste’ children, especially girls, were forcibly
removed from their families so that they could be raised according to
‘white standards’ and (in the case of girls) could marry and procreate with
whites, eventually ‘breeding out the colour’. After World War II,
Australian child removal shifted to a project of cultural assimilation.55
In India, ofﬁcials toyed with the idea of removing children from ‘criminal
tribe’ communities in the late nineteenth century, but it was only in 1911
that colonial authorities were invested with the power to separate children
from their families. This aimed to prevent the generational perpetuation
of hereditary criminality, which was conceptualised as a product of caste,
rather than in biological terms.56 The removal of children was thus
a technique of governance that was used to diverse ends, from causing
Hijras to ‘die out’ to combatting ‘hereditary’ criminality in India; from
‘breeding out’ Aboriginality to assimilation in Australia. In certain circumstances, including the anti-Hijra campaign, child removal was
a method to eliminate colonised populations.
However, some NWP ofﬁcials realised that stopping castration would
not prevent the initiation of Hijras, even if it could theoretically lead to
castrated persons dying out. Eventually, the NWP government would
also intervene in Hijra succession practices in order to prevent initiation.
In August 1865, R. Drummond proposed that ‘some measures’ were
needed to ‘prevent Eunuchs [from] succeeding to property belonging to
the brotherhood’ – by which he meant the Hijra community – such as
54
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registering their property and prohibiting ‘future alienations by gift or
otherwise’. Drummond’s reasoning was that ‘[m]any of them are very
wealthy’ and the ‘temptation’ to inherit this wealth was ‘an inducement to
youths to consent to join this degraded class’.57 In fact, colonial records
evidenced that while some Hijras were comfortable, many were of humble
means.58 Nevertheless, Drummond recognised that not all Hijra initiates
were kidnapped and enslaved children, as the dominant colonial narrative
claimed. Some Hijras, including some ‘youths’, clearly chose to be
initiated. Drummond may have also realised that Hijra initiation could
not be reduced to the bodily modiﬁcation of castration alone. The NWP
government replied that the existing law could not ‘prevent one Eunuch
from giving or bequeathing his property by will to another’.59 To resolve
this issue, the 1871 CTA provided the authorities with powers to interfere
in Hijra succession practices in order to prevent initiation and augment
the eradication of castration, so that Hijras would become extinct.60
The anti-Hijra campaign also involved a project of cultural elimination,
which sought to erase Hijras as a visible presence in public space and to
stigmatise Hijra cultural and gender practices. On 9 June 1865, in addition to proclaiming the project to ‘extinguish’ Hijras, the LieutenantGovernor also expressed his ‘strong’ support for the prosecution of
‘Eunuchs appearing in public in female attire and dancing for hire’.61
This resuscitated an earlier 1860 proposal from the Nizamat Adalat of ‘an
enactment, declaring that Hijrahs, appearing in public in female apparel,
or dancing for hire, shall be liable to prosecution as bad characters, or
punishable by ﬁne and imprisonment’.62 Laws against ‘bad characters’
had a long history in British India, beginning with a 1793 law.63 Under
the 1861 Code of Criminal Procedure, Magistrates could demand ‘security for good behaviour’ from any person who ‘by repute’ was ‘of notoriously bad livelihood’ and imprison those who did not furnish security for
up to three years.64 Bringing Hijras’ cultural practices within the ambit of
‘bad character’ legislation would serve two purposes, according to the
Nizamat Adalat. First, it was ‘loudly demanded by public morality and
decency’ and was a means to prevent ‘scandalous’ acts in public
space. Second, with the punishment of singing and dancing, ‘these considerable sources of their [Hijras’] gain’ would be ‘cut off’ and ‘a severe
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blow will be given [to] . . . the demoralizing system’.65 Because Hijra
performance was intimately intertwined with alms-collection, prohibiting
the former would have a negative impact upon the latter.
In 1865, the Nizamat Adalat sought opinions from British district and
divisional ofﬁcials on the idea of demanding ‘security for good behaviour’
from Hijras who performed and wore women’s clothes in public. While NWP
administrators debated the proposed method of prohibition, they also articulated several rationales for the criminalisation of these cultural practices.
First, some ofﬁcials reiterated the argument that impoverishing Hijras by
reducing their incomes from performance would lead to their ‘gradual
suppression’.66 A few British administrators suggested that the pauperisation
of Hijras would be a means to reduce the Hijra population. According to
Sapte, who oversaw Agra Division, ‘The number of these individuals very far
exceeds what I had anticipated, and shows the urgent necessity of the most
stringent measures being adopted to put a stop to the loathsome source from
which these wretches gain their livelihood’.67 A second justiﬁcation was that
Hijras’ performance and feminine dress was a cause of sodomy, either
because these acts ‘afterwards lead . . . to sodomy’, or because they were
advertising for Hijra ‘prostitution’.68 Third, many NWP administrators saw
the suppression of Hijra performance and gender embodiment as a necessary
move to combat ‘obscenity’ in public places. Even the mere ‘public appearance’ of Hijras was considered ‘always obscene’: Hijras should thus be made
invisible in public space.69 More speciﬁcally, some British ofﬁcials argued
that the colonial government’s aim should be to stigmatise and thereby
eliminate Hijras’ cultural practices. A judge from Jaunpur, R. Spankie,
wrote ‘The aim should be to ﬁx a public stigma not only on the eunuchs
who display themselves in public in female clothes, and sing and dance for
hire, but also on those who employ them’. By punishing not only Hijras, but
also ‘any person having them to sing and dance in his own house or elsewhere’, Hijra performance would be ‘checked’.70 Although ofﬁcials articulated several rationales for the prohibition of Hijra performance traditions
and gender expression, this was clearly part of the NWP’s broader scheme of
‘gradual extinction’ (and was even launched on the same day).
By impoverishing Hijras, NWP administrators hoped to reduce their numbers. Moreover, the prohibition of performance and feminine dress was an
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attempt to stamp out important Hijra cultural practices and eliminate the
Hijra community as a visible social group in public space.
Hence, the proposed anti-Hijra campaign incorporated several different techniques of elimination. The physical reproduction of the Hijra
community (as it was understood by the colonial state) would be circumvented through the prevention of castration, the removal of children from
Hijra households and interference in initiation and succession practices.
In addition, Hijra cultural traditions (performance and by extension,
badhai) and gender embodiment (feminine dress) would also be stamped
out. The NWP government aimed to ‘extirpate’ Hijras’ physical existence,
as well as eliminate Hijras as a cultural entity. In fact, what we might term
the ‘biological’ and ‘cultural’ modes of elimination were overlapping and
intersecting. Colonial administrators framed proposed interventions into
Hijra practices of succession as a means to prevent growth in the ‘eunuch’
population, but this was also an attack on the cultural practices associated
with discipleship. The prohibition of performance would target Hijra
cultural traditions but was also intended as a way to undermine Hijras’
livelihoods and thus their material survival.
Eventually, this scheme of elimination would be passed into law. By the
end of the 1860s, there had been a ﬁve-year-long debate in NWP ofﬁcial
circles about how to solve the ‘eunuch problem’ and several years of police
registration of Hijras, but no ‘special legislation’ had been enacted.
However, in 1870, the Hijra community came to the attention of a newly
arrived English lawyer who was overseeing a renewed programme of legislative reform in the Governor-General of India’s legislative Council. This
man, James Fitzjames Stephen, would spearhead the push for an anti-Hijra
law and would shape this law in accordance with his legal and political
ideology. Stephen argued that in both metropolitan and colonial contexts,
liberty could not exist except under a ‘powerful, well-organised, and intelligent government’ that policed the ‘shared morality’. Rather than education, Stephen claimed that the criminal law was ‘by the far the most
powerful and by far the roughest engine’ for effecting the moral transformation of society.71 Coercive state action had a ‘moral and rational purpose’ to
control the barbaric and perverse within society, which Stephen contended
was a necessary function of a civilised nation.72 Thus, in their colonies, the
British should not ‘shrink from enforcing’ Western ideas or from eradicating ‘barbaric’ customs.73 In 1872, on his return to Britain, Stephen would
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articulate these ideas in his prominent critique of John Stuart Mill’s liberal
utilitarianism. Two years earlier, the anti-Hijra campaign had ﬁt neatly
within his vision of the law as the enforcer of a common morality that
would lance deviant elements from society.
Stephen secured the backing of the Government of India for anti-Hijra
legislation, leading to the passage of Part II of the Criminal Tribes Act of
1871, a law Stephen himself drafted. But he failed to garner the support of
the other provinces. Aside from the NWP, only Punjab concurred that
a law targeting ‘eunuchs’ was necessary. Following the passage of Part II
of the CTA, Punjab drew up rules for its implementation in four cities,
but the law was never enforced.74 The CTA also applied to Oudh, yet
Part II of the law was only implemented in this province when it was
incorporated into the NWP in 1877. The ‘gradual extinction’ of the Hijra
community would remain a provincial project, localised in the NWP.
Partly for reasons of administrative convenience, Stephen and the NWP
government proposed that both ‘eunuchs’ and the ‘criminal tribes’ should
be policed under the same law. Like Hijras, the so-called criminal tribes
were largely a concern in the north, especially in the NWP and Punjab.
Moreover, the British viewed both Hijras and the criminal tribes as problem
populations and criminal collectives. However, Part I of the CTA, which
targeted criminal tribes, and Part II, which targeted eunuchs, had quite
different aims and, consequently, applied different policing techniques.
Part II of the CTA incorporated most of the strategies of elimination that
NWP ofﬁcials had proposed in the previous ﬁve years. A ‘eunuch’ was
deﬁned as including ‘all persons of the male sex who admit themselves, or
on medical inspection clearly appear, to be impotent’. This deﬁnition was
introduced in part, because many Hijras stated they were ‘born as eunuchs’,
rather than castrated.75 District authorities were empowered to draw up
a register of the ‘names and residences’ of those ‘eunuchs’ who were ‘reasonably suspected of kidnapping or castrating children’ or ‘committing offences’
under section 377 of the IPC, the law against ‘unnatural’ intercourse.76
The CTA thus criminalised the Hijra/eunuch as a kidnapper, castrator and
sodomite. Registration was a means of surveillance, but also a way to ensure
that castration was stamped out and the Hijra population was not ‘reproduced’. Also to this end, ‘any eunuch so registered who keeps in his charge . . .
or under his control’ a boy of sixteen or under could be punished with two
years of imprisonment and/or a ﬁne. Moreover, Magistrates were
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empowered to remove boys of sixteen or under from the houses of registered
‘eunuchs’ and ‘return’ them to their ‘parents or guardians’ or, if they could
not be found, to make arrangements ‘necessary for the maintenance and
education of such boy’. People registered as ‘eunuchs’ were also prohibited
from ‘being or acting as guardian to any minor’ or ‘adopting a son’, to aid in
the removal of children. Additional measures were introduced to intervene in
succession and inheritance. District authorities were empowered to compile
property registers of ‘eunuchs’ and to punish ‘eunuchs’ who concealed their
property.77 Registered people were also barred from making a gift or a will in
order to disallow the passing down of property between Hijra gurus and
chelas. These various measures targeting children, adoption and inheritance
were designed to prevent both initiation and castration, thereby reducing the
number of Hijras and bringing about their extinction. In addition, Hijra
cultural traditions and gender embodiment were prohibited through imprisonment and ﬁnes. The law stated that a registered ‘eunuch’ who ‘appears
dressed or ornamented like a woman, in a public street or place, or in any
other place, with the intention of being seen from a public street or place, or
who dances or plays music, or takes part in any public exhibition, in a public
street or place or for hire in a public house’ could be arrested without
a warrant and could be punished for up to two years and/or ﬁned. Hijras’
visible public presence would thus be eliminated.78
The 1871 law did not outlaw alms-collection. However, allowing Hijra
‘begging’ did not necessarily undermine the goal of cultural elimination.
To colonial ofﬁcials, Hijras who collected alms without wearing feminine
clothing or performing did not have a visible presence in public space,
distinct from other ‘beggars’. Of course, this entirely ignored the cultural
signiﬁcance of Hijras’ presence at births and weddings.
The key mechanism for the surveillance and policing of the ‘criminal
tribes’ under Part I of the CTA was also registration, reﬂecting the broader
signiﬁcance of police registers as a technique of colonial governance at this
time. However, beyond this, the provisions aimed at the ‘criminal tribes’
differed from the sections targeting ‘eunuchs’ in a number of ways. First, Part
I of the CTA included an elaborate system of passes to contain criminal tribe
mobility, whereas there was no ‘pass system’ under Part II.79 To enforce
sedentary lifestyles, people registered as criminal tribes were subjected to
daily ‘head counts’ and could only leave their village or town if they obtained
a pass issued for no longer than fourteen days.80 In the 1860s, several NWP
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ofﬁcials had proposed a pass system to regulate Hijras’ ‘wanderings’, but
under the CTA, the only means of controlling the movements of ‘eunuchs’
was through registration and surveillance. The lack of a pass system for
‘eunuchs’ would cause considerable annoyance among police ofﬁcials in
the following decades.81 But the NWP and Indian administrations did not
view the suppression of Hijra migration as essential. This was partly because
of the added police work, but also because the British did not aim to make
Hijras sedentary and productive workers, in contrast to the criminal tribe
agenda. Thus, a second point of difference was that under Part I of the CTA,
registered criminal tribes could not be ‘settled or removed’ unless measures
were taken to ensure that they could ‘earn a living’ in their new place of
residence.82 Though ‘eunuchs’ were prevented from performing in public,
Part II did not require the provision of ‘eunuchs’ with an alternative livelihood, since ofﬁcials assumed they could not be reformed through labour.
Finally, under the 1871 CTA, the removal of children was only attempted in
the regulation of ‘eunuchs’, and not with respect to the ‘criminal tribes’.
Recall that it was not until 1911 that an amendment to the CTA provided for
the removal of criminal tribe children.83 Child removal was a more practicable policy in the small Hijra community than among the numerous groups
that were classiﬁed as criminal tribes. Yet the implementation of child
removal in Hijra communities was also a consequence of the centrality of
strategies of elimination to the design of Part II of the CTA.
The aims of the ﬁrst and second parts of the law were thus diametrically
opposed: while the British wished to ‘reform’ the criminal tribes through
sedentary (preferably agricultural) labour, hopefully achieving their integration into the lower ranks of ‘settled’ rural Indian society,84 the colonial
government aimed to eliminate Hijras as a ‘biological’ and cultural entity,
to cause their ‘gradual extinction’. Interestingly, while the anti-Hijra
campaign took a different approach than the concurrent criminal tribes
project in India, there were a number of parallels between the ‘extirpation’ of the Hijra and the governance of British settler colonies.
Colonial Projects of Elimination
The anti-Hijra campaign was one of a number of programmes of elimination
that targeted particular colonised populations in the British Empire.
However, the elimination of indigenous peoples was more characteristic of
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settler colonies (and former settler colonies like the United States) than nonsettler colonies (or ‘colonies of exploitation’) such as India. This was due to
structural differences related to land and labour. In his analysis of the United
States and Australia, Patrick Wolfe has argued that a ‘logic of elimination’ is
‘the primary motivation or agenda’ of settler colonialism, which is ‘ﬁrst and
foremost a territorial project, whose priority is replacing natives on their land’
with settlers, rather than exploiting indigenous labour. In settler colonies,
elimination has both ‘negative’ elements, since it aims for the ‘dissolution of
native societies’, as well as ‘positive’ elements, because it strives to create ‘a
new colonial society on the expropriated land base’. Wolfe argues that colonial invasion is a ‘structure and not an event’, an ongoing process that is
‘continuous over time’. As such, multiple modes of elimination were
attempted in settler colonies depending on context, including: frontier violence; the spatial relocation of indigenous peoples; the removal of indigenous
children from their families; ‘statistical elimination’ (such as the ‘blood quantum’ regime in the United States); and the elimination of cultural practices.
In many of these strategies, cultural and biological elimination coincided and
overlapped.85 Other historians have similarly demonstrated the links in settler
colonies between indigenous people’s dispossession of their lands, repopulation of the land with European settlers and the ‘elimination’ or ‘genocide’ of
indigenous people themselves.86 Evans and Thorpe have termed this process
‘indigenocide’, meaning ‘an encompassing lethal or malignant attack upon
those “born to that place”’, which incorporates ‘peoplehood destruction’ with
‘environmental and cultural destruction’. Evans adds that while the ‘extermination of indigenous people . . . was not always actively pursued, invariably it
was agreeably countenanced and openly anticipated’.87
The anti-Hijra campaign obviously cannot be explained through the ‘zero
sum’ conquests over land which were central to the structure of settler
colonialism. Indeed, historians of settler colonies, such as Moses and
Wolfe, have frequently drawn comparisons to British India and other nonsettler colonies, where they argue that ‘elimination’ or ‘genocide’ policies
were generally not evident due to the ‘absence of permanent settlers’,88 as well
as the colonial imperative to ‘extract . . . an economic surplus’ by utilising
indigenous labor (whether directly or through taxing the produce of labour,
as through agrarian revenue).89 The NWP government’s policies towards
85
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Hijras were not, evidently, about access to land. From the perspective of the
British in north India, Hijras were an immoral and criminal people who were
ungovernable in multiple ways and thus needed to be gradually ‘extirpated’.
However, it is signiﬁcant that the NWP government did not aim to exploit
Hijras’ labour or to transform them morally and culturally through reformative, ‘industrious’ work. The lack of colonial interest in appropriating Hijras’
labour was perhaps unusual in a ‘colony of exploitation’, but was
a precondition of the attempted elimination of Hijras. The British failure to
exploit the labour of Hijras is an important parallel to settler colonial projects
of indigenous elimination.
British attempts to ‘extirpate’ Hijras in north India should caution
against overly sweeping contrasts between settler and non-settler colonialism in relation to projects of elimination. Several of the settler colonial
strategies of elimination that Wolfe notes were evident in the anti-Hijra
campaign, including the removal of children and the elimination of
cultural practices.90 Like the ‘gradual extinction’ of Hijras in north
India, settler colonial projects of elimination also had important gendered
and sexual dimensions. Morgensen highlights that ‘procedures of indigenous elimination’ involved ‘settler regulation of sexual relations, gender
identity, marriage, reproduction, and genealogy’.91 Moreover, people
with non-binary gender expression were sometimes speciﬁcally targeted
for elimination in both settler and non-settler colonies. Deborah
A. Miranda argues that in Spanish California, third-gender people who
performed important death rituals – whom the Spanish called ‘joya’ (a
sarcastic term meaning ‘jewel’) – were targeted with ‘active, conscious,
violent extermination’. A recorded instance of the massacre of forty
joyas in 1513 suggests that frontier violence was sometimes directed
speciﬁcally at third-gender people. Moreover, missionaries deployed various strategies of cultural elimination in subsequent centuries, such as:
imposing male names upon individual ‘joyas’; the enforcement of masculine dress and forms of work; and the punishment of ‘joyas’ who did not
conform to masculine norms or attempted to inhabit female social spaces.
By the twentieth century, the role of undertaker was no longer performed
by openly third-gender people.92 While the Spanish anti-joya campaign
began several centuries prior to the British attempts to make
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Hijras extinct, these two instances show that indigenous elimination
schemes sometimes speciﬁcally targeted non-binary gender expression.
From as early as 1870, even prior to the passage of the CTA, NWP
ofﬁcials expressed their conﬁdence that ‘eunuchs are fast dying out’.93
According to the NWP government, the likelihood of Hijra depopulation
did not mean that ‘special legislation’ was unnecessary; it was still needed
to accelerate and guarantee Hijra extinction. But throughout the 1870s,
British administrators were conﬁdent that ‘the hope may be ascertained
that this class is dying out by natural causes’.94 Hence, ofﬁcials talked
about the impacts of colonial rule on Hijras in terms of the colonial trope
of the ‘dying race’ or the ‘doomed race’, the idea that certain nonEuropean peoples would inevitably become extinct.
For most of the eighteenth century, the idea of extinction was controversial in Europe, since it undermined the Christian view of the world as the
perfect and divine design of God. At the same time, eighteenth-century
‘stadial’ ideas of human progress – which held that humans advanced
along several stages between ‘savagery’ and ‘civilisation’ as their modes of
subsistence changed – could either suggest that ‘uncivilised’ people could
progress to higher stages of development with assimilation to European
society, or alternatively, that ‘savage’ peoples would disappear when they
came into contact with the ‘civilised’. In the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, these concepts of stadial development were reinterpreted through new notions of race. Increasingly, races were viewed as
discrete biological entities in which social and cultural difference was
a result of biology. Nineteenth-century Europeans saw species extinction
as a product of processes of natural change and explained human extinction
as a consequence of racial difference. From the 1860s, human extinction was
increasingly understood in terms of Darwinian concepts of evolution, as
a result of competition between ‘tribes’ in which the ‘ﬁttest’ survived.
‘Primitive’ races could not possibly survive encounters with more highly
evolved races. Scientists and anthropologists sought to catalogue such ‘dying
races’ before they disappeared altogether. Popular culture both celebrated
and mourned the passing of the idealised ‘last of their tribe’, meaning the last
‘full blood’ survivor. Meanwhile, in existing and former settler colonies, the
assumption that indigenous people would inevitably become extinct shaped
government policies, such as the attempts in early twentieth-century
Australia to encourage reproduction between white men and mixed-race
women in order to ‘breed out’ ‘half castes’ while the ‘inevitable’ extinction of
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‘full bloods’ unfolded.95 The trope of the doomed race also circulated in
British India. The British were convinced that the indigenous peoples of the
Andaman Islands, India’s penal colony, were a ‘dying race’ that needed to be
documented through ethnography and photography before it disappeared.96
The idea that certain colonised peoples would unavoidably die out in the
face of European civilisation was a powerful and seductive narrative of
European colonialism and the march of progress. The NWP’s attempts to
cause the extinction of Hijras drew on these broader representations, but also
differed in important ways from other nineteenth-century discussions of
human extinction. First, colonial conceptualisations of Hijra group-hood
were highly ambiguous. As we have seen, the British saw emasculation as
an ‘unnatural’ form of physical reproduction and, in this respect, viewed the
Hijra as a biologically constituted group. NWP ofﬁcials described Hijras as
a ‘race’,97 and also as a ‘caste’,98 ‘tribe’99 or ‘clan’100 – all of which, in different
ways, implied a community one was born into. At the same time, colonial
ofﬁcials often termed Hijras a ‘sect’, implying a religious community, or
referred to the Hijra community as a criminal collective, through terms like
‘organised class’, ‘gang’ or ‘system’.101 Hence, colonial knowledge of the
Hijra community only partially matched the predominant late nineteenthcentury understanding of a race as a distinct biological unit.
Second, British ofﬁcials’ accounts of Hijra extinction differed from the
causes of extinction that European colonisers offered in other instances.
The extinction of human, animal and plant species was generally viewed as
a part of natural environmental change, which was augmented in the case of
human populations by inherent racial differences and the moral failings of
‘primitive’ people (such as prostitution, interracial sex, drunkenness and
drug use).102 In contrast, NWP ofﬁcials envisaged the impending extinction
95
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of Hijras as a positive result of the moral transformations brought about by
colonial rule and colonial policies. Standard nineteenth-century explanations
of human extinction – that emphasised the operation of natural laws and the
survival of the ﬁttest – did not explicitly feature in British discussions of
Hijras, even as colonial ofﬁcials drew on the broader trope of the ‘dying race’.
Finally, the response of British settlers to the depopulation of indigenous peoples was more varied than the reaction of the British in north India
to the possible extinction of Hijras. For NWP ofﬁcials, the ‘dying out’ of
Hijras was something to be actively pursued and, if successful, to be
welcomed as a moral good. In contrast, British settler colonialists
described indigenous extinction through mixed discourses, including
celebration, resignation and mourning. Although settlers and colonial
governments actively and explicitly pursued indigenous extinction in
certain contexts – and the settler colonial project was implicitly underlined by a ‘logic of elimination’ – there were numerous attempts to
‘protect’ and ‘preserve’ ‘dying’ peoples. Such projects often accelerated
the removal of indigenous peoples from their land or were premised on
their cultural elimination.103 Yet some of these preservation programmes
assumed that the ‘dying’ populations were doomed, but nevertheless
possessed some desirable traits, such as ‘noble savagery’. In contrast,
the Hijra community did not have any redeeming qualities for the
British colonisers of north India.104 Ofﬁcials described Hijras through
a vocabulary of disgust and moral outrage, as ‘degraded’ and ‘detestable’
people or an ‘unnatural race’.105 NWP administrators thus adapted the
colonial trope of the ‘dying race’ in speciﬁc ways, in light of their understandings of Hijra group-hood, embodiment and moral qualities.
The idea that colonial rule would eventually result in the ‘extinguishment’
of immoral colonised subjects like Hijras was a satisfying narrative of the
wide reach of the colonial state. Nowhere in the ofﬁcial discussion of
Hijras is there a hint of moral qualm about causing the ‘extermination’ of
the Hijra community. ‘Eunuchs’ were apparently a problem population
that was beyond moral redemption. Most British ofﬁcials in north India
believed it was only right that they should die out.
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The Hijra Archive

By the late 1860s, the North-Western Provinces government had
amassed a substantial volume of reports, correspondence, police registers
and statistics about Hijras. This archive emerged out of the project to
gradually ‘extirpate’ the Hijra community. Certain documents, like police
registers, were intended to assist the police in causing Hijras to die out.
The criminalising colonial Hijra stereotype, upon which the scheme of
elimination was based, also pervaded the ofﬁcial archive. Yet an examination of the processes through which colonial knowledge was produced
and practices of archiving highlights that there were multiple forms of
archived knowledge about the Hijra community, beyond the dominant
colonial narrative. Moreover, ofﬁcial archives hint at more-varied Indian
attitudes towards Hijras than the disparaging accounts of middle-class
commentators examined in Chapter 3. Here, I read colonial archives
‘along the grain’, foregrounding practices of intelligence collection,
record-keeping and circulation, as well as the conventions through
which the credibility of information was assessed.1 This chapter highlights the need to move beyond ‘discourse analysis’ to consider more
deeply the interactions, contexts and networks of information out of
which colonial knowledge of the Hijra community developed.2 Whereas
published accounts and upper-level government records present more
abstract forms of colonial knowledge, the multilayered and disaggregated
ofﬁcial colonial archives reveal multiple and contested narratives about
Hijras.
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Colonial knowledge was a product of encounters with north Indian
society and dialogues with local people who were considered knowledgeable about the Hijra community. ‘Respectable’ prominent men like landlords, commercial and banking magnates and key political allies were
particularly sought-after information-providers. However, ‘native informants’ also included: literate people of lower status like small-time lawyers; village headmen; neighbourhood watchmen; Hijras’ neighbours;
and Hijras themselves. It is often difﬁcult to determine who had the
authority to speak about ‘eunuchs’, how the statements of Indian informants were translated and what was left out. Yet it is clear that colonial
knowledge was grounded in cross-cultural interactions at the local level.
In this sense, colonial archives are ‘multivocal’.3
A single letter from a British district ofﬁcer typically contained multiple
viewpoints on the Hijra community in an (often failed) attempt to reconcile local intelligence, the views of subordinate Indian police, the authoritative paradigms of ofﬁcial knowledge and the individual interpretation
of the British ofﬁcial. As a consequence, district authorities often sent
contradictory information to their superiors. Moreover, British and
Indian ofﬁcials interpreted local knowledge in a number of different
ways. While some district administrators partly or substantially revised
their prior assumptions as a result of local intelligence, other district
ofﬁcials only incorporated the views of Indian informants when they
dovetailed with the colonial eunuch stereotype. Colonial archives were
thus forums of ‘protracted debate’ between ofﬁcials, which produced
sometimes confused knowledge.4 This profusion of contentious information did not always undermine or disrupt colonial knowledge, but it did
result in the archiving of multiple ways of understanding the Hijra community. Although criminalising colonial representations of ‘eunuchs’
were invested with authority and circulated widely in ofﬁcial circles,
marginal accounts usually languished in district government ofﬁces.
At the same time, information and opinions about Hijras that the provincial government considered irrelevant or incorrect occasionally reached
the upper echelons of ofﬁcialdom and undermined common colonial
assumptions. This was because the ‘hierarchies of credibility’ that determined what forms of knowledge were authoritative and truthful were not
always clear, resulting in information ‘out of place’ that did not ﬁt into
familiar narratives.5
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For the North-Western Province (NWP) government, the contested
representations of Hijras in ofﬁcial archives were a troubling hurdle to
suppressing the community and demonstrated the failure of colonial
intelligence collection. Although the colonial panic about
Hijras subsided after the passage of the 1871 Criminal Tribes Act
(CTA), ongoing anxieties about gaps and inconsistencies in ofﬁcial
knowledge were evident in the following decades. These anxieties were
structural in nature. Even as the colonial government amassed more and
more information about Hijras and other types of ‘eunuchs’, there was an
enduring anxiety about lacunas in intelligence.6
My examination of the colonial Hijra/eunuch archive builds upon
Anjali Arondekar’s important analysis of sexuality and colonial archives
in her 2009 book For the Record. Yet my approach differs from
Arondekar’s in several ways. Arondekar critiques the ‘recovery’ mode of
archival research, in which the historian seeks to uncover the ‘secret’ of
non-normative sexuality in the past by mining colonial sources. This
mode of ‘recovery’ often perpetuates aspects of colonial accounts, in
that it reads the presence of non-normative sexuality from archival
absence. Arondekar advocates for a ‘reading practice’ that eschews the
‘frenzied “ﬁnding”’ of documents and examines colonial archives as
‘spaces of fact-reading’ rather than ‘fact-ﬁnding’. The scholar should
thus ‘grasp, precisely not to ﬁx’, should ‘know and not know the colonial
record’.7 Through a close analysis of district level archives, this chapter
extends Arondekar’s argument that historians of sexuality should interrogate archival practices. Ann Laura Stoler has also convincingly argued
that historians should examine the form of the archive and not just its
content.8 But there are some limitations to Arondekar’s approach. First,
any history that eschews ‘recovery’ altogether will primarily revolve
around questions of historical methodology. As Ruby Lal has put it,
could such a history ‘ever escape the question of history itself’?9
Arondekar’s approach produces a rich analysis of the truth and ﬁction
effects of colonial records, but cannot address the other effects of colonial
archival practices and, more broadly, of colonial sexual regimes. Yet
6
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colonial archives and categories were ‘systems of power that [had] multiple effects on lives and bodies’.10 Second, Arondekar’s book somewhat
oversimpliﬁes colonial archives. Arondekar argues that colonial records
‘scripted’ sexual perversity through ‘an evidentiary paradox: a known
prevalence of the crime [of ‘unnatural’ sexual conduct], and an equally
known rarity of its documentation’. That is, the rampant existence of
sexual perversity in India was evidenced through its archival absence.
Arondekar argues that this produced a ‘seamless narrative’ of sexual
perversity.11 However, the archived colonial accounts of the Hijra community do not neatly ﬁt into the ‘everywhere/nowhere model’ that
Arondekar postulates, or indeed, into any single narrative. Analysis of
the different layers of the archives and the varied ‘itineraries’ of ofﬁcial
documents12 highlights the multiple narratives surrounding Hijras.
Collecting Local Intelligence
The ﬁrst effort to gather local intelligence about Hijras in the NWP
occurred in 1853, though the records of the enquiry were lost in the 1857
rebellion.13 1860 and, in particular, 1865 saw renewed intelligence collection drives at the district level. The accumulation of information
continued after 1865 and became more regular and systematised following the implementation of the 1871 CTA. Four main types of ofﬁcial
records were archived in the NWP: ﬁrst, correspondence between British
district authorities, the Commissioners of Divisions (who oversaw several
districts) and the provincial government; second, special reports that
were occasionally commissioned into aspects of the ‘eunuch problem’;
third, annual reports on the implementation of the CTA that were produced after 1871; and fourth, the district ‘registers of eunuchs’ and
‘registers of property possessed by eunuchs’ that police compiled in
1865–6 and 1872–3 (and periodically revised thereafter).14
This ofﬁcial knowledge of the Hijra community was a product of
encounters with various local people whom Indian police ofﬁcials and
10
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British administrators interviewed from the 1850s. The British in India
had long depended on information from ‘knowledgeable people’ in
Indian society, though colonial intelligence-collection practices had
undergone signiﬁcant change by the mid-nineteenth century. In the context of the rapid territorial expansion of the East India Company state
between the 1780s and 1810s, the Company’s archived information
about Indian society and politics had grown considerably.
The Company sought to harness knowledgeable communities, such as:
harkaras (intelligence agents); the munshis (writers) of Indian states; the
women of the zanana (women’s quarters) who were central to political
alliance-building; and Khwajasarais (eunuch-slaves) who circulated
information between male and female spaces. By the 1830s, the
Company had established several institutions that functioned as important repositories of information, such as the medical service and the
revenue establishments. Even so, older information networks survived
at the local level. Moreover, until the 1840s, the police establishment was
extremely fractured and decentralised. Para-military police agents would
pass intelligence they had collected from itinerant people and travellers to
local police stations. Colonial police also received information from
watchmen known as chaukidars or goraits, low caste men who combined
watch and ward duties with delivering mail and menial work.
The chaukidars in turn sourced information from low-status people like
barbers and midwives who were well informed about everyday events in
neighbourhoods. However, the British failed to fully utilise certain important lines of communication – in particular, religious networks – and often
did not comprehend the complexity and nuances of local information.15
After the 1857 rebellion, the Government of India concluded that the
existing system of police intelligence was a failure in need of reform.
The Police Commission of 1860 sought to increase efﬁciency and keep
costs low, while retaining an image of an aloof colonial state, ruling from
afar. To these ends, local watchmen or chaukidars communicated with the
police through local elites and village headmen, who were effectively placed
in charge of the watchmen. However, the regularity and detail of the
intelligence that police received from chaukidars varied between and within
districts. The police’s knowledge of rural society could not compete with
that of the chaukidars, who remained under the control of local landlords.
In the late nineteenth century, the colonial police thus continued to rely on
older systems of watch and ward, but this was an uneasy cooperation.16
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To gather intelligence on the Hijra community, the NWP authorities
depended on information from various north Indians, which was collected through both the formal colonial police structure and the local
chaukidari networks. Hijras and other people classiﬁed as ‘eunuchs’ were
important sources of intelligence and shaped colonial knowledge in several ways. From the NWP’s perspective, Hijras’ life histories would
deepen the colonial government’s ethnographic understanding of
Indian ‘eunuchs’ and thereby assist police efforts to suppress them.
The collection of intelligence from Hijras occurred on a somewhat different footing than intelligence gathering in other criminal law contexts.
The incorporation of members of ‘criminal’ collectives into the legal
system in the capacity of informers or ‘approvers’ was a common practice
in nineteenth-century British India. Under a 1796 regulation, the testimony of pardoned criminals was admissible in court and in the mid
1830s, in the context of the anti-thuggee campaigns, approvers were
exempted from capital punishment and transportation, but not imprisonment. Though thug approvers shaped colonial knowledge of crime in
dialogue with colonial ofﬁcials, the lives of thug approvers depended on
telling a story of ‘thuggee’ that dovetailed with ofﬁcial assumptions.17
In contrast, there was no formal approver system in the policing of
‘eunuchs’. There is only one reference in ofﬁcial records to a ‘eunuch’
acting as an ‘informer’ in a criminal case, in an 1865 case of alleged
‘kidnapping and emasculation’.18 The NWP government was more interested in Hijras as a source of ethnographic information than as approvers.
In 1865, the Inspector-General of Police ordered all district
Superintendents to collect the biographies of local ‘eunuchs’:
Very much information the Inspector General expects to obtain from the
Eunuchs themselves. Many will not be able perhaps to remember exactly the
history of their lives before, at, and immediately after, undergoing emasculation;
many will perhaps profess ignorance to conceal their history; but many will,
I think, be easily induced to recount some part of such history, and these revela
tions put together will probably make a good fund of information.19

This 1865 order highlights the importance that the NWP government
placed on individual life histories. Yet the order also suggests that the
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statements of ‘eunuchs’ should not be accepted at face value, because
they might seek to deceive colonial ofﬁcials or hide certain details of their
lives. Hijras made dubious informants, given their perceived criminality
and deviance. Yet the supposed immorality of Hijras was not an insurmountable barrier to the collection of intelligence from the community.
From the 1810s, prostitutes had been enlisted as spies in the anti-thuggee
campaigns on the rationale that criminals like thugs spent their stolen
booty on women and drink.20 Likewise, from the late 1860s, in the
context of the Contagious Diseases Act, police collected information
about prostitutes from brothel madams.21 In the ofﬁcial view, Hijras too
were suspect informants, but nonetheless potentially useful informants
on ‘vice’.
Thus, in 1865, British district ofﬁcials in the NWP began an oral
history project of sorts with local Hijras. W. A. Forbes, the Magistrate
of Meerut, reported in December 1865 that he was ‘now personally
summoning each Eunuch entered in our list and taking down his history
from his own mouth from which some information may be obtained,
which should prove valuable in our endeavours to suppress the
system’.22 The district police registers of ‘eunuchs’ appear to have been
largely based upon the statements of Hijras. It is clear that local police
sometimes also interviewed and registered people who were not members
of Hijra communities, but wore female clothing in everyday ritual
or theatrical settings, such as Zananas, so-called ‘effeminate men’ who
performed and sometimes wore women’s dress. Eventually, the selfdescriptions of such non-Hijras led the authorities to classify several subcategories of ‘eunuch’. The district police registers evidence the ways that
Hijras and other people with non-binary gender expression shaped ofﬁcial
knowledge. In 1865, the Magistrate of Bulandshahr summarised the
statements of several so-called eunuchs in the remarks column of the
district register. The Magistrate ﬁtted individuals’ statements about
themselves into colonial narratives of criminality by foregrounding details
of emasculation, but also noted Hijras’ kinship relationships and discipleship lineages. Hossein Buksh, a sixty-year-old ‘eunuch’ who lived in
Shikarpur, ‘States that he has been an Eunuch from Birth and was taught
dancing and singing by one [illegible] Eunuch who had adopted him’.
Middle-aged Oowda, a resident of Anupshahr, ‘States that when he was
about 4 years old some Eunuchs of the Lower Provinces sold him to
Heerah Eunuch deceased of Anoopshuhur and that he is by birth an
Eunuch’, while Begum, a twenty-ﬁve-year-old, ‘States that about 8 or
20
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10 years ago he came from the Muttra District and took up his abode with
Ameer Bukhsh and Raheemun Eunuchs’.23 Similarly, the Saharanpur
register seems to have been based on the statements of Hijras. The entry
for Alladia reads: ‘Does not know the place and name of the person by
whom made. Is a native of Marwar & came with other Eunuchs in the
Hurdwar [Haridwar] fair & nowadays lives with Khuda Bux Eunuch’.24
The means that police ofﬁcials used to – as the 1865 circular order put
it – ‘induce’ Hijras to provide information about their lives are unclear in
most ofﬁcial documents. One hint is contained in the 1873
Muzaffarnagar district register, which noted that several registered people
were ‘afraid’ due to the police’s enquiries.25 We can only guess at the
extent to which police interviews with Hijras were coercive and intimidating, since such violence was erased in the ofﬁcial records.
Hijras appear to have developed repeated forms of self-representation
in the course of their interactions with colonial ofﬁcers. For instance,
there were two primary descriptions of ‘eunuch’ embodiment on the
surviving district registers: ﬁrst, as ‘emasculated’; and second, as
a ‘Eunuch by Birth’, ‘Born a Eunuch’ or ‘Born Eunuch’. Though the
representation of Hijras/‘eunuchs’ as emasculated was much more common, the repetition of variations on the eunuch-by-birth category is
striking, particularly since this label jarred somewhat with the dominant
colonial discourse of kidnapping and forcible castration. In Saharanpur
district, for instance, just over half of the registered ‘eunuchs’ reported
they were ‘Born a Eunuch’ in 1865, a much higher proportion than in the
other districts of Meerut division. Moreover, all of the people who were
registered in Saharanpur city – a group who appear to have lived in
a single Hijra household – stated that they were ‘Born a Eunuch’.26
This seems to have been a wider form of public self-representation, outside of the context of colonial policing. In Saharanpur, like most other
districts, it was only in 1865 that Hijra communities came into close and
regular contact with police. This suggests that, at this stage, the selfrepresentations of Hijras had not been shaped by a signiﬁcant period of
interaction with colonial authorities and bureaucratic categories.
Moreover, the 1865 Muzaffarnagar register reported that certain
‘eunuchs’ were ‘Said to be a eunuch by birth’, perhaps suggesting that
this was how they had described themselves to local people who provided
information to police.27 Being a Hijra from birth was evidently a valorised
23
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identity and for this reason uncastrated Hijras, and probably also some
castrated Hijras, described themselves as such.
Yet there are indications that eunuch-by-birth became a repeated mode
of self-representation from the mid 1860s. The examples noted above of
Hijras in particular towns or households describing themselves as ‘born
eunuchs’ suggest that Hijras who lived together or were linked by discipleship networks strategically developed regular forms of narrative for ofﬁcial consumption. In the context of the NWP government’s intensiﬁed
efforts to prosecute emasculation from 1865, some Hijras likely described
themselves as a eunuch-by-birth to evade the police and avoid prosecution. Moreover, the standardised category of eunuch-by-birth emerged
out of a process of translation, both into English and into a standardised
category, and probably obfuscated and simpliﬁed more diverse selfrepresentations. Thus, the eunuch-by-birth category was a product of
the convergence of the self-representations of Hijras, the knowledge of
local people and the bureaucratic need to produce regular classiﬁcations –
and was subsequently repeated in a more standardised form by Hijras in
their interactions with colonial agents. Consequently, variations on
eunuch-by-birth appear as a category on the district registers produced
in the early 1870s.28
There are also hints in the records that Hijras frequently refused to
disclose information to the police. For instance, many registered people
who stated that they were castrated claimed that they did not know when,
where or by whom they were emasculated. Although some Hijras who
were castrated as children may not have remembered the operation, many
probably withheld information due to the criminalisation of castration
under the Penal Code. In some districts, such as Muzaffarnagar, no
registered people reported the circumstances of their emasculation,
while in Bulandshahr two-thirds provided no information.29 It is tempting to see this as evidence of Hijras’ agency and their efforts to evade the
police. By withholding information about their pasts, Hijras certainly
frustrated colonial intelligence collection and may have also protected
local Hijras from the law. However, this tendency to ‘profess ignorance to
conceal their history’ also reinforced colonial stereotypes of Hijra criminality and magniﬁed ofﬁcial doubts about the reliability of intelligence
from such people.30 Even as ofﬁcial knowledge was shaped by British
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and Indian ofﬁcials’ encounters with Hijras, there were persistent qualms
about the truthfulness of these people of purportedly dubious morals.
In addition to Hijras, British and Indian ofﬁcials also gathered intelligence from various sections of north Indian society. In particular, districtlevel correspondence suggests that British Magistrates and District
Superintendents of Police usually called upon the ‘respectable’ inhabitants of the area to provide ethnographic information about the Hijra
community and to give their opinion on the criminality of local
Hijras. These respectable Indians were generally people that the British
had sought to cultivate as collaborators in the aftermath of 1857, including: ‘loyal’ sections of the old aristocracy and the princes; rural landlords
(known as taluqdars in Oudh and zamindars elsewhere in north India);
and urban raises (patrons or magnates), particularly the banking and
commercial elite and, to a lesser extent, prominent lawyers, judges and
ofﬁcials. These men who controlled networks of clients or had claims to
‘traditional’ elite status were the main mediators between the colonial
government and the north Indian population. The NWP also sought to
establish a ‘Muslim alliance’ by promoting the leadership of some Muslim
‘modernist’ intellectuals and professionals, like the colonial judicial ofﬁcial and founder of Aligarh Muslim University, Syed Ahmad Khan,
whom we met in Chapter 3. For colonial ofﬁcials in north India, the
Islamic community was largely responsible for the 1857 rebellion and
an alliance with Muslims was thus crucial to the stability of colonial
rule.31
Given that Syed Ahmad Khan was the lynchpin of the Muslim alliance,
it is unsurprising that he was the most important north Indian informant
of the NWP government. In 1870, Khan provided a typology of the three
castrated and ‘impotent’ groups in north Indian society: ﬁrst, Khwajasarai
(eunuch-slave) ‘custodians’ of the female quarters who did not ‘outrag[e]
public decency by any immoralities’ because they were employed in
domestic settings by respectable men; second, Hijra performers who
lent ‘themselves to practices as abhorrent to our feelings as they are
unmentionable’; and third, Zananas who were ‘impotent’, but not
castrated, and rivalled the Hijras ‘in their obscene and disgusting
depravity’.32 Khan’s letter circulated at the highest levels of the colonial
administration and his typology inﬂuenced ofﬁcial knowledge.
The deﬁnition of a ‘eunuch’ as an ‘impotent man’ under the 1871 CTA
31
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was partly introduced to allow the registration of Zananas and was signiﬁcantly shaped by Khan’s description of Zanana ‘impotence’.
Moreover, Khan’s communication reassured British ofﬁcials that they
need not risk upsetting elite Indians by policing Khwajasarais. In contrast
to Khan’s letter, few direct communications from north Indian informants reached the upper levels of government. However, a number of
British district administrators stated that they had elicited the opinions of
‘respectable’ Indians, most likely rural landholders and urban raises
(patrons).33
People of lower status relative to these prominent men also provided
police with information about Hijras. Although colonial records do not
speciﬁcally identify them as sources of information, it is likely that local
informants included literate, but not especially elite people like
pandits and malauvis (authorities on religious law), who set up numerous
vernacular schools in this period, as well as district court lawyers known as
mukhtars, whose numbers grew with a huge expansion in litigation from
mid-century. Such people – deﬁned by their literacy and access to printed
media – often reported crime to the police and communicated information to the colonial state through petitions, letters and newspapers.34
Colonial records also speciﬁcally mention that the police relied upon
chaukidars for intelligence. Hence, the old neighbourhood watch and
ward networks that were unevenly integrated with the police establishment provided information about ‘eunuchs’. Hijras’ immediate neighbours and higher-status lambardars (village heads) were also among the
police’s informants.35
Local informants furnished police with two types of information about
Hijras. First, they provided brief biographies of individuals that police
used in the compilation of district registers. In 1873, the neighbours of
Hijras in Muzaffarnagar district supplied Indian police with short
narratives of their childhoods, their relationship to their gurus, their migrations and their domestic arrangements. For instance, ‘the inhabitants of
Kiranah and Semerchun Pulwaree’ informed police of thirty-ﬁve-year-old
Heera’s travels as a child with two senior ‘eunuchs’ and her later migrations to the towns of Jansath, Charthawal and Kiranah, as well as
her relationships to other ‘eunuchs’ in the region. Likewise, the police
learnt about Motee ‘[b]y the neighbours of Motee who are fully
acquainted with his previous habits’. Meanwhile, the ‘Lumburdars
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and Chowkeedars etc. of Mouza Sutheree’ village provided an account
of the Hijra Fyzun’s life.36
The second type of intelligence that local communities provided was
their opinion on whether individual ‘eunuchs’ were ‘suspected’ of kidnapping and emasculation or were ‘addicted to sodomy’.37 This enquiry
into local opinion involved collecting local rumours and innuendo about
Hijras. In 1873, the Commissioner of Meerut ordered the Magistrates
and Superintendents of Police in his division to determine whether ‘suspicion’ attached to particular eunuchs ‘in the popular opinion’.38
H. D. Willock, the Magistrate of Bulandshahr, thus noted in the remarks
column of the district register ‘the opinions of the inhabitants of the towns
in which the Eunuchs reside’. However, these opinions were rendered in
the language of colonial bureaucracy. The remarks column stated next to
each person either ‘There is strong suspicion that this Eunuch is addicted
to sodomy’ or ‘Is not obnoxious to suspicion’.39 A few years later,
R. T. Hobart, the Inspector-General of Police, sought intelligence on
whether Zananas and theatrical cross-dressers were ‘reputed to be notoriously addicted to sodomy’ and were ‘universally believed to practice
bestial purposes amongst themselves’.40 Processes of translation
undoubtedly obscured the meaning of north Indian informants’ statements. English-language terms such as ‘sodomite’ and ‘homosexual’ have
‘very different semantic loads’ and carry ‘a set of gratuitous nuances’
compared with the various, roughly equivalent Hindi and Urdu
terms.41 These slippages and tensions in translation shaped colonial
knowledge of local sentiment.
Meanwhile, British ofﬁcials debated the reliability and usefulness of the
intelligence supplied by different sections of north Indian society. Many
Magistrates and District Superintendents of Police thought that ‘respectable’ Indians were much more reliable than people from lower social
strata. For instance, Willock, Bulandshahr’s Magistrate, claimed that
ordinary people and police did not ‘know anything’ of the Hijras’ ‘true
characters’. Willock trusted in the opinion of Jewar town’s ‘respectable’
inhabitants.42 However, not all British district ofﬁcers invested elite
informants with greater authority. In 1865, Martin, the Magistrate of
Muzaffarnagar, felt that ‘respectable’ Indians, especially Muslims, were
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closely implicated in the ‘system’ of ‘eunuchs’ and were thus unreliable
sources.43 Notwithstanding these debates about the veracity of various
types of informants, the attitudes of north Indians of varied backgrounds
clearly did impact upon ofﬁcial knowledge of Hijras. Yet local intelligence
was selectively used, often distorted and incorporated into ofﬁcial
accounts to varying degrees depending on context. Moreover, the views
of local people shaped ofﬁcial knowledge more markedly at the district
level than the upper echelons of government.
The intelligence collection of Indian policemen represented the most
immediate site for the production of ofﬁcial records out of the views of
north Indians. It was Indian police ofﬁcers, not British district administrators, who were usually charged with ﬁnding and interviewing ‘eunuchs’
and other north Indian informants. Three ranks of Indian police were
involved in the collection of intelligence from the mid 1860s: subordinate
police ofﬁcers at local police stations; the Sub-Inspectors in charge of
stations; and higher-ranking Inspectors, who sometimes coordinated
intelligence collection in a given area.44 In the ofﬁce of the NWP
Inspector-General of Police, relatively high-ranking Indian police ofﬁcials
were sometimes given responsibility for coordinating intelligence gathering throughout the province. For instance, when the NWP Secretary,
R. Simson, issued an executive order calling for the registration of
‘eunuchs’ in 1865, he ordered the Inspector-General of Police to appoint
‘an ofﬁcer of energy and experience’ like Moulvie Mahommed Mobeen to
discover lawbreaking and to coordinate information gathering across the
NWP.45
In compiling reports, Indian police made decisions about which informants and what types of intelligence were useful to an understanding of
local Hijras. Although government priorities shaped the intelligence
Indian police collected, their views did not always conform to those of
their superiors.46 Nor were the attitudes of police ofﬁcers homogenous.
In Muzaffarnagar, Inspector Nurayan Singh did not suspect any of the
local Hijras of committing crimes or being ‘sodomites’. The 1873 report
that Short, the Muzaffarnagar District Superintendent of Police, compiled from the information Nurayan Singh gathered was not saturated
with discourses of criminality like many other ofﬁcial documents.47
Likewise, in 1875 Ghazi’s Superintendent ordered all Inspectors and
heads of police stations to enquire into local Hijras, ‘but in no single
43
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instance did they shew any sufﬁcient grounds’ to suggest that
Hijras kidnapped and castrated children, or committed sodomy.48
In contrast, some Indian police represented Hijras and other ‘eunuchs’
in terms of criminality and immorality. In 1871, the Indian police in
Mathura ‘assured’ the Magistrate, who was concerned about an unemasculated child living with ‘eunuchs’, that ‘a boy would never have been in
a Eunuch’s hand so long without suffering some injury’, thus reinforcing
criminalising colonial narratives.49 Similarly, Indian police in Azamgarh
recommended the registration of three people who, it later turned out,
were ‘non-impotent’ because the Indian police thought they were ‘of
immoral character’.50 The varied intelligence Indian police provided on
the character and background of individual ‘eunuchs’ shaped the compilation of district registers and the construction of colonial knowledge.
In addition, a few Indian police wrote ethnographic reports about
Hijras. In 1873, R. Annesley, the District Superintendent of Benares
compiled a summary of the ethnographic enquiries of Inspector Bhow
Chunder, ‘a highly intelligent ofﬁcer’ who apparently knew the local
Hijras’ ‘habits perfectly’.51 Unfortunately, only Annesley’s Englishlanguage synthesis of Chunder’s ﬁndings survives. This document nevertheless demonstrates that Chunder gathered information that police used
in surveillance and law enforcement, such as the names of the Hijras in the
district who were ‘skilful’ in the emasculation procedure. Additionally,
Chunder provided ethnographic information on: the internal hierarchies
of the local Hijra community; the various rituals which Hijra medical
practitioners performed during the emasculation operation; the methods
used to surgically remove the genitals; and the celebrations that followed
the patient’s recovery.52 Chunder’s short ethnography was certainly
moulded by colonial priorities – and thus described the emasculation
operation at length – but also inﬂuenced Annesley’s opinion on the
criminality of the Benares Hijras. For some British ofﬁcials, their general
doubts on the veracity of Indians also applied to the Indian police. While
the Inspector-General of Police, R. T. Hobart, claimed that Indian police
concealed information out of ‘shame’ at such an embarrassing topic,
C. Robertson, the NWP Secretary, claimed that they were morally suspect and thus unreliable.53 Still, the Indian police had a central role in
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collecting and synthesising the ethnographic information contained in
their British superiors’ reports.
Contested Narratives in Colonial Archives
While Indian informants from various social groups gave differing information to colonial agents, Indian and British ofﬁcers interpreted and
synthesised local information in numerous ways. The provincial administration generally invested greater authority in those accounts that conformed to familiar, stereotypical narratives about Hijras/‘eunuchs’.
To determine the veracity of intelligence, the NWP government also
established formulas for the composition of ofﬁcial documents and the
standards of evidence by which information should be assessed.
However, the reports of British district administrators frequently called
into question ofﬁcial knowledge. While accounts that contradicted or
nuanced the dominant narrative rarely reached an ofﬁcial audience
beyond the division level, some marginal documents circulated more
widely among NWP administrators and fractured the coherence of ofﬁcial knowledge. Moreover, since colonial knowledge emerged out of
dialogues with local people, even within a single report or letter, numerous views about Hijras could be evident.
The assortment of archived information is particularly evident in the
only surviving district-level correspondence, which is from the districts of
Meerut and Benares divisions and is held in Allahabad.54 In these ﬁles
there are several layers of ofﬁcial documentation. As we have seen, the
District Superintendents of Police compiled registers of ‘eunuchs’ that
were based on intelligence gathered by Indian police and contained brief
biographical information on individuals. District registers were then
framed and interpreted by British District Magistrates and
Superintendents who summarised this information into reports to their
superiors, the divisional Commissioners. The Commissioners then constructed yet more abstract forms of knowledge, often (though not always)
ﬁtting district ofﬁcers’ reports into acceptable and authoritative forms for
consumption by the provincial government. The NWP administration
rarely preserved this district- and division-level correspondence, which
represents the periphery of the ofﬁcial ‘eunuch’ archive.
British District Superintendents’ and Magistrates’ reports on police
registers often recorded multiple views of Hijras, even in instances
where the ofﬁcial sought to reinforce stereotyped understandings of
Hijra-hood. In 1865, S. N. Martin, the Magistrate of Muzaffarnagar,
54
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tried to ﬁt local Hijras’ statements into authoritative forms of colonial
knowledge, but in the process, recorded fragments of their selfrepresentations. The register of ‘eunuchs’ stated that all of the registered
people either did not know the details of their emasculation or were ‘Said
to be a eunuch by birth’. In the remarks column of the register, Martin
elaborated on the statements of the registered people in the form of
a cursory summary of the ‘eunuchs’ as a collective, which he immediately
dismissed as false:
All these eunuchs tell the same story, they are ignorant of their parents, caste, &
place of birth they were made eunuchs at a very early age only one recollects
having been cut with a knife by his teacher, Gooroo, who was also a Eunuch, & is
dead . . . Many of them say they came from the East, district & place unknown,
they begged their way along, & eventually fell in with other eunuchs This
I disbelieve . . . [A]ll eunuchs . . . [rear] boys who have been either stolen, or are
orphans, or deserted by parents.55

While Martin reiterated the colonial stereotype of Hijras as the kidnappers and castrators of children, he also recorded something of the ways
that Hijras constructed their life histories in their interactions with the
police. Martin’s criminalising account is fractured by distorted fragments
of Hijra self-representations, including the assertion of many that they
were ‘eunuchs by birth’, not castrates, and the claim that they had
eventually ‘fallen in’ with other Hijras, rather than being kidnapped.
An 1873 letter from F. M. Lind, the Magistrate of Bulandshahr, was
similarly ‘multivocal’ and included accounts of the opinions of various
social groups, albeit in a highly summarised form. The Bulandshahr
register was based on ‘the opinion of the inhabitants of the towns in
which the Eunuchs reside’; however, Lind claimed that these opinions
were ‘not to be relied on’. He added,
The fact is that neither the Police nor their [that is, ‘eunuchs’’] neighbours know
anything of their true characters. They simply know them as popular performers
at wedding parties or other such festive meetings. Of their doings in the villages
which they frequent they have no knowledge . . . The respectable Residents of
Jewur [Jewar] very strongly recommend that the Eunuchs of their town should be
conﬁned to its limits. They could not but speak well of their behaviour at home
but stated that it was most probable that singing and dancing was not the sole
object of their visiting the country as is the custom.56

Lind attempted to frame local knowledge and sentiment in terms of the
authoritative colonial narrative of the Hijra kidnapper, but alternative
ways of viewing Hijras produced cracks in his criminalising account.
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Most informants, as well as the Indian police, viewed Hijras as merely
performers at ‘festive occasions’. Even ‘respectable’ Indians spoke ‘well’
of Hijras’ behaviour, though they admitted, perhaps after being pressed
by Lind, that it was possible that Hijras committed crimes when they
visited the countryside. Thus, there were contradictions in the representation of Hijras between different layers of colonial record-keeping – for
instance, between the district registers compiled from Indian policemen’s
interviews and the correspondence among British ofﬁcers about those
registers – as well as contradictory narratives within these different archival layers.
British district administrators often interpreted local intelligence in
varied ways. When the police ﬁrst interviewed Hijras, several districtand division-level ofﬁcials altogether dismissed Hijras’ accounts of their
lives and reiterated the dominant colonial stereotype. In 1865 in
Dehradun, the local ‘eunuchs’ all stated that they were ‘Born
a Eunuch’, but the Superintendent concluded that they were in fact
‘emasculated at such an early age as to remember no other condition’.57
Yet the statements of Hijras and other local people often led district
ofﬁcials to question the authoritative narrative. In the mid 1860s, several
ofﬁcials challenged the NWP government’s conclusions from the kidnapping and castration cases of the early 1860s. For instance, B. Sapte, the
Commissioner of Agra, concluded that not all Hijra initiates were
kidnapped children.58 Several British district ofﬁcials interpreted local
intelligence as evidence that ‘eunuchs’ lived by performance and almscollection, but not by prostitution.59 In Azamgarh, the Magistrate, James
Amson, wrote that Hijras ‘dance [in] public, and live by this alone and
[by] offerings which they receive in the course of their peregrinations’, but
claimed that there was no evidence ‘as far as has yet been ascertained’ that
they were prostitutes.60 Often, Commissioners roundly condemned these
district ofﬁcials who misunderstood ‘colonial common sense’.61
Alternatively, Commissioners simply didn’t send district reports that
troubled ofﬁcial assumptions to their superiors. But this was not always
the case. Ofﬁcial documents, even those that circulated in the upperlevels of government, often contained multiple forms of knowledge about
Hijras.62
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As such, the NWP government repeatedly reiterated ofﬁcial knowledge to
district ofﬁcials; these reiterations have in fact left extensive records of
colonial administrators’ failures to construct a coherent narrative about
the ‘eunuch problem’.63 For instance, marginal forms of knowledge repeatedly ruptured the representation of ‘eunuchs’ in the annual reports on the
‘working’ of Part II of the 1871 CTA. Each year, District Superintendents
of Police wrote reports and compiled statistics on the registered people in
their districts, which the Deputy Inspector-General of Police synthesised in
a province-wide report and statistical table. The NWP Secretary then
assessed the report in his ‘annual review’, which was in turn circulated
back to the district ofﬁcials. While this process was designed to monitor
law enforcement, it was also intended to annually inculcate district ofﬁcials
with the provincial government’s understanding of ‘eunuchs’. But as
a result, the annual report and review were littered with descriptions of
‘errors’ in district ofﬁcers’ comprehension of ‘eunuchs’, which far from
making ofﬁcial knowledge uniform, rendered it heterogenous.
A few examples from Deputy Inspector-General O. L. Smith’s 1881
annual report illustrate the multivocal character of these documents. First
of all, Smith’s report contained traces of local intelligence that undermined the dominant narrative of eunuchs’ domestic arrangements.
Whereas colonial ofﬁcials generally assumed that Hijra households were
entirely separate from biological and afﬁnal kinship and contained only
kidnapped or immorally acquired children, ofﬁcials in Allahabad district
reported that four boys in Hijra households were ‘the sons of chelás
[disciples] living with eunuchs’, suggesting some Hijra initiates had biological or adopted children. Meanwhile, one boy was ‘found with his
uncle, a eunuch, at Gonda’, implying that some children in Hijra households were relatives of Hijras. Registered peoples’ domestic lives were
clearly more complex than most ofﬁcials assumed. Moreover, varied
opinions among British administrators were evident in the 1881 report.
To give just one example, the District Superintendent of Sitapur and the
Deputy Commissioner of Lucknow disagreed on whether Zananas and
religious devotees who wore female clothing known as Sakhis were ‘suspected’ of sodomy. Smith attempted to settle the matter, concluding that
‘zenanas and sakhies by repute in no way differ from hijras in their habits’
and were thus ‘suspected’ of having sex with men.64 Despite his attempts
to smooth over conﬂicting opinions and intelligence, Smith’s report
nonetheless hints at local forms of knowledge and records mixed interpretations among British ofﬁcials.
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Colonial representations of ‘eunuchs’ thus reﬂect an important broader
characteristic of colonial knowledge: although European colonisers often
used stark dichotomies to understand colonised societies, colonial
archives contained multiple, inconsistent and ambiguous accounts.
This plurality of colonial representations was a consequence of: ﬁrst,
the importance of diverse non-European ‘informants’ who attempted to
portray their societies in line with their worldviews and interests;
and second, the politics of knowledge production that shaped Europeans’
accounts.65 Though colonial narratives were ﬁssured and often contradictory, many histories of colonialism still overestimate the coherence and
singularity of colonial representations of colonised ‘others’. This has
certainly been the case in the few existing historical studies of Hijras.66
Yet the ofﬁcial representation of Hijras was fractured between and within
different levels of colonial archives. From the perspective of the provincial
government, the lack of homogeneity in ofﬁcial information indicated
that there had been troubling failures in intelligence collection.
Enduring Anxieties about Colonial Knowledge
By the late 1870s, the panic about Hijras in ofﬁcial circles had died down
somewhat, as ofﬁcials expressed conﬁdence that, through registration and
intelligence collection, the colonial government would know, and eventually solve, the ‘eunuch problem’. Yet even as the colonial government
archived more and more information about Hijras, there was a continuing
sense of anxiety in the NWP government that this information was
inadequate and that the Hijra ‘system’ was incompletely known. These
enduring anxieties about intelligence failure were typical of colonial governance in India. The partial and uneven incorporation of information
collected from local people into formal and abstract forms of colonial
knowledge produced structural weaknesses in colonial ‘information
systems’.67 The Hijra panic of the 1850s and 1860s had emerged out of
these structural anxieties and after it subsided, there was a continuing
sense of vulnerability to intelligence failure. The substantial expansion of
the NWP’s archived information about the Hijra community did not cool
ofﬁcial anxieties about perceived gaps in information.68 Ofﬁcials frequently resorted to the authoritative colonial Hijra stereotype to ﬁll in
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lacunas or contradictions in their knowledge.69 Yet this often created
further tensions in their accounts.
Anxieties about inadequate intelligence were evident in the reports on
various dimensions of the ‘eunuch problem’ produced by the NWP Police
Department. For instance, the authors of reports into ‘kidnapping for
immoral purposes’ often admitted the tenuousness of their empirical
claims and the gaps in their knowledge, even as they made sweeping
assertions about crime in India. In 1870, the Deputy Inspector-General
of Police, E. Tyrwhitt, apologised in his ‘report on the crime of kidnapping as it prevails in the North-Western provinces’ that
. . . the information I have as yet obtained as to the system pursued in ‘kidnapping
for immoral purposes’ is not [as] satisfactory or conclusive as I would wish. It is an
extremely difﬁcult task to gather facts under this heading of the crime, unwilling as
I have been to risk failure by too precipitate action.70

Despite this uncertain and patchy information, Tyrwhitt concluded that
‘There can be little doubt that in our Provinces kidnapping for immoral
purposes is carried on to some extent, and one rises from the perusal of
the above statements with a feeling of pain at parents selling their children
into prostitution’.71 The kidnapping stereotype ﬁlled in the gaps in intelligence, but sat at odds with much of the information the police had
collected in the districts.
Reports on Zananas and other gender-crossing north Indians evidenced a similar anxiety about deﬁcient ofﬁcial knowledge, alongside
generalisations about deviance and criminality. In 1876, Hobart, the
Deputy Inspector-General of Police, wrote a report on a ‘class’ of ‘nonimpotent’, occasionally cross-dressing men who performed in public and
apparently prostituted themselves and ‘boys for hire’. Hobart primarily
associated this gender and sexual category with Zananas. Yet he doubted
his information was accurate and exhaustive: the report merely presented
‘the facts as far as I can collect them’. According to Hobart, there were
signiﬁcant gaps in the information at hand:
It has been with some difﬁculty that information has been obtained at all on this
repulsive subject. Many [British] ofﬁcers (I judge from their replies) have shown
but little interest in the matter, and indeed information on such a subject is
notoriously difﬁcult to collect. The shame attaching to such an enquiry, the fear
of ultimate legal proceedings, the extraordinary regard which native ofﬁcials show
for a long established usage, all stand in the way. To illustrate this I may quote the
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case of the District Superintendent of Aligarh, who at ﬁrst reported on the
strength of the assertions of his native police ofﬁcers, that there was no such
class of men, but who afterwards found such a class in large numbers.72

Due to the difﬁculties of gathering information about such subjects, the
British apparently knew nothing about ‘immoral’ gender and sexual
practices in vast swathes of colonial territory: ‘In the face of the difﬁculty
experienced in obtaining the names of men who may fairly be called
“professional catamites”, if we have obtained a list of 253 such creatures
in ten districts, the presumption is that in all districts they will number
more than one thousand when enquiry is more vigorously pursued’.73
Hobart believed that there were enormous lacunas in colonial intelligence
about Indian sexuality, but he resorted to colonial stereotypes to plug the
perceived gaps in colonial knowledge. He assumed ‘unnatural crime’
thrived where intelligence was absent.
Into the 1880s and 1890s, there was anxiety in the NWP government
that district registers and province-wide statistics were riddled with errors
and did not accurately account for the entire ‘eunuch’ population. For
instance, in 1882 there was an extended correspondence between the
ofﬁce of the Inspector-General of Police and divisional authorities about
‘errors and omissions’ in the annual report on ‘eunuchs’, especially in
relation to the number of people on the police registers.74 There was
a continuing concern that the police still did not know the full extent of
the ‘eunuch’ population. Ofﬁcial anxieties about lacunas and uncertainties in colonial intelligence persisted into the late nineteenth century, even
as the ‘eunuch’ archive expanded. British ofﬁcials tended to resort to
familiar narratives of Hijra-hood to make sense of conﬂicting information
and what they didn’t know. In some cases, a lack of intelligence was
viewed as evidence of sexual immorality and criminality. This is a good
example of Arondekar’s argument that in colonial accounts, the absence
of evidence for ‘unnatural’ sexuality was taken as proof of the ‘abundance’
of native perversity.75 However, as we have seen, this was not the only
narrative in colonial archives.

... ... ...
Attention to the practices of record-keeping, archiving and circulation
that underlined colonial knowledge throws into sharp relief the multiple
narratives about Hijras in colonial archives. These varied and contested
accounts of Hijras were evident, in part, because colonial accounts
72
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emerged out of asymmetrical dialogues with north Indian society.
Informants of varied social backgrounds – including landlords, prominent raises, locally important literate men, village headmen, chaukidars,
Hijras and their neighbours – shaped the archive in uneven but perceptible ways. Indian police ofﬁcers’ and British administrators’ interpretations of this local intelligence were heterogeneous, resulting in reports
from the districts that contradicted or confused criminalising colonial
narratives. The representation of ‘eunuchs’ varied between and within
different types of ofﬁcial records. Even individual documents could contain varied understandings of Hijras due to traces of local knowledge and
various ofﬁcial viewpoints. The NWP administration’s need to reinforce
ofﬁcial knowledge actually preserved an extensive record of failures to
create a consistent narrative about Hijras. The annual bureaucratic ritual
of the report on Part II of the CTA not only disseminated authoritative
ofﬁcial knowledge down to the district level, but also circulated varied and
contradictory knowledge of the Hijra community from the districts up to
the level of the provincial government. Even as the NWP government
amassed a signiﬁcant volume of ethnographic information, statistics and
administrative precedent, there was a lasting sense of anxiety about
patchy and inconsistent information. However, the plural forms of
knowledge in colonial archives allow us to piece together a fuller view of
nineteenth-century Hijras’ lives.

6

Hijra Life Histories

From the contestations of ofﬁcial archives, fragments of nineteenthcentury Hijras’ lives emerge, which were obscured in authoritative colonial narratives and middle-class Indian stereotypes. As Clare Anderson
has recently argued, focusing on the stories of individuals ‘center[s]
marginalised peoples in histories of Empire’.1 Individual life histories
also challenge the collectivising tendencies of most nineteenth-century
accounts. Biographical fragments thus nuance the picture of the Hijra
community that we would see if our focus remained at the level of the
group.2 Rather than taking the approach of prosopography – which seeks
to create a collective biography by analysing what was typical to a group –
I foreground individual Hijra lives, wherever possible.3 Life histories not
only illuminate broader social structures, power relations and sociocultural meanings, they can also force a rethinking of these broader
patterns. In this sense, this chapter takes a microhistory approach.
By reducing the scale of analysis to the history of a particular life, community or event, microhistory aims to challenge our understanding of
broader historical processes. Microhistories are premised on ‘the belief
that microscopic observation will reveal factors previously unobserved.’4
Drawing on this life history and microhistory methodology, this chapter
pieces together the lives of individual Hijras and interweaves them with
what we know from more generalising types of historical records such as
ethnographies, moving back and forth between the level of the particular
and the general.
By examining nineteenth-century Hijras’ life histories, this chapter
provides an account of the community that not only questions, but also
aims to move beyond, the dominant colonial narrative, even as it largely
1
3
4
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utilises colonial records. Archived biographies throw into relief four
aspects of nineteenth-century Hijras’ lives. First, although Hijra performance and alms-collection (badhai) were enormously culturally signiﬁcant, Hijra life histories also reveal that they had a wide range of
occupations, including animal husbandry, farming, shopkeeping and
domestic service. Agriculture was an especially important form of
Hijra work but was downplayed in most colonial accounts because this
did not chime with the portrayal of Hijras as unproductive, wandering
beggars. The rich anthropological literature on Hijras that has emerged
in recent decades has highlighted the enduring importance of performance and badhai to contemporary deﬁnitions of Hijra-hood,5 yet historically, Hijras combined these iconic Hijra occupations with various
forms of labour. Second, brief colonial biographies of Hijras highlight
that discipleship genealogies linking gurus and chelas (disciples) were
central to Hijras’ self-representations in their interactions with police.
Hijra life histories suggest that the community was a type of what
Indrani Chatterjee has termed ‘monastic government’, that is, a form
of economic and political organisation based on communities of teachers and disciples.6 Third, while nineteenth-century ethnologists suggested that the ‘typical’ Hijra household contained several generations
of chelas and gurus, Hijra domestic arrangements were in fact more
diverse. Hijra households incorporated various forms of kinship, while
some Hijras lived with non-Hijras, including widowed women and male
lovers.
Finally, Hijra biographies suggest that slavery was one of several
situations in which people were initiated into the Hijra community.
The presence of initiates of slave origin in Hijra households needs to be
situated in the wider historical context in which discipleship lineages
and practices of enslavement were interlinked in various social groups.
Hijras who had been enslaved in childhood do not appear to have had
a lower status in the Hijra community in adulthood. Yet enslavement
was not the only circumstance in which children were initiated as
Hijras; moreover, there are numerous examples of youths and adults
undergoing initiation. The colonial panic about Hijra kidnapping distorted the complex relationship between discipleship and slavery in
Hijra communities and overstated the number of children living with
Hijras.

5
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Archived Life Histories
Most of the surviving biographical information on nineteenth-century
Hijras was recorded on the ‘registers of eunuchs’ and ‘registers of property
possessed by eunuchs’ that North-Western Province (NWP) police compiled from 1865.7 Such district registers were bureaucratic accounts of
individual lives recorded according to colonial categories of useful information. The following is a typical entry on a ‘register of eunuchs’ from
Meerut:
Name: Begum Father’s name: Heera Age: 30 When Emasculated: In the
age of 15 Place of Residence: Pegunah [pargana] Meerut; Meerut city District
& towns frequented by them: Meerut[,] villages about Ostensible Means of
Livelihood: Dancing Remarks: [blank]8

Name, father’s name, age, date of emasculation, place of residence,
places ‘frequented’, ‘ostensible means of livelihood’ and property – this
is generally what we know of those people who were registered as
‘eunuchs’. Fragments of Hijras’ biographies are also far and few between
in the colonial archives. The only surviving district registers are from just
two divisions of the NWP: Meerut and Benares.9 Though colonial
records often reduced the lives of Hijras to a handful of classes of information that had a policing or surveillance purpose, occasionally a colonial
ofﬁcial failed to follow the prescribed formula for recording Hijras’
biographies.10 Some district registers that did not follow the required
format called ofﬁcial knowledge into question and troubled the sweeping
categories of colonial rule. These unconventional biographical accounts
thus shine a sliver of light on aspects of Hijras’ everyday life that usually
went unrecorded. Take, for example, the following entry from the district
register of Basti:
Chuppeea [Chhapia pargana, Basti district] Name: Neeazun Property:
Several head of Cattle (Bullocks, Cows, Horses, goats) utensils etc., home &
well. Remarks: Lives by husbandry, no suspicion, has a boy 12 years of age
who[se] marriage with a girl in Shunkerjoha [?] Police Station [illegible] has been
celebrated.11

The Basti district register not only dispensed with the required format, it
also recorded information that the NWP government usually considered
irrelevant. For example, it highlights the diverse occupations of people
7
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Property registers were compiled under the 1871 Criminal Tribes Act (CTA).
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registered as ‘eunuchs’, including agricultural work like animal husbandry. The Basti register also records Neeazun’s efforts to arrange the
marriage of an adopted boy and hints at some of the complexities of
Hijra domestic arrangements.
One surviving document in particular – the register of ‘eunuchs’ in
Muzaffarnagar district of Meerut division – recorded remarkably detailed
accounts of the lives of eleven so-called eunuchs.12 It included not only
the brief details that were required by the colonial state, but also a short
biography of a few hundred words for each of the eleven registered people.
The Muzaffarnagar register emerged out of the context examined in the
previous chapter, in which disputes among ofﬁcials about Hijra criminality and sexual deviance – that were underlined by heterogeneous interpretations of local intelligence – produced multiple colonial narratives
about Hijras. The Muzaffarnagar authorities compiled such an unusually
detailed register in order to justify their policies to their superiors.
In 1872, the Magistrate of Muzaffarnagar, G. Palmer, questioned the
failure of W. A. Short, the District Superintendent, to register a single
person under Part II of the recently passed Criminal Tribes Act.13
In response to Palmer’s demand for more information, Short ordered
Inspector Nurayan Singh ‘to enquire and report on each individual
case’.14 Singh interviewed the ‘eunuchs’ of the district and their neighbours, as well as the village heads (lambardars) and watchmen (chaukidars), and compiled a register ‘in Vernacular’, which was then translated
into English and archived. The purpose of the Muzaffarnagar register was
to prove that the local ‘eunuchs’ did not need to be kept under surveillance; consequently, it did not criminalise Hijras like most ofﬁcial
documents.15 Processes of translation undoubtedly obscured locally relevant social and cultural meanings. The priorities of the NWP administration also shaped the document in important ways; for instance,
resulting in an emphasis on the circumstances of people’s emasculation.
Nevertheless, the Muzaffarnagar district register is an important record,
providing a relatively full account of individual lives. This chapter thus
intertwines the biographies of the Muzaffarnagar ‘eunuchs’ with various
other life histories of nineteenth-century Hijras.
As the above discussion highlights, the majority of archived life histories were recorded as accounts of ‘eunuchs’, not ‘Hijras’. It is sometimes difﬁcult to distinguish those ‘eunuchs’ who identiﬁed as Hijras from
12
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those who found themselves categorised as ‘eunuchs’ because they crossdressed in theatrical or ritual contexts, or because their everyday gender
expression was non-binary. The archives suggest that most registered
people were Hijras, but a sizeable minority were not. Moreover, the
word ‘Hijra’, as it appears in ofﬁcial accounts, was a colonial category.
When colonial ofﬁcials did use the term Hijra, they applied that label
according to the logic of colonial assumptions about Hijra-hood, not
necessarily because an individual had described themselves as such.
Where individual life histories refer to either discipleship lineages, initiation or to cohabitation with other ‘eunuchs’, we can be reasonably conﬁdent that the people in question were members of Hijra lineages.
However, some of the groups that were occasionally classiﬁed as
‘eunuchs’ were also organised by discipleship, particularly Sakhis who
cross-dressed in ritual contexts. Any ascription of Hijra identity is thus
necessarily tentative. Consequently, I foreground the ways that colonial
categories shape surviving fragments of nineteenth-century Hijras’ lives.
Hijra Work
Most late nineteenth-century life histories of ‘Hijras’ or ‘eunuchs’ note
that they performed and begged for alms, which was usually termed
badhai (a ‘congratulatory gift’). These ‘occupations of the Hijra’16
involved particular social, ritual and gendered practices and were vital
to notions of Hijra-ness in nineteenth-century north India. Colonial
records like police registers sometimes bifurcated performance and badhai, although they were intimately interrelated, classifying Hijras/eunuchs
as either performers or beggars.17 To take the ‘eunuchs’ of Muzaffarnagar
district as an example, several were ‘beggars’, according to the ‘ostensible
livelihood’ column of the register, including Kureemun, Motee, Jowahra,
Heera and Fyzun, who were all in their thirties, forties or ﬁfties.
The occupation of ﬁfteen-year-old Chimmun was ‘Begging & dancing’,
while forty-two-year-old Alladia’s work was ‘Dancing’. Four middle-aged
and elderly people who lived together in what appears to have been a Hijra
household – Jowaha, Wufatee, Pearee and their guru Ameer Bux – had the
occupations of ‘Dancing and singing’.18 However, the ofﬁcial classiﬁcation of some people as beggars, and others as dancers and singers, probably had more to do with differences in their economic means, with the
relatively poor classiﬁed as ‘beggars’. The biographies of the
16
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Muzaffarnagar ‘beggars’ make it clear that they had also learnt to sing and
dance, usually in their youth.19
Colonial ethnography – both published scholarly tomes and the practical ethnography of colonial ofﬁcials – includes hints of the cultural
signiﬁcance of Hijras’ singing, dancing and alms-collection. Ethnologist
H. A. Rose’s 1907 account of Punjabi ‘birth observances’ highlights
several ways in which the Hijra community was embedded in local ritual
economies:
. . . [A] hı̄jrā . . . goes daily to each mahallah (street) and cries Huā betā ? Kaun sā
ghar jā gā ? (i.e. ‘Has a son been born?’ ‘Which house has awakened?’). Some child,
or [a] sweeperess [sic] . . . informs [the Hijra] of the family in which a son or
a daughter was born; going to that house he gets two pice for a daughter and four
for a son, and informs all the bhā nds, bhandelas, etc. (players, actors, buffoons,
etc.); from that time . . . all those whose business it is to sing, dance, play, or
amuse, begin to come, and after singing or acting for an hour or two demand their
presents and go away, only to come back again on the chhattı̄ [the sixth day after
the birth].20

Hijras also had a recognised right to collect alms at times other than the
births of children. They performed and received alms on the occasion of
weddings, for instance, and received grain from cultivators at certain
points in the agricultural cycle.21 Hijras also requested money from
bazaar shoppers and shopkeepers.22 Few accounts detail Hijras’ performance practices, but Hardyal Singh noted in his ethnography of Marwar
that ‘They sing and dance, their music consisting of Dholak [a small, twosided drum], and Majiras [cymbals]. They chieﬂy clap their hands when
they sing’.23
Hijra lineages had deﬁned territories in which they could collect alms
and perform. Rose wrote that in Punjab, Hijras had ‘divided the Province
into regular beats from which birt or dues are collected’.24 There were
reports of similar practices in the NWP. In 1871, a police ofﬁcer from
Gorakhpur named Tiernan described how:
The Eunuchs of Goruckpore partition the district into certain plots, one of which
is allotted to each clan, and it is considered a point of etiquette with each clan to
conﬁne its operations within the limits of its own proper circle; it is the custom of
the clan on hearing the birth of male children within its jurisdiction to go to the
19
20
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houses of the parents and make a rejoicing by dancing and singing, obtaining
a pecuniary reward for their trouble; these visits of congratulation and rejoicing
are made in the course of the Eunuch’s annual tour, which take[s] place in the
month of August.25

Tiernan’s report and other sources suggest that Hijras were seasonally
mobile as they visited nearby towns and villages that were ‘allotted’ to
their discipleship lineage, where they performed and collected alms.26
The biographical fragments recorded on the district registers also shed
light on Hijra mobility in the context of badhai. Three broad patterns of
mobility are evident from the registers.27 First, most ‘eunuchs’ visited
towns and villages in the surrounding region, or as the district registers
put it, visited ‘villages about’. These were travels of relatively short distance in the nearby countryside, usually not exceeding the limits of the
district. Groups of ‘eunuchs’ who lived together visited the same places,
further suggesting that Hijras visited a regular circuit of villages that was
recognised as part of their lineage’s territory. All of the ten ‘eunuchs’
whom police registered in Meerut city (named Amar Bux, Fyez Bux,
Noor Bux, Begum, Khoda Bux, Booley Bux, Jugun, Khowaz Bux,
Maula Bux and Wazeer) visited ‘villages about’ Meerut city. Indeed,
most of the registered people in Meerut district only visited ‘villages
about’ their own town or village.28 Second, a signiﬁcant minority of
registered people periodically visited towns further aﬁeld, including in
other districts of the NWP, other British provinces and Indian-ruled
states. Begum and Goolub, who lived in Mowana pargana, another part
of Meerut district, visited ‘Mowana villages about in Meerut District and
Diranuggur [Dara Nagar?] villages in the Bijnour District’.29 Finally,
a very small minority of registered ‘eunuchs’ were itinerant and spent
a high proportion of their time travelling. These more mobile people
generally did not appear on the early registers, although police subsequently brought some under surveillance.30 Hijras were generally not
peripatetic, despite the colonial rhetoric of Hijra ‘wandering’, but periodic travels that were usually of relatively short distance were important to
Hijras’ social and cultural life, particularly to Hijra alms-collection.
Hijras’ ‘claim to alms rest[ed], as with other religious mendicants, in
the sacred character which attache[d] to them’, as the colonial ethnologist
25
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R. V. Russell explained.31 Hijras appear to have had plural religious
practices, including worship of local Hindu deities, regionally and transregionally important Hindu deities and Suﬁ saints.32 In western and
possibly also northern India, Hijras were especially associated with worship of the goddess Bahuchara Mata.33 The vast majority of Hijras in the
NWP stated they were Muslim on the census,34 though the colonial effort
to separate the Hijra (and Indian) population into the categories of Hindu
and Muslim oversimpliﬁed the more complex religious practices of
Hijras. The origin legends of the community, though derived from
Hindu traditions, were important to Hijras of other religious afﬁliations as
well.35 Daily worship and alms-collection evoked Hijras’ deﬁnition of
themselves as the ‘houses’ or ‘temples’ of the goddess36 and as persons
‘devoted’ to the ‘service of the goddess’.37 Hijras’ self-representation as
spiritual ascetics and their right to collect alms were related to beliefs
about fertility. At least ideally, Hijras were castrated or were ‘born that
way’, a condition the police registers described as being a ‘eunuch by
birth’ or ‘born a eunuch’.38 Hijra mythology, as reported by nineteenthcentury and early twentieth-century ethnologists, suggested that Hijra
embodiment and infertility was divinely sanctioned.39 In western India,
Hijra legends held that Bahuchara Mata had ordained that all men ‘born
impotent’ should be emasculated and should wear women’s clothing.40
As persons who were infertile, Hijras were thought to have the ability to
bless the fertility of others. This belief was related to Hindu creation
myths in which Siva breaks off his linga (phallus) and throws it onto the
ground, the linga becoming ‘a source of universal fertility as soon as it has
ceased to be a source of individual fertility’.41 Hijras’ association with
fecundity tied them to procreative sexuality, to which they were both
peripheral (as infertile persons) and central (as persons with some
power over fertility). The ﬂipside to Hijras’ ability to bless fertility was
their power to curse if they were refused alms. An early twentieth-century
31
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ethnographic account, for instance, mentions a fear among householders
that ‘calamity’ would befall anyone who refused to pay Hijras.42 If refused
alms, Hijras would deal out choice insults and they might lift their clothing and expose their lack of genitals.43 The Hijra gesture of lifting up their
clothing ‘recreates the violence of castration’ and displaces it on to the
ungenerous householder or shopkeeper, according to Lawrence Cohen.44
Modern anthropologists argue that in India, begging is understood in
terms of an ‘ethos of worship’ and carries the moral weight of asceticism.
But begging is also a form of ‘coercive subordination’, in part because
cursing is the ﬂip side of blessing, and in part because the beggar’s
exaggerated performance of dependence is designed to trap the social
superior in an obligation of generosity. However, this is an ambiguous
enactment, constituting ‘a celebration of dependence or a subtle (and
coercive) complaint about it’.45 The administrator-scholar H. A. Rose
hinted at the ‘coercive subordination’ of Hijra ‘begging’ in his remark that
aside from zamindars (landowners), people ‘dare not refuse their fees, and
every shopkeeper has to pay them one pice in the year’.46
Although performance and badhai were central to notions of Hijrahood, the brief biographical details recorded on the district registers
highlight that most Hijras in fact combined these practices with
a variety of different types of work. In district registers that were relatively
detailed, many people were listed as having multiple sources of income.
In Muzaffarnagar district, Jowaha, Wufatee, Pearee and their guru Ameer
Bux had ‘2 gardens and one house; they support themselves from their
rent and income’, as well as from ‘Dancing and singing’.47 Similarly, the
entry on the 1872 Basti district register for a ‘eunuch’ named Amola who
lived in Kaptanganj reads, ‘Begs, cultivates & dances’. The register states
‘Beg & cultivate’ next to the names of Emamun, Chourasee, Deedaroo,
Rugbunsee and Lalla, who were residents of Amorha, another town of
Basti district. Descriptions of other Basti ‘eunuchs’ recorded several
occupations including: ‘begging’; ‘dances at the birth [sic] of children’;
‘lives by husbandry’; and ‘cultivate[s] land’.48 Registers from Gorakhpur
and Bulandshahr that were compiled in 1872 and 1873 mention a wide
42
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variety of occupations among registered people, including: renting out
houses or shops; animal husbandry; tenant farming; work as agricultural
labourers; shopkeeping; itinerant petty trading; weaving and tailoring;
and domestic work.49 In 1877, the occupations of ‘eunuchs’ in the
NWP were variously reported as ‘begging, cultivating, tailoring, selling
eggs, keeping carts, weaving, cooking, tobacco selling, and ﬁeld labour’.50
These biographical details suggest that nineteenth-century Hijras’
sources of livelihood were much more diverse than colonial accounts, as
well as middle-class Indian narratives, usually suggested.
A few registered people were employed by Indian-ruled states, though
it is unclear if these ‘eunuchs’ were Khwajasarais (eunuch-slave household servants and administrators) or Hijras. A handful of registered
people in Azamgarh and Ghazipur were servants of the Nawab of
Murshidabad in Bengal, but the registers do not state what sorts of
work they did. For instance, in 1873, twenty-three-year-old ‘Cassim
Alli’ (Kasim Ali), who lived in Sikandarpur village of Azamgarh district,
was listed as a ‘Servant to the Nawab of Moorshedabad’, though the other
‘eunuchs’ registered in the village were described as ‘beggars’.51
The district ‘Registers of Property Possessed by Eunuchs’ give us
further glimpses of registered people’s varied means of livelihood.
The property registers mention a few relatively wealthier households of
‘eunuchs’ who received rental income from houses they owned. Some coresident groups of registered people also sold the produce of groves they
tended (though they did not always own the land) or were
kashtkars (tenant farmers). Many registered people owned a few animals
such as horses, mares, bulls, cows and buffalos, suggesting they were
engaged in animal husbandry. A few registered individuals or groups
owned shops or were traders, such as a shoe-seller named Malagir who
owned a substantial quantity of shoes in Bulandshahr.52
Perhaps because of Hijras’ diverse forms of work and income, their
ﬁnancial means also varied. Many district registers of property list owners
of pakka (well-built) houses, owners of kaccha (makeshift) houses and
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people who owned only moveable property. In Meerut district, for
instance, the 1872 register listed three individuals and four groups who
each owned a ‘Pukka dwelling house’ and six groups that each had
a ‘dwelling house’, with the build of the house unspeciﬁed. Meanwhile,
two groups of ‘eunuchs’ and one individual owned a ‘Cutcha dwelling
house’ and ﬁve people only owned moveable property.53 The economic
means of Hijras evidently differed somewhat.
In short, the district registers indicate that Hijras performed more wideranging forms of work than the accounts that circulated in the upperlevels of ofﬁcialdom generally allowed. To be sure, some people who were
not initiated as Hijras were also included on the district registers due to
their gender expression, but it is clear that Hijras dominated the registered
population, suggesting that Hijras were often engaged in multiple types of
work. In particular, the registers imply that many Hijras were engaged in
some form of agriculture – whether cultivation, tending fruit groves,
agricultural wage labour or animal husbandry – usually alongside performance and alms-collection. Hijras’ agricultural work needs to be situated
in the context of the gendering of agricultural labour in nineteenthcentury India. Both Indian men and women were heavily involved in
agricultural work, though men tended to do the ploughing and sowing,
while women did the transplantation, weeding and, often, animal husbandry. Wealthier men increasingly removed the women of their families
from publicly visible agricultural work, yet even secluded rural women
‘undertook a variety of agricultural . . . tasks which were . . . subsumed
within the daily routine of domesticity’. Within less wealthy families,
women’s work in the ﬁelds and waged agricultural labour was vital to
household incomes, especially when men migrated for work. Although
such female agricultural work was widespread, it was increasingly deﬁned
as unfeminine if outside a ‘domestic’ context. Nevertheless, in practice,
agricultural labour was not a purely masculine domain in nineteenthcentury India.54
For the British, however, agriculture was a manly form of work. Very
few British ofﬁcials commented on Hijras’ agricultural work, even though
cultivation, ‘ﬁeld labour’ and husbandry were the most common occupations, aside from performance and ‘begging’. The exclusion of Hijras’
agricultural labour from the vast majority of colonial accounts was due to
53
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the powerful association of seasonally mobile and apparently ‘criminal’
peoples like Hijras with ‘unproductive’ occupations in colonial India.55
British administrators deﬁned agriculture as an industrious and masculine type of labour, as was evident in projects to reform ‘criminal tribesmen’ through ‘settling’ them as cultivators.56 The fact that many
Hijras were already performing such ‘reformative’ work did not ﬁt into
the dominant Hijra stereotype. Nor did middle-class Indian men mention
Hijras’ agricultural labour in their writings on the community. Similarly,
the agricultural work of other criminalised communities was also obfuscated in colonial and elite Indian accounts. For instance, Ramnarayan
Rawat has shown that the social marginality of Chamars, an ‘untouchable’
community, was perpetuated through colonial and upper-caste Hindu
representations of Chamars as ‘traditional’ leather workers, even though
they were ‘primarily peasants’. In the late nineteenth century, this ‘occupational stereotype’ was interlaced with Chamars’ criminalisation as ‘cattle poisoners’.57 Although somewhat different social dynamics and
historical processes were at play in the Chamar and Hijra cases, it is
notable that the agricultural work of both groups was obscured because
it complicated criminalising and marginalising narratives.

Hijra Discipleship Lineages
Knowledge related to performance, badhai and Hijra deportment was
transmitted through discipleship lineages. Guru and chela (disciple)
were the main terms that were reported in colonial records, though
Hijras may have also used other words, such as pir or murshid for teacher
and murid for disciple. Almost every biography recorded on the
Muzaffarnagar register of ‘eunuchs’ notes the knowledge traditions
through which training in performance was passed down from ‘teachers’
to ‘pupils’. As a child, Wufatee ‘was patronized by Chutluggun for 6
years’ and after she was ‘emasculated’ ‘Chutluggun taught him to
dance’. When Pearee was a young adult she ‘went to Neadra eunuch at
Jansut [Jansath] and had learned singing and dancing’. The biography of
Motee, a so-called ‘beggar’, reports that ‘when he was a minor’ three
‘eunuchs’ named Hosein Bux, Pearee and Emun ‘taught him to sing and
dance [and] hence he has supported himself by singing and dancing’.58
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Other sorts of knowledge were also transmitted through discipleship
lineages. A Delhi lawyer named Mahtab Rai wrote in 1889 that ‘eunuchs’
in Lucknow annually held a fair or mela where they competed in ‘abus[ing] each other’ with ‘very obscene and ﬁlthy language’. Rai added that
they were ‘proud of their victory over others in such language’.59 This skill
in bawdy, humorous and insulting talk was learnt through discipleship
lineages. Chelas also learnt gendered norms of behaviour and embodiment from their guru. In their accounts of Hijras in western India, the
ethnologists Kirparam and Enthoven reported that following initiation,
there was a ‘probationary period [which] lasts from six to twelve months,
during which the conduct of the novice is carefully watched’, suggesting
that Hijra gurus enforced norms of proper Hijra behaviour.60
Some Hijra gurus who performed the nirvan or castration operation also
passed their medical and ritual knowledge onto their disciples and other
Hijras in their lineage. The ‘most skillful and best known operator’ in
Benares, Koosme, regularly travelled between Benares and Sasaram in
Bihar with her chela Sugoonah.61 The early twentieth-century ethnologist
Enthoven mentioned that the emasculation operation was ‘held to correspond to a birth ceremony’ which made one into a Hijra, explaining why
those who performed the procedure were known as dais or midwives.62
The emasculation procedure was loaded with ritual signiﬁcance and the
Hijras who performed the operation carried out rituals of devotion to
particular deities.63 Hijra dais were also among the various people in
north Indian society that were considered medically knowledgeable,
beyond formally trained practitioners such as ayurveda vaids and unani
hakims.64 Colonial physicians noted that Hijras had devised methods to
numb the patient’s genitals – such as binding them with string, desensitising the patient with cold water and administering bhang (cannabis) – as
well as means of stopping haemorrhaging and treating the wound –
including the application of natural substances such as hot sesame oil,
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soft clay, various tree barks and warm water.65 Hijras’ medical practice
was another form of knowledge that was transmitted through Hijra discipleship hierarchies.
Hijras often lived in households that were structured by discipleship
relationships. For instance, in Muzaffarnagar district Ameer Bux,
Peearee, Jowaha and Wufatee were linked by discipleship ties and lived
together in a household in Jansath. In Ameer Bux’s youth, her guru
Mungloo lived with two other Hijras named Chutluggun and Niadra,
both of whom had their own chelas. After the deaths of all the three of the
elder Hijras, Ameer Bux became the ‘tutor’ of Peearee, Niadra’s chela, as
well as Chutluggun’s chelas Jowaha and Wufatee. Hijra chelas would
sometimes initiate their own chelas, who were known as nati-chelas. Not
all Hijras lived in such households based on discipleship lineages.
However, most of the Muzaffarnagar biographies recounted the individual’s discipleship lineage, even in the case of those who lived alone or
with non-‘eunuchs’, highlighting the centrality of discipleship to Hijras’
lives.66 Hijra chelas were expected to perform guru seva (service). Such
service was typical of guru-chela relationships more broadly and could
include worship of the guru, the menial work of a servant and care of the
guru in times of illness.67 The judgement on the 1852 murder case
Government v. Ali Buksh hinted at guru seva when it noted that Mathee,
one of the chelas of Bhoorah (the murdered Hijra), ‘cooked Bhoora’s
food’.68
Discipleship lineages not only structured individual Hijra households,
but also appear to have linked multiple households. Some
Hijras periodically moved between several households in which they
had discipleship links. For instance, in Benares there were ‘two gangs of
Eunuchs with their respective headmen’. One of these lineages was linked
to a household in Sasaram in Bihar and was regularly visited by the
Sasaram Hijras.69 On important occasions, Hijras who were linked by
discipleship ties, but lived in different towns and cities, would gather
together. Rose reported:
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Pánipat contains a typical Hijrá fraternity. In that town they live in a pakka [well
built] house in the street of the Muhammadan Báolis. . . . The permanent resi
dents of this abode only number 7 or 8, but an urs or anniversary is held at which
a fairly large number collect. But the largest gathering takes place on the occasion
of a gadi nashini or succession to the ofﬁce of headman, when some 200
assemble.70

Thus, individual Hijra households appear to have functioned as nodes in
broader discipleship networks that linked multiple, geographically distant
households.71
Rose’s account of the pomp with which a gadi nashini was celebrated
also points to the ways that discipleship structured Hijra patterns of
succession. However, it is not entirely clear how the ascension of a new
head was determined. In the case of the Jansath household, for instance,
the Muzaffarnagar register merely identiﬁes the since-deceased ‘tutor’ of
each of the Jansath ‘eunuchs’ and states: ‘Mungloo[,] Chutluggun and
Niadra old eunuchs died; after their death he [Ameer Bux] being the tutor
of Eunuchs’. Why Ameer Bux, rather than one of Chuttluggun’s or
Niadra’s chelas, became the ‘tutor’ of the Jansath ‘eunuchs’ is not stated.
In this case, age and/or longevity of lineage membership may have been
the deciding factor, since Ameer Bux reported her age as sixty, while the
other inhabitants of the household were apparently aged between thirtyﬁve and forty-ﬁve.72 It is likely that a gadi nashini was often an occasion of
conﬂict and dispute between contending Hijras. Such conﬂict also frequently occurred in monastic communities upon the death of the head of
a discipleship lineage.73
The inheritance of grants issued by Indian rulers may have exacerbated
such conﬂicts around Hijra succession. Precolonial states had often
granted Hijras land or allowances. The Maratha state, for instance, had
granted both inams (rent-free lands) and cash allowances to Hijras. These
grants were generally of low value, but were often supported by legal
documentation. Preston’s examination of Hijra inams in western India
evidences that they were passed down between generations of teachers
and disciples, but does not clarify whether the successor to the position of
the household head inherited the inam, or whether all the disciples of
a deceased guru inherited.74 In the NWP, colonial ofﬁcials interpreted
Hijra succession practices as implying the ‘communal’ ownership of
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property. Thus, in cases where several ‘eunuchs’ lived together, the district registers of property recorded both moveable and immoveable property as belonging to all the members of the household.75 Colonial records
from the NWP suggest that in this region, both moveable and immoveable property was still being passed down between generations of Hijra
teachers and disciples in the 1860s.76
Colonial ofﬁcials viewed Hijra discipleship lineages as a subversive and
seditious form of political authority. In 1852, the judges who heard the
case of Government v. Ali Buksh reported that the Hijra community had ‘a
sort of acknowledged internal government. They have, in fact, a king,
according to some, resident at Delhi; others say at Furruckabad’.77
The following year, the Magistrate of Mainpuri, Charles Raikes, claimed
that ‘Furruckabad was the head-quarters of the Eunuch class. Here their
king resided, having two Wuzeers [vazirs, high-ranking ministers], one at
Delhie, and another at Lucknow. They were proved to be governed by
laws of their own’.78 In the mid 1860s, Court, the NWP InspectorGeneral of Police, reported:
. . . these creatures live under a government of their own; they have a King
(Dilsookh Raee is his name, and he is, or was, resident of Delhi), and in these
Provinces, Naibs, or Deputy Governors, at Furruckabad, Mynpoorie, Jaloun,
certainly, and it is believed also at Aonla, in the Bareilly District, and at
Jounpore. Under the Naibs are Gooroos.79

In part, these descriptions of Hijra discipleship as a form of ‘internal
government’ reﬂected the colonial view that ‘extraordinary’ collective
crime represented an alternative locus of political authority that challenged the power of the colonial state.80
However, these accounts also suggest that the Hijra community represented a form of ‘monastic governmentality’, to use Indrani Chatterjee’s
term. Monastic governments were communities of disciples centred on
a powerful teacher. In early modern India, lay donors made land grants to
the heads of discipleship lineages, who exercised sovereignty within these
donated domains, which were exempt from lay taxation and policing.
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Monastic estates thus took the form of geographically delineated territories. Such bounded monastic communities functioned as ‘nodes’ that
were linked to other monastic estates by ‘lay nomads’ who circulated
ideas, practices and goods (including across ‘sectarian’ lines). In early
modern India, monastic and lay governments were intertwined in multiple ways. Monastic governments were also ‘household centered’ in that
discipleship lineages were often intertwined with marriage alliances
between the male and female disciples of teachers. From the late eighteenth century, the size and importance of monastic estates was gradually
reduced as a result of colonial policies, while the Anglicised Indian middle
class began to conceive of religious and political authority in new ways.81
Communities based on discipleship lineages were also increasingly marginalised because they did not ﬁt the conjugal model of succession, based
on biological reproduction and centred on marriage, which the colonial
state and middle-class Indians deﬁned as the norm in the nineteenth
century.82 Hijra discipleship lineages were not as large scale, economically signiﬁcant and politically important as some Suﬁ, Vaishnava, Shaiva
and Buddhist lineages. However, recall that within these broader patterns
of monastic governmentality, Hijras had historically received small grants
of land and allowances from some Indian rulers.83 Hijra households also
functioned as nodes in networks of discipleship lineage that linked multiple households, while Hijra households had deﬁned ‘territories’ in which
they could collect alms and, in this sense, were geographically delineated
entities. The Hijra community should thus be understood as a form of
monastic government.

Hijras’ Domestic Lives
While discipleship was central to notions of Hijra-hood, not all
Hijras lived in households that were structured by discipleship hierarchies. Colonial scholar-ofﬁcials generally characterised the typical Hijra
household as comprising a ‘tutor’ or ‘headman’ and several disciples.
As we have seen, some Hijras in Muzaffarnagar – like Ameer Bux and
her chelas Peearee, Jowaha and Wufatee – lived together in such households. However, the biographies of several Muzaffarnagar ‘eunuchs’
illuminate considerable variations in domestic arrangements and thus
nuance more ‘collectivising’ types of colonial accounts. Several Hijras in
Muzaffarnagar district did not live with other Hijras, though they probably maintained links to their discipleship lineage. Kureemun had lived
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with her guru Sookchain but since Sookchain’s death, she had not lived
with other Hijras. After the death of Fyzun’s guru Chunda and subsequently the death of her two young Hijra chelas Eda and Nuseebun, Fyzun
lived alone.84
Other life histories suggest that Hijras were not always separated from
reproductive and conjugal family units, as colonial discourse suggested.
Motee’s biography indicates that Hijras’ households sometimes included
non-Hijras. In the early 1870s, Motee lived with a boy named Alladia and
Alladia’s uncle Peer Bux. After the death of his brother, Peer Bux had
placed his widowed sister-in-law and Alladia with Motee. When Alladia’s
mother died, Peer Bux and his own children moved in with Motee.
Alladia was not intended to become a Hijra, so Motee had organised
Alladia’s marriage to a suitable girl. Motee’s life history suggests that
children in Hijra households were not necessarily initiated into the community and some Hijras organised the marriages of children they had
adopted or cared for. Hijra households sometimes included the biological
relatives of Hijras. Chimmun, a ﬁfteen-year-old recent initiate in
Muzaffarnagar district, lived with her widowed mother and brother, as
well as her Hijra guru, Janee. Hence, Hijra living arrangements were
various and could incorporate discipleship as well as biological and adoptive kinship.85
The information that colonial authorities collected in other districts
also showed the existence of diverse relationships within Hijras’ households. There are scattered references to various forms of kinship-making
in Hijra households. For instance, Hijras often referred to each other
through kinship terms. Rose noted that in Panipat Hijras ‘call[ed] one
another by such names as mási, “mother’s sister,” phuphi, “aunt,” and so
on’.86 Although such Hijra kin were related to each other by lineage, these
relationships did not involve gurus and their own chelas. Hijras also
‘adopted’ children who were not initiated into the Hijra community.
For instance, a Hijra named Goolbuddun in Azamgarh district ‘brought
up a boy’ who became a ‘married man, and the father of a family’.87 These
forms of kinship are similar to the kinship-making practices among
Khwajasarais who worked in elite homes and Indian states, who commonly formed networks of kin, particularly through the establishment of
sibling relationships, as well as the adoption and fostering of both
Khwajasarai and non-Khwajasarai children.88
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Some of the children in Hijra households were the offspring of widows
who lived with Hijras. These children were sometimes married to
a suitable partner or alternatively were initiated into the Hijra
community.89 The families of musicians who performed with
Hijras often lived in Hijra households, accounting for more than one in
ﬁve children living with Hijras in the 1860s and 1870s.90 Some Hijras also
lived with men with whom they had long-term romantic and sexual
relationships. For instance, the Hijra Bhoorah – whose murder sparked
the Hijra panic in 1852 – lived with her male lover Ali Buksh, as well as
two chelas. Bhoorah had reportedly run away to live with another man,
when Ali Buksh murdered her.91 In sum, district-level records show that
Hijra domestic arrangements were enormously varied, notwithstanding
the importance of discipleship networks to Hijras’ everyday lives.
Hijra Initiation
The dominant colonial and middle-class Indian narratives about
Hijras claimed that most initiates were kidnapped and forcibly castrated
as children. In contrast, district-level colonial records contain multiple
accounts of Hijra initiation, including varying circumstances of child,
youth and adult initiation. However, the existing historical sources give
us few hints as to the understanding of childhood within the Hijra community. The term ‘child’ in colonial and middle-class Indian accounts of
Hijras was culturally speciﬁc and far from value-free: for both groups,
childhood was constructed as an age of innocence and was increasingly
numerically deﬁned.92 Though police registers and other district records
highlight the diverse circumstances in which people were initiated as
Hijras, these documents do not disclose the meanings of childhood for
Hijras themselves.
The enslavement of young people is one of the several representations
of initiation that emerge from district-level colonial archives. A number of
the Hijras in Muzaffarnagar district appear to have had slave origins.
The Muzaffarnagar register reported that three ‘eunuchs’ in the district
were bought and sold as children. The biography of ﬁfty-year-old
Kureemun states:
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It appears from the enquiry that before he was resident of Rampoor [Rampur] in
the Hathrus [Hathras] District, and name of his father was Hunsook Jolaha, her
and her sister were kidnapped from their home by a Bunjara of Mirza Teela of
Bhopal Circle[.] 40 years ago the late Bunjara had sold him to Sookhchain
Eunuch when he was of 7 years of age.93

Kureemun’s story suggests that Hijras sometimes bought children from
itinerant people who trafﬁcked slaves. Banjaras were a community of
transporters, which colonial ofﬁcials labelled a ‘criminal tribe’ and associated with the kidnapping of children in the late nineteenth century.94
In the case of another Muzaffarnagar Hijra named Jowaha, the register
contains no information about her prior to the age of seven, when
‘Deedaree eunuch’ performed the emasculation operation on her. Two
other ‘eunuchs’, Boolakee and Malagin, subsequently brought Jowaha to
Jansath and sold her to Chutluggun, who was one of the three sincedeceased elder Hijras in the Jansath lineage.95 Fyzun, a forty-three-yearold ‘eunuch’ who lived in the village of Satheri, had also apparently been
sold as a child. The lambardars (village heads) and chaukidars (watchmen)
of Satheri reported that ‘Khooshalee Eunuch’ ‘brought’ six-year-old
Fyzun from Mainpuri district in the mid 1830s and sold Fyzun to
Seelhoo, presumably another Hijra. After four years, ‘Seelhoo gave him
[Fyzun] to Chunda at Sutheree’ – whether in exchange for payment is
unclear – and she had resided in the village ever since. These life histories
suggest that Hijras sometimes bought children from trafﬁckers and also
sold children among themselves.96
Additionally, several of the eleven Muzaffarnagar ‘eunuchs’ came to
live with adult ‘eunuchs’ at a young age, though the circumstances in
which the adults acquired these children were not mentioned. The gaps in
these biographies perhaps reﬂect the wider language of silence and euphemism through which personal histories of enslavement were recounted in
nineteenth-century India.97 These children may have been trafﬁcked in
the broader slave trade in north India or given away or sold by their
parents in circumstances of famine, impoverishment or widowhood.
Wufatee, for example, had been the chela of Chutluggun, but it was ‘not
known how he [Wufatee] came to Chutluggun when he was of two years
93
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age’. According to the dates and ages recorded on the register (which were
probably an approximation) Wufatee would have been two in 1840.
In 1837–8, north India experienced a widespread famine. Wufatee was
possibly either orphaned during the famine or had been given away or
sold by starving relatives.98 Heera is another person who entered a Hijra
household as a child in ambiguous circumstances. Heera’s biography
does not tell us anything about her life before the age of eight, when
she started to travel around northern India with two ‘eunuchs’,
Lushkurnee of Meerut and Raejeesing of Delhi. In the case of Jowahra,
a forty-ﬁve-year-old who lived in the town of Thana Bhawan, the register
merely states, ‘Zoolfee Eunuch of Thana Bhowun had brought Jowahra in
childhood but it is not known from where’. Motee, another resident of
Thana Bhawan, had arrived in the town when she was about eight with
three older ‘eunuchs’ who taught her to sing and dance. Once again,
nothing is mentioned of Motee’s life before the age of eight.99 Whether
these Hijras were of slave origins is unclear, but the Muzaffarnagar register
implies that their ties to their natal families were permanently severed.
These life histories of Hijras in Muzaffarnagar suggest that, in some
cases, slavery structured Hijra households and intersected with discipleship relationships. Slavery in South Asian history is best thought of as
a ‘process’, rather than ‘a ﬁxed status’. The nature of the master-slave
relationship could change over the course of a slave’s lifetime, so that
slavery was ‘a particular origin, a particular career, and a particular relationship to a . . . master’, rather than an unchanging legal status.100
Moreover, slavery was intertwined with discipleship lineages not only in
the Hijra community, but also in other social groups. North Indians had
used the language of discipleship to describe relationships of enslavement
since at least the sixteenth century. In his Ain i Akbari, Abu’l-Fazl writes
that the Mughal emperor Akbar mandated that the bandas (slaves) in his
army should be termed chelas, though they subsequently remained
enslaved. By calling both nobles and people of lower status like slaves
chelas, Akbar cemented his ties to these groups and envisaged himself as
a pir or guru.101 Chela became one of the main terms for ‘slave’ in north
India. In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, slaves were interchangeably referred to as chelas and as adopted children, highlighting
that slavery, discipleship and kinship were discursively entangled.102
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Conversely, many chelas in monastic lineages were acquired in childhood
as slaves. For instance, hierarchies of slavery and discipleship often overlapped among Shaiva gosain warrior-ascetics. Some of the most famous
gosains of the eighteenth century were enslaved as children. In the case of
such warrior-ascetics, enslavement was not necessarily a barrier to
advancement within military hierarchies and could actually facilitate
such advancement. The linguistic and lived overlaps between slavery
and discipleship emerged because both slavery and discipleship implied
deracination through the severance or loosening of ties to one’s natal
family, as well as the assumption of new socio-cultural identities.103
Hence, the partial overlap between enslavement and discipleship in the
Hijra community was not unique. Moreover, as in gosain communities,
childhood enslavement was not an impediment to Hijra guru-hood. I have
not found any evidence that slave origins adversely effected a Hijra’s
ability to become a senior guru as an adult.
In fact, children were initiated into the Hijra community in a number of
circumstances, including but not limited to enslavement. Colonial court
cases and ofﬁcial correspondence suggest that some children were kidnapped and then sold to Hijras, who were not generally involved in the
kidnapping itself.104 Periods of political, social and economic crisis – such
as regime changes, rebellions and famines – provided trafﬁckers with
increased opportunities.105 There is evidence that relatives sometimes
sold children to trafﬁckers or gave them to Hijras. In Etawah in the mid
1860s, a child was sold to Hijras by his cousin after both the child’s parents
died.106 Parents also reportedly gave children who were ‘born eunuchs’ or
‘hermaphrodites’ to Hijras.107 In periods of famine, in particular the Upper
Doab famine of 1860–1, Hijras ‘took in’ or adopted children, as happened
to a boy in Mathura.108 The provision of food and shelter in times of famine
often resulted in perceived indebtedness. 109 Such care may have bound
the hungry child to the Hijra, though colonial ofﬁcials usually interpreted
the Hijras’ motives as benign in these cases. Notwithstanding the silences
and ambiguities of the records, it is clear that some child initiates were
enslaved, while others were given by parents or ‘taken in’ by Hijras.
103
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Yet colonial anxieties about the threat that Hijras posed to Indian boys
overstated the actual number of children in Hijra communities. A very
small number of children actually resided with Hijras in the 1860s; for
example, three out of 586 ‘eunuchs’ in Agra division were under
sixteen.110 In mid 1871, only sixty-one boys were ‘living under the
guardianship of Eunuchs’ in the NWP, suggesting that the vast majority
of the estimated 2500 ‘eunuchs’ in the province were not living with
children.111 Only one of these sixty-one male children had been emasculated, while a signiﬁcant number of the boys lived with biological relatives,
as well as Hijras.112 The NWP government concluded that Hijras were
hiding children from the authorities, yet police did not ﬁnd signiﬁcant
additional numbers of children in subsequent years.113 Altogether, there
were between ninety and 100 male children found living with registered
‘eunuchs’ from the 1860s to the 1880s, of whom very few had been
emasculated, while a signiﬁcant minority also lived with their biological
parents.114 The dominant colonial stereotype signiﬁcantly exaggerated
the number of children living with Hijras in the mid-nineteenth century.
Moreover, the recorded life histories of the ‘eunuchs’ of Muzaffarnagar
include examples of the initiation of people in their mid-late teens and
early twenties, highlighting that ‘youths’ and ‘adults’ were also Hijra
initiates. Take, for example, the Muzaffarnagar authorities’ description
of sixty-year-old Ameer Bux, the ‘tutor’ or guru of the Jansath household
of Hijras. Until the age of fourteen, Ameer Bux lived with her mother and
unlike many Muzaffarnagar ‘eunuchs’, Ameer Bux knew the name of her
father, Bencha. Around the age of fourteen, Ameer Bux ‘came at Jansut
[Jansath] to Mungloo Eunuch’. In light of her apparent age on initiation,
it is possible that Ameer Bux chose to join the Hijra community.
Bolstering this interpretation, the register does not mention any
110
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circumstances of impoverishment, distress or orphanhood in the account
of Ameer Bux’s life, in contrast to some of the other Muzaffarnagar
biographies. Ameer Bux’s guru Mungloo ‘after a short time’ sent Ameer
Bux to Sikandra Rao in Aligarh district, where a ‘eunuch’ named Deedur
Bux emasculated her.115
Pearee, one of the people who lived with Ameer Bux in 1873, appears to
have become a Hijra in her late teens or early twenties. Pearee, who was
forty in 1873, was born in Pilibhit in Bareilly district and was
a ‘hermaphrodite’, according to the English-language register. ‘[I]n childhood’, the register states, ‘he [Pearee] went out from his house and about
ten years he had served under Bukhshish Alee Mookhtar [court ‘pleader’
or lawyer] at Mozufurnuggur [Muzaffarnagar]’. The district register does
not mention why the young Pearee left her biological relatives, or the type
of service she performed for the mukhtar. We do know that after ten years,
when Pearee was probably in her late teens or early twenties, she ‘went to
Niadra eunuch at Junsut and had learned singing and dancing’.116
Other colonial records also mention cases of ‘adults’ and ‘youths’ who
were initiated as Hijras. Recall that among the ﬁve cases of castration that
were tried in Shahjahanpur in 1864–5, only two cases involved the castration of children, while the rest were cases of ‘voluntary’ adult
emasculation.117 In 1865, R. Drummond, the judge who had heard the
Shahjahanpur cases, noted that ‘youths’ often ‘consent to join’ the Hijra
community.118 A. O. Hume, the Magistrate of Etawah, also concluded
‘It is not to be supposed that all [‘Hijrahs’] are emasculated against their
will, or without their consent; ten at least of the 78 [in Etawah] underwent
the operation at their own desire, after they were well grown up ([above]
16 years old); and two of them after they were past 30’.119 Because the
NWP government was less concerned with the initiation of youths and
adults, than with children, fewer life histories of older initiates were
compiled and archived. It is impossible to determine the proportion of
Hijras who were initiated in different age brackets, but it is clear that
Hijras were initiated at a range of ages. The Hijras of north India included
people who were initiated as youths and adults, young people who
entered the Hijra community along with their relatives, children who
115
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were bought and sold into slavery, children who were given to Hijras by
their relatives and children who were ‘taken in’ by Hijras.

... ... ...
Ofﬁcial colonial archives were multivocal and fractured by numerous,
conﬂicting narratives about Hijras. Among these narratives were the brief
life histories of individual Hijras that were recorded on district police
registers of ‘eunuchs’. These biographical snippets complicate the picture
of the Hijra community in most colonial and middle-class Indian
accounts. Archived life histories show that many Hijras combined singing, dancing and the collection of badhai with various other sorts of work,
including: the production of cloth and clothes; shopkeeping, marketing
and itinerant trading; domestic service; and, above all, agricultural work
such as cultivation, agricultural wage labour, animal husbandry and the
keeping of fruit orchards. Biographies of individual Hijras reveal the
centrality of discipleship to their lives and suggest that the Hijra community was a form of monastic government, a type of socio-political organisation based on discipleship networks. Notwithstanding the social and
cultural signiﬁcance of these discipleship ties, Hijra domestic arrangements were relatively diverse and encompassed discipleship hierarchies,
various forms of kinship, service relationships, cohabitation with widows
and their children, and relationships with male lovers. Discipleship ties
were also interlaced with master-slave relationships in the Hijra community and some Hijras were of slave origins. This reﬂected the broader
intersections of slavery and discipleship, both in the language used to
describe slavery and the recruitment of initiates of slave origins into
communities structured by discipleship. However, children were initiated
into the Hijra community in a number of circumstances, while youths and
adults also became Hijras. Some children in Hijra households were not
initiated as Hijras, but rather married to suitable partners. The Hijra life
histories in colonial archives thus suggest an often fragmented and sometimes contradictory, but nevertheless more nuanced picture of nineteenth-century Hijra communities.

Part 3

Surviving Criminalisation and Elimination

7

Classifying Illegible Bodies, Contesting
Colonial Categories

From 1871, the government of the North-Western Provinces (NWP)
began the process of implementing Part II of the Criminal Tribes Act
(CTA) with a project of categorisation. The overarching aim of the law
was to cause ‘Hijras’ or ‘eunuchs’ to gradually die out through interlocking strategies of cultural and physical elimination. But ﬁrst, the authorities needed to identify the targets of the law: ‘eunuchs’.
The Government of India was clear that not all ‘eunuchs’ were to be
registered, certainly not the relatively ‘respectable’, and by now politically
unimportant, Khwajasarais, the eunuch-slaves of elite households and
Indian principalities.1 Rather, the plan was to register criminal and sexually immoral ‘eunuchs’. The task of district administrators was thus to
determine which local people could be ‘reasonably suspected’ of kidnapping, castration and sodomy – the main crimes of which ‘eunuchs’ were
accused – and register these people under the CTA. Yet identifying
‘suspect eunuchs’, as this criminal ‘type’ came to be called, required
that district authorities ﬁrst ﬁgure out which individuals could be characterised as ‘eunuchs’. This term was equated with the Hijra community,
but ofﬁcials had ‘discovered’ various other people with non-binary gender
expression who were not castrated and did not describe themselves as
‘Hijra’. To get around this problem, the CTA had deﬁned a eunuch as an
‘impotent man’ so that various uncastrated peoples could be kept under
surveillance. But it was unclear how impotence could be determined.
The problem of who should be registered under the 1871 law boiled
down to the question of which principles of classiﬁcation could be used to
understand the sexual ethnography of Indian society. NWP ofﬁcials were
presented with two sets of questions. First, how did the Hijra community
relate to other sexually ‘immoral’ groups in Indian society? Were other
cross-dressing performers ‘habitual sodomites’ and ‘criminals’,
like Hijras apparently were? The second set of questions centred on the
means by which colonial authorities might render bodies legible and
1
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subject to classiﬁcation.2 What visible bodily characteristics could serve
as signs of criminality and sexual immorality? Conversely, what forms of
knowledge and principles of classiﬁcation would be useful in determining
sexual embodiment? How were colonial ofﬁcials to identify particular
physical and sexual traits, like eunuch-hood or impotence?
The NWP proposed that if a ‘eunuch’ either wore female clothing or
performed in public, they could be ‘reasonably suspected’ of kidnapping,
castration and/or sodomy – exactly which didn’t seem to matter – regardless of whether there was intelligence that they had committed any of
these crimes. Moreover, the administration decided that ‘men’ who wore
feminine clothes could also be termed ‘impotent’, without necessitating
any medical evidence of impotence. Thus, both gender embodiment and
occupation (that is, bodily labour) indicated the criminality of individuals, as well as their sexual embodiment. This deﬁnition of the ‘suspect
eunuch’ and ‘impotent man’ in terms of dress and performance cemented
the association of the Hijra community with criminality and sexual ‘perversity’. But at the same time, the ‘suspect eunuch’ category was nebulous
and highly ambiguous. Throughout the late nineteenth century, the
boundaries of this category continually changed as ofﬁcials encountered
people who confused established classiﬁcations or were faced with
changes in provincial-level policy. The NWP administration’s efforts to
read and classify the bodies of the diverse peoples labelled ‘eunuchs’
repeatedly failed. Often, individual bodies did not ﬁt neatly within colonial categories.3 Bodily appearance and social grouping frequently
appeared to contradict each other. The policing of ‘eunuchs’ in north
India thus conﬁrms the ﬁndings of Clare Anderson in the context of penal
colonies and Indian jails: colonial efforts to render bodies legible often
failed, reﬂecting ‘the ambiguities rather than the relentlessness of colonial
power’.4 While the shifting categories that were deployed in the regulation of ‘eunuchs’ certainly show the tensions and contradictions of colonial rule, the failure to render the eunuch body legible is additionally
revealing on two counts.
First, the categorisation of eunuchs in the NWP highlights the contextual nature of the colonial regulation of sexuality, in particular the
fractures within and between different projects to shape sexual norms
and behaviours. Initially, the NWP government refused to ascribe to
a medicalised deﬁnition of impotence, instead relying on embodied gender expression and occupation to indicate who could be termed an
2
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‘impotent man’. But some district ofﬁcials insisted that the people they
had classiﬁed as ‘impotent’ were in fact ‘virile’ – some even had offspring.
As such, the provincial government called upon medical expertise to
determine impotence from the late 1870s. But judicial and police ofﬁcials
continued to doubt the usefulness of medical knowledge in classifying
‘eunuchs’. Although there was considerable overlap between the stereotype of the Hijra/eunuch evident in medical texts and other types of
colonial accounts, when it came to the enforcement of the CTA, legal
and medical classiﬁcations and forms of knowledge diverged. The NWP
administration’s reluctance to utilise medical expertise to classify sexuality is in marked contrast to the role of physicians in other contemporaneous colonial projects to regulate sexuality. Physicians were central to
the apparatus of surveillance, registration and policing established under
the contagious diseases legislation that was enacted in several parts of the
British Empire from the 1850s to the 1880s. The much-studied case of
the regulation of venereal disease and prostitution has suggested a greater
extent of interlinkage between medical and legal regulation than is evident in other colonial projects to shape sexual morality, such as the
policing of ‘eunuchs’.5
Second, the changing boundaries of colonial categories had everyday
consequences and material repercussions that are important for our understanding of the experiences of Hijras and other marginalised peoples classiﬁed as ‘eunuchs’.6 In many parts of the NWP, so-called ‘suspect eunuchs’
were registered and kept under surveillance throughout the four decades
that the CTA was enforced. Death was the only reason for the removal of
people from the register in some districts. Yet in several parts of the NWP,
individuals drifted in and out of police surveillance as provincial and local
categorisations altered. Unfortunately, colonial records only occasionally
hint at the ways that registered people negotiated and sought to manipulate
ofﬁcial principles of classiﬁcation. This chapter concludes with an analysis
of this fragmentary evidence of the ways that Hijras and other ‘eunuchs’
navigated shifting colonial categories.
The Signs of the ‘Suspect Eunuch’
The enforcement of the CTA hinged on the classiﬁcation of ‘eunuchs’
into two categories: ﬁrst, those whom ofﬁcials believed could be
5
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‘reasonably suspected’ of kidnapping, emasculation or sodomy;
and second, ‘harmless’ or relatively ‘respectable’ eunuchs. However,
district authorities took a number of approaches to the classiﬁcation of
‘eunuchs’ immediately following the passage of the CTA, from 1871 to
1873. This was because British ofﬁcials determined the suspiciousness of
local ‘eunuchs’ by interpreting and selectively incorporating the views of
north Indian informants. While local intelligence often contradicted
British administrators’ assumptions, neither were British ofﬁcials’ understandings of the suspect eunuch category homogenous or coherent.
In some districts, British ofﬁcials thought virtually all eunuchs were
‘suspect’ and should be registered. These administrators often dismissed
local intelligence and privileged colonial stereotypes of eunuchs. As one
Deputy Inspector-General of Police put it, some district authorities originally registered ‘all kinds of eunuchs without distinction’.7 In Meerut
district, H. B. Webster, the Magistrate, registered all forty-six ‘eunuchs’
in the district since ‘most Eunuchs are guilty of unnatural crimes and . . .
all of them are guilty of the atrocious practice of emasculating boys’.8
Bulandshahr’s Magistrate, H. D. Willock, concluded that all but two
‘eunuchs’ were guilty of kidnapping and emasculating children.9
According to Webster and Willock, actual evidence of criminal acts was
unnecessary and local intelligence was superﬂuous. The fact of ‘eunuch’hood was proof enough of criminality.
Yet most British district administrators registered only a proportion of
the total ‘eunuch’ population and drew upon local sentiment and knowledge to distinguish between different types of ‘eunuchs’. For instance, in
Benares district, Annesley, the Superintendent of Police, initially ordered
only six people to be registered from the city’s two Hijra lineages.10
Nonetheless, British ofﬁcials differed to some degree on what type of
‘eunuch’ the CTA should target. While C. Robertson, the Magistrate of
Mirzapur, registered people he thought were ‘habitual sodomites’, the
Magistrate of Benares, J. J. F. Lumsden, only registered people who were
‘emasculators by profession’ and made little mention of sodomy.11
Finally, in some districts – including Dehradun, Muzaffarnagar,
Saharanpur, Azamgarh and Basti – authorities did not register a single
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‘eunuch’ in the early 1870s. In some cases, this was because British
ofﬁcials disputed the legality or harshness of the CTA.12 Another factor
was British administrators’ varied understandings of the ‘suspect eunuch’
category. A number of district ofﬁcers questioned the NWP government’s
characterisation of ‘eunuchs’ as sexually immoral and criminal.
R. Waddington, the Superintendent of Basti district, and F. E. Elliot,
the Magistrate, initially objected to registering ‘eunuchs’ who lived in
households where children were present, as well as people who reportedly
resided with their ‘Pakkya’ (pimp) and people who ‘by outward
appearance . . . seemed to be inclined to sodomy’ – all of which
indicated to the provincial government that the individuals were
‘suspect eunuchs’.13 British ofﬁcials who argued against the registration of ‘eunuchs’ in their district often regarded ‘local opinion’ and
investigations by Indian police as important sources of information
that proved that local people were not ‘suspect’.14 In Azamgarh,
Amson, the British Magistrate, argued that the ‘careful enquiries’ of
Indian police ofﬁcers demonstrated that there were ‘no eunuchs of
the criminal class’ in the district.15 Frequently, British district and
divisional ofﬁcials disagreed on whether particular local people were
‘suspect’. This was the case in Meerut, where the Magistrate and his
superior, the Commissioner, could not agree on whether the district’s
‘eunuchs’ were criminal.16 The inability of ofﬁcials to distinguish
‘suspect’ and ‘harmless’ eunuchs makes plain the ambiguity of these
categories.
These contradictory local classiﬁcations meant that the experiences of
people branded as eunuchs varied considerably in the early 1870s.
In a number of districts, including Meerut and Bulandshahr, entire
Hijra communities appear to have been indiscriminately registered
under the CTA. In these districts where the reach of the suspect eunuch
category was wide, Zananas, cross-dressing religious devotees like
Sakhis and male actors who played female roles were probably also
classiﬁed as eunuchs and prevented from wearing feminine clothing or
performing in public spaces. Yet in a handful of NWP districts, Part II of
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the CTA does not seem to have initially impinged in signiﬁcant ways on
the lives of Hijras and these various male-bodied people with feminine
gender expression. From the perspective of the NWP government, the
initial classiﬁcation of eunuchs at the district level had been an absolute
failure.
As such, in March 1873, the provincial administration established new
principles of classiﬁcation and standards of evidence to identify ‘suspect
eunuchs’. A circular order established that wearing female clothing and
performing in public were ‘prima facie grounds for suspicion’, that is, for
registration and surveillance under the CTA.17 This order was the basis of
NWP government policy until the CTA was repealed in 1911. In 1907,
the NWP Manual of Government Orders still contained the 1873 policy
that:
Dressing in female clothes and dancing and singing are no doubt prima facie
grounds for suspicion, but they may of course be rebutted. Many ways are open by
which a Magistrate may obtain grounds for coming to a sensible judgement. If the
eunuchs lead an immoral life, the fact will be generally ascertainable from com
mon report and the kind of company kept by them. . . . Without, therefore, going
so far as to lay down any rigid rule that the names of all eunuchs who dance and
sing in public dressed in female attire should be entered on the register, at any rate
all eunuchs who dance and sing in public dressed in female attire should be
registered under the Act.18

The contradiction in the last sentence perfectly sums up the provincial
government’s policy: the scope to ‘rebut’ the assumption that
a performing and/or femininely-dressed ‘eunuch’ could be ‘reasonably
suspected’ of sodomy, kidnapping and castration was actually very narrow. Government policy explicitly rejected the need for ‘absolute legal
proof’ of crimes committed for the registration of a person under Part II of
the CTA.19 From the perspective of the provincial administration, this
model of law enforcement was appropriate to a criminal collective such as
‘eunuchs’. The policy on ‘reasonable suspicion’ also reﬂected the increasingly close association between cross-dressing, feminine physical appearance and ‘sodomy’ in colonial accounts of Hijras from the mid-nineteenth
century, since it mandated that transvestism was in fact evidence of
‘immoral’ sexuality. The ‘suspect eunuch’ type thus encapsulated the
emerging colonial sexual pathology of the cross-dressing sodomite.20
17
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The 1873 policy suggested two means for identifying ‘suspect
eunuchs’: ﬁrst, their dress, which could be read from the body;
and second, their occupation. The ﬁrst test for whether an individual
belonged to the ‘suspect’ category, dress, was a consequence of the
uneasy and ambiguous equation of the Hijra community with the ‘suspect
eunuch’ category, which thus required visible, physical clariﬁcation
through the gendered appearance of the body. This was symptomatic of
the ways in which the British in India sought to make the bodies of
prisoners, convicts and criminalised peoples ‘legible’ to the state.
On the one hand, the colonial government attempted to use ‘visible
signs’ that could be read from the body to verify individuals’ identities.
On the other hand, the British deployed the body to construct racial,
caste, criminal and sexual ‘types’. Often, speciﬁc forms of knowledge and
penal techniques were deployed in both ways. However, these strategies
of bodily legibility often had limited success, even as the colonial penal
archive grew. Police experimented (largely unsuccessfully) with prison
photography to identify individual prisoners and convicts through photographic records of their bodies, while at the same time, ethnographic
photography classiﬁed various social groups and types. In the early nineteenth century, godna or penal tattoos were supposed to identify individual transmarine convicts, though they often failed as an
‘individuating . . . strategy’. Later in the century, colonial police regarded
tattoos as signs of criminality that could identify members of criminal
collectives such as the ‘criminal tribes’.21 Tattoos were one among several
physical ‘tokens’ that colonial authorities believed indicated membership
of the criminal tribes, including ‘Mongolian’ features, deportment and
personal hygiene.22 Thus, colonial authorities ‘read’ criminalised bodies
in order to verify individual identities, as well as to classify social groups.
However, the ‘eunuch’ body was used in policing in a slightly different
way than the ‘criminal tribe’ body. Although tattoos and other physical
‘tokens’ were thought to indicate criminal tribe membership, in practice
these were not used in the course of police surveillance to ﬁnd and identify
‘criminal tribespeople’.23 However, in the regulation of ‘eunuchs’, the
NWP government went one step further and used bodily characteristics
as actual tools of policing, to detect ‘suspect eunuchs’ who should be
registered under the CTA.
The second sign of a ‘suspect eunuch’ was occupation, which was
veriﬁed in two main ways: either through intelligence that an individual
performed (gathered from the individual in question or another person);
21
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or through a police sighting of the person performing in public space.
Thus, in practice, the occupation ‘test’ for ‘eunuch’ criminality often
involved the observation of a ‘visible sign’: the embodied performance
and bodily labour of singing and dancing. Moreover, the female dress of
a person thought to be a ‘eunuch’ often suggested to the police that they
were a performer, so that the gender appearance of a person was frequently taken as an indication of their occupation.
The new policy that a ‘reasonable suspicion’ could be established
against any cross-dressing or performing ‘eunuch’ resulted in an immediate increase in the number of registered people in many districts. In Basti,
several inquiries had not produced ‘suspicious facts’ about the local
‘eunuchs’, yet following the 1873 circular order, the authorities determined that twenty-one people ‘must at once be registered’ because they
‘dance in public wearing women’s clothes’. Similarly, the police in
Benares immediately registered twenty-nine ‘eunuchs’ as a result of the
new policy.24 At its height, the registered ‘eunuch’ population was
approximately 1400.25
Nevertheless, according to the NWP government, British district ofﬁcials continued to misinterpret the characteristics of the ‘suspect
eunuch’.26 On several occasions after 1873 British district administrators
disagreed with each other on whether individuals belonged to the criminal
category and should be registered. When W. Oldham, the Magistrate of
Ghazipur, ordered the registration of his district’s ‘eunuchs’ in 1875, the
Superintendent of Police, R. J. Young, characterised the evidence for
Oldham’s ‘suspicion’ of these people as ﬂimsy. According to Young, ‘in
no single instance’ had it been found that ‘any of [the ‘eunuchs’] had been
suspected of committing the crime[s] speciﬁed in the Act’, that is, sodomy, kidnapping and castration.27 Young received a severe rebuke from
his superiors, but was far from the only district ofﬁcial to question the
criminality of Hijras and other so-called ‘eunuchs’.28
Inconsistencies in classiﬁcation and registration persisted into the
1880s and 1890s. For instance, in 1880 the NWP Secretary,
C. Robertson, was exasperated at the failure of the Hardoi authorities to
properly identify ‘suspect eunuchs’:
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One unregistered eunuch . . . is said to sing and dance in female attire and, if this is
so, he should most certainly be registered . . . The Deputy Commissioner of Kheri
adds that there was no suspicion of misconduct [against local ‘eunuchs’]; and yet
he goes on to say that four live by begging and dancing, and the register shows
seven living by cultivation and dancing, and one is suspected of committing
unnatural offences.29

The provincial government’s standards of evidence for identifying suspect eunuchs were not applied in Hardoi as intended, allowing performers, cross-dressers and ‘sodomites’ to continue to escape registration.30
However, even the NWP administration’s position was somewhat
inconsistent. In the 1880s, for instance, the NWP endorsed the deregistration of dozens of ‘eunuchs’ who were now deemed ‘beyond suspicion’, calling into question the government’s earlier principles of
classiﬁcation. In particular, British ofﬁcials deregistered people who
were found to have ‘harmless’ and ‘productive’ occupations, especially
agricultural work. In fact, many Hijras had combined agricultural work
with performance and alms-collection when they were initially registered
in the early 1870s. The deregistration of these ‘productive’ people was
due to the belated ofﬁcial acknowledgement of Hijras’ diverse forms of
livelihood and a subsequent readjustment of the suspect eunuch
category.31 Some elderly people were also removed from the registers,
since it was assumed that they were no longer ‘habitual sodomites’.
In 1884, colonial authorities removed sixty out of a total of 1006 people
from the registers.32 The following year, another sixty-one were
deregistered.33 Yet by the 1890s and early 1900s, the NWP government’s
attitude had swung in the opposite direction and high-ranking ofﬁcials
suggested that all ‘eunuchs’ were deviants and criminals who needed to be
policed. Only ‘extreme old age’ or ‘blindness’ might indicate that ‘the
eunuch is rendered absolutely incapable of misconduct’ and the ‘presumption’ was ‘against exemption’ for any registered person.34
The boundaries of the suspect eunuch category thus continued to
ﬂuctuate as it was revised and questioned from within the colonial administration. The bodies of ‘eunuchs’ were frequently illegible to the colonial
29
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state due to classiﬁcatory confusions, contradictory information and
ofﬁcial disagreements. The appearance of individual ‘eunuch’ bodies
often failed to match up with colonial categories of social groupings and
criminal types. Even as colonial categories were powerful frameworks
for dividing up and understanding colonised societies, they were tenuous,
unstable and constantly in need of reinforcement. Colonial states
expended signiﬁcant effort on redeﬁning categories that had unexpected
consequences or failed to satisfactorily classify difference, whether racial,
religious, class, caste, gender or sexual.35 The NWP government’s efforts
to use bodily signs to render the complexity of gender practices within
Indian society comprehensible required the ongoing recalibration of the
‘suspect eunuch’ category when it failed to ﬁt local social conditions or to
meet bureaucratic needs.
Identifying Sodomites
The ﬂipside of the NWP government’s use of gendered self-presentation
(women’s clothing) and bodily labour (performance) to identify
‘sodomites’ was its rejection of medical knowledge as means of determining individuals’ sexual behaviour. In their efforts to understand local
sexual practices and subjectivities, some district ofﬁcials suggested that
Civil Surgeons could be enlisted to identify ‘habitual sodomites’ through
the visible ‘signs’ that nineteenth-century physicians believed sodomy left
on the body. Yet the NWP administration was highly sceptical of the
usefulness of medical knowledge in classifying sexuality.
The NWP government’s reluctance to enlist medical expertise to identify ‘suspect eunuchs’ seems surprising for two reasons. First, by the
1870s, physicians were involved in several aspects of the judicial and
police administration in colonial India. Although non-medical ofﬁcials
had previously circumscribed the role of doctors in the broader colonial
administration, from the 1850s, physicians were appointed as jail superintendents and were prominent in discussions of prison reform.36
The post-1857 preoccupation with sanitation also resulted in the establishment of the medical post of ‘Sanitary Commissioner’ in the provincial
governments in 1868.37 The judiciary were also increasingly receptive to
the use of medical evidence in criminal cases. In the 1860s, a formal legal
framework for medical testimony was enacted.38
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British physicians in India also played a signiﬁcant part in the policing
of prostitution, one of the most widespread forms of the sexual regulation
in the late nineteenth-century British Empire. In India, the 1864
Cantonment Act established a legal framework for compulsory medical
examinations of prostitutes in military cantonments and the punishment
of women who refused examination. The 1868 Contagious Diseases Act
(CDA) signiﬁcantly extended the population of regulated women by
allowing similar measures in urban areas. In Bombay, for instance,
women who were registered as prostitutes had to present their ticket of
registration to the police on demand and could be banned from entering
certain areas. These police measures intersected with medical regulation:
registered women were required to present themselves for medical examination every seven days. If a medical ofﬁcer determined that a woman
was diseased, she would be conﬁned to a hospital for an indeﬁnite period.
The Bombay rules even speciﬁed how the speculum should be used to
examine the vagina, suggesting that physicians were involved in the
framing of the law, as well as its implementation. Doctors were thus
charged with inspecting and recording the vagina in minute detail.
Tambe notes that police, medical and judicial ofﬁcials ‘contested each
other in open and sometimes vicious ways’, but this contestation was
largely over which branch of government was to blame for the apparent
failures of the contagious disease laws. Physicians were pivotal to the
regulation of prostitution under the Contagious Disease laws and their
knowledge of sex and venereal disease carried authority in the colonial
administration.39 Yet despite the broader inﬂuence of medical knowledge
in the colonial administration in the second half of the nineteenth century,
especially in the regulation of sex, the NWP government was not interested in incorporating doctors into the registration and classiﬁcation of
eunuchs.
A second reason why this is surprising is that British physicians in India
claimed to be experts in identifying ‘sodomites’ from physical ‘signs’.
Discussions of sodomy in Anglo-Indian medical literature occurred in
the context of continental European physicians’ efforts from the 1850s to
found a ‘science’ of determining past sexual behaviour through physical
examination. The two continental European authorities on the subject
were the German physician J. L. Casper and the French physician
Ambroise-Auguste Tardieu. Casper claimed to have identiﬁed several
reliable signs to identify the ‘passive partner’ in sodomy – including
a ‘trumpet-like depression of nates towards the anus’ and a ‘smooth
39
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condition of the skin in the neighborhood of the anus’ – but dismissed the
capacity of medical examination to determine the sexual behaviour of the
‘active party’.40 In contrast, the French authority, Tardieu, claimed that
active pederasts could be identiﬁed by their peculiarly-shaped penises.41
Though Casper and Tardieu disagreed on the extent to which medical
examination could offer evidence of past sexual behaviour, both claimed
to have established a new form of expert knowledge. In contrast, midnineteenth century tomes of British medical jurisprudence did not theorise possible anatomical signs of sodomy. The most prominent British
medical jurisprudent, Alfred S. Taylor, claimed that sodomy was ‘rather
a legal than a medical question’.42 In prominent sodomy cases – like R.
v. Boulton and Park, the famous 1870–1 case in which Fredrick (Fanny)
Park and Ernest (Stella) Boulton were accused of sodomy after their
arrest in feminine clothing – British physicians claimed to be ignorant
about sodomy.43 It was not until 1883 that discussion of the physical signs
of sodomy appeared in a British work of medical jurisprudence, in
Thomas Stevenson’s posthumous revision of Taylor’s earlier work.44
In the settler colony of Australia, physicians ‘appear to have knowingly
chosen not to write about male-to-male sex’ in the early twentieth century, well after the appearance of medical literature on sodomy in
Britain.45
Comparison between the medical knowledge of sodomy in continental
Europe, Britain and its settler colonies has suggested to historians such as
Ivan Crozier and Lisa Featherstone that British doctors disavowed expertise on sodomy in order to deny the existence of sexual perversity in
British metropolitan and settler societies.46 Yet in India, a number of
British doctors published about sodomy, suggesting that claims to expert
40
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knowledge about ‘perverse’ sexual behaviours were not as morally problematic in India as they were in metropolitan or settler colonial contexts.
Thus, the ﬂow of medical knowledge between metropole and colony was
not a straightforward radiation of knowledge outwards from the ‘centre’
to the ‘periphery’.
A survey of sodomy cases that came before the NWP Nizamat Adalat in
the 1850s – prior to the passage of section 377 of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) in 1860 – demonstrates that Civil Surgeons in India routinely
provided medical evidence.47 While Nizamat Adalat judges did not consider the depositions of Civil Surgeons alone sufﬁcient to justify conviction, medical testimony was usually a signiﬁcant part of the evidence in
sodomy cases.48 In 1866, the Indian Medical Gazette published an article
by Dr. J. Wilson Johnstone on the ‘Physical Evidences of Sodomy’, which
appears to be the ﬁrst published summary of the ‘signs’ of sodomy in
colonial India. Johnstone claimed he had acquired ‘considerable experience’ with identifying sodomites and had determined that ‘A true sodomy
wound is triangular; the base external, with the sides of the triangle
retreating into the fundament’.49 Johnstone’s article was published seventeen years before any locally published medical jurisprudence literature
appeared in Britain. Following Johnstone, several British physicians in
India published commentaries on the physical signs of sodomy, including
Norman Chevers in 1870 and Robert Harvey in 1875.50 Harvey even
claimed that Anglo-Indian medical knowledge was more advanced than
that of continental European physicians and made no reference to the
British medical profession as a source of knowledge.51 In short, British
medical men in India could make claims to knowledge about sex that were
morally problematic at ‘home’.
Although British physicians in India claimed to be experts in the
medical aspects of sodomy, the NWP government did not propose to
use medical knowledge to identify those ‘eunuchs’ who could be ‘reasonably suspected’ of sodomy. Instead, throughout the nineteenth century
47
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the provincial government insisted that feminine dress and ‘obscene’
performance were the markers of an ‘addiction’ to sodomy. The NWP
administration’s sceptical attitude towards medical expertise was thrown
into sharp relief in the ofﬁcial discussion surrounding a section 377 case in
1884. In the case of Queen Empress v. Khairati, a Hijra named Khairati,
who was registered under the CTA in Moradabad district, was tried
under section 377 for intercourse ‘against the order of nature’.
The prosecution case claimed that Khairati had ‘habitually subjected’
herself ‘to unnatural offences’. However, the Allahabad High Court dismissed the case since there was no evidence of the occurrence of speciﬁc
sexual acts.52 Consequently, Spedding, the Magistrate of Moradabad,
felt that the High Court’s ruling left local authorities with inadequate
powers to prevent sex between men and Hijras. He proposed that the
CTA should be amended to include a provision ‘that the proved habitual
commission of unnatural offences ought to be made punishable under
Part II. of the Criminal Tribes’ Act’. Spedding further suggested that
medical examination should be used to establish that an individual ‘habitually’ committed sodomy.53
The NWP government rejected the proposed legislative amendment
on several grounds, including that it would only apply to ‘eunuchs’ and
thus would be too restricted in scope to have an impact on sodomy in
Indian society more generally.54 However, the provincial government
also vetoed Spedding’s scheme due to non-medical ofﬁcials’ doubts
about the accuracy of medical examination in determining a person’s
sexual behaviour. One high-ranking NWP ofﬁcial wrote that ‘even the
best Civil Surgeons may make mistakes’. Moreover, physicians could not
determine the date on which a sexual act had occurred, meaning that ‘a
repentant eunuch might be punished for long abandoned vices’.55
C. J. Connell, the Secretary to the NWP government, similarly argued:
To punish persons who showed marks of commission or abetment of unnatural
crime merely on medical evidence that the marks, &c., proved the commission
would be always very dangerous. You must, for safety, have proof, direct or
circumstantial, of the commission of the offence with a particular person or
persons known or unknown, and if the law were so altered, it would have to
apply, in justice, not only to eunuchs, but to every one class.56
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Thus, colonial ofﬁcials in the judicial and police branches undermined
the authority of medicalised classiﬁcations of sexuality. The provincial
government continued to rely upon the visible signs of occupation and
gendered appearance to identify ‘eunuchs’ suspected of sodomy who
should be registered under the CTA and rejected the use of medical
techniques in determining past sexual behaviour. This stood in marked
contrast to the colonial policing of venereal disease and female prostitution, the centrepiece of which was medical examination. In the anti‘eunuch’ campaign, the colonial regulation of gender and sexuality was
ﬁssured: medical and legal ofﬁcials were divided on the techniques by
which Hijras and other sexual ‘deviants’ should be classiﬁed and governed. Yet despite this scepticism about medical expertise on sodomy, the
porous boundaries of the eunuch category would eventually prompt the
NWP government to call upon physicians to determine which individuals
could be deﬁned as ‘eunuchs’ under the CTA.
Determining Impotence
Part II of the 1871 CTA deﬁned ‘eunuchs’ as ‘all persons of the male sex
who admit themselves, or on medical inspection clearly appear, to be
impotent’.57 The government understood this legal deﬁnition of impotence as encompassing emasculated people, as well as non-emasculated
people without procreative sexual function. In 1865, British ofﬁcials had
found that some Hijras described themselves as ‘eunuchs from birth’.58
Colonial ethnologists also reported that Hijras frequently represented
themselves as having been born ‘impotent’, even if they were subsequently castrated.59 Of course, the vernacular terms used by Hijras are
unclear and some who described themselves as having a congenital condition may have been castrated. But the records suggest that not all Hijra
initiates underwent the nirvan or castration operation. Another reason for
the CTA’s deﬁnition of a eunuch as an impotent man was the discovery
from 1866 of people known as Zananas (‘effeminate men’) or Jankhas/
Zankhas, terms that appear to have been used interchangeably.60 Ofﬁcials
described these people as ‘unemasculated men’ who were ‘invariably
sodomites’.61 Colonial accounts differed on whether Zananas/
57
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Zankhas wore female or male dress – probably indicating that their gender
presentation was contextual – though most ofﬁcials claimed that they
wore women’s clothing. Zananas/Zankhas were performers who reportedly had a similar repertoire to Hijras. But they were not members of Hijra
lineages and seem to have usually lived with their biological kin, wife and/
or children. In 1870, the government received intelligence from the
prominent Muslim intellectual Syed Ahmad Khan that ‘effeminate
men’ known as ‘Zenanas’ were impotent ‘by some defect of birth, by
accident, or other natural causes’.62 From this point on, ‘Zenana’ became
the primary term that NWP ofﬁcials used for unemasculated, crossdressing performers, whom they classiﬁed as ‘impotent men’. Many
British administrators also assumed that ritual cross-dressers such as
Sakhis, who enacted feminine behaviours and wore female dress as
a form of religious devotion, were ‘impotent’.63
The association between impotence and non-normative gender and
sexual practices under the CTA made sense from the vantage point of
contemporary British ideas about impotence. Impotence, understood as
an incapacity for procreative sex, was an important marker of failed
masculinity in Victorian Britain. From the mid-nineteenth century, doctors and other ‘experts’ on sex associated impotence with effeminacy and
by the late nineteenth century, with homosexuality. According to the
early sexologists of the 1880s, sodomy and impotence existed in
a causal relationship. Sodomy was either the last resort of the incurably
impotent man or conversely, same-sex desire was the most obvious cause
of impotence.64 Colonial Indian medical literature also linked impotence
to sodomy and effeminacy from the early 1870s. Norman Chevers argued
in 1870 that impotence could be a result of ‘habitual’ sodomy, as well as
a cause of an effeminate physical appearance. Chevers contended that
‘prostitution of the body in Sodomy, for several years before or about the
period of puberty, would unquestionably cause impotence’.65 There was,
then, a broader association between impotence and ‘perverse’ gender and
sexuality in Britain and British India that dovetailed with the stereotyping
colonial knowledge of Hijras and Zananas. Moreover, impotence was part
of the wider colonial critique of Indian masculinity, politics and society.
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For instance, British writers disparaged Indian rulers whom they claimed
were sexually exhausted in adulthood due to youthful sexual excess.66
It is also signiﬁcant that the deﬁnition of a eunuch as an impotent man
was shaped by intelligence from elite Indians like Syed Ahmad Khan.67
These informants likely drew upon the meanings of impotence in Indian
medical traditions. Classical Sanskrit ayurveda writers viewed impotence
as a problem of humoral imbalance and identiﬁed several causes of
impotence including: looking at deﬁled or despicable women; diet; excessive sex; injury; a congenital condition; and celibacy.68 Unani medicine in
the Greco-Islamic tradition also saw impotence as a humoral problem: it
was essential that bodily equilibrium between the four humours was
maintained and sex was neither too frequent, nor infrequent.69
However, ayurveda literature also associated ‘impotence’ with various
‘gender variants’, including a ‘motley aggregation of physical sexual
anomalies and dysfunctions . . .; atypical gender-role behaviour . . .; and
sexual behaviour variations or paraphilias’. These gender variant people
were collectively described as tritya prakriti, or ‘third nature’. Ayurveda
authorities described third-nature people as exhibiting ‘a lack or limitation of procreative ability or inclination’. ‘Impotence’ did not necessarily
refer to a physical sexual incapacity but might refer to a contextual disinclination towards procreative sex.70 Whether Indian informants had
described Zananas and Hijras as ‘impotent’ in this sense is unclear, but
impotence and infertility evidently had complex meanings in Indian
society that differed from the British understanding of impotence as
incapacity in procreative sex. However, Indian concepts of impotence
were undergoing change in the second half of the nineteenth century.
While humoral concepts of impotence retained their relevance, ayurveda
and unani practitioners also increasingly emphasised that sexually
immoral practices like masturbation, homosexuality and fornication
66
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were causes of impotence.71 North Indian informants’ descriptions of
Hijras and Zananas were shaped by emerging associations between impotence and sexual deviance in popular Indian medical literature, as well as
older associations between gender variance and procreative disinclination/inability. Colonial and elite Indian concepts of impotence thus partially overlapped in the late nineteenth century.
However, as police implemented Part II of the CTA from 1871, they
found it difﬁcult to deﬁnitively classify unemasculated people as either
impotent or virile. In the following years, the issue of how to distinguish
‘impotent’ and ‘non-impotent’ people was the cause of constant headache
for the NWP government. Two main problems arose. First, British
administrators found that local reports of the ‘impotence’ of particular
individuals were unreliable, even when registered people had described
themselves as ‘impotent’. By translating local intelligence into the
Victorian-era British discourse of impotence, British ofﬁcials had
obscured the nuances of local sexual and bodily concepts. Second, if
intelligence of impotence could not be trusted, what visible, bodily signs
might indicate impotence? The CTA made it clear that impotence could
be established through medical examination, but the NWP government
initially circumscribed the role of physicians, in line with its rejection of
medical expertise on sodomy. Instead, government policy mandated that
the fact that an individual dressed in women’s clothes – or had dressed
femininely prior to the introduction of the CTA – was evidence of impotence. Conveniently, police could determine an individual’s feminine
gender expression from observing the ‘eunuch’ body. Once again, the
NWP government resorted to physical signs that were visible to the eyes
of police, rather than medical knowledge of the body.
In 1871, the tensions between local and colonial understandings of
impotence became apparent in Mirzapur district, where the Magistrate,
C. Robertson, had registered three ‘impotent persons’ who were ‘in the
habit of dressing like women’ and were ‘suspected’ of sodomy.72
The next year, Robertson began to doubt they were really impotent and
ordered a medical examination by the Civil Surgeon. The physician concluded that their ‘masculine power seemed intact’. But perplexingly, all
three ‘had admitted being impotent’, suggesting that local meanings of
sexuality and embodiment had been lost in translation.73 Elliot, the NWP
Secretary, reprimanded Robertson and claimed he had ‘acted wrongly’.
Despite the provision for medical determination of impotence under the
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CTA, Elliot claimed (incorrectly) that a ‘medical examination . . . is
neither prescribed nor contemplated by the law’. Instead, ‘[t]he fact of
these individuals dressing like women & otherwise comporting themselves like Eunuchs is perfectly sufﬁcient’ for them to be deﬁned as
‘impotent men’.74 Robertson reregistered the three persons but protested
that under the CTA he could not legally register ‘a person who is neither
a eunuch nor impotent’.75
In 1876, in the midst of renewed concerns that Zananas were not
impotent, the Deputy Inspector-General of Police, R. T. Hobart, gathered information from each district on whether ‘there was a class of nonimpotent men who occasionally dressed as women, wore long hair,
danced and sang – kept youths and prostituted their own persons and
those of boys for hire’. Hobart outlined two relevant indigenous categories: ‘Zenana’ and ‘Bhuggatua’. Zananas, Hobart wrote, ‘dress as
women, many have wives and families, [and] dance and sing at weddings,
fairs and public gatherings’. Hobart added that they ‘may or may not be
addicted to unnatural crime’, but claimed that they ‘are commonly
reputed to be addicted to bestiality, and are certainly always in the way
of falling into temptation’. That such men could be householders, husbands and fathers deﬁed colonial common sense. Moreover, reports from
some districts that Zananas could be both ‘passive’ and ‘active’ sexual
partners with men challenged colonial assumptions about the ‘passive’
sexual behaviours of cross-dressing and ‘effeminate’ men.76
Hobart’s deﬁnition of ‘Bhuggatuas’ was brief: ‘The Bhuggatuas . . .
would appear to be a peculiar and single caste, who adopt the same calling
as, and are even more obnoxious to suspicion than, the “Zenana”’.
Hobart was probably referring to Bhagatiya, meaning either
a community of performers and entertainers or, more generally, a male
dancer. Hobart also referred to a group of Brahman ‘Bhagats’ who
brought up their sons in ‘a profession of dancing and singing in women’s
clothes, and to the consequent deeper crime’. Hobart regarded these
‘Bhagats’ as a sub-category of ‘Bhuggatuas’. Bhagat means ‘devotee’
and can refer to either Vaishnava ascetics or a community of musicians
and dancers in Rajasthan. This suggests that various groups of performers
and religious devotees were caught up in the category of cross-dressing
‘unnatural’ prostitutes.77 Although Hobart concluded that both
74
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Zananas and Bhagatiyas were probably ‘addicted’ to ‘unnatural’ sexual
practices, men who had fathered children and were capable of procreative
sex could not be termed ‘impotent’, at least according to the colonial
understanding of the term. As such, in 1877 the provincial government
ordered that all registered Zananas and ‘non-impotent men’ should be
removed from the registers. The IPC should be used against people who
were ‘addicted to unnatural crime’, but could not be deﬁned as ‘eunuchs’
under the CTA.78
To work out which registered ‘eunuchs’ were actually impotent, from
the late 1870s district authorities increasingly ordered the medical examination of non-emasculated people. The year 1878 saw a spate of medical
examinations across the NWP. As the NWP Secretary noted, the original
classiﬁcation and registration of eunuchs had evidently been a failure:
In the Meerut Division six names were struck off the register, as the result of
special medical examination; and the Commissioner notes that ‘it is remarkable
that so long after the formation of the original register, there should still be cases
where on examination it turns out that these persons should never have been
registered as eunuchs[’] . . . In the Agra district also [the] Commissioner reports
that no less than ‘21 of the persons borne on the register are not eunuchs, but
“zenánás”, and the Magistrate has ordered their names to be struck off from the
register’. In Mainpuri, one name was expunged, the medical examination having
shown the man not to be a eunuch. The large number of registered persons now
declared not to be eunuchs would appear to indicate considerable carelessness in
the original compilation of the register, or singular indifference to the disgrace and
inconvenience on the part of those whose names were entered on the district
lists . . . In the Allahabad Division also 13 names have been expunged, medical
examination having proved their owners not to be eunuchs. No less than 12 of
these cases occurred in Fatehpur district.79

The NWP government endorsed this widespread recourse to medical
expertise in order to correct ‘carelessness’ in the classiﬁcation and registration of eunuchs. Yet many non-medical ofﬁcials continued to regard
clinical observation as an imprecise knowledge of impotence. Moreover,
while the physical examination of the body generally signiﬁed the ‘rationality and clinical objectivity of Western medicine’ in colonial discourse,80
colonial physicians often admitted their inability to determine the sexual
function of Zananas. Tensions between medical and legal concepts of
gender and sexuality persisted even after physicians were incorporated
into the project of regulating ‘eunuchs’.
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For instance, the medical examination of Zananas in Lucknow highlights the uncertainties of colonial classiﬁcations of impotence and virility.
In 1879, G. J. Low, the Lucknow Superintendent of Police, sent ﬁve
Zananas to the Assistant Civil Surgeon. Yet the physician could not
deﬁnitively pronounce any of the ﬁve Zananas he inspected to be impotent – or irrefutably ‘non-impotent’, for that matter. For example, Sajad
Husain ‘[a]dmitted he was impotent’, but the Assistant Civil Surgeon
thought he was probably not impotent, while Kalu, who ‘[d]enied he was
impotent’, was ‘[t]o the best of the Assistant Civil Surgeon’s judgement’
not impotent but was nonetheless ‘suspicious’. In light of this failure of
medical expertise, in 1879 Low dropped the issue of Zananas and their
registration remained undecided. However, in 1882 Low compiled a new
list of seven ‘suspicious’ individuals who stated they were Zananas,
claimed they were ‘impotent from birth’ and wore their hair ‘like
a woman’. Low was inclined to register these Zananas on the basis of
their gender appearance and reported self-representations, regardless of
their medical impotence. Yet despite the failure of medical evidence in
1879, the Deputy Commissioner of Lucknow ordered another medical
examination.81 Even after two rounds of medical examinations, Low was
unable to classify Zananas as deﬁnitively either impotent or virile. He
wrote in 1882:
Zanána is one whose male organs have been rendered impotent by rubbing, or
whose virility has been taken away by drugs or potions. The term also includes
males, not impotent, who adopt female attire, wear women’s jewels, make use of
feminine gestures and expressions, apply misi [a powder] . . . to their teeth, and
kajal (lamp black) to their eyelids, and wear their hair long.82

Zananas could be either ‘impotent’ or ‘not impotent’, it seemed.
In Sitapur district too, the question of whether Zananas were impotent
resulted in their repeated registration and deregistration on several occasions between 1882 and 1884.83 In fact, there was considerable confusion
in several districts on whether Zananas and other non-castrated registered
peoples were ‘impotent’, even after medical examinations were carried
out.84
How did physicians go about determining impotence? Unfortunately,
no original reports from medical ofﬁcials survive, but there are several
hints in surviving judicial and police records. First, the determination of
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impotence partly depended upon what could be observed from the body.
Physicians usually visually examined the genitals and commented on their
‘appearance’. Yet the records suggest that not a lot could be garnered
through merely observing genitalia.85 Second, medical ofﬁcers’ pronouncements on impotence were inﬂuenced by their opinions on whether
the individual was ‘addicted’ to sodomy, even though the association
between non-normative gender embodiment, ‘unnatural’ sexual behaviour and impotence had been called into question. In Lucknow, the
Assistant Civil Surgeon’s conclusions on whether individuals were impotent and on whether they were ‘suspected’ of sodomy were mutually
reinforcing.86 Finally, physicians assumed that elderly men were impotent. For instance, the Lucknow Assistant Civil Surgeon concluded that
an elderly Pathan named Ghulami was impotent on the basis of his age
alone.87 Colonial physicians who examined Zananas were on somewhat
unfamiliar ground: the Victoria-era medical treatment of impotence was
premised on restoring potency to men who complained of impotence, not
medically determining impotence or virility.88 There is no indication that
physicians tested sexual function through manual stimulation. Instead,
colonial doctors paid as much attention to age, sexual behaviour and
gendered appearance as they did to the functioning of the genitals and
repeatedly expressed their inability to make deﬁnitive conclusions.
Though the slippages between colonial categories and indigenous social
roles had forced the NWP government to call upon medical expertise,
doubts about the authority and accuracy of medical knowledge of impotence persisted in colonial circles. There was not a straightforward trajectory towards the medicalisation of colonial views of ‘eunuch’ sexual
deviance.
Experiencing and Contesting Colonial Classiﬁcations
The shifting boundaries of administrative categories had quotidian, material implications for Hijras, Zananas and other diverse peoples caught up
in the ‘suspect eunuch’ category. Moreover, these changes in principles of
categorisation played out differently across the NWP. In a number of
districts, changes in principles of classiﬁcation resulted in ﬂuctuations in
the registered population, but elsewhere the number of registered
‘eunuchs’ was relatively stable.89 One district where the registered population was steady was Muzaffarnagar district. The district authorities were
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initially reluctant to register the ‘eunuchs’ of Muzaffarnagar, whose lives
we examined in Chapter 6. After Part II of the CTA was eventually
implemented in Muzaffarnagar in 1876, thirteen people were registered.
Thereafter, the number of people on the eunuch register generally only
changed as a result of deaths, migrations and the occasional recordkeeping error. In 1883, the Magistrate removed an unnamed person
from the Muzaffarnagar register who was no longer ‘suspected of immoral
practices’. Otherwise, shifting principles of classiﬁcation do not seem to
have signiﬁcantly changed the small registered population in
Muzaffarnagar.90
In other districts, however, people moved in and out of the suspect
eunuch category and the presence of the police in their everyday lives
changed over time. In Agra district, 123 people were originally registered,
but by the end of 1874, only nineteen remained on the district register.
During the course of 1875, the total ‘eunuch’ population grew to 159, as
an additional 140 individuals were registered. For the majority of these
140 people, this was probably the second time they had been considered
‘suspect eunuchs’ and brought under police surveillance. In the following
four years, the registered population was relatively stable. But in 1879, the
authorities removed twenty-one people from the register because they
were ‘not eunuchs’.91
Fatehpur district saw similar ﬂuctuations in the registered population.
Here, from 1876 to 1878 the number of registered people had hovered
between thirty-six and thirty-nine, as small numbers of people were
added or removed for unstated reasons. Yet in 1878, the Commissioner
of Allahabad division ordered twelve people to be removed from the
register because medical examinations had determined they were not
impotent. At the same time, three ‘eunuchs’ were added to the
Fatehpur register, though the reasons why were not stated.
The following year another nine people were removed from the
Fatehpur register, due to unspeciﬁed ‘errors’. In 1882, the Fatehpur
authorities struck out the names of four people who were ‘proved not to
be eunuchs’, while three ‘eunuchs’ were deregistered because they were
‘old and inﬁrm’, and thus assumed to no longer be ‘suspect’. In 1884, the
Magistrate of Fatehpur ordered that another ‘eunuch’ should be deregistered for unspeciﬁed reasons.92
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By the early 1880s, the NWP government was concerned that authorities were removing people from the district registers of eunuchs too
rapidly. In response, the authorities of some districts reregistered people
or added new names to the registers, as happened in Kanpur, Jaunpur and
Mirzapur district in 1882.93 In sum, the porous and ﬂuid boundaries of
colonial categories shaped the everyday lives of Hijras and other marginalised peoples who moved in and out of the ‘suspect eunuch’ category.
In some cases, these changes in classiﬁcation were prompted by the
efforts of registered people to contest colonial categories. As soon as Part
II of the CTA was introduced in 1871, the provincial government
received numerous written petitions from people challenging their registration under the law. Many registered people also sought audiences with
district Magistrates and Superintendents of Police to verbally state their
case.94 The petitions of registered ‘eunuchs’ suggest a certain level of
engagement with the idioms of colonial legality. Since the late eighteenth
century, the East India Company had stipulated that petitioning was the
only legitimate means for appealing colonial policies and all other actions
to achieve redress constituted ‘rebellion’.95 This colonial culture of petitioning government had existed in northern India for at least half
a century and was cemented by the politics of the post-1857 period, as
north Indians petitioned the government in huge numbers to demonstrate their loyalty and achieve redress.96 Unfortunately, the surviving
records do not include original petitions from registered people, only brief
summaries or passing references. It is likely that most petitioning
‘eunuchs’ engaged the services of a scribe, who would have rendered
their demands in the language and idioms of colonial governance.
Surviving summaries of petitions are further mediated by the interpretation of the British ofﬁcial. Nevertheless, these petitions hint at some of the
ways that people registered as eunuchs challenged colonial classiﬁcations.
Some people petitioned to be removed from the register on the basis
that the CTA should not apply to them. Unfortunately, the surviving
records rarely state why these petitioners argued that the law was inapplicable in their case. However, petitioners appear to have challenged the
assumption that they were criminal or sexually immoral, since in several
instances, district authorities subsequently concluded that petitioners
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could not be ‘reasonably suspected’ of sodomy, kidnapping and castration. In 1873, the Home Department of the Government of India
received an ‘original English memorial from Peer Buksh and Raheem
Buksh residents of Mohtashimgunge and Yehyapore, in the city of
Allahabad . . . complaining that their names had been registered in the
list of eunuchs prepared under Act XXVII. of 1871, and praying that they
might be excluded from the said list’. Whether these two petitioners
succeeded is not stated in the records.97 Later that year,
J. J. F. Lumsden, the Magistrate of Gorakhpur, reported to his superiors
that ‘several applications were made to me in April and May last by
Eunuchs, stating that their names had been without any sufﬁcient
grounds entered in the Register and praying they might be struck off’.
After Burill, the District Superintendent of Police, conducted a ‘careful
enquiry’, Lumsden concluded ‘that in some instances at least names had
been entered without sufﬁcient cause’ and removed twenty-one people
from the district register.98 Thus, petitions from registered people
prompted a few British district administrators to deregister individuals
or to revise the established principles of classiﬁcation in their district. Yet
even when petitions to district authorities were successful, higher-ranking
ofﬁcials often reversed the local decision, providing only a temporary lull
in colonial regulation.99
Petitions and complaints from people registered as ‘eunuchs’ continued into the 1880s and 1890s. In 1882, the police in Ballia district
conducted an enquiry into people ‘who are believed occasionally to
dress as women and are suspected of leading themselves to unnatural
lust’. It is possible that these people were Sakhis, since the colonial
records suggest that their cross-dressing had ‘religious signiﬁcance’.
The enquiry into the cross-dressers of Ballia district ended in the dismissal of the head-constable after the reputed cross-dressers defended their
moral character. The Magistrate of Ballia reported:
The dangers and difﬁculties in the way of such enquiries . . . were illustrated by the
case of Mansab Ali, head constable of this district, who being directed to make the
enquiry in his thana [police station], proceeded to do so in so open and public
a manner as to give rise to a great scandal, by the open summoning to the thana of
persons suspected of this practice. The persons so treated brought a charge of
bribery against the head constable, and although this charge was not substan
tiated, my predecessor found that he had acted corruptly in molesting men of
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undoubted respectability, and dismissed him. His case is pending in [sic]
appeal.100

Thus, one way to negotiate and challenge ofﬁcial classiﬁcations was to
prove one’s respectability. However, convincing British ofﬁcials of one’s
moral character may have been easier for unemasculated people whose
gender expression had acknowledged ‘religious signiﬁcance’, like Sakhi
religious devotees. Few registered ‘eunuchs’ were able to convince British
district administrators that they were not ‘supicious’.

... ... ...
The boundaries of the ‘suspect eunuch’ category shifted throughout the
four decades that Part II of the CTA was enforced in the NWP, from 1871
until 1911. From the perspective of the NWP government and perhaps
the majority of British district administrators, the Hijra community –
understood as cross-dressing sodomites who kidnapped and castrated
children – were the suspect eunuchs at whom the CTA was aimed. But
this equation of ‘Hijra’ and ‘suspect eunuch’ was highly unstable and
contested. Colonial ofﬁcials found it difﬁcult to pin down the relationship
between the Hijra community and other ‘immoral’ groups in Indian
society, in particular: uncastrated but ‘effeminate’ Zananas; ritual crossdressers like Sakhis; and performers such as Bhagatiyas. The NWP government attempted to map out the sexual geography of north Indian
society but was persistently faced with the question of what to do with
people who appeared to be Hijras, but were not.
An interrelated question was how to make bodies legible. Could embodied characteristics indicate criminality and deviance? Moreover, how
could ofﬁcials determine an individual’s sexual past and sexual function?
Government policy held that ‘eunuchs’ who were ‘reasonably suspected’
of sodomy, kidnapping and castration could be identiﬁed through gender
embodiment and bodily labour, speciﬁcally through women’s dress and
performance in public. Yet colonial administrators found it difﬁcult to
deﬁnitively ‘read’ the bodies of ‘eunuchs’. Moreover, most judicial and
police ofﬁcials were either hostile or ambivalent to medical expertise as
a means to render bodies legible and the NWP government only reluctantly and partially incorporated doctors into this policing project.
Although colonial physicians claimed to be experts on the physical
‘signs’ of sodomy, the provincial administration rejected proposals to
determine which ‘eunuchs’ were sodomites through medical examination. Initially, the authorities also refused to use medical knowledge to
determine individuals’ impotence. Eventually, the disjunctures between
100
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colonial and local understandings of impotence prompted the NWP
government to call upon medical expertise. Yet district ofﬁcials continued
to doubt the usefulness of medical knowledge of sex. The anti-Hijra
campaign thus stood in contrast to the policing of prostitution under
colonial contagious diseases laws, in which doctors played a central
role. The shifting classiﬁcations of marginalised peoples under the CTA
thus highlight the potential ruptures within colonial projects of sexual
regulation, between medical ofﬁcials, on the one hand, and judicial and
police ofﬁcials on the other.
At the same time, the ambiguity of the ‘suspect eunuch’ category
reveals the varied impacts of the CTA on people labelled as ‘eunuchs’,
both between different parts of the NWP and over the course of the
nineteenth century. Administrative classiﬁcations had important repercussions for people like Zananas and Sakhis, many of whom found
themselves repeatedly registered and deregistered. Even though
Hijras epitomised the ‘suspect eunuch’ in the dominant ofﬁcial view,
many Hijras were reclassiﬁed several times, depending on different district ofﬁcials’ perceptions of their deviance, criminality and sexual embodiment. Yet people registered as ‘eunuchs’ sought to negotiate and
challenge these changing classiﬁcations by petitioning district ofﬁcials
and the provincial government for their deregistration, with limited success. Following their registration, Hijras and other so-called eunuchs also
persistently attempted to lessen colonial interventions into their lives
through evasion, resistance and strategies of survival.
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Kheri district. The report is very meagre and not satisfactory. For
instance, it is stated that the eunuchs live by begging and dancing, but
there were no prosecutions, though it is not said that the dancing was of
a harmless character. I cannot think that the subject is receiving a proper
degree of attention in this district. It is not a pleasant one, but it is work
and must be done.1
E. Tyrwhitt, Inspector General of Police, 5 July 1879

After a person was registered as a ‘eunuch’ under Part II of the Criminal
Tribes Act (CTA) of 1871, several aspects of their everyday life became
the target of colonial regulation. Their property was registered by the
police, facilitating domestic surveillance and, in the case of Hijras, allowing government intervention in succession and inheritance practices.
The registered person was informed that if they danced, played music
or wore women’s clothing or ‘ornaments’ in public space – or even in
areas visible from public places – they could be ﬁned or imprisoned for two
years. If they lived with a male child of sixteen years or under, they risked
ﬁnes and up to two years in jail (meanwhile, the child would be removed).
Moreover, the newly registered ‘eunuch’ was told that if they planned to
leave the district, they should report their movements to the local police.2
These various provisions aimed to not only control, but to eliminate the
Hijra/eunuch population. Intensiﬁed police surveillance would prevent
emasculation and thus ‘gradually lead to their extinction’.3 Interference
in inheritance and succession would, it was hoped, remove ﬁnancial
‘inducements’ to initiation and thus reduce the numbers of Hijras.4
The prohibition of performance and feminine gender embodiment
would erase Hijras as a publicly visible social group, effecting their cultural elimination.5
1
2
3
4
5

Italics in original. BL/IOR/P/1281: Tyrwhitt to NWP&O Secretary, 5 July 1879.
BL/IOR/V/8/42: Act No. XXVII of 1871; NAI/HD/JB 03/1872 91: NWP Government,
‘Draft Rules’, circa February 1872.
BL/IOR/P/438/61: Simson to NWP IGP, 9 June 1865.
BL/IOR/P/438/61: Drummond to NWP Secretary, 9 August 1865.
BL/IOR/P/438/62: Simson, ‘Replies’, 20 April 1866.
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Throughout the forty years that Part II of the CTA was enforced, from
1871 to 1911, the fabric of local law enforcement was uneven, tightly knit
in places and loosely woven elsewhere. In several parts of the NorthWestern Provinces (NWP), the CTA was an inescapable part of daily
life for Hijras and other people classiﬁed as ‘suspect eunuchs’, such as
Zananas, uncastrated male-bodied people who contextually presented
themselves as feminine. Police in many districts closely monitored the
gender embodiment, public presence and movements of ‘eunuchs’. For
instance, in much of the NWP, registered people whose main source of
livelihood was performance, in particular Hijras, saw their livelihoods
severely reduced by the prohibition on playing music and dancing in
public. Some British district ofﬁcials even condoned or encouraged illegal
policing measures, such as forcibly stripping Hijras and Zananas of their
feminine clothing. But not all district authorities heeded the call to perform the ‘unpleasant’ but ‘necessary’ work of policing ‘eunuchs’, to
paraphrase Tyrwhitt. There were signiﬁcant gaps in police surveillance
in some parts of the NWP. As such, this chapter pays close attention to the
variegated policing and legal practices at the local level and foregrounds
what we know about everyday encounters between people registered as
‘eunuchs’ and colonial ofﬁcials.
The unevenness of local law enforcement – and the consequent variations in the experiences of registered people – reminds us that the colonial
state was not a unitary actor or a monolithic institution in the way it is
often conceptualised. The vision of colonial governance at the upper
echelons of the Empire’s administrative hierarchy usually differed considerably from the varied practices of governance on the ground.
Conﬂicting agendas, priorities and knowledge ﬁssured colonial
administrations.6 Meanwhile, colonised peoples experienced the colonial
state through their interactions with Indian ofﬁcials, and to a much lesser
extent, with British ofﬁcials. It was often the Indian police constable, not
the European sahib, who embodied colonial power at the local level.
The ‘everyday state’ under colonial rule was embedded in local social
hierarchies and relations and was the sum of highly contextual practices of
governance.7 As such, the colonial regulation of sexuality was ﬁssured
and subject to the forces of local circumstances, social conditions and
competing ofﬁcial agendas.8
6
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The varied pattern of policing in the anti-Hijra campaign was due to
several factors. British ofﬁcials held differing attitudes towards the policing of indigenous gender and sexual morality. The district-level records
show a range of perspectives, from the view that Hijras posed a major
challenge to colonial political and moral authority, to the view that there
were more important aspects of local governance than ‘eunuchs’. Yet
locally contingent policing practices were also a reﬂection of the generally
uneven character of colonial law enforcement in the decades following the
1857 rebellion. The regulation of ‘eunuchs’ thus mirrored the broader
tensions and fractures of local colonial administration. Moreover,
Hijras and other people caught up in the CTA developed various strategies to resist and survive the colonial project of ‘gradual extinction’. Local
policing was thus shaped by the tenacious and determined efforts of
people labelled as ‘eunuchs’ to evade police and simply get by.
Recently, Shahnaz Khan has written, ‘There appear to be no records . . .
of the ways in which . . . hijra critiqued or disobeyed colonial laws’.9 This
may be true of some regions, but colonial archives document at length
north Indian Hijras’ efforts to keep on the move and avoid police, to limit
police surveillance of their domestic lives, and to continue criminalised
gendered and cultural practices.
The question of how to conceptualise ‘resistance’ and ‘agency’ was the
subject of some controversy in South Asian historiography towards the
end of the last century, particularly in the wake of Subaltern Studies
scholars’ attempts to recover ‘autonomous’ subaltern politics in revolts,
riots and protests. A number of historians justiﬁably criticised the early
Subaltern Studies approach to ‘resistance’, which they noted oversimpliﬁed socio-economic structures into an elite-subaltern dichotomy, did not
sufﬁciently theorise power relations and tended to privilege direct forms
of resistance.10 I will not rehash these debates here, but it will be useful to
brieﬂy outline how I conceive of agency and power. First, a focus on
merely the oppositional actions of Hijras and Zananas would exclude
more complex forms of agency from our view. I examine not only direct
resistance, but also various practices of what Scott called ‘everyday resistance’ that challenged colonial power in ‘small’ and indirect ways.11
What’s more, the ‘production, circulation, negotiation and contestation
of meaning in everyday life’ is as equally signiﬁcant as overt forms of
9
10
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‘resistance’.12 It is also important to recognise that relatively subordinated people can exercise agency by cooperating with dominant groups
or dominant ideologies to their own ends. Second, power relations
consist of a process of ‘“micro” pushing and shoving’ in which subordinated groups constantly push the ‘limits of the possible’.13 Power is
repeatedly ‘tested and eroded’ by subalterns and reconstituted in
response, so that power and struggle ‘often coexist and shape each
other’.14 ‘Cracks’ in the ediﬁce of power provide interstitial possibilities
for resistance, which subordinated groups exploit and widen.15
The colonial government’s policing of ‘eunuchs’ was ﬁssured and
uneven, providing possibilities for registered people to challenge the
law. But these opportunities were won and expanded by criminalised
people, sometimes at considerable risk. The actions of people classiﬁed
as eunuchs thus shaped the contours of the colonial system of regulation
and surveillance.

Encounters with Colonial Ofﬁcials
The colonial archives give us only a few glimpses into Hijras’ and other
registered peoples’ everyday interactions with colonial ofﬁcials. As such,
the contexts and spaces in which registered ‘eunuchs’ were most likely to
meet agents of the colonial state are not always clear, while the power
dynamics of these interactions are even more obscure. Out in the districts
of the NWP, it was the European district Magistrate who oversaw the
policing of eunuchs. The Magistrate was the only district-level ofﬁcial
who had the power to make changes to the district registers. Magistrates
were also supposed to communicate about the migrations of ‘eunuchs’ to
other districts.16 However, most registered people probably came into
contact with the district Magistrate only rarely, if ever. Certainly, a few
Magistrates reported that they had personally interviewed registered
people and taken down their histories.17 Yet the British ofﬁcial whom
Hijras and other ‘eunuchs’ were more likely to encounter was the District
Superintendent of Police. The Superintendent was responsible for
12
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initially drawing up the eunuch register and the property register.18 He
oversaw the policing of eunuchs at the thanas (police stations) in his
district and had to ensure that changes to provincial policies were implemented at the local level. By the late 1880s, the NWP government
required all Superintendents to personally question each ‘eunuch’ registered in his district at least once a year, usually during his ‘cold season
tour’ of the district.19 An annual interview was not required when the
CTA was ﬁrst implemented, but in the 1870s many Superintendents had
nevertheless interrogated registered people and checked the ‘thana registers’ on their winter tours, and this was later adopted as standard
practice.20
Nevertheless, the colonial ofﬁcials with whom registered people most
frequently interacted were undoubtedly the local Indian police. In most
cases, Indian police had exercised ‘quasi surveillance’ over Hijras since
at least 1865, when registers were ﬁrst introduced under an executive
order from the NWP government.21 Meanwhile, from the mid 1860s
‘Village Police’ (meaning chaukidar or gorait watchmen) and ‘Heads of
Mohullas’ (urban neighbourhoods) were expected to report to the local
thana on the movements of ‘eunuchs’, their ‘habits’ and the presence of
any children in their households.22 The system for policing ‘eunuchs’
thus attempted to integrate the existing rural watch and ward systems
that were under the control of landlords into colonial policing
structures.23 The colonial state, at least in the form of its Indian agents,
was experienced by ‘eunuchs’ as ‘close to the skin’.24 Registered peoples’ interactions with subordinate Indian police and neighbourhood
and village watchmen were embedded in the power structures of local
communities.
When the CTA was ﬁrst implemented in 1871–2, the ofﬁcer in charge
of each thana was required to seek out the ‘eunuchs’ within his ‘police
circle’ and report on them to the District Superintendent. Local police
were supposed to monitor the movements of registered people and trace
18
19
20
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those who had migrated or ‘disappeared’. In addition to keeping surveillance over Hijras and others categorised as ‘eunuchs’, the Indian police
corps was also responsible for the day-to-day enforcement of section 26,
which prohibited registered people from dancing, playing music and
wearing female clothes or ornaments in public. It was also the local
Indian police who were charged with the task of ﬁnding male children
in the households of ‘eunuchs’.25
Yet the police’s powers to monitor and police registered people were
somewhat limited by the provisions of the law. First, although early drafts
of legislation targeting ‘eunuchs’ required traveling people to obtain
a pass from the police, Part II of the CTA did not contain a pass system
to restrict registered peoples’ movements. Moreover, the police could not
enforce a regular roll call of ‘eunuchs’ at the police station, as they did in
the regulation of the ‘criminal tribes’ under Part I of the CTA. The NWP
and Indian governments seem to have viewed such restrictions on mobility as unnecessary to achieve the aim of the law, the elimination of
eunuchs, and as altogether too much work. The NWP rules on the
registration of eunuchs stated that registered people were required to
inform the police of their movements, but under the 1871 law there
were no means to punish mobile people who failed to report to police.26
The only available legal mechanisms to contain the mobility of Hijras,
Zananas and other ‘eunuchs’ were the entry of their names on district
registers, ongoing police surveillance and communication about their
migrations between district Magistrates.27 Police thus had to rely on
local intelligence and reports from chaukidars to learn of registered peoples’ movements. In fact, in this period in north India, police stations were
generally reliant on watch and ward systems for information and reports
of crime, particularly outside of cities.28 A second issue was that under
Part II of the CTA, the police did not have the power to search the homes
of registered ‘eunuchs’ without a warrant, as they did in the policing of the
‘criminal tribes’.29 The ofﬁcers in charge of police stations periodically
sent out subordinates to inspect the dwellings of registered people and
monitor their numbers. However, updating the property register was the
only legal mechanism through which the households of registered individuals could be inspected, without obtaining a search warrant from the
Magistrate.
25
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Hijras and other registered ‘eunuchs’ appear to have encountered the
police in two main contexts in the course of their everyday lives. First,
they often met with the police in public spaces like streets, markets and
melas or religious fairs. In large part, the policing of ‘eunuchs’ was in
practice a sub-section of the broader colonial policing of public spaces
and ‘public nuisances’. Police were particularly successful in apprehending registered people for performance and cross-dressing in
melas. Unfortunately for Hijras – for whom performance and almscollection at melas was an important aspect of their social and cultural
lives – there was usually a strong police presence at religious fairs, which
the colonial government viewed as a multifaceted threat to public order.30
A second context in which many registered ‘eunuchs’ felt the brunt of law
enforcement was in their own homes, even though the CTA did not give
police the power to inspect their dwellings without a Magistrate’s warrant. In 1884, the NWP government reiterated that night-time searches of
registered people’s houses required a warrant. Nevertheless, this 1884
correspondence suggests that updating the property register probably
served as a sufﬁcient pretext for daytime searches.31 The annual reports
also contain scattered references to illegal searches of registered peoples’
homes without a search warrant.32
In some districts, the scope of police surveillance extended beyond
registered people and also encompassed so-called ‘eunuchs’ who were
not registered under the CTA. These unregistered people probably
included those on the boundaries of the ‘suspect eunuch’ category,
most notably Zananas, but also Khwajasarais (eunuch-slaves employed
in elite households and courts), male performers who played female roles
and men who cross-dressed as a form of religious devotion like
Sakhis. In Bara Banki division in the early 1880s, for instance, the
authorities included both registered and unregistered ‘eunuchs’ in the
annual report and statistical table, suggesting that the Bara Banki police
were exercising considerable surveillance over people who had not been
formally registered under the CTA. The NWP government wrote that
including unregistered individuals in the annual report was unnecessary
30
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but advised that they ‘should be carefully watched’ nonetheless.33
Clearly, the enforcement of the CTA did not only impact upon the lives
of the registered ‘eunuchs’, but facilitated the surveillance and harassment of various people whom colonial police thought resembled Hijras.
The surviving colonial records largely erase the coercive aspects of
encounters between Indian police and people criminalised as eunuchs.
There is only one explicit reference to the potentially threatening and
violent character of these interactions in the archives of the NWP.
In 1876, several District Superintendents complained that under the
CTA they no longer had ‘recourse to the summary but very efﬁcient
procedure formerly much favoured’ in the policing of Hijras,
Zananas and male cross-dressers: ‘they would cut off their long hair,
strip off their female attire and ornaments, and selling them ﬁt these
people out with a set of men’s clothes’. R. T. Hobart, the Deputy
Inspector-General of Police, stated that ‘as a rule’ these methods were
no longer used.34 However, the desire of some District Superintendents
for more coercive measures suggests that they may have turned a blind eye
to humiliating and violent behaviour towards people registered as
eunuchs under the CTA. Certainly, Hijras and others with non-binary
gender expression were frightened by the increased police presence in
their lives, even in districts where the police took a relatively sympathetic
view of local ‘eunuchs’. Although the Muzaffarnagar authorities argued
that nobody should be registered in the early 1870s, local Hijras were
nevertheless fearful of police interrogation. For example, police ofﬁcer
Nurayan Singh reported that a forty-year-old named Pearee was ‘now
afraid owing to their being looked up’ by the police.35 These archival
fragments suggest that Hijras and other so-called ‘eunuchs’ experienced
police intimidation and coercion, though the patterns of police violence
are unclear.

The Uneven Pattern of Local Policing
From the early 1870s, the presence of police in the everyday lives of
registered ‘eunuchs’ differed from district to district. Nevertheless, in
the four decades that Part II of the CTA was enforced, there were some
province-wide peaks and troughs in local policing. For instance, the
attention of local authorities to the ‘eunuch problem’ seems to have
intensiﬁed across much of the NWP in the early 1880s, only to wane by
33
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the early 1900s. Consequently, Hijras’ and other registered peoples’
experiences of criminalisation under colonial law ﬂuctuated between
different geographic and temporal contexts.
The ﬁrst few years that Part II of the CTA was enforced were marked by
signiﬁcant variations in local surveillance and policing. The InspectorGeneral of Police, his Deputy and the NWP Secretary all concluded that
law enforcement during 1874 had been patchy across the thirty-ﬁve
districts of the province. In fourteen districts, authorities had strictly
implemented the law. In Mathura district, the ‘eunuchs’ were ‘impatient
under the registration’, which the Inspector-General saw as a ‘good sign’
that the system of surveillance was effective.36 Yet in twenty-one districts,
the law was ‘virtually a dead letter’: in the case of ﬁfteen districts, because
Part II of the CTA had not yet been introduced, and in the case of six
districts, because the registers were not ‘maintained with the care and
accuracy requisite to the proper working of the Act’. Meanwhile in two
additional districts, Agra and Benares, ‘the small number of registered
eunuchs (19 and 6 respectively) points to inadequate registration’.37
The following year, the law was still a ‘dead letter’ in twelve districts,
while the Deputy Inspector-General had serious doubts about enforcement in another four districts. In nineteen districts, however, ‘the law
seems to have been carefully attended to’.38
During 1876, the NWP administration felt that law enforcement had
ﬁnally and markedly improved, so much so that E. Tyrwhitt, the
Inspector-General, claimed that ‘the gradual extirpation of the eunuch
class’ was imminent.39 The NWP Secretary was more cautious – noting
that ‘the object’ of the law had only been ‘partially accomplished’ – but
was also satisﬁed with the improvement in local law enforcement.40 Yet
this optimism that the extinction of eunuchs was fast approaching
dimmed in the late 1870s, as disparities in local policing persisted. For
the NWP government, the main problems with law enforcement were the
difﬁculty of tracing the migrations of registered people between districts,
inconsistent policies on performance and dress, the ‘hasty’ removal of
names from the registers, and poor record-keeping and enumeration.
Tyrwhitt reported that during 1877 the law was ‘carefully worked’ in
Meerut, Agra and Rohilkhand divisions. However, he singled out
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Benares, Allahabad and Jhansi divisions for unsatisfactory law
enforcement.41 In the report for 1878, Tyrwhitt opined that in most
districts, ‘the subject’ was ‘shown to receive proper attention’ and the
law had been ‘vigorously enforced’. Yet he was still dissatisﬁed with the
policing of eunuchs in Benares division, Jhansi division and Kanpur
district. Meanwhile, the introduction of the law into Oudh, which had
been absorbed into the NWP in 1877, had been an absolute failure, since
‘due attention [had] not been given to this subject’.42
A degree of variation in local policing continued in the following years,
though the NWP government was increasingly conﬁdent in the effectiveness of law enforcement. The conclusion of C. Robertson, the NWP
Secretary, on the enforcement of Part II of the CTA during 1879 summed
up the view of the government throughout most of the early 1880s:
On the whole during the year greater interest seems to have been taken by district
ofﬁcers in this important branch of their duties, and great energy displayed in
carrying out the orders of Government. In some districts however those orders
have been unaccountably neglected, and many omissions and inaccuracies have
been allowed to occur which a little care would have prevented.43

The annual reports for the early 1880s repeatedly singled out Benares,
Jhansi and Sitapur divisions for lax surveillance and failures to prosecute
lawbreaking ‘eunuchs’. In contrast, the law was reportedly ‘well worked’
in Meerut, Rohilkhand, Allahabad, Fyzabad and several other
divisions.44
By 1885, the NWP government was sufﬁciently satisﬁed with local law
enforcement to classify the annual report on Part II of the CTA as
a ‘matter of routine’ that did not need to be sent to London.45
Thereafter, the surviving records on the anti-Hijra campaign are relatively
meagre. Speciﬁc instructions to district authorities were not issued for
most of the annual reports of the late 1880s and 1890s, suggesting that the
provincial government was generally pleased with law enforcement.
Nevertheless, the provincial administration was periodically concerned
about lax surveillance in parts of the NWP. In 1889, for instance, the
Inspector-General reminded ‘all District Superintendents of Police . . . of
41
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their responsibility in the matter of (1) the yearly inspection of eunuchs;
(2) the registering of names of those eunuchs who formerly were too
hastily released from supervision; and (3) the careful examination of the
registers in detail’.46 As such, it is likely that the regulation of people
classiﬁed as ‘eunuchs’ continued to vary somewhat between districts,
despite the NWP government’s optimism that eunuchs were dying out
and would soon be suppressed.
The annual report for 1895 – the only full report which I have found for
the period after 1885 – gives a snapshot of law enforcement towards the
end of the nineteenth century. By this time, the number of ‘eunuchs’
registered in the NWP had declined to 594 from an original total of
around 1400 when Part II of the CTA was ﬁrst introduced. This was
due to a number of factors, particularly changes in principles of classiﬁcation; migrations out of the NWP, signiﬁcant numbers of ‘absentees’, and
the death of people registered as ‘eunuchs’. The NWP Secretary concluded that the annual report was ‘on the whole satisfactory, and affords
indications of the gradual disuse of the practices which it is the object of
the law to repress’. However, twelve District Superintendents of Police
had not ‘adequately’ carried out the annual ‘inspection of eunuchs’, while
‘the registers do not appear to have everywhere been carefully
maintained’.47 Nevertheless, as the Deputy Inspector-General noted,
‘Most of the eunuchs were personally inspected by District
Superintendents in their cold weather tours of inspection’. In fact, the
1895 report showed a similar pattern of regional variation to the reports of
the 1870s and early 1880s: in Meerut and Allahabad divisions, for
instance, the registers were ‘maintained with care’ and surveillance was
satisfactory; whereas in Benares division – which seems to have been
a persistent cause of frustration – record-keeping and the surveillance of
migrations were reportedly inadequate.48
Why was the policing of ‘eunuchs’ uneven at the local level? One
signiﬁcant factor was the varied attitudes of British district administrators
toward the policing of sexual morality. In 1870–1, not a single NWP
Magistrate or Superintendent of Police expressed opposition to ‘special
legislation’ to control ‘eunuchs’. From this time, many high- and lowerranking British ofﬁcials continued to see Hijras as a moral affront and
a challenge to British rule. The continued anxiety at the district level was
evident in British ofﬁcers’ occasional proposals for additional measures to
combat eunuchs, which the NWP government considered sweeping and
46
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unrealistic.49 However, some district administrators did not see the small
‘eunuch’ population as a threat to public morality. Some felt that the antiHijra drive was a distraction from more important aspects of colonial
governance. Several NWP ofﬁcials probably shared the frustration of an
anonymous ‘District Ofﬁcer’ who wrote in The Pioneer in 1883 that there
was a ‘total disregard of the relative importance’ of district ofﬁcers’
‘various duties’ in the NWP. In a broader article on district administration, the anonymous ofﬁcial noted in passing that the policing of morality
seemed to take precedence for the NWP government: ‘The ablest District
Ofﬁcer is liable at any moment to be accused of gross neglect of duty if
a eunuch has disappeared from his district, or the infanticide cess falls into
arrears’.50
These mixed ofﬁcial attitudes towards the policing of ‘eunuchs’ – from
anxiety to ambivalence – certainly shaped the variegated pattern of local
law enforcement. This reﬂects the contingent character of the colonial
governance of sexuality, which was also evident in the hotly debated
Contagious Diseases Acts (CDAs) that were implemented in numerous
British colonies. While women campaigners and missionaries opposed
the CDAs as an endorsement of a sexual double standard and sexual vice
(respectively), in contrast, the army claimed such laws were necessary to
preserve military strength and many doctors welcomed this project of
medical regulation.51 In India, the notions of civilising duty expressed in
London and at the upper levels of the Indian administration were less
evident among British ofﬁcials on the ground, some of whom took
a pragmatic, rather than a moralising view.52 Meanwhile, some colonies –
including most of British Africa – did not implement contagious disease
regulations at all, due to local social and political considerations.53
Similarly, the variations in the local policing of ‘eunuchs’ and the divergent attitudes of British administrators throw into relief the highly contextual nature of the colonial regulation of sexuality.
Moreover, the local and regional differences in the policing of
‘eunuchs’ often reﬂected broader variations in law enforcement across
north India. This becomes apparent when the annual report on Part II of
the CTA is compared with the annual NWP police administration report.
Take, for example, the year 1877. As noted above, the annual report on
the registration of eunuchs had concluded that local policing was generally effective in Agra, Rohilkhand and Meerut divisions, but was
49
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unsatisfactory in Benares, Allahabad and Jhansi divisions. Likewise,
Robertson, the NWP Secretary, praised the general police administration
in all of the districts of Rohilkhand, with the exception of the mediocre
Bijnor district, and in all of Agra division, aside from Etah district. He also
gave satisfactory or mixed reviews to all of the districts of Meerut division.
That is, the parts of the NWP where ‘eunuchs’ were reportedly closely
monitored were, on the whole, those districts where the general police
administration was also satisfactory, according to the NWP government.
Conversely, while the Deputy Inspector-General had been deeply unsatisﬁed with the policing of ‘eunuchs’ in Benares division, Robertson’s
review of general law enforcement in that division was also overwhelmingly negative and highlighted a lack of attention to serious crime.
The problems with the regulation of ‘eunuchs’ in Allahabad division
also echoed the generally lax policing in the district. Meanwhile, the
annual police report gave Jhansi division a mixed but mostly negative
review, as did the report on the policing of ‘eunuchs’.54
To be sure, the enforcement of Part II of the CTA did not exactly
mirror the general pattern of law enforcement in all instances. District
Superintendents who were charged with improving law enforcement in
problem districts sometimes deprioritised the regulation of ‘eunuchs’ in
the process of implementing their reforms. In 1878, the District
Superintendent of Kanpur was praised for his efforts in reforming various
aspects of local policing, but the enforcement of Part II of the CTA was
reportedly ‘discreditable’ to the police and ‘the subject [had] evidently
been neglected’.55 Conversely, the 1878 police administration report
noted problems with law enforcement in a few districts where the policing
of eunuchs was apparently efﬁcient – as was the case in several districts of
Agra division.56
However, the district-level regulation of ‘eunuchs’ usually reﬂected
broader conﬁgurations of law enforcement. The patchwork of local policing and surveillance under Part II of the CTA is symptomatic of the
irregular pattern of policing in late nineteenth-century northern India.
Recall that in the years following 1857, a number of reforms to the
colonial system of policing were introduced. The police reforms of the
early 1860s aimed to make the force more efﬁcient, but also to reduce
costs and to ensure that the colonial police did not intrude too heavily into
daily life, particularly in rural areas. As such, rural elites such as landlords
and village headmen were placed in charge of chaukidars and were
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responsible for communicating the information these watchmen supplied
to the nearest police station. Some District Superintendents of Police
attempted to integrate the village watch-and-ward system more closely
with the colonial police force. Yet in general, the policing system
remained decentralised and disaggregated in late nineteenth-century
north India, particularly outside the larger towns.57 In sum, the colonial
police – and more broadly, the colonial state – was far from a monolith.
The policing of the criminal tribes under Part I of the CTA also helps to
contextualise the regulation of eunuchs under Part II of the law. Both
parts of the CTA were implemented unevenly, though in somewhat
different ways. To be sure, Part I of the CTA gave the police greater
powers to intervene in everyday life than Part II and its effects were more
intensiﬁed in those areas where it was applied. Yet Part I of the CTA was
enforced against the criminal tribes in a highly selective manner, while the
provisions of the law relating to ‘eunuchs’ were implemented in every
district of the NWP, with the exception of some districts in Kumaon
division.58 In many ways, the registration of ‘eunuchs’ was a more routine
and widespread part of local policing than the regulation of the criminal
tribes in the 1870s and 1880s.
The policing of the criminal tribes was localised and uneven in this
period. Out of the twenty-nine ‘criminal tribes’ that the NWP administration had proposed to register in the late 1860s, only four communities
in three districts were notiﬁed under the CTA between 1871 and 1885.
This was because the Government of India was unconvinced that several
groups would have adequate means of livelihood if notiﬁed, since the
NWP refused to establish new ‘reformatory settlements’.59 The large
numbers of registered ‘criminal tribespeople’ who absconded in both
the NWP and neighbouring Punjab is evidence of the enormous transformations in these communities’ everyday lives under the CTA, as they
were forced to report regularly to police stations and found their mobility
restricted. At the same time, this widespread absconding attests to weak
points in law enforcement that opened up opportunities for evasion and
resistance. In 1898, an amendment to the CTA aimed to deal with these
problems of registration and law enforcement.60 By 1904, however, the
NWP government had declared the policing of the criminal tribes
57
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a ‘failure’.61 It is clear that the pattern of policing under both Part I and
Part II of the CTA was varied and locally contextual.62
One factor in the variegated policing of ‘eunuchs’ that we have not
considered thus far was the agency of registered people in persistently
evading police and adopting strategies to cope with their criminalisation.
‘Eunuchs’ illegally performed and wore feminine dress in public places
and used their periodic migrations to gain respite from surveillance, or
simply ‘disappeared’. These strategies of evasion widened weak points in
police surveillance and shaped the pattern of local law enforcement.
The rest of this chapter delves in greater detail into the everyday lives of
registered people under the CTA and their strategies of evasion, resistance and coping in three particular contexts: mobility and migration;
performance and dress; and Hijra communal structures.
Policing Mobile ‘Eunuchs’
The migration of people criminalised as ‘eunuchs’ was a persistent cause
of worry for the NWP government from the early 1870s. Recall that the
only ways to monitor the movements of ‘eunuchs’ were registration,
police surveillance and communication between districts. Registered
people were instructed to report any travels outside their district to the
police, but there were no means to punish them if they concealed their
mobility.63 As such, there were repeated calls from district ofﬁcials for
some sort of pass system to restrict ‘eunuch’ mobility. In 1877, Hobart,
the Deputy Inspector-General of Police, drafted new rules under which
a registered person needed a pass from the lambardar (village head) to
leave their village; a pass from the head of the police station to leave the
‘police circle’; and a pass from the Magistrate to leave the limits of the
district.64 The NWP Lieutenant-Governor decided that ‘the proposed
rules carry surveillance and interference with the freedom of the
eunuchs too far’, though pragmatic considerations were probably
more pressing than any consideration of the ‘freedom’ of ‘eunuchs’.65
A pass system would have signiﬁcantly increased the workload of the
police and the district Magistrates. Moreover, the NWP government did
not view all forms of mobility as a problem and did not want to prevent
the permanent migrations of registered people outside the province, since
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the reduction and eventual elimination of the ‘eunuch’ population of the
NWP was the goal. Even permanent migration to other British territories did not perturb the NWP, revealing the province-centric view of
colonial administrators and the fractures between different provinces in
British India.66 It was the temporary movements of registered people
across borders that worried the NWP administration, since these shortterm migrations undermined efforts to govern, count and control the
NWP ‘eunuch’ population and thus cause it to die out.
As such, in the following years, the NWP government sought to
strengthen surveillance by mandating that: ﬁrst, Magistrates should communicate with each other in English about registered peoples’
movements; second, migrating people should automatically be registered
in their new district;67 third, people who had migrated outside the NWP
or disappeared should be retained on a register of absent eunuchs for
seven years; and ﬁnally, temporary movements between the districts of
the NWP should be recorded on a ‘casual register’.68 But NWP ofﬁcials
persistently complained about the police’s limited powers to monitor the
movements of people registered as eunuchs. For instance, in the early
1880s, O. L. Smith, the Deputy Inspector-General of Police, highlighted
the difﬁculties in controlling ‘persons who wander among [the forty-six]
districts [of the NWP] who are in no way obliged to report their movements at the places whence they start or at those through which they pass,
and who . . . wander anywhere they please, their chief care being to avoid
the police’.69
At one time or another, most Hijras and other people registered as
‘eunuchs’ exploited the limited ability of the police to control their movements and in the process, created and widened gaps in law enforcement.
Mobility was a means to shirk surveillance, break the law, and maintain
prohibited livelihoods, as well as a challenge to colonial norms of sedentary and ‘productive’ lifestyles. In short, mobile ‘eunuchs’ were ungovernable ‘eunuchs’. While the impacts of Part II of the CTA propelled the
migration of registered people, aspects of the Hijra social role and communal structures also acted as ‘push’ factors. In many cases, short-term
migration was probably a result of Hijras’ continuation of socio-cultural
practices that the colonial government deﬁned as peripatetic and therefore criminal. As we saw in Chapter 6, nineteenth-century
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Hijras generally had a permanent place of residence but were mobile for
short periods to collect alms, perform and visit related Hijra households.
The distances which Hijras travelled varied. While some visited Indianruled states and other British provinces, most only travelled through the
‘countryside’ surrounding the town or village in which they lived. Yet in
some instances, permanently leaving their place of residence may have
severed Hijras’ guru-chela relationships and necessitated ﬁnding a new
household in which to be initiated, possibly limiting some Hijras’ capacity to migrate to evade police.70 Anthropologists have noted that in
contemporary India, cutting the ties of Hijra discipleship involves the
ritual expulsion of the Hijra chela from her guru’s household.71
Although discipleship hierarchies may have sometimes constrained
Hijra evasion through mobility, registered people persistently moved
about under the CTA, weakening the police’s capacity to enforce the
law. It is impossible to form a reliable statistical picture of the number
of registered ‘eunuchs’ who migrated permanently or temporarily
under the CTA, because the government’s record-keeping practices
inﬂated the statistics of those under police surveillance, but colonial
archives contain numerous examples of resistance and evasion through
mobility.72
The most drastic response of registered people was to escape police
surveillance by permanently migrating from the NWP to another British
province or an Indian principality where Part II of the CTA was not
enforced. This was especially common in the many NWP districts that
bordered on other provinces and principalities. When the CTA was ﬁrst
introduced to Benares district in 1872, two of the six ‘eunuchs’ originally
registered, Koosunee and her chela Sugoonah, left for Sasaram in modern
Bihar, where they had links to local Hijras.73 Sometimes, registered people
left the NWP in small groups of two or three for Indian-ruled states or other
provinces.74 Larger migrations also occurred, such as thirty-four people
who left Rohilkhand for Rampur state in 1881.75 A number of registered
people also went on pilgrimage to Mecca after 1871.76
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Second, many registered people simply ‘disappeared’ within the NWP
by evading the police. The colonial records provide numerous instances
of ‘eunuchs’ who went ‘away in a stealthy manner’ and could not be
traced.77 The threat of surveillance was sometimes enough to cause ﬂight.
In 1871–2 in Mirzapur, eight of twelve registered people disappeared
immediately after inquiries were ﬁrst made, while three people disappeared from Bareilly when the CTA was ﬁrst introduced and ‘no trace
[could] be found of where they went to’.78 In several instances, people
registered as eunuchs managed to evade police for over a decade.79
Persons who were prosecuted under the CTA for performance, wearing
women’s clothing or residing with children sometimes subsequently
disappeared.80 District authorities insisted that ‘eunuchs’ report where
they were travelling to, but many migrating people simply gave a false
address of destination. Hobart outlined this problem in 1876:
Fifty six men [i.e., registered ‘eunuchs’] are said to have left their districts. . . .
Of these, 25 men left for districts in our own provinces; of these 25, 13 can
nowhere be found. In some of these cases they have [given] false addresses,
for . . . a careful search has been made for them ineffectually. In the case of the
other 30 men who declared their intention of going to other provinces, it is
impossible to say how many gave false addresses, and simply moved to another
district [in the NWP].81

Tracking down people who gave false addresses and disappeared in the
forty-six districts of the NWP was obviously difﬁcult and timeconsuming. Whereas some registered people managed to escape the
police’s view altogether, others were eventually traced and reregistered.82 The initial ﬂight was simpler to achieve than ongoing avoidance of the police.
Finally, many registered people regularly traversed political borders –
between the NWP and other British provinces or Indian-ruled territories,
as well as between the districts of the NWP – residing for short periods
where they were not registered. This opened up possibilities for
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Hijras and others criminalised as ‘eunuchs’ to perform and wear feminine
clothes without the risk of prosecution. For example, temporary migration was particularly common in districts that bordered other provinces,
such as Punjab. In 1878, the Superintendent of Saharanpur complained
that the ‘eunuchs’ of his district frequently crossed into Punjab ‘with
impunity’, while Punjabi ‘eunuchs’ regularly visited the NWP for short
periods. Saharanpur ‘eunuchs’ could thus ‘practice their trade with
safety’ in Punjab. Meanwhile, Punjabi ‘eunuchs’ were not registered in
the NWP and could not be prosecuted for performing or wearing
women’s clothing there, undermining the provincial government’s efforts
to erase ‘obscenity’ from public space. Although these inter-province
visits were of short duration, the Superintendent complained that the
cross-border ﬂows of registered people had resulted in a breakdown in
surveillance.83 In districts that bordered ‘native states’, people criminalised as eunuchs also frequently crossed between British and Indian
territories for short periods and ofﬁcials complained, ‘[n]othing can be
done to control these [people]’.84
By the mid 1880s, the NWP police were monitoring the migrations of
so-called eunuchs more closely. From 1882, the NWP government
required each district to annually report the number of registered people
who migrated into and out of the district. These statistics suggest that the
majority of those registered under Part II of the CTA travelled for part of
each year, despite police surveillance. The total number of ‘moves’ into
and out of each district of the NWP increased from 231 inward and 371
outward migrations in 1882; to 475 inward and 422 outward migrations
in 1883; to 616 inward and 577 outward migrations in 1884. Meanwhile,
from 1882 to 1884, the registered population decreased from 1006 to
788, as the number of reported ‘moves’ gradually increased.85 People
migrating across several districts were presumably counted in both the
inward and outward migration columns – and possibly several times in
each column – if surveillance was strict. Nevertheless, the tables of
‘moves’ suggest that many Hijras, Zananas and other ‘eunuchs’ were
highly mobile.
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However, the increase in reported migrations in the early 1880s was
probably due to an increase in surveillance, rather an increase in mobility.
Consequently, in the early-mid 1880s, people criminalised as ‘eunuchs’
were still travelling periodically, but this mobility was less likely to provide
a means of evading police, since it was more closely monitored.
Nevertheless, the NWP government’s renewed efforts to reﬁne the rules
for the recording of ‘casual’ and permanent migrations in the early 1890s
suggest that police surveillance of registered peoples’ movements had
declined somewhat.86 The mobility of Hijras and other ‘eunuchs’ shaped
the contours of the policing and surveillance regime. Registered people’s
persistence in keeping on the move also signiﬁcantly undermined the
NWP’s efforts to police the public presence of Hijras, Zananas and various people with non-binary gender embodiment.

Regulating Public Space
Throughout most of the late nineteenth century, the NWP government
reiterated that the prosecution of registered ‘eunuchs’ for dancing, playing
music and wearing female clothes and ‘ornaments’ under section 26 of the
1871 law was a key aspect of district administration. In 1876, the InspectorGeneral of Police, Hobart, impressed upon district ofﬁcials the importance of
punishment ‘liberally dealt out’, since ‘[i]t is not common sense to suppose
that eunuchs will, except with extreme difﬁculty, be forced to abandon
a means of living to which they have been accustomed all their lives’.87
Yet the prohibition of public performance and feminine gender expression did not have the immediate impact that the NWP government had
hoped for. In 1873, only two registered ‘eunuchs’ were ‘sent up’ for
infractions of section 26, one receiving thirty-two days imprisonment
while the other was acquitted because she/he was found not to be
a ‘eunuch’.88 The following year, there was an increase in the number
of prosecutions, with nine in total, but the provincial government
regarded this as ‘extremely few’ and a result of ‘laxity’ in enforcement.
Several British district ofﬁcials noted that local ‘eunuchs’ danced and
sang for a living but had not been prosecuted, while in contrast, in other
districts registered people had been forced to give up performance and
feminine dress.89 Although the provincial government noticed ‘decided
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improvement’ in the prosecution of performance and feminine clothing
from 1876, enforcement continued to differ between districts.90
In some parts of the NWP, district administrators strictly enforced
section 26, with devastating impacts upon Hijras who were barred from
their gender expression, important performative practices, key aspects of
their social role and a major source of income. Most non-Hijras on the
registers also felt the brunt of section 26: they had generally been registered precisely because of their gender presentation or their performative
traditions. The Magistrate of Hamirpur reported the distress of the
‘eunuchs’ in his district, writing that ‘in consequence of dancing and
singing having been forbidden . . . the creatures hardly know what to
do’.91 In 1876, Hobart reported that in ﬁfteen districts, all the ‘eunuchs’
had ‘been forced to abandon their former calling and to pursue honest
and legitimate menial pursuits’.92 In 1881, only Sitapur and Basti districts reported that registered people performed for a living. The NWP
Secretary, J. R. Reid, summed up the predicament of most registered
eunuchs as such:
The occupations of the registered eunuchs are reported to be generally harmless.
Dancing and singing, which were previously allowed in Muzaffarnagar, Kheri,
and elsewhere, have now been forbidden, and occupations are for the most part
begging, agriculture, service, or trade, most of the eunuchs being miserably
poor.93

Reid probably underestimated the extent to which registered people
continued to perform and wear feminine clothing while avoiding the
police. Moreover, prior to the CTA, most Hijras had varied and multiple
occupations in addition to performance, most notably in agriculture – this
was not a consequence of the CTA. Yet it is clear that singing, dancing
and wearing women’s dress in public spaces had become considerably
riskier by the early 1880s. This restricted the livelihoods of Hijras,
Zananas and other performers labelled ‘eunuchs’, most of whom already
had relatively limited economic means.
In several districts, the law was also applied illegally in ways that
exceeded the provisions of the CTA. The prohibition of performance
and women’s clothing under the CTA sometimes gave the impression
that police could also prosecute unregistered people who, in the eyes of
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ofﬁcials, resembled Hijras because they cross-dressed in daily life, theatrical contexts or ritual settings. In 1879, an unregistered male-bodied
person who was found wearing female clothing was ‘arrested, convicted,
and sentenced to six months’ imprisonment’. According to Robertson it
was ‘by no means clear that this conviction was legal’, since police had not
registered the person as a ‘suspect eunuch’ prior to the arrest. Judges
dismissed some such cases, as occurred in Lucknow in 1879.94 Yet
authorities in several districts, including Allahabad and Fyzabad, illegally
used the CTA to convict unregistered persons for public performance and
wearing women’s clothing.95 These unregistered people probably
included some Zananas; performers who sometimes played female roles
like Bhagatiyas and bhands; and Sakhi religious devotees. The CTA
painted all persons who troubled binary gender categories as an obscene
and deviant public presence and thus facilitated police harassment and
the use of illegal measures.96 Even in districts where illegal measures were
not used, male-bodied people who wore feminine clothing were forced to
adopt male dress in order to avoid registration under the CTA, since
cross-dressing was considered proof that an individual could be ‘reasonably suspected’ of sodomy, kidnapping and castration. The penal provisions of the CTA thus had a wider-ranging impact in some areas than the
number of prosecutions would suggest.
By the late 1870s and early 1880s, the vast majority of districts reported
that registered people’s occupations included begging in male clothing,
vagrancy, ‘honest labour’, trade, shopkeeping, service, cultivation and
other forms of agricultural work, but not performance.97 In 1896, less
than ten per cent of registered ‘eunuchs’ had ‘some deﬁnite occupation
without resort to beggary’ and most had reportedly stopped
performing.98 Yet both police headquarters and the NWP government
repeatedly complained that there was ‘much laxity’ in enforcement since
the numbers of prosecutions were relatively small, generally under
a dozen per year. The upper echelons of the NWP government suspected
that some registered people still performed or cross-dressed, but had
escaped prosecution.99 For instance, in 1878 twenty-two ‘eunuchs’ in
Banda and ﬁfteen in Unnao still reportedly performed for a living, but had
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not been prosecuted.100 In 1880, ‘in Muzaffarnagar and Kheri the occupation of some registered eunuchs [was] given as dancing and singing in
male attire, though such conduct [was] expressly made penal in the Act’.
In Unnao too, registered people ‘still dress[ed] as women’, while in
Hardoi ‘registered eunuchs play[ed] in public in male attire’.
The Secretary concluded that the ‘police, both in Hardoi and elsewhere,
appear[ed] inclined to wink at offences against the Act’.101 But British
district authorities protested that it was difﬁcult to detect the illegal
performances and feminine dress of ‘eunuchs’. Ofﬁcials also complained
that the legal powers and resources of the police were inadequate to the
task of closely watching the registered population.102
Another factor that limited law enforcement in some places was British
district ofﬁcials’ deprioritisation of the prosecution of registered people
for performance if they wore male clothing. The vast majority of convictions under the CTA were for wearing feminine clothing, rather than for
public performances in male clothing. For instance, in 1880 all thirteen
convictions were for ‘wearing female attire’ or ‘appearing as women’ in
public.103 Some British ofﬁcials at the district level were clearly unperturbed by the bawdy content of Hijras’ and Zananas’ performances,
which they viewed as ‘harmless’.104 In 1875, a number of district ofﬁcials
‘argued that it seems hard to lay down a rule that an impotent person who
dresses as a man, and earns his livelihood by singing, should be . . .
prohibited from singing’.105 In some cases, British ofﬁcials gave registered people explicit permission to perform in public in male clothing. For
instance, in Mirzapur in 1881, the Superintendent of Police discovered
that the ‘eunuchs of some stations [were] allowed to dance and sing’
under a ‘vernacular proceeding issued by a Magistrate permitting it’.106
These district administrators either did not perceive Hijra and Zanana
performance as obscene or did not think it warranted regulation.
In contrast, the NWP government argued that the performances of
‘eunuchs’ were for a ‘criminal object’, by implication sex with men, and
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should be stamped out.107 Hence, there was ongoing disagreement
between ofﬁcials at various levels of the provincial government over the
deﬁnition of obscenity.
Attitudes towards the policing of ‘eunuchs’ in public space also varied
among the judiciary. When registered people were brought before the
courts for feminine dress and performance, they received widely differing
sentences. In 1881, Robertson remarked that in Agra division the ‘difference in the punishments awarded’ was ‘striking’: ﬁve people had received
imprisonment for one month; two for four months; and two were sentenced to the heavy penalty of one year of rigorous imprisonment.
Moreover, in Jhansi district a convicted ‘eunuch’ had received only
eight days of imprisonment, a punishment that Robertson deemed ‘very
inadequate’.108 In 1882, the punishments reported across the NWP
ranged from a ﬁne of ten rupees to six months rigorous
imprisonment.109 The conviction of a person arrested under Part II of
the CTA was not assured and there were several unsuccessful prosecutions every year. In districts where registered people had received relatively light ﬁnes or short sentences, they were probably emboldened to
break the law. People registered as ‘eunuchs’ persistently carved out
spaces where they could perform and wear feminine clothing under the
CTA. Hence, the evasion, resistance and survival strategies of Hijras and
other so-called ‘eunuchs’ were an additional factor that created ﬁssures in
the policing of public spaces.
One way that registered people attempted to circumvent section 26 was
to petition the colonial government to allow them a partial exemption so
that they could perform in male clothing. As we saw in Chapter 7,
a number of people petitioned the NWP administration to challenge
their registration under the CTA and contested their classiﬁcation as
a ‘suspect eunuch’. However, the majority of petitions from registered
people sought to reverse the prohibition on performance as a strategy of
economic, as well as cultural, survival. People petitioned for the ‘right’ to
‘dance and play in public’ or to perform at religious fairs.110 Petitions
often emphasised the economic devastation caused by the prohibition on
performance. In the mid 1870s, for instance, the ‘eunuchs’ of Ghazipur
district complained to the Magistrate that they were ‘starving’.111
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Likewise, in 1882 several District Superintendents and Magistrates in
Fyzabad division highlighted the ‘miserable condition of the eunuchs’.
A number of the people registered in Fyzabad had, ‘in consequence of
their distress, complained’ to the Commissioner ‘of the rigid rules against
them’.112 These petitions were strategically crafted in several respects.
People criminalised as ‘eunuchs’ did not petition to wear feminine dress
in public and seem to have been aware that most NWP ofﬁcials would
reject this out of hand. Instead, they framed their petitions to perform as
necessary for economic survival. Moreover, their petitions did not contain
a discourse of ‘customary’ rights to perform when collecting alms, but
rather highlighted economic impacts, a smart strategy, since the colonial
authorities considered many Hijra socio-cultural practices to be criminal
and deviant.
Nevertheless, registered people largely failed to mitigate the prohibition on performance through legal channels. The NWP government
rejected every petition it received.113 Hijras and others caught up in
Part II of the CTA sometimes had greater success if they petitioned
British district ofﬁcials, though respite was usually short lived since division- and provincial-level ofﬁcials usually reversed the district ofﬁcer’s
decision.114 The provincial government’s wholesale rejection of petitions
contributed to registered people’s use of other means of evasion and
coping in order to sing, dance, play music and choose their gender
embodiment.
First, some registered ‘eunuchs’ became adept at dodging police surveillance. Intelligence in several districts suggested that registered people
wore female clothing or performed in public but had avoided detection.
For instance, in 1875, all the registered people in Etah district and the vast
majority in Agra district were ‘earning their bread by dancing and singing’
but had evaded police.115 In Banda district in the late 1870s, ‘eunuchs’
were reported to sing and dance for a living but ‘[t]he police . . . did not
succeed in detecting any of their malpractices’.116 Some registered people
were also known to wear feminine clothing in public and had escaped
punishment, although this was less common.117
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A second strategy was to strategically cooperate with normative masculinity. Since people criminalised as ‘eunuchs’ were more likely to be
prosecuted if they wore female clothing, some took a creative approach to
their gendered appearance, mixing elements of male and female clothing
in order to superﬁcially conform to masculinity, while simultaneously
hinting at their gender identity. In Hardoi, for instance, the
Superintendent of Police reported that ‘one lot’ of registered people
‘sail very close to the wind in the manner of dress’, incorporating elements
of feminine dress with male clothing to create, from the Superintendent’s
perspective, a confused gendered appearance. The Hardoi ‘eunuchs’
destabilised gender boundaries, while superﬁcially conforming to masculinity and avoiding prosecution.118
Third, the vast majority of registered people appear to have danced,
played music and embodied their gender identity in contexts deﬁned as
‘private’ under the law, since these acts were only illegal in public spaces
and ‘public houses’ (brothels and drinking establishments). Colonial
ofﬁcials suspected that ‘eunuchs’ covertly performed and wore women’s
clothing in both their own and other peoples’ houses, although their
occupations were ‘professedly . . . respectable’.119 The authorities in
Mainpuri reported that performances were rarely ‘done in public’ and
registered people secretly performed in unknown private locations.120
In Hardoi, the Superintendent illegally searched registered people’s
houses and found ‘all the appliances of their trade’ – that is, female
clothing and musical instruments – suggesting to the government that
many ‘eunuchs’ performed and wore female clothing in private.121
In 1883, Spedding, the Magistrate of Moradabad, obtained a warrant to
search registered people’s households after three Hijras were charged with
‘unnatural offences’ under section 377. Spedding thereby ‘proved that
some registered eunuchs do dress in women’s clothes in their own
houses’.122 Domestic space was therefore an important site where
Hijras and other criminalised people contested the colonial regulation of
their gender and cultural practices.
On several occasions, district authorities called for greater policing
powers to prevent performances and feminine dress in private. For
instance, in 1884 Spedding recommended that the possession of female
clothing and musical instruments should be prohibited and police should
be empowered to conduct night-time searches of registered people’s
118
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houses.123 The provincial government rejected Spedding’s proposals
because there was not a ‘sufﬁcient case’ for interference in registered
people’s households, as the aim of the government was to police the public
presence of ‘eunuchs’. Moreover, Spedding’s scheme would create too
much police work, precisely because most registered people performed
and wore feminine clothing in ‘private’. The NWP Secretary remarked on
the proposal to criminalise the possession of female clothing and musical
instruments, ‘[t]he police would have a ﬁne time if this were done’.124
High-ranking NWP ofﬁcials were unwilling to further extend surveillance
and thereby add to the considerable number of man-hours already
devoted to policing ‘eunuchs’, particularly since they were primarily
concerned with cross-dressing and performance in public spaces.
The fourth strategy that Hijras used to cope with the colonial regulation
of obscenity was to continue to collect alms or badhai. The colonial
government did not attempt to make Hijras productive according to
colonial standards by preventing alms-collection – labelled ‘begging’ by
the British – although Hijras’ ‘vagrancy’ partly underlay their criminalisation. In this respect, the CTA worked to keep Hijras ‘criminal’. Yet while
alms-collection was legal under the CTA, public nuisance laws could still
be used against Hijra ‘begging’.125 Moreover, the prohibition on singing
and dancing probably weakened Hijras’ ability to collect badhai, since
alms-collection was closely intertwined with Hijra performance. Hence,
several Hijras petitioned to carry drums and other musical instruments
while ‘begging’, suggesting the importance of musical performance to
their requests for badhai.126 Nonetheless, alms-collection at households
and in public places continued to play an important role in the daily lives
of Hijras under the CTA. After 1871, in most districts the police still
permitted Hijras to ‘go on their rounds and collect their dues’, so long as
they did not perform or wear female clothing.127 Thus, Hijras continued
to assert their right to alms and daily enquire in their neighbourhoods
‘Hua Beta?’ (‘Has a child been born?’).128 Hijras still visited the countryside to collect seed from cultivators at harvest time and demanded alms in
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marketplaces. On a practical level, requesting alms was an important
strategy of everyday economic survival under the CTA.
Moreover, Hijras maintained their conspicuous and often bawdy presence in public space through alms-collection, undermining the NWP’s
efforts to erase Hijras as a visible social group and to cause their cultural
elimination. When collecting alms, Hijras continued to use bawdy talk
and actions.129 In 1889, Mahtab Rai, an Indian lawyer, reported on
Hijras’ ‘obscene’ speech and behaviour in Lucknow, where police had
enforced the CTA since the late 1870s:
They . . . are so voluble that it is hard and very difﬁcult to bring them to bay in
conversation which is extremely obscene . . . [I]n Lucknow a Mela or fair takes
place among the class every year. The members of the class . . . divide themselves
into two groups and stand on the two sides of a river. There and then they utter
very obscene and ﬁlthy language, and abuse each other. In short, they accustom
themselves so much to immoral and indecent talk, that they become quite
immodest and are proud of their victory over others in such language.130

Hijra alms-collection also implied a threat of obscene gestures and
actions towards the potential alms-giver. Colonial commentators
found Hijras’ tendency to ‘strip themselves naked’ if refused alms particularly disturbing.131 In the context of the prohibition of feminine dress
under the CTA, such actions challenged colonial control over Hijra
bodies by making a spectacle of their bodily difference. Hijras’ bawdy
talk and behaviour also undermined colonial efforts to cleanse public
space of Hijra ‘obscenity’. Through continued participation in local
ritual economies Hijras also expressed their power to bless and curse
fertility as infertile persons and positioned themselves as spiritual ascetics, articulating an association between the Hijra community and particular deities. Alms-collection implicitly challenged the colonial
characterisation of Hijras as a criminal collective through these discourses of spiritual power. Moreover, Hijra alms-collection undercut
the provincial government’s agenda of expunging Hijras as a distinct
socio-cultural category in public space. Hijras’ continued badhai collection, performance and feminine embodiment in large part accounts for
the survival of the Hijra social role in north India in the face of colonial
cultural elimination.
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Evading Colonial Record-Keeping and Domestic
Interventions
People registered as ‘eunuchs’ also sought to undermine the recordkeeping practices of the colonial state in order to limit police surveillance
of their domestic lives and discipleship networks. The NWP government
viewed the inscription of individual personal details on registers as essential to controlling ‘eunuchs’. In turn, registered people sought to subvert
colonial record-keeping in a number of ways. In particular, they appear to
have resented the documentation of their belongings on property registers. Under section 29 of Part II of the CTA, registered ‘eunuchs’ could
not make a will or gift property. In order to enforce this provision, section
30 required police to compile property registers and also compelled
registered people ‘to furnish information as to all property, whether
movable or immovable, of or to which he is possessed or entitled’.132
The registration of property and the banning of wills and gifts were a part
of the NWP’s broader project of eliminating Hijras/eunuchs. These parts
of the CTA aimed to prevent initiation by removing any possible ﬁnancial
incentive to become a Hijra chela (disciple), thus reducing the Hijra
population.133 The prohibition on wills and gifts also allowed authorities
to intervene in succession practices, such as the ascension of a guru and
the passing on of a deceased guru’s property to their chelas. Conveniently
for the NWP government, the registration of property additionally provided a pretext for regular inspections of Hijra households and the surveillance of domestic spaces. Yet government interference with Hijra
inheritance was limited in practice. Due to pragmatic considerations,
‘cracks’ in the surveillance and enumeration of property and Hijras’
evasion of registration, Hijra inter-generational succession and inheritance patterns were by and large maintained and the record-keeping
practices of the colonial state were weakened.
After 1871, many district ofﬁcials were convinced that registered
‘eunuchs’ were concealing property from authorities, rendering colonial
records inaccurate. In some cases, these claims may have been due to the
disparity between the seemingly humble means of many registered people
and some British ofﬁcials’ assumptions that Hijras were relatively wealthy
due to income from prostitution and ‘begging’. Yet there is ﬁrm evidence
that Hijras did conceal property and prevent colonial interference with
inheritance. In Basti district, the Superintendent of Police was not satisﬁed with the correctness of the property register compiled in 1872 and
132
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suggested that it did not reﬂect the full extent of the property of
‘eunuchs’.134 Almost ten years later, in 1881, the Superintendent of
Police in Gonda wrote that ‘it is of no use to register eunuch’s [sic]
property, as they sell it and purchase it with different names’.135
Numerous district ofﬁcials echoed (almost word-for-word) the complaint
of the Hardoi authorities in 1883 that ‘all the eunuchs in the district’ were
‘attempting to conceal their means’.136
However, Hijras’ efforts to prevent the registration of their property are
somewhat perplexing, since their chelas were allowed to inherit under
NWP government policy. Although most British district ofﬁcials initially
interpreted the CTA as mandating that a deceased ‘eunuch’s’ property
should escheat to government, the provincial administration held that the
CTA prohibited registered people from alienating their property by gift,
will or adoption, but ‘bar[red] no other mode of inheritance’. Thus,
property should only escheat to government when there were ‘absolutely
no heirs of any kind forthcoming’.137 In the context of the colonial legal
marginalisation of communities structured by discipleship and the promotion of a conjugal model of succession,138 somewhat oddly, Hijra
chelas were recognised as ‘heirs’. The NWP administration allowed
chelas to inherit their deceased guru’s property if they were ‘eunuchs’
and lived ‘in common’ with the deceased. This was largely because the
value of the property was insigniﬁcant to the colonial government and the
policy saved administrative hassle.139
In light of the government position that chelas and ‘co-sharers’ could
inherit the property of registered people, why would Hijras have bothered
to prevent government interference in inheritance? Although there was
a small threat that district authorities would escheat diseased Hijras’
property to the NWP government, in the majority of cases Hijras’
chelas or ‘co-owners’ inherited property. For example, in 1880 Rs. 469
of deceased ‘eunuch’s’ property was escheated to the government, but
Rs. 2284 was inherited by other ‘eunuchs’.140 A more pressing motivation
behind Hijras’ evasion of property registration was the mitigation of
colonial intervention into discipleship structures. It is probable that the
colonial government’s mediation of inheritance and succession on the
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death of a guru was distasteful to Hijra communities. Colonial ethnologists reported that the succession of a guru was the occasion for a great
celebration, involving not only the immediate Hijra household, but also
Hijras from the surrounding region that were related by discipleship
lineage.141 Generational succession was clearly central to the social and
cultural life of the Hijra community. For this reason, Hijras may have
resisted the intervention of the colonial government following the death of
a guru, even if it was likely that property would be passed onto other
Hijras.
Considering that the government viewed the practice of registration as
the lynchpin of police surveillance, Hijras and other ‘eunuchs’ may have
also evaded the registration of their property because they recognised that
this was a means to keep watch over their households. Indeed, in practice
the main purpose of the property register was to allow the police to
periodically inspect registered peoples’ houses without a warrant, not to
prevent Hijra inheritance. Hijras who concealed property were actively
subverting the record-keeping practices of the colonial state and the
surveillance regime to which registration was linked. The resistance of
Hijras to property registration demonstrates how they sought to minimise
the presence of the colonial state in their daily lives, discipleship lineages
and homes.

... ... ...
By foregrounding local contexts and everyday interactions with colonial
ofﬁcials, this chapter has provided a more detailed and nuanced picture of
the colonial policing of the Hijra community than the few existing scholarly and activist accounts, which mistake the letter of the law for its
enforcement.142 The pattern of policing across the province was variegated for much of the late nineteenth century. Each annual report on the
enforcement of Part II of the CTA noted some districts where surveillance, prosecutions and punishments were inadequate. At the same time,
in most annual reports, the NWP government praised several districts for
giving due attention to this ‘important branch’ of district
administration.143 Police in a number of districts kept a close watch on
the movements of registered people, while numerous district ofﬁcials
reported that Hijras and other ‘eunuchs’ had been impoverished by the
prohibition on performance. Passing references to coercive policing
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measures, illegal applications of the law and frightened ‘eunuchs’ hint at
police harassment and violence.
The differences in local law enforcement across the NWP highlight some
important broader aspects of the colonial state. First, the policing
of ‘eunuchs’ highlights once again the fractures within the colonial governance of sexuality. Varied levels of ofﬁcial commitment to moral regulation,
disagreements about policing priorities and conﬂicting administrative
agendas were typical of the colonial policing of sexual norms and
behaviours. Second, the uneven enforcement of Part II of the CTA was
indicative of broader conﬁgurations of policing in northern India during
these years. The colonial police remained somewhat fragmented at the
local level following the reforms of the 1860s, as watch and ward systems
were only partially incorporated into colonial policing structures.
The experiences of Hijras and other so-called ‘eunuchs’ thus reﬂects several broader tensions of colonial governance in nineteenth-century India.
People criminalised as ‘eunuchs’ also produced and aggravated weak
points in police surveillance. The extensive records of registered people’s
efforts to cope with and challenge law enforcement point to the enormous
impacts of Part II of the CTA. At the same time, registered people
regularly moved about, managed to disappear from the police’s view,
performed in public, illegally wore female clothing and hid property
from the police, thereby shaping the uneven pattern of law enforcement.
Even those ‘eunuchs’ who did not break the law found ways to survive and
cope. Collecting badhai, for instance, provided much needed income and
allowed Hijras to continue important social and cultural practices.
‘Begging’ also undermined the colonial regulation of Hijra ‘obscenity’ in
public space. Hijras and other so-called ‘eunuchs’ doggedly resisted the
colonial anti-Hijra campaign and through their cultural and physical
survival, frustrated the NWP government’s goal of eliminating ‘eunuchs’.

9

Saving Children to Eliminate Hijras

Throughout the forty years that Part II of the Criminal Tribes Act (CTA)
was enforced, the explicit aim of the North-Western Province (NWP)
government remained the gradual ‘extinction’ of ‘eunuchs’, a programme
that was also variously phrased as one of ‘extinguishing’, ‘extirpation’,
‘extermination’ or ‘dying out’.1 In 1877, for instance, C. Robertson, the
NWP Secretary, wrote that the ‘main object of the Government’ was ‘the
gradual extirpation of the eunuch class by the operation of natural causes,
and the impossibility of adding to their numbers’.2 The NWP administration’s elimination agenda was particularly evident in its repeated
demands that statistics on the population of registered ‘eunuchs’ needed
to be accurate, down to the last individual, to ensure that their number
was diminishing.3 Theoretically, knowing the precise registered population would allow the prosecution or prevention of new cases of emasculation and thus engender a decline in the number of ‘eunuchs’ from death.4
Correct statistics could also track the ‘real decrease by death’ in the
number of ‘eunuchs’, as the Inspector-General of Police, R. T. Hobart,
emphasised in 1881.5 The NWP government viewed signiﬁcant numbers
of deaths as a good sign, while there was a note of regret when district
ofﬁcials reported small numbers of deaths.6 Because enumeration was
necessary to determine the extent to which ‘eunuchs’ were dying out,
minuscule discrepancies in statistics took on enormous signiﬁcance for
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the provincial administration.7 In the words of one Inspector-General of
Police, E. Tyrwhitt, such mistakes made it impossible to ‘conclusively’
demonstrate whether ‘the evil [of ‘eunuchs’] is dying out year by year’.8
In 1884, the NWP Secretary, J. Woodburn, outlined at length the various
mistakes in enumeration in the annual report, although they amounted to
a discrepancy of only two ﬁgures.9 During this period, the colonial government in India was characterised by an ‘enumerative habit’10 and was
especially concerned with counting criminalised and marginalised
populations.11 Yet statistics took on particular signiﬁcance in the antiHijra campaign because the administration viewed enumeration as fundamental to the project of ‘extinction’.
Statistical knowledge was not the only technique the NWP government
deployed to ensure that ‘eunuchs’ would become physically extinct from
‘natural causes’. Since colonial ofﬁcials viewed castration as an unnatural
form of reproduction which propagated an ‘unnatural race’, they argued
that the elimination of the ‘eunuch’ population required the removal of
children from Hijra households to prevent their castration.12 In the words
of the Ofﬁciating Judge of Azamgarh, child removal was necessary to stop
the efforts of ‘eunuchs’ to ‘perpetuate their class’.13 To British ofﬁcers, the
elimination of Hijras depended on controlling and monitoring the bodies of
male children, because Hijra initiation was equated with castration. While
the removal of children explicitly aimed to ‘extinguish’ the Hijra/eunuch
population, advocates for child removal also claimed that they were rescuing boys from a life of crime and immorality. Colonial ofﬁcials decried the
moral and sexual ‘corruption’ of kidnapped boys from respectable Indian
families, claiming that Hijras acted as the pimps of boys, teaching them
how to commit ‘unnatural offences’ and hiring them out to Indian men.
According to the NWP government, the kidnapping, castration and sexual
exploitation of boys called for their ‘rescue’ and ‘reform’.14 ‘Saving’ children and ‘extinguishing’ the ‘eunuch’ population were intertwined projects. In fact, children were ‘rescued’ in order to eliminate Hijras.
Colonial ofﬁcials removed children from Hijra households from 1865,
although the NWP Lieutenant-Governor privately admitted that this was
7
8
9
10
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E.g., BL/IOR/P/1467: Robertson to NWP&O IGP, 12 July 1880; BL/IOR/P/1816: Reid to
NWP&O IGP, 14 August 1882; BL/IOR/P/2460: Woodburn to NWP&O IGP, 1 July 1885.
BL/IOR/P/1281: Tyrwhitt to NWP&O Secretary, 5 July 1879.
BL/IOR/P/2460: Woodburn to NWP&O IGP, 1 July 1885.
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not ‘strictly legal’.15 From 1871, Part II of the CTA provided Magistrates
with powers to remove male children who were sixteen or under and
found living with registered ‘eunuchs’. These measures were explicitly
targeted at the Hijra community.16 Magistrates could return removed
children to their parents or guardians, or if they could not be found, make
arrangements ‘for the maintenance and education of such boy’.17
The system of policing under Part II of the CTA was thus fractured by
age. The regulation of adult ‘eunuchs’ was penal and did not include any
measures of ‘reform’, since Hijras were apparently lacking in the capacity
for moral improvement and could not be assimilated into society as
productive, respectable colonial subjects. According to the NWP government, only children in Hijra communities were capable of being ‘civilised’
and integrated into mainstream society.
The removal of male-bodied children from Hijra households was premised on their victimisation, innocence and capacity for reform. Yet in
ofﬁcial discussions, the child-status of such children was always a matter
of uncertainty and the child ‘victim’ could easily become an agent of
contamination. For British ofﬁcials, the boundaries of childhood shifted
depending on the perceived gender and sexual nature of the child. Many
NWP administrators believed that the reform of children ‘corrupted’ by
Hijras was impossible. The rhetoric of ‘saving’ Indian child ‘victims’ was
in tension with a language of contagion. Consequently, attempts to
‘civilise’ children removed from Hijra households were limited in practice. Although the NWP administration was successful in removing the
vast majority of male-bodied children in Hijra households in the 1870s,
the provincial government circumscribed ofﬁcial involvement in the education and upbringing of children following their removal. Colonial intervention into these children’s lives was limited to ongoing police
surveillance to prevent any contact with Hijras and stop their emasculation. The surveillance of children and their new guardians was apparently
necessary because children might resist colonial intervention and wilfully
return to Hijras. The NWP administration deprioritised the agenda of
reform in order to ensure the gradual extinction of Hijras through the
policing of male children’s bodies. To be sure, the ‘moral improvement’
of the Indian population was an aspect of the colonial ‘civilising mission’
that was often sacriﬁced to pragmatic or political interests.18 However,
15
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the NWP government’s abandonment of the education and reform of
removed children was more speciﬁcally a consequence of the project of
elimination, which aimed to ‘extirpate’ Hijras/eunuchs.
Wherever possible, this chapter tells the history of child removal from
Hijra communities through the experiences and stories of removed children. Historians of childhood in nineteenth-century India have primarily
focused on colonial and elite Indian discourses surrounding children and
efforts to transform them in desired directions, rather than their experiences or everyday life.19 In examining criminalised and marginalised
children, this chapter builds on the work of Satadru Sen on juvenile
reformatories and orphanages. However, Sen aimed to examine colonial
and elite Indian discourses and projects, rather than children
themselves.20 In contrast, this chapter analyses both the conceptualisation of childhood and the experiences of children.21 Unfortunately, it is
impossible to unpack the gender subjectivities of the ‘boys’ who were
removed from Hijra households. Thus, when referring to individual
children, this chapter often uses the term ‘male-bodied children’ to highlight that the emerging gender identities of these young people are
unknown.

Innocent Victims or Agents of Contamination?
The removal of children from Hijra households represented the British as
paternalist colonisers and thus reinforced the legitimacy of British rule
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over the subcontinent.22 In colonial accounts, the child Hijra initiate was
rescued not only from the clutches of the Hijra community, but more
broadly, from deviant aspects of Indian society, thereby establishing the
cultural and racial differences through which colonialism was justiﬁed.
The removal of children also demonstrated the incapacity of Indians for
self-rule. The inability of the Indian parent to adequately protect their
child implied their inability to govern not only their own families, but also
themselves. Images of child victims and colonial saviours permeated
colonial accounts of the ‘eunuch problem’. In 1870, J. F. Stephen claimed
that ‘the depositions of the children who had been kidnapped and mutilated [by ‘eunuchs’] were, perhaps, as frightful stories as were ever told in
the world’.23
The removal of children from Hijra communities was attempted in the
context of several government interventions into the lives of marginalised
Indian children in the 1860s and 1870s. At this historical moment, the
British were establishing the ﬁrst orphanages and juvenile reformatories
for Indian children. Prior to the 1860s, the only government-run orphanages were for the offspring of European men.24 Yet following the 1860–1
famine in the Upper Doab, the ﬁrst government-administered orphanage
for Indian children was established at Sikandra in Punjab.25 In the 1860s,
there was still ‘considerable reluctance’ among British ofﬁcials ‘to adopt
a . . . posture of the paternal state’.26 Yet by the 1870s, British ofﬁcials saw
the ‘reform’ of Indian children as a moral imperative, at least in some
contexts. For instance, the government established reformatories for
juvenile prisoners under the Reformatory Schools Act in 1876.27 Thus,
the removal of children from Hijra households occurred in a period when
the model of the ‘state as surrogate parent’ had some appeal.28 A moral
rationale for child ‘rescue’ was particularly persuasive in the NWP government, within which the inﬂuence of evangelism was marked in the late
1860s and early 1870s.29 Subaltern children, like those in Hijra households, were also ‘relatively accessible’ to the colonisers, unlike middle22
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class Indian children. It was not until the twentieth century that Indian
nationalists would assert authority over marginalised Indian children.30
Yet colonial representations of male children in Hijra households as
‘victims’ were always in tension with the idea that they were a dangerous
source of sexual contagion. Racial difference disrupted Victorian ideals of
childhood innocence, resulting in the view that Indian children were
‘small, perverse adults’.31 For the British, childhood and adulthood
were inverted in India, with childhood a time of sexual excess and adulthood a stage of sexual exhaustion. The physician John Shortt viewed all
Indian boys as prematurely and unnaturally sexualised, to such a degree
that ‘upon the attainment of manhood they become regularly
impotent’.32 This stereotype served obvious ideological purposes, portraying Indian men as effeminate and Indian society as deviant. In the
colonial courts, British judges deemed Indian boys as young as twelve or
thirteen ‘willing and not unwilling instrument[s]’ in ‘satisfying’ men’s
‘lusts’ in cases of forced anal sex.33
Similarly, colonial administrators often viewed boys who resided with
Hijras as both victimised and corrupting. Children in Hijra households
were helpless children, as well as unnaturally premature adults, who were
both in need of protection and a threat. In the view of many British
ofﬁcials, the prospects of such children for moral reform were dubious
because they would inevitably become deviant adults. Ofﬁcials argued
this was due to the socialisation of children within the environment of the
Hijra household, which they saw as a sexually and morally corrupting
environment. Tyrwhitt, the Inspector-General of Police, reported in
1874: ‘[P]upils [or disciples] . . . were not at once emasculated, but were
taught to dance and sing and commit offences under Section 377 of [the]
Indian Penal Code’, the law that prohibited ‘unnatural’ intercourse.34
British accounts never described the exact content of the training that
children apparently received in Hijra households, leaving the precise
nature of this sexual education to the imagination.
In addition to this environmental explanation, colonial ofﬁcials also
argued that the deviance of adult Hijras was in part, biologically determined. British administrators hypothesised that the biological transition
from childhood to adulthood rendered the moral corruption of male
children in Hijra households permanent. Britons in India viewed childhood as a malleable state, in which the individual could be socialised
30
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either positively or negatively. But this plasticity had limits. Past a certain
age, the child was no longer capable of positive inﬂuence.35 Prior to the
enactment of the CTA in 1871, British ofﬁcials had disputed the perimeters of childhood. While Court, the Inspector-General of Police, proposed twenty years as the boundary of youth-hood, A. O. Hume, the
Magistrate of Etawah, suggested that from their mid-teens, a child was no
longer capable of reform.36 Under the CTA, boys of sixteen or under were
to be removed from Hijra households. The law thus suggested that after
sixteen, the child’s nature congealed and could not be reformed.37
Interestingly, the CTA identiﬁed the age of adulthood as seventeen,
which was between the male age of sexual majority (sixteen) and intellectual majority (eighteen), meaning that a male-bodied person could consent to (heterosexual) sex younger than they could join a Hijra
community.38 In addition to age, colonial commentators also claimed
that the emasculation of children resulted in innate deviance. According
to W. G. Probyn, the Magistrate of Shahjahanpur, emasculation rendered
the individual a habitual criminal and it was inevitable that the child
victim of emasculation would become ‘addicted’ to kidnapping and
emasculating children in adulthood.39 In sum, for many colonial ofﬁcials,
the ability of children in Hijra households to assimilate into respectable
Indian society was limited by socialisation, age and emasculation.
The extent to which children in Hijra households were capable of reform
emerged as a matter of ofﬁcial debate in the mid 1860s. In 1865, the NWP
government considered a proposal for a ‘reformatory asylum’ for the care of
children who were found with Hijras.40 The Commissioner of Meerut,
F. Williams, was optimistic that even emasculated boys could be ‘recovered’ if an appropriate institution was established. Whether or not they
were emasculated, children in Hijra households
. . . may safely be reckoned as having become acquainted with the vicious habits of
the order into which they have been admitted; yet, as minors, there are hopes of
recovering them from the degrading prostitution to which they are sure to be
exposed in after years, and by teaching them some useful trade or occupation, the
means of livelihood will be secured to them . . . [I]t is incumbent upon [the
government] to separate the children thus found from persons who have no
35
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moral or legal claims to them, and place them in some establishment and under
surveillance where they [will] get to be ashamed of the lives they were being
brought up to. This duty seems the more imperative when it is considered that
the children have not voluntarily fallen into their present degradation, but have
been innocent victims of the vicious.41

According to Williams, male-bodied children in the Hijra community
were capable – ‘as minors’ and ‘innocent victims’ – of reform through
labour and moral inculcation, which would make these children
‘ashamed’ of their own deviance.
Court, the Inspector-General of Police, concurred with William’s proposal for an asylum, but argued that emasculated children were agents of
contamination who needed to be spatially separated from unemasculated
children. Court proposed that
. . . reformatory asylums should be provided for all . . . [orphaned] children who
may be found with eunuchs. . . . [R]eformatory asylums, separate for eunuch
children and separate for ‘foundlings’, [unemasculated male children who resided
with ‘eunuchs’] are necessary to prevent the ﬁrst from spreading and continuing
‘contamination’, and for the proper care of the last. Both classes might and should
be taught some trade, which would in the end make such institutions self
supporting; and whereas eunuchs should never be allowed to leave such asylum,
entire males might, when full of age, be apprenticed out, or, on means of liveli
hood being found, allowed liberty to depart.42

According to Court, emasculated children needed to be indeﬁnitely
detained to prevent threats to public morality and stem the spread of
‘contamination’. They also needed to be quarantined from ‘entire males’
so as to not jeopardise the latter’s reform and assimilation.
Other NWP ofﬁcials doubted that even unemasculated male children
in Hijra households could be morally improved. R. Drummond, the
Magistrate of Shahjahanpur, suggested that any efforts to reform
removed boys, emasculated or not, would be futile: ‘though perhaps
rescued for a time, they will eventually join the degraded class for which
they were intended’.43 The central government subsequently rejected the
proposed reformatory due to doubts on whether it was ‘necessary or
expedient’.44 Whether the sexual deviance of children in Hijra communities was innate had been a matter of debate, but doubts about the
41
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capacity of such children to change ultimately won out. By and large, the
NWP government abandoned the agenda of reform.
Removed Children’s Stories
From 1865, prior to the implementation of the 1871 CTA, district
authorities removed several male-bodied children from Hijra households,
although their legal authority to do so was highly dubious.45 Child
removal was circumscribed in practice in the late 1860s due to the
reluctance of many British district ofﬁcials to assume responsibility for
such children, given the unclear legal grounds for child removal and the
practical difﬁculties involved in ﬁnding new guardians. Police found
approximately sixty male-bodied children in Hijra households from
1865–71, yet dozens were allowed to continue living with
Hijras. Authorities often kept male-bodied children in Hijra households
under surveillance and required Hijras to sign agreements binding them
not to emasculate the child.46 In all, only ﬁfteen children were removed
from Hijra households and temporarily came into state custody between
1865 and 1871.47
However, the records of individual cases are unusually detailed in this
early period, providing insights into the role of notions of culture, gender,
sexuality and the body in ofﬁcial decision-making. The authorities took
one of three actions when removing children between 1865 and 1871:
ﬁrst, if the parents or relatives of the child could be found and were
deemed responsible, the child was restored to them; second, some children were ‘made over to respectable people, who [would] watch over and
bring them up respectably’; ﬁnally, others were placed in the Sikandra
Orphanage at Agra, which was run by the Church Missionary Society
(CMS).48 Often, removed children were treated as unwanted burdens by
the colonial state, their parents and relatives, and other prospective
guardians. Concerns about the potential threat of moral and sexual contagion from children in Hijra households were central to administrative
decisions about the appointment of guardians. Additionally, prospective
Indian guardians – including both removed children’s biological parents
45
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and ‘respectable’ Indians – often stated that they were unwilling to take in
children from Hijra households due to the child’s perceived loss of caste.
The records on this early phase of child removal also illuminate children’s experiences of removal and the ways that their biographies were
narrated in colonial archives. It is clear that the lives of removed children
were often characterised by multiple displacements and upheavals of
orphanhood, poverty, and/or enslavement and ﬁnally, of government
removal. Yet the ofﬁcial narratives of individual children’s histories reveal
the presences and silences of the colonial records. Only the statements of
kidnapped, emasculated or exploited children were preserved in the
colonial archives. Moreover, children frequently disappeared from the
records when they were no longer of interest to the colonial government,
frustrating attempts to tell their stories. Above all, colonial accounts
obscured the agency of children, who were portrayed as either innocent
victims or deviant agents of corruption.
The stories of two children in Etawah demonstrate two important
factors in British ofﬁcials’ decision-making: ﬁrst, the apparent morality
of the child’s new guardians; and second, whether the child could be kept
under surveillance. In 1865, two ‘eunuchs’ in Etawah district were sentenced to twelve years imprisonment for the selling, buying and emasculation of two male-bodied children, who were known as Choonee/Agbega
and Motee/Makhun. After a tip-off from a ‘eunuch’ in Mainpuri, police
found Agbega and Makhun with a group of ‘buggutteeas’ or Bhagatiyas,
who ‘taught boys to sing and dance’ and ‘represent[ed] Hindoo deities,
travelling about the district’ of Etawah. The Bhagatiyas had named the
children Choonee and Motee and had ‘concealed the fact [of the children’s emasculation], because it would have spoilt their trade to have it
known that they were employing Eunuchs to represent Hindoo deities’.
NWP ofﬁcials did not allege that the Hijras emasculated the children for
‘immoral purposes’ (that is, prostitution), but nonetheless called for their
removal.49
The oldest child, Agbega, was around twelve years old in 1865.
According to the colonial records, in 1857 two Chamar men kidnapped
Agbega while he was sleeping beside his mother and sold him to a Hijra
named Peer Buksh for ten rupees. The child was then sold to a fakir with
whom he lived for two years and subsequently sold to another Hijra,
Ameer Buksh, for twenty rupees. Agbega recalled that ﬁve or six days
after Ameer Buksh bought him, he was emasculated at midnight in the
presence of several Hijras. Agbega travelled with Ameer Buksh for a time,
before he was sent to the Bhagatiyas, who taught him to sing and dance,
49
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and provided him with food and clothing.50 The younger boy, Makhun,
was thought to be six or seven in 1865 and told of the death of his parents
and his sale by a relative:
My father and mother died, and I then went to my mother’s brother in
Muddoopore. One day at noon my uncle’s son Murdan Singh fetched me . . . and
sold me to Ameera Eunuch for a handful of Rupees . . . The Eunuchs took me to
their village in Mynpoory and I was made a Eunuch there. Three or four days after
purchasing me, at night, Ameera and Zohura, after worshipping, castrated me . . .
I remained in the house until I was better, and then I was made over to the Bugguttea
Koondon, in Omereyree. The Bugguttea called me Motee, and said I was a Jat.51

The stories of Agbega and Makhun evidenced the enslavement and
forced emasculation of some children by Hijras within the wider slave
trade in north India52 and for this reason, these children’s words were
translated, circulated and eventually sent to London.
The Etawah authorities were also concerned about the morality of
Agbega and Makhun’s potential guardians, as well as the need for the
police to keep watch over the children. The mother of Agbega,
Musammat Mutheria, wanted to take her child back, although he was
‘put off all caste by being castrated’.53 The district authorities decided to
restore Mutheria’s authority over her child, because she had had no part
in his initiation into the Hijra community and had attempted to recover
him when he went missing. She was, in other words, thought to be
a decent mother. Makhun presented a more difﬁcult problem for the
district authorities since his surviving uncle had refused to assume
guardianship.54 In any case, two characteristics disqualiﬁed the uncle
from being an appropriate guardian, according to the colonial authorities:
ﬁrst, his son’s complicity in Makhun’s sale to a Hijra; and second, the
inability of the NWP police to keep the family, who lived in the princely
state of Gwalior, under adequate police surveillance. The need to ensure
the ongoing surveillance of removed children demonstrates British ofﬁcials’ preoccupation with preventing any contact between children and
the sexually ‘corrupting’ Hijra community. This concern was implicitly
based on the possibility that children may seek to return to the Hijras with
whom they had lived. As such, Makhun was declared an orphan, opening
up the possibility of his placement in a missionary orphanage where he
would be watched and his movements controlled.55 District authorities
50
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proposed to send Makhun to the Sikandra Orphanage at Agra, yet there is
no record of whether the orphanage accepted him.56 Makhun is one of
several children who disappear from the colonial record after their
removal and about his future we know nothing.
Several other removed children also posed a problem for the colonial
government because potential guardians were unwilling to take them in
due to concerns with their immorality or perceived loss of caste. In 1865,
authorities in Aligarh district decided an unnamed male-bodied child
who was around six should be removed from a Hijra household.
The colonial records state that the child had been ‘stolen’ two years
earlier, but his ‘father, on satisfying himself of his boy’s emasculation,
refus[ed] to have anything further to do with the boy’ because ‘his services
were lost forever to perpetuate the family name’57 and he was ‘out of
caste, and a disgrace’.58 After late 1865, there is no mention of the
unnamed child in colonial archives and it is unclear whether his parents
were persuaded to take him back.
In other cases, authorities could not ﬁnd ‘respectable’ Indian guardians
to take responsibility for children in Hijra houses. For instance, Khyratee,
who was thought to be seven or eight in 1865, was unemasculated and
lived with ‘an old eunuch’ named Rae.59 Rae had ‘stated that, the boy was
given to him 5 or 6 years ago by a Soldier . . . belonging to some Infantry
Regiment which was marching through . . . [Aligarh] District’, possibly
during the 1860–1 Upper Doab famine.60 The colonial records do not
describe the relationship between the soldier and Khyratee and the police
were unable to ﬁnd any of Khyratee’s relatives. Khyratee was deemed an
orphan and the Magistrate proposed that ‘some native . . . of respectability’ should be his guardian.61 Yet over a month later, F. Williams, the
Commissioner of Meerut, reported that ‘no Native gentleman [had been]
found willing to take charge [of Khyratee], even as a temporary arrangement’, since ‘the inference might be drawn by natives that . . . [he was]
taken for immoral purpose’.62 Having been rejected by the ‘respectable’
persons of Aligarh, the Sikandra Orphanage eventually admitted
Khyratee.
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In addition to the respectability of potential guardians, colonial perceptions of the sexual character of the child and the appearance of their body
were also important factors in determining the removed child’s future.
The ﬁnal child whose story will be told here, Moola, became a ‘specimen’
for the study of deviance and a site for the production of colonial knowledge, like many Indian orphans in this period.63 Moola was around
fourteen in 1871 and had been adopted during the famine of 1860–1 by
a Hijra named Fyeman, who lived in Mathura district.64 From 1865 to
1871, district authorities allowed Moola to continue living with Fyeman,
since Moola was not emasculated and ofﬁcials believed the orphaning of
children merely on the basis that they resided with a Hijra was unjustiﬁed.
Throughout the late 1860s, the local ‘magisterial authorities’ had not
‘consider[ed] interference justiﬁable under the present state of the law,
unless an attempt at emasculation could be proved’.65 However, in early
1871, just prior to the passage of the CTA, the Magistrate of Mathura
became concerned since ‘[e]nquiries proved that the boy sang and danced
in women’s clothes’ and ‘grave suspicion arose’ that he had been
emasculated.66
As such, the Agra Commissioner, F. M. Lind, called in two doctors to
examine Moola.67 In fact, Moola was not the only child who was subjected
to medical examination following their removal from a Hijra household,
since the child’s body was essential to decision-making about their guardianship. The Civil Surgeon of Meerut district also examined two malebodied children named Chootun and Achpul in the mid 1860s.68
In Moola’s case, two doctors, Pain and Playfair, examined his body for
evidence of whether he had had anal sex and whether he was emasculated,
‘impotent’ or sexually ‘deformed’. On the ﬁrst point, Moola admitted ‘with
great difﬁculty’ that ‘the offence’ of sodomy had been committed on him
twice, but the doctors concluded ‘the act must frequently have been
committed from the peculiar appearances of the part examined’.69 Moola
was therefore deemed morally and sexually contagious. On the matter of
Moola’s genitals, Dr. Pain concluded that ‘the boy [was] only backward in
development, but still uninjured’, that is, unemasculated. The Magistrate
expressed surprise, since Moola was fourteen and ‘[t]he boy certainly is
unusually backward’. Due to this uncertainty about Moola’s sexual
63
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development, the Magistrate suggested Moola be sent to the Boys’
Reformatory at Agra for two years as an interim arrangement.
On discharge, he should be medically examined, ‘for if he is ever to have
sexual development, it will have taken place by that time, and all doubt will
be removed’.70 However, Lind argued that it was ‘inadvisable’ to send
Moola to the Reformatory, since it was located in Agra Jail.71 British
ofﬁcials often saw jails and reformatories as sexually deviant environments
and complained that sodomy was rife even among juvenile prisoners.72
As such, Lind proposed that the CMS missionaries at Sikandra would be
suitable guardians.73
Although the Sikandra Orphanage was not British administrators’ ﬁrst
choice for removed children, ofﬁcials felt that two factors made missionaries appropriate guardians. First, the marginality of the removed children and the unwillingness of elite Indians to become their surrogate
parents facilitated their placement in a Christian institution, which
would have been controversial in other circumstances. Second, removed
children’s placement in an orphanage would stem any potential threats of
moral contagion by facilitating their surveillance, permanently separating
them from the Hijra community and providing a moral education.74
What would the everyday lives of Khyratee, Moola and possibly
Makhun have been like at Sikandra? The missionary Rev. John Barton
described Sikandra (or ‘Secundra’) in the early 1860s as such:
All the children, boys and girls, were seated in long lines! such long lines in
front of the bungalow; the boys at one end, and the girls at the other. . . . [O]ne of
the boys . . . stepped forth into the midst, and asked God’s blessing, as they do
every day. Truly that is a happy child who has found its way to Secundra.75

Of course, Barton’s description of the orderly, devout and happy children
at Sikandra, which was intended for a metropolitan missionary audience,
likely deviated from the children’s experiences. Racial difference structured orphanages and missionary schools and corporal punishment was
reasonably common.76 Moreover, the daily routine of Indian mission
children had clear ideological purposes. Children worked long hours,
since ‘labour was considered to have an intrinsic value’ and had to wear
uniforms ‘to eliminate potential bodily signs of heathenism’, while boys
played sport to inculcate ‘real masculinity’.77
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The Sikandra orphanage would have enforced an entirely new set of
norms of behaviour than the homes of the Hijras Rae and Fyeman.
Khyratee and Moola would have been subjected to the discipline and
surveillance of the missionaries and the orderly gender segregation of
pupils that was manifest in the spatial separation of boys and girls,
arranged in straight lines. The missionaries would have enforced strict
standards of masculine dress and normative gendered behaviour.
Moreover, Khyratee and Moola would have received a Christian education, and may have subsequently converted. There is nonetheless the
possibility that like other children in mission schools and orphanages,
they resisted the missionary regime.78
These fragmentary narratives of the lives of children who were removed
from Hijra households between 1865 and 1871 demonstrate that judgments about the bodies of children and their sexual morality were central
to colonial decision-making. Moreover, the perceived respectability and
morality of potential Indian guardians was a key ofﬁcial concern. Yet
NWP administrators were repeatedly frustrated in their attempts to ﬁnd
Indian guardians, in part due to concerns about caste. As such, between
1865 and 1871, only ﬁfteen children were removed from Hijra
households.
Children’s Experiences of Removal Under the CTA
After the CTA was enacted in 1871, the NWP government succeeded in
removing most of the male-bodied children in Hijra households, largely
because of the small number of children living with Hijras. Between 1874
and 1885, police found only thirty male children in the houses of registered ‘eunuchs’, only two of whom had been emasculated. Government
policy mandated ‘the removal of minors from the care of eunuchs under
any circumstances’.79 Police removed one ﬁfteen-year-old male-bodied
child who had been taken in by a Hijra in Bara Banki during a recent
‘scarcity’,80 as well as a child in Sultanpur who was ‘friendless and
a leper’, even though the government suggested the motives of the
Hijras were charitable.81 The provincial government even ordered the
removal of children who, according to the assumptions of colonial discourse, could not have been acquired for ‘immoral’ purposes, such as girls
and married boys.82 Moreover, police removed children who resided with
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unregistered ‘eunuchs’, which was not legal under the CTA.83 Even
though the district authorities had categorised these unregistered people
as ‘harmless’ – not ‘suspect eunuchs’ – they viewed all contact between
children and ‘eunuchs’ as potentially dangerous.84
Yet there was some ambivalence among British district ofﬁcials about
government interventions to ‘rescue’ children in Hijra households.
Robertson, the Magistrate of Mirzapur, and Amson, his counterpart in
Azamgarh, reported that the Hijras in their districts had not reared
children to a life of vice, as per the expectations of the NWP
government.85 Other British administrators seem to have viewed the
removal of children from Hijra households as more hassle than it was
worth. In Gorakhpur, Lumsden, the Magistrate, allowed fourteen boys to
remain with the Hijras who employed their parents as musicians.86
Similarly, two years after the CTA was introduced, authorities had not
removed any children in Basti.87 In 1879, the Bahraich authorities had
‘restored’ one child to a ‘eunuch’, ‘security [having been] taken that he
should not be emasculated’.88 Nonetheless, by the end of the 1870s,
district ofﬁcials had removed the majority of male-bodied children who
resided with registered ‘eunuchs’ due to pressure from the NWP
government.
Under the CTA, there were proportionately fewer cases in which
Christian missionaries were appointed as the guardians of removed children, revealing the limits of government-missionary co-operation.89
Despite the evangelical leanings of many NWP district administrators,
missionaries had never been a ﬁrst choice as guardians since placing
children with missionaries stretched the limits of the ofﬁcial policy of
religious ‘neutrality’.90 A memo of ‘minors’ residing with ‘eunuchs’ in
Ghazipur district suggests that the ﬁrst preference of district ofﬁcials was
to appoint parents or relatives as the guardians of removed children or
failing this, to appoint a ‘respectable native’. Eleven male-bodied ‘minors’
were living with registered people in Ghazipur prior to 1871. By 1873,
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three had left the district: one became a coolie and was sent to Sylhet in
modern north-eastern Bangladesh; another had gone to Calcutta ‘in
service’; while a third had gone to Kashmir with his mother and a Hijra.
The district authorities appointed an ‘Akhund’ (Muslim cleric) as the
guardian of one child, while another was entrusted to a Christian
Reverend. Five minors were placed in the guardianship of one or both
of their parents and the remaining child was allowed to live with his
brother.91
This memo from Ghazipur is a rarity: there is generally a pervasive
silence in the colonial archive on the fate of removed children. For the
period after 1871, when the removal of children became more systematic,
little was reported about the histories of such children and even less about
their future. The moment of removal marks the disappearance of these
(usually unnamed) children from the colonial archive. Yet the silences of
the ofﬁcial records are revealing of government priorities. The provincial
government’s interest in removed children was largely conﬁned to their
separation from Hijras by means of removal and surveillance. In contrast,
details of the child’s subsequent care were rarely mentioned in the records
and their reform was not a government concern in practice.
The CTA empowered Magistrates ‘to make such arrangements as may
be necessary for [children’s] education and maintenance’, implying that
the upbringing of children and their assimilation into broader society was
part of the child removal project. Yet ofﬁcials assumed almost no responsibility for the education or welfare of children following their removal.92
The presence of the colonial government in these children’s lives merely
took the form of police surveillance to ensure that ‘no young boys are ever
allowed to remain in the company of any Eunuch’.93 From the perspective of the NWP government, police surveillance was particularly necessary since Indian parents and guardians were not trusted to prevent
contact between children and Hijras. Guardians were required to sign
agreements ‘expressing their willingness to receive and to maintain the
boys’ and to ensure the separation of the children from Hijras.94 In 1875,
one child’s uncle ‘formally took charge of him, to prevent him returning to
the Eunuchs’ and ‘ﬁled an agreement . . . binding himself down not to let
the boy return to his old associates’.95 The NWP government prioritised
the agenda of extinction – which would be achieved through the
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surveillance of children – over the agenda of reform. There was
a disjuncture between the paternalist ideal of the colonial state and the
priorities and capacities of the government on the ground.
The preoccupation with ensuring the spatial separation of Hijras and
children through surveillance is evidence of the threat of these children’s
agency. The colonial government was not only concerned that Hijras might
attempt to maintain their ties to children, but also that children might
return to Hijras of their own accord. Written agreements between the
government and new guardians acknowledged that the child in question
would need to be forcibly prevented from returning to Hijras by
a combination of parental and state power. Although colonial administrators interpreted the wilfulness of removed children as evidence of such
children’s ‘corruption’ and the coercive power of the Hijra-child relationship, this could be more sympathetically viewed as evidence of children’s
agency. The resistance of removed children threatened to undermine the
colonial project of the gradual extinction of the Hijra community.
As the CTA was implemented, several of the key concepts upon which
child removal was based were called into question and destabilised. One
of these concepts was the category of childhood. Although the CTA
deﬁned a child as a person of sixteen or under, the boundaries of this
category were malleable and porous because colonial ofﬁcials treated
emasculated children below the age of sixteen as quasi-adults, rather
than children per se. The position of child eunuchs on the boundary
between adulthood and childhood is suggested by their simultaneous
removal and registration under the CTA. Registration was a legal status
that entailed penalties and legally deﬁned the child as a person suspected
of sodomy, kidnapping and/or emasculation, that is, as a habitual criminal
and sexual deviant. When the CTA was ﬁrst enforced, the authorities in
Basti district removed a ten-year-old emasculated child named Dipia
from a Hijra household, therefore classifying Dipia as a child under the
CTA, but also entered Dipia on the district register of eunuchs, which
entailed a legal status as an adult.96 Similarly, the Commissioner of
Benares, H. B. Webster, simultaneously described child eunuchs as
children and quasi-adults.97 Local authorities in Gonda district even
registered a two-year-old ‘born eunuch’, although as the provincial government pointed out, ‘[t]his was premature, as the child could not as yet
be reasonably suspected of any of the offences mentioned in section 24’,
that is, sodomy, kidnapping and emasculation.98
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In contrast, British administrators often treated unemasculated youths
as children even after the age of sixteen, reﬂecting the anxieties provoked
by the perceived corruption of these possibly malleable individuals.
In 1879, the Magistrate of Azamgarh reported that an eighteen-year-old
‘youth’ would be removed, but as the Deputy Inspector-General of Police
noticed, the ‘law only extends to youths of age 16 and under’.99 Although
this decision was reversed, it is signiﬁcant that the district authorities
deﬁned an unemasculated eighteen-year-old as an orphan, though this
‘youth’ was legally an adult. The deﬁnition of ‘child’ depended crucially
on the child’s body and the boundaries of childhood were thus shifting
and malleable. Ishita Pande has noted a transition from a ‘biomedical’
understanding of childhood towards a ‘digital deﬁnition’ of childhood in
late nineteenth-century colonial India.100 However, at least in the context
of the anti-Hijra campaign, childhood was a moral, embodied and numerical category for late nineteenth-century colonial ofﬁcials.
The dominant colonial view of the Hijra household as a deviant form of
domesticity – as merely a ‘brothel’ that was structured by ‘criminal’
discipleship ties that were a product of kidnapping – was also undermined
when the colonial government found that a signiﬁcant proportion of
children in Hijras’ houses lived with both Hijras and their parents.
These living arrangements undermined colonial ofﬁcials’ assumptions
that such children were permanently cut-off from their families and
suggested that conjugal ties and biological kinship were sometimes
found in Hijra households. Several parents of children who lived with
Hijras were musicians who accompanied Hijras when they performed.
Yet British ofﬁcials generally interpreted these domestic arrangements as
deviant.101 W. A. Forbes, the Magistrate of Meerut, argued that these
musicians were ‘no doubt the abettors and encouragers of the system of
castration and all uncleanness, and in all probability the greatest childstealers in the country’.102 Tiernan, a 2nd Grade Inspector of Police in
Gorakhpur, claimed the children of musicians were ‘used’ for ‘immoral
purposes’.103 Several cases also emerged in which Hijras had taken in
widows ‘in destitute circumstances’ along with their children.104 Take for
example, the stories of two children in Mirzapur, eleven-year-old Sultan
Dhunia and ten-year-old Mathuri Jalaha:
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Sultan has a mother named Subhaji who, when she was in destitute circumstances
some years ago made the boy over to the Eunuchs Sunput and Salaru . . .
The other boy, Mathuri, has no surviving relatives traceable. He and his mother
were taken in and cared for by the Eunuch Phatingan. The mother afterwards
died.105

In cases involving widows’ children, British ofﬁcials did not characterise
the motives of Hijras as ‘immoral’ or the means by which the children
were acquired as coercive.
From the perspective of the colonial government, cases of Hijra-childparent cohabitation complicated the question of parental rights. Was
a parent who permitted their child to live in a ‘deviant’ domestic environment like a Hijra household a responsible guardian? In the 1870s, the
provincial government demanded the removal of entire families from
Hijra households, including the removal of the offspring of widows, an
especially harsh policy in light of the marginalised position of widows in
north Indian society.106 According to British ofﬁcials, such parents could
not be trusted. District ofﬁcials limited the authority of widows over their
children through written agreements and ongoing surveillance.107
However, in the 1880s the NWP government relaxed its position, allowing children who were not emasculated and lived with their biological
parents to be kept under surveillance, but not removed.108 This perhaps
represents an ofﬁcial concession that Hijra domestic arrangements were
more complex than the dominant colonial narrative of the Hijra household had suggested.
Ostensibly, child removal aimed to ‘rescue’ children from a ‘life of
infamy’.109 Yet even as British ofﬁcials regarded children in Hijra households as victims who needed to be saved, they saw such children as agents
of contagion and a source of moral danger. Due to these doubts about the
capacity of removed children to morally improve, the government programme of reform was in practice circumscribed. Moreover, child
removal was central to the NWP’s efforts to render Hijras extinct, meaning that the emphasis was on the surveillance of children and their new
guardians to ensure their continued separation from Hijras and prevent
their emasculation. The NWP government made few efforts to provide
for the education or wellbeing of children removed from Hijra
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households. Ultimately, child removal was a project of extirpation, rather
than one of ‘reform’. Its success was thus judged on the prevention of
emasculation and the numerical decline in registered ‘eunuchs’.110
As early as the 1870s, the NWP government was convinced that Hijras/
eunuchs were rapidly becoming extinct.111
‘Eunuchs Must be Dying Out’
In 1908, the United Provinces (UP), as the NWP was by then known,
declared the policing of ‘eunuchs’ an unqualiﬁed success at precisely the
same time as it concluded that the registration of the ‘criminal tribes’ had
‘proved a failure’.112 To rectify this failure, the Government of India
proposed to enact a new version of the CTA that would allow the authorities to police a wider population of ‘criminal tribes’ and allow for the
removal of ‘criminal tribe’ children.113 This raised the question of
whether the part of the CTA that applied to ‘eunuchs’ was still necessary.
Since Part II of the law had been ‘framed for the sole beneﬁt of the United
Provinces’, whereas the new law would apply to all of British India, the
central government inquired whether the UP would consent to its
repeal.114
The subsequent discussion within the central and provincial governments hinged on whether the depopulation of ‘eunuchs’ had been signiﬁcant enough to warrant rescinding Part II.115 The population of
people registered as ‘eunuchs’ had declined signiﬁcantly from a height
of 1400 in the 1870s to a total of 594 people in 1895,116 to only 207
people in 1908.117 One high-ranking UP ofﬁcial, C. H. B. Kendall,
opined that since ‘there had been a reduction in the [registered] number
since the framing of the Act . . . the number could still be further
reduced . . . It would therefore apparently be premature to withdraw
part II of the Act’.118 However, the consensus in the central and provincial administrations was that the signiﬁcant decline in the registered
population indicated the impending extinction of ‘eunuchs’. The Indian
government argued that the provisions of Part II had been ‘intended to
extinguish the class of persons against whom they were aimed’ – that is,
‘eunuchs’ – and ‘unless they have proven to be useless they have probably
110
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effected their object by now’.119 UP ofﬁcial J. P. Hewett wrote, ‘Eunuchs
must be dying out, and I don’t suppose the law is ever now infringed by
the castration of boys’.120 Given the signiﬁcant depletion of the registered
population, the Inspector-General of Police concluded that Part II of the
CTA had ‘been quite unnecessary for many years’.121 The NWP and
Indian administrations were in agreement: since ‘eunuchs’ were dying
out, Part II of the CTA could be ‘safely’ repealed.122 Thus, the 1911 CTA
would not include any provisions targeted at ‘eunuchs’, marking the end
of the NWP’s project to eliminate Hijras.
The records suggest that NWP ofﬁcials were truly convinced that
Hijras were dying out. The inevitable extinction of certain indigenous
peoples under conditions of civilisation and progress was, of course, an
enormously powerful colonial narrative. Though the speciﬁc meanings of
human extirpation shifted depending on context, narratives of people
who were the last surviving member of their ‘race’ or ‘tribe’ continued
to circulate in the early 1900s. In the United States, the long tradition of
literature about ﬁctional last surviving members of Indian tribes served as
a ‘form of catharsis’ into the twentieth century. These narratives of
idealised last Indians proliferated – even though it was clear that there
were surviving members of the mourned tribes – because last Indian
stories reassured Americans that indigenous depopulation was an inevitable result of progress, thereby naturalising the violence of
colonialism.123 The death in May 1876 of Truganini, who was reputed
to be the last ‘full-blood’ Aboriginal Tasmanian, and the display of her
remains in a Hobart museum from 1904 similarly allowed white
Australians to ‘indulge in sentimental regret’ for indigenous depopulation
‘without any concern about reparation’.124 At the turn of the twentieth
century, British ofﬁcials in the Andaman Islands, India’s penal colony,
remained convinced that the Andamanese were a ‘dying race’.125
Accounts of extinction could soothe a variety of colonial anxieties while
reassuring the colonisers of the inevitable march of civilisation.126
Similarly, the idea of the rapid depopulation of the Hijra community
was a satisfying narrative for colonial ofﬁcials in north India. To be
sure, the Hijra community was not idealised or mourned in the manner
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of the lone survivors of indigenous communities in settler colonies.
Moreover, in contrast to most colonial discussions of colonised peoples
who were ‘dying out’, the impacts of colonial governance were at the
centre of the ofﬁcial explanation of Hijras’ extinction. Yet the apparent
success of the colonial government in causing an ungovernable and
‘immoral’ class to die out suggested the expansive reach of colonial
governance into the furthest margins of Indian society, the omnipotence
of the colonial state.
This was a reassuring ﬁction in a period of escalating anti-imperial
agitation. By the early twentieth century, the UP (the former NWP) was
preoccupied with challenges to colonial rule posed by socio-religious and
nationalist movements. The 1890s had seen a burgeoning of voluntary
associations that blended social, political and religious agendas. The cow
protection movement exacerbated Hindu-Muslim tensions, which manifested dramatically in riots in north India in 1893. In the late 1890s,
famine and plague in north India prompted protests against the colonial
government in rural areas, including the refusal to pay land taxes, as well
as a handful of assassinations of British ofﬁcials. In 1905, the Government
of India’s proposal to partition the province of Bengal resulted in swadeshi
campaigns boycotting British goods, as well as terrorist actions by revolutionary groups calling for an end to British rule. Political agitation against
the partition of Bengal also spread to other provinces, including the UP,
in the following years.127 In this context, the idea that colonialism had
caused the extinction of a deviant and disorderly population was
a comforting one.
Yet the Hijra community endured in northern India throughout the
twentieth century. Hijras retained their vibrant public presence and continued to initiate new Hijras. Why, then, was the UP government convinced that Hijras were dying out, even as Hijra communities survived?
In addition to a good deal of colonial hubris, the answer lies in the
ambiguities of colonial classiﬁcation practices, the disaggregated character of local policing and the survival strategies of people classiﬁed as
‘eunuchs’.
The registered ‘eunuch’ population was in decline partly due to shifts in
ofﬁcial categories. Between 1871 and 1911, the boundaries of the eunuch
category continually ﬂuctuated, but the long-term trend was a narrowing
towards those who were castrated. From the 1890s, the provisional
government mandated that ‘men . . . who dressed in women’s clothes
127
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and assumed the appearance of [a] eunuch though they were virile’
should be regulated under public nuisance laws, rather than the
CTA.128 This resulted in a reduction in the registered population as
uncastrated Hijras, Zananas and men who cross-dressed in theatrical
and ritual contexts were deregistered. Meanwhile, some districts removed
elderly people from the registers, since they were assumed to no longer be
sexually ‘immoral’. Other districts had deregistered ‘eunuchs’ who had
adopted ‘harmful’ and ‘respectable’ occupations such as agriculture,
which had in fact been an important form of Hijra work prior to the
CTA.129 Thus, due to changing classiﬁcations at the provincial and
district level, the registered ‘eunuch’ population had gradually
contracted.
An equally important factor was that Hijras and other ‘eunuchs’ had
adopted various strategies to make themselves less visible to the colonial
state, resulting in a decline in the number on the registers.
The uncontrolled mobility of people classiﬁed as ‘eunuchs’ had slowly
reduced the registered population, since after three years such ‘absent’
people were removed from the district register. Many registered people
thus managed to ‘disappear’.130 Hijras and other registered people persistently evaded the record-keeping practices of the colonial government.
While the state ‘saw’ fewer ‘eunuchs’, Hijras remained a part of local
ritual economies and popular culture (even as they were often forced to
make their gender appearance masculine). New Hijra initiates also used
various strategies to avoid the CTA regime, including not undergoing the
castration operation to avoid classiﬁcation as a ‘eunuch’ and eschewing
female clothing in public to prevent registration.131 In the early 1900s, the
NWP government believed that the Hijra community in north India was
becoming elderly and rapidly dying out. Rather, Hijras had become
proﬁcient in the arts of police evasion.
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Conclusion

The colonial government in nineteenth-century India envisaged
a controllable and knowable colonised population in highly gendered
ways. Matters of gender, intimacy and the body were at the heart of
colonial concepts of political authority and moral visions of colonial
governance. Moreover, the colonial management of population
depended on the regulation of households, sexual practices and forms
of gender expression. ‘Perverse’ or excessive sexuality thus signalled
political and social disorder. In this context, Hijras appeared to be simply
ungovernable to colonial ofﬁcials in north India. The British often
described Hijras through a language of dirt and disease because they
were seen as ‘matter out of place’, a threat to the colonial order. In fact,
the disorderliness of Hijras had multiple dimensions, in the colonial view.
Hijras’ sexual practices, gender expression, cultural practices in public
space, short-distance mobility, household forms and discipleship hierarchies were seen as an interlocking set of sexual, moral, social and political
dangers.
The ‘eunuch problem’ was a conduit for diverse colonial anxieties and
preoccupations, including local, metropolitan and trans-imperial projects
and discussions. Yet the colonial panic about Hijras was concentrated in
northern India and circulated through the letter-writing practices that
undergirded the colonial administration, reminding us of the tendency of
localised networks of colonial ofﬁcials to experience intensiﬁed anxiety
about indigenous peoples and practices within the context of
a widespread sense of colonial insecurity. At the same time, the British
preoccupation with Hijras in northern India resonated with middle-class
Indian gender politics. While Hijras were not the subject of signiﬁcant
panic in the north Indian public sphere, Indian middle-class commentators supported strong government action against the community.
Hijras, as ungovernable people, needed to be controlled, but this would
not be achieved by assimilating Hijras into ‘respectable’ Indian society.
Colonial understandings of Hijra gender and sexuality precluded the
250
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transformation of Hijras into self-disciplining, normative colonial subjects. In other settings, most notably the policing of the criminal tribes,
the British aimed to reform ‘criminals’ through ‘industrious’ physical
labour. Yet British administrators viewed Hijras as failed men who were
physically effeminate, incapable of strenuous labour and had no capacity
for moral improvement. As a consequence, the North-Western Provinces
(NWP) government aimed to solve the eunuch problem by causing the
‘gradual extinction’ of the Hijra/eunuch population. This was a somewhat
unusual mode of colonial governance in the context of British India.
Colonial projects of elimination that were underlined by a conviction
that indigenous peoples would or should die out were much more typical
of settler colonies. Nevertheless, the anti-Hijra campaign suggests a need
to investigate elimination schemes in non-settler colonies. Part II of the
1871 Criminal Tribes Act (CTA) included overlapping strategies of both
cultural and physical elimination. Meanwhile, the anti-Hijra campaign
was fractured by age. Adult Hijras were targeted with a regime of cultural
elimination, policing and surveillance that aimed to erase their public
presence and control their ‘criminal’ activities in anticipation of their
impending deaths. Meanwhile, children would be removed from Hijra
households and ‘saved’ from initiation and castration, thereby facilitating
both the ‘extirpation’ of ‘eunuchs’ as well as the assimilation of removed
children into respectable society.
In the ofﬁcial view, the ﬁrst step in eliminating Hijras was compiling
authoritative information on the community, in particular, drawing up
‘registers of eunuchs’ that would facilitate the prosecution of castration
and enumerate the (hopefully declining) ‘eunuch’ population.
The project of elimination thus underlined the colonial Hijra archive.
Yet while historians such as Anjali Arondekar have suggested that colonial archives produced a ‘seamless narrative’ of indigenous sexual ‘perversity’, this book has shown that numerous narratives about Hijra-hood
circulated within ofﬁcial archives.1 Colonial knowledge of Hijras was
a product of interactions between British administrators, Indian police
and various north Indians, including ‘respectable’ people such as rural
landlords, urban raises (patrons) and middle class professionals, as well as
people of relatively low social status, like village watchmen and
Hijras themselves. Indian police and British district ofﬁcials framed the
knowledge of local people in varied, sometimes distorting ways. Ofﬁcial
archival practices were intended to weed out unreliable information that
did not accord to colonial assumptions. Yet at the ‘margins’ of the ofﬁcial
archives, accounts that reproduced the dominant eunuch stereotype were
1
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interspersed with plural, often contradictory reports. Moreover, archived
life histories of Hijras highlighted that collectivising colonial and middleclass Indian accounts obscured important aspects of Hijras’ lives, including their various forms of work and domestic arrangements and the
diverse circumstances in which Hijras were initiated.
The colonial state in India, like other kinds of states, was
a disaggregated ‘assemblage’ of practices and discourses, rather than
a uniﬁed, monolithic institution.2 The tensions of the colonial governance of gender and sexuality particularly became apparent in the local
enforcement of Part II of the CTA. The colonial category of ‘eunuch’ was
highly nebulous and its boundaries narrowed and widened repeatedly
between 1871 and 1911. There was considerable ofﬁcial uncertainty over
the position of the Hijra community in relation to other indigenous
groups in the ethnographic landscape of Indian gender and sexual ‘perversity’. The NWP administration intended the legal category of eunuch/
impotent man to serve as an umbrella term that could cover numerous
forms of non-normative gender expression. Meanwhile, the government
attempted to render the bodies of ‘eunuchs’ legible by using bodily labour
(performance) and gender embodiment (women’s dress and ‘ornaments’) to establish an individual’s criminality and sexuality.
Eventually, the seeming illegibility of the ‘eunuch’ body led the NWP
government to call upon medical expertise to determine impotence, yet
physicians would play a much more limited role in the regulation of
Hijras than in the contemporaneous regulation of female prostitution.
At the district level, administrators delineated the boundaries of the
‘eunuch’ class in varied and sometimes idiosyncratic ways. Again and
again, district authorities registered and deregistered Hijras and other
north Indians with non-binary gender expression as local principles of
classiﬁcation changed. The diverse people who found themselves labelled
‘eunuchs’ attempted to contest their classiﬁcation, though often with little
success.
Once a person’s name was entered on a register of eunuchs, they were
prohibited from performing and wearing feminine clothing and ‘ornaments’ in public spaces, and also barred from cohabitating with a male
child under seventeen. Their property was registered (which in practice
was largely a means of domestic surveillance) and they were required to
report their movements to the police (though a ‘pass system’ and roll calls
were not imposed). However, the disaggregated nature of local colonial
governance produced variations in the experiences of people classiﬁed as
‘eunuchs’. The uneven pattern of local regulation reﬂected the
2
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fragmented character of the police administration in north India, despite
the police reforms of the 1860s. It was the Indian police that Hijras and
other ‘eunuchs’ encountered on a daily basis and these interactions were
enmeshed within local social relations. Moreover, British district ofﬁcials’
attitudes towards the colonial policing of sexual morality were reasonably
varied, producing divergent local policies towards ‘eunuchs’. In many
districts, the 1871 law intensiﬁed coercive relationships with the local
police, as registered people found their everyday lives scrutinised and
regulated in numerous ways. The law was also illegally enforced beyond
its scope in some places, becoming a de facto law against male crossdressing, as it was applied to people who were not registered as ‘eunuchs’
under the law. Yet elsewhere, registered people were able to exploit weak
points in surveillance to reduce the presence of the police in their everyday
lives.
Thus, a third factor that shaped the variegated governance of ‘eunuchs’
was the survival and evasion strategies of people who were registered
under the CTA. Whereas the NWP government viewed Hijras as ungovernable in multiple ways, ‘disorderliness’ was also a resource for people
who found themselves criminalised as ‘eunuchs’. Hijras and other registered people created signiﬁcant weak points in the colonial surveillance
and policing apparatus. They became skilful at law breaking, evading the
police and keeping on the move. Meanwhile, Hijras kept their cultural
practices alive within Hijra communities and in public places. For
instance, alms-collection, though legal under the CTA, maintained the
place of Hijras in local ritual economies, while also challenging colonial
control over Hijras’ bodies and forms of cultural expression in public
space.
The CTA regime of surveillance and prosecution was designed to
control adult ‘eunuchs’, while the community slowly ‘died out’. In the
ofﬁcial view, the elimination of Hijras also required state control over the
bodies of male children in Hijra households, as well as children’s spatial
separation from Hijras, in order to prevent the ‘creation’ of new
‘eunuchs’. Thus, the removal of children was central to the anti-Hijra
drive. Colonial administrators often framed child removal as child ‘rescue’, a civilising project of reform. But few Magistrates made arrangements for the ‘education and maintenance’ of removed children, although
the CTA empowered them to do so. Moreover, in practice, ofﬁcials
rarely, if ever, contemplated measures of ‘reform’ targeting children.
Rather, the NWP government was primarily concerned with keeping
removed children under police surveillance to ensure that they did not
wilfully maintain their ties to Hijras. Hence, most archived life histories of
removed children end at the moment of their removal. By 1908, NWP
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ofﬁcials were convinced that child removal, along with the regulation of
adult Hijras, had caused the almost complete extinction of the ‘eunuch’
population. However, changing practices of categorisation, ﬁssured local
governance and criminalised peoples’ persistent and effective evasion of
the authorities undermined the NWP’s scheme to cause the ‘extinction’
of ‘eunuchs’. The Hijra social role and Hijra discipleship lineages
endured, ultimately rendering the colonial project to eliminate Hijras a
failure.

Postscript: Hijras and the State in Postcolonial
South Asia

In June 2011, the legislature of Karnataka, a state in southern India,
passed an amendment to the state’s Police Act to include a new provision:
‘Section 36A Power to Regulate Eunuchs’. Section 36A allows police to
register ‘eunuchs’ who are ‘reasonably suspected’ of kidnapping, castration and ‘unnatural offences’. It also prohibits registered people from any
act deemed ‘undesirable’, without actually deﬁning what might constitute
an undesirable activity.1 As transgender activist Akkai Padmashali highlighted, section 36A has ‘its roots in the colonial-era Criminal Tribes
Act’.2 Section 36A was in fact derived from the Hyderabad Eunuch Act of
1919 – a law of the princely state of Hyderabad that had apparently fallen
out of use after Independence3 – which was itself based on Part II of the
1871 Criminal Tribes Act. These reiterations of the 1871 ‘Act for the
Registration of Eunuchs’ in the decades following its repeal in 1911 raise
several questions. In what circumstances have colonial and postcolonial
South Asian states identiﬁed Hijras as a problem population?4 How have
strategies of governance shifted over time? And how have Hijras interacted with the state in the twentieth and twenty-ﬁrst centuries? This
Postscript provides some preliminary answers to these questions, focusing on India, and reﬂects on the contemporary relevance of the colonial
governance of gender and sexuality.
In present-day India, Hijras interact with the state from three subject
positions: ﬁrst, as a ‘criminal’ community that apparently needs to be
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policed; second, as a ‘third’ gender and, therefore, a separate category of
legal personhood; and third, as a disadvantaged or ‘backward’ community that is entitled to ‘reservations’ or afﬁrmative action policies. The
representation of Hijras as a criminal population has had a long history,
but the framing of Hijras as citizens entitled to rights, legal recognition of
their gender identity and welfare measures is a very recent development.
To be sure, historically some Indian polities gave Hijras small grants of
tax-free land and money, but these earlier practices were not premised on
contemporary discourses of constitutional rights and afﬁrmative action.5
At ﬁrst glance, there appear to be both continuities and signiﬁcant divergences between the colonial and contemporary policing of Hijras.
Certainly, we cannot draw a straight line between the colonial and the
postcolonial in explaining recent government programmes of policing,
categorisation and welfare. In order to understand the ‘postcolonial condition’ we need to unpack the nuances and tensions of colonialism –
something this book has aimed to do – rather than make simplistic claims
about colonial ‘legacies’.6 More studies are also needed of the period
immediately preceding and following Independence, though unfortunately there are comparatively few accounts of Hijras in twentieth-century
state archives and newspapers prior to the late 1990s.7 Nevertheless,
looking at present-day India, the colonial regulation of ‘eunuchs’ has
numerous echoes – some strong, others faint or muted. In part, these
echoes are audible because of the use of colonial-era laws and the endurance of late nineteenth-century colonial and middle-class Indian discourses of criminality. Shahnaz Khan highlights a similar situation in
contemporary Pakistan, where ‘modernist elites’ have ‘inherited many
of the prejudices and much of the legal code and institutional apparatus of
the colonial state’.8 But the resonance of the colonial policing of Hijras in
contemporary South Asia is not simply a matter of a colonial ‘legacy’ or
‘inheritance’. These echoes between the colonial and postcolonial reﬂect
the tendency of modern states to view non-normative gender, sexuality
and intimacy as disorderly – and therefore, as a threat to visions of the
state as the guarantor of social order.9 Hijras continue to be viewed as
ungovernable people due to their social marginality, perceived criminality, sexuality and the various ways that they affront notions of
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respectability. This governmental imperative to control interlinked sexual
and social disorder is even evident in some recent attempts to recognise
the rights of Hijras as citizens and to implement afﬁrmative action policies
to redress discrimination.
‘They Are Criminals’
In contemporary India, the police, the bureaucracy and the media often
view Hijras as criminal in multiple, intersecting ways. When a researcher
asked Delhi police about the Hijra community in the early 2000s, they
responded with comments such as, ‘They are criminals’; ‘They have sex
in public places’; ‘They rob and steal from their clients’; ‘They do wrong.
They solicit sex’.10 The perceived criminality of Hijras encompasses a
broad range of acts, including begging, ‘extortion’, stealing and gender
and sexual practices. Take for example a 1998 letter to the editor of the
Times of India: the author decried the ‘menace of Hijras’ in Mumbai and
argued that due to poverty, ‘many of them are forced to take to begging
and crime’.11 The Hijra kidnapper, castrator and child abuser is a stereotype that circulates widely in contemporary India. Indian newspapers and
news sites have repeatedly reported that only one per cent of Hijras are
‘born that way’ and ‘the rest either pretend to be hijras (eunuch) [sic] or
have been forced to join the community by abduction and castration’.12
Several traditions of representation intersect in these present-day
accounts of the manifold criminality of Hijras. The idea of habitual
criminality draws on a long history of elite and upper-caste Indian writing
about ‘robber castes’, as well as colonial representations of culturally
speciﬁc forms of collective crime in India, like the criminal tribes.13 As
this study has shown, middle-class Indian men have associated Hijras
with sexual immorality, obscenity and criminality (particularly slavery)
since at least the mid-nineteenth century, and have deﬁned their own
respectability in contrast to such marginalised ﬁgures.14 Colonial representations of Hijras as sodomites, cross-dressers, beggars, kidnappers and
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castrators are also echoed in present-day denunciations of Hijra criminality. However, representations of Hijras as inherently criminal people sit
uncomfortably alongside increasing depictions of the community as
rights-bearing subjects. For instance, in 2011 a senior advocate of the
Karnataka High Court named Nagendra Naik simultaneously portrayed
Hijras as a ‘sexual minority’ deserving of ‘human rights and privacy’ and
as criminals who ‘forcibly extort money from people’.15
In India today, a web of laws and policing practices facilitate the prosecution and punishment – and more commonly, the arrest, bribing and
harassment – of the Hijra community. In public discussion, the most
prominent of these laws has been section 377 of the 1860 Indian Penal
Code, which criminalises ‘carnal intercourse against the order of nature.’16
In September 2018, the Indian Supreme Court ruled that the application
of section 377 to cases of consensual adult sex violated the right to privacy,
‘individual choice and autonomy’, freedom of expression and equality
before the law, while noting the criminalising impact of the law on LGBT
people, including Hijras.17 However, few Hijras were formally charged
under section 377 prior to its repeal.18 The vast majority of ‘First
Incident Reports’ (FIR’s) of section 377 offences, and most cases that
have reached the courts, have been instances of child sexual abuse (to
which section 377 still applies). In this context, offences under section
377 are understood not as ‘unnatural’ sexual acts as such, but rather as
qalat kam (‘wrongful acts’), with connotations of ‘injustice and injury’.19
Nevertheless, section 377 has created a space for extralegal policing measures against people whom police consider sexually deviant, including
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Hijras. The ‘enforcement’ of section 377 against Hijras has usually taken
the form of so-called ‘preventative’ measures such as stopping Hijras in the
street, keeping Hijras under surveillance, arbitrarily arresting Hijras on the
pretence of a section 377 offence and raids of Hijras’ houses.20 Such
‘preventative’ policing has often involved violence. A detailed 2003 report
by the People’s Union for Civil Liberties (PUCL) noted that the ‘powers of
the police’ under section 377 were ‘minimally checked in public places’,
but ‘the various legal norms which govern the behaviour of police [were]
completely disregarded in the police stations’. Numerous NGO reports
have evidenced that police often entrap Hijras in order to extract bribes
from them, while arrested Hijras commonly experience beatings, physical
torture, forcible stripping and rape in police stations and jails.21 Jyoti Puri
found that Delhi police ‘openly and unapologetically endorsed’ police
violence against Hijras in discussions about the enforcement of section
377 in the early 2000s.22 Whether the 2018 ‘reading down’ of section
377 will alter Hijras’ quotidian interactions with the police is, as yet,
unclear.
However, Hijras’ experiences of everyday police harassment have not
been a product of section 377 alone. Hijras are frequently arrested under
the Immoral Trafﬁc Prevention Act (ITPA) of 1956, the primary legal
instrument for the policing of prostitution in India, which since 1986 has
applied to sex workers regardless of gender. The ITPA is ostensibly aimed
at trafﬁcking, brothel keeping and pimping, but sections 7 and 8 of the law
provide police with extensive powers to arrest people suspected of engaging in sex work. In practice, the ITPA has the effect of criminalising ‘the
ﬁgure of the sex worker’ and, consequently, people like Hijras who are
widely assumed to engage in prostitution. Police frequently make arrests
merely on the basis of a suspicion that a Hijra is a sex worker, or use the
ITPA to retrospectively justify arbitrary arrests of Hijras.23 Given the
concern with erasing Hijras from public space in the nineteenth century,
it is unsurprising that Hijras also continue to be arrested under section
294 of the Penal Code, which criminalises ‘obscene’ acts that ‘cause
annoyance to others’, and section 268, which prohibits ‘public
nuisances’.24 There are also documented cases of Hijras arrested (and
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often beaten) on false charges of kidnapping.25 Thus, a nexus of laws and
policing practices regulate the everyday lives of Hijras in India today.
Elsewhere in South Asia, Hijras have also experienced harassment, sexual
abuse and physical violence in their encounters with police. In Pakistan in
2015 and 2016, there were numerous cases of police rape and torture of
Khwajasaras – as contemporary Pakistani Hijras prefer to be called – particularly in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa province. There was a pattern to these
incidents of police abuse: Khwajasaras were arrested by police and taken to
police stations, where they were forced to remove their clothing and to dance
naked, and when they refused, were beaten and in several cases raped.26
Hence, the policing of Hijras and Khwajasaras in South Asia often occurs at
the fringes of the law. Laws like section 377 (which is still in force in
Pakistan) and the Indian ITPA are deployed in ﬂexible ways and are
enforced through various extra-legal measures – including harassment, arbitrary arrest and beatings – which are represented as ‘preventative’ policing.27
The extent to which this represents a continuation of older, colonial patterns
of policing is unclear, since police violence against Hijras has only been
documented in detail by NGOs since the early 2000s. However, as this
book has shown, there are hints in colonial archives that nineteenth-century
Hijras were caught in coercive and violent relationships with police.
Just as Part II of the CTA was a provincial experiment in regulating
gender and sexuality, in postcolonial India, regional policing campaigns
have also periodically targeted the Hijra community. Such localised projects of governance highlight that Hijras’ interactions with state institutions and ofﬁcials have varied over time and between different local
contexts. This raises the question of why public and state attention
towards the Hijra community has waxed and waned over the course of
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the twentieth and twenty-ﬁrst centuries. A 1998 campaign in Mumbai to
arrest Hijras begging at trafﬁc lights suggests that shifts in the political
environment have shaped Hijras’ relationship to the state at the local
level. On 15 February 1998, the Times of India implored the public,
‘Next time a hijra accosts you at a trafﬁc junction, lodge a complaint
with the police’. The paper quoted a number of Mumbai motorists who
complained that Hijras ‘begging’ at trafﬁc lights were ‘no longer content
with … loose change’ and were demanding ever-greater sums. Hijras’
‘new weapon’ was apparently spitting in the face of people who refused to
give money. The newspaper opined that such tactics were ‘surely closer to
extortion than begging’.28 By August that year, Pramod Navalkar, the
Minister for Cultural Affairs in Maharashtra’s Shiv Sena-led state government, had ordered the Police Commissioner to ‘clear the signals of
beggars, eunuchs, hawkers and lepers’. Navalkar stated that he had
received numerous complaints from the public, as well as the ‘diplomatic
community’, and accused Hijras of physically assaulting and robbing
motorists and taxi passengers. This was part of Navalkar’s broader project
to eliminate ‘the slightest vestige of moral or civic laxity’ from Mumbai, as
the Times of India put it. This campaign had earlier targeted ‘kissing
couples and pop concerts’ and was shaped by the extreme Hindu nationalist ideology of the Shiv Sena.29 Hence, a localised campaign to ‘clean’
public space in line with a particular political ideology resulted in efforts
to ensure the stricter implementation of public nuisance laws against
Hijras in late-1990s Mumbai.
A similar city-level project occurred in Bangalore between 2008 and
2012, as high-ranking Bangalore police ofﬁcials used campaigns against
Hijras to shore up their public legitimacy and ‘show the public they mean
business’ upon assuming ofﬁce.30 In these so-called ‘anti-eunuch drives’,
the police and other government ofﬁcials represented the Hijra community as beggars, extortionists, prostitutes, pimps and the kidnappers and
abusers of children – clearly echoing late nineteenth-century colonial and
middle-class Indian discourses. On 20 October 2008, the Deputy
28
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Commissioner of Police for South Bangalore called for a ‘drive against the
city’s eunuch menace’, resulting in the arrest of several Hijras who were
charged with ‘extortion’ and were also beaten and sexually abused by
police. On 8 November, the Bangalore police claimed to have uncovered
a ‘gang’ of Hijras that forced kidnapped children to undergo ‘sex change’
operations and engage in sex work. The following day, the police
announced that Hijras were conducting ‘immoral activities’ in their
houses and issued notices to around forty landlords in the Dasarahalli
neighbourhood, where many Hijras reside, ordering the landlords to evict
all their Hijra tenants within three hours. Consequently, over 100 Hijras
were evicted.31 The Bangalore police also began a census to ‘count … the
number of children’ residing with ‘transgenders’, mirroring the efforts of
colonial ofﬁcials to enumerate children in Hijra households in north India
in the 1860s and 1870s.32 In 2010, the campaign against Hijras picked up
again and this time, was focused on Hijra ‘begging’.33 As in Mumbai in
the late 1990s, street junctions emerged as spaces in which Hijras were
criminalised. Shankar M. Birdari, the City Police Commissioner,
announced that the police would take action against ‘Eunuchs, transsexuals, transgender community and others [who] are pestering motorists for
money at trafﬁc junctions and indulging in illegal activities’.34 One of the
ﬁrst acts of Birdari’s successor, Jyotiprakash Mirji, on assuming the position of City Police Commissioner in June 2011 was to announce a drive to
arrest ‘eunuchs’ creating ‘public nuisance’.35
In March 2011, in the midst of these efforts to combat Hijra ‘begging’
and ‘extortion’ in the state capital of Bangalore, the Karnataka legislature
passed an amendment to the Karnataka Police Act of 1963 that provided
police with extensive powers to regulate Hijras’ everyday lives. The
amendment incorporated the 1919 Hyderabad Eunuch Act – which had
been modelled on Part II of the 1871 CTA – into the Police Act as section
36A. In the early 1960s, some Indian states that had absorbed former
parts of Hyderabad, such as Maharashtra, had repealed the 1919 law
because it had ‘remained inoperative for the past several years’.36 Yet in
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the context of renewed anxiety about the Hijra community in Bangalore,
this decades-old law was revived. This was part of a broader process to
repeal laws from the former princely states and to retain those laws – like
the Hyderabad Eunuchs Act – that were still considered ‘useful’.37
Section 36A allows local Police Commissioners to register any ‘eunuchs’
who are ‘reasonably suspected of kidnapping or emasculating boys or of
committing unnatural offences’ – wording that was borrowed from the
1871 CTA – and to prohibit registered people from any acts deemed
‘undesirable’, simply through a notiﬁcation in the Government Gazette
specifying those acts.38 Activists protested that section 36A was ‘based on
the strange belief that certain people, including transgenders, are predisposed to criminality’.39 In 2016, the Karnataka High Court ruled that the
word ‘eunuch’, which Hijras ﬁnd offensive, had to be removed from
section 36A, though its replacement with ‘person’ has made the potential
scope of the law even wider.40 The Karnataka anti-Hijra law is still in
force.41 Moreover, the 1919 Hyderabad law also remains on the books in
neighbouring Telangana, though in September 2018 the Hyderabad
High Court issued a temporary order to the Telangana government to
stop registering cases under the law.42
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Section 36A of the Karnataka Police Act, like Part II of the 1871 CTA
before it, is a regional experiment in regulating gender and sexual morality. Such intensiﬁed episodes of moral anxiety highlight that Hijras’
interactions with the state have historically been geographically varied
and contingent on particular social and political circumstances. AntiHijra drives in particular cities and regions – in both the colonial and
postcolonial periods – also remind us of the disaggregated nature of ‘the
state’. Present-day projects to police Hijras evidence that state authorities
continue to view people with non-normative gender embodiment, sexuality and intimate relationships as ungovernable people. Controlling
Hijras reafﬁrms an imagining of the state as a bastion for the maintenance
of gender and sexual order. In this respect, there is a clear continuity with
the colonial government’s view of Hijras as a disorderly and unknowable
population. Nevertheless, the NWP’s anti-Hijra campaign between 1871
and 1911 may be historically unique in explicitly aiming to eliminate
Hijras by causing them to become ‘extinct’.
Hijras as Rights-Bearing Citizens
In recent years, state institutions in India have increasingly come to view
Hijras as people deserving the full rights of citizenship, whose gender
identities should be legally recognised. In 2014, the Indian Supreme
Court’s ‘NALSA’43 decision established the right to self-determination
of gender and thus mandated the legal recognition of a ‘third/transgender
identity’. The Supreme Court also ruled that discrimination against
people on the basis of their gender identity violated several articles of
the Indian Constitution.44 Today in India, the idea that Hijras are habitually criminal people (against whom different policing and legal practices
are warranted) is in tension with the idea that Hijras are rights-bearing
citizens.
An important part of the backdrop to this recognition of the right to
gender self-determination is the long history of Hijra protest against their
categorisation as ‘male’ and the use of the male names they were given at
birth, rather than their female names, in government records and
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identiﬁcation documents. Such protests have occurred both in the context of Hijra community organising – such as at periodic ‘all-Indian Hijra
conferences’ that were held from the late 1940s, if not earlier – and in
Hijras’ everyday encounters with state bureaucracies.45 For example, in
the 1971 elections there were reports of Hijras who ‘refused to exercise
their franchise, resenting the “injustice” done to them by the election
ofﬁce by classifying them as males in the electoral roles’.46 Thus, the
NALSA decision is partly a consequence of the persistent efforts of Hijras
and other LGBT activists to redeﬁne exclusionary notions of citizenship.
The Supreme Court’s 2014 ruling also emerged out of government and
NGO categorisations of gender and sexuality in the context of HIV/AIDS
programmes. The HIV/AIDS epidemic engendered communities of
‘expertise’ that produced knowledge through the mapping of sexual
practices and identities. HIV/AIDS prevention programmes classiﬁed
various ‘local’ and ‘vernacular’ identities in relation to ‘global’ gender/
sexual categories with assumed universal applicability, such as transgender, gay and MSM (‘men who have sex with men’).47 In the process, state
and NGO-led HIV/AIDS programmes in India recognised the need to
establish a third gender category in law and bureaucracy.48 In some early
instances, the term ‘eunuch’ was used, such as on passports from 2005,
reﬂecting the endurance in Indian bureaucratic lexicon of this colonial
term for Hijras.49 However, as a result of the inﬂuence of activist discourse and HIV/AIDS prevention programmes, ‘transgender’ has
become the dominant rubric under which the state has recognised people
with non-binary gender identities.
Yet there are numerous contradictions between and within the various
judicial and state deﬁnitions of transgender that have been articulated in
recent years. The 2014 NALSA judgement, for instance, uses ‘transgender’ as an ‘umbrella term’ for people whose gender identity or expression
45
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does not accord to their biological sex. However, throughout the judgement there is a contradiction between the right to self-determination of
gender and recommendations for the ‘bureaucratic adjudication’ of gender identity through biologically determinist practices of certiﬁcation
(such as evidence of ‘sex reassignment’ or ‘gender conﬁrmation’ surgery).
Moreover, the deﬁnition of transgender as a broad umbrella term is
contradicted by the equation of ‘transgender’ with ‘Hijra’ in many parts
of the judgement, which marginalises various gender identities, particularly those of masculine-identiﬁed trans people.50 These contradictions
are even more apparent in the Transgender Persons (Protection of
Rights) (TPPR) Bill, which was tabled in the Parliament of India in
August 2016. The 2016 TPPR Bill implied that ‘transgender’ was a
physical condition and confused ‘intersex’ with ‘transgender’, introducing a deﬁnition that would exclude many people who identify as
transgender.51 In late 2016, Indian newspapers extensively covered the
protests of trans people against this deﬁnition of transgender identity.52
The tensions in recent state deﬁnitions of ‘transgender’ parallel the
repeated debates in nineteenth-century north India over who counted as a
‘eunuch’/‘impotent man’. In both cases, classiﬁcatory confusion has
rested on the question of how the Hijra community relates to other people
in Indian society whose gender expression does not ﬁt a binary understanding of gender. Since the nineteenth century, diverse forms of gender
embodiment and identities have troubled South Asian states’ efforts to
classify gender and sexuality. Hence, governments have often sought to
map gender and sexual difference by reducing identity to medicalised
understandings of the body. Although the colonial administration in
north India had initially privileged ethnographic understandings of
50
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gender and sexuality, it eventually called upon doctors to provide bodily
‘proof’ of whether individuals were ‘impotent’ and were therefore
‘eunuchs’ under law. Similarly, in 2016, the Indian Parliament effectively
abandoned the idea of self-determination of gender identity in favour of the
medical ‘certiﬁcation’ of transgender identity. The 2016 TPPR Bill mandated that recognition of an individual’s transgender identity would be
decided by a ‘District Steering Committee’ (DSC) comprised of three
bureaucrats including the Chief Medical Ofﬁcer of the district, one psychiatrist and one transgender person.53 In December 2018, the lower
house of Parliament passed a cosmetically amended TPPR Bill which
included a partially clariﬁed deﬁnition of ‘transgender’, but required
DSC approval for certiﬁcation as transgender and additionally necessitated
sex reassignment surgery for certiﬁcation as ‘male’ or ‘female’. At the time
of writing, the TPPR Bill was pending consideration by the upper house.54
DSC certiﬁcation would not only police the boundaries of the transgender
category but would also privilege medicalised and psychiatric understandings of sex and gender over individuals’ own identities.
The multiple contradictions in recent bureaucratic deﬁnitions of
‘transgender’ in India have material impacts on Hijras’ and other trans
peoples’ everyday lives, affecting their interactions with the state and their
entitlement to state welfare. Since Independence, the Indian state has
implemented afﬁrmative action policies known as ‘reservations’ or arakshan in parliamentary representation, education and employment for
marginalised communities, generally on the basis of caste. For at least the
last two decades, Hijras have called for similar government measures to
redress the social disadvantage of the community. In 1997, for instance,
Hijras demanded that ‘government recognise our plight by providing
us with ration cards and a place to stay’.55 In 2014, the NALSA ruling
‘direct[ed] the Centre and the State Governments to take steps to treat
them [‘transgenders’] as socially and educationally backward classes of
citizens and extend all kinds of reservation in cases of admission in
educational institutions and for public appointments’.56 This call for
reservations was widely interpreted as a proposal for trans people to be
53
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deﬁned as one of the ‘Other Backward Classes’, a designation for socially
disadvantaged communities that is usually caste-based.57 A number of
state governments, notably Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala, have
introduced speciﬁc welfare programmes for ‘transgenders’, including pensions, housing schemes, ﬁnancial assistance and educational scholarships
and loans.58 While Hijras’ access to welfare and afﬁrmative action is highly
uneven in practice, a number of Indian states now deﬁne Hijras as marginalised peoples whose discrimination needs to be redressed.59 Thus, some
state governments are attempting to assimilate Hijras into ‘mainstream
society’. As we have seen throughout this book, neither the colonial government nor middle-class Indians were interested in ‘reforming’ or ‘civilising’ Hijras in the nineteenth century. In the last decade, however, state
government welfare measures have aimed to bring transgender people
‘back [in]to the mainstream of the society’.60 While welfare programmes
are essential to remedying discrimination, underlying some of these projects is an agenda of assimilation that endeavours to ‘rehabilitate’ transgender people according to dominant social and gender norms.61
Moreover, state welfare measures have in some cases been intertwined
with the renewed criminalisation of Hijras and the view that they are ungovernable people. For instance, the TPPR Bill criminalises Hijras, while
ostensibly aiming to ‘protect’ them. Most notably, the 2018 TPPR legislation provided that ‘whoever compels or entices a transgender person to
indulge in the act of begging’ could be imprisoned for between six months
and two years, effectively criminalising Hijra badhai.62 The 2016 version also
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made it an offence to separate a transgender person (regardless of age) from
their ‘parents or immediate families’, but did not recognise Hijra kinship and
discipleship relationships, meaning that Hijra initiation could be policed
through the prosecution of gurus and other senior Hijras.63 Whether these
provisions will be passed into law is yet to be seen, but the TPPR Bill is a
reminder that the criminalisation of Hijras, the legal recognition of transgender identity and the provision of welfare measures are not necessarily
conﬂicting forms of governance. Projects to police, classify and alleviate the
social disadvantage of Hijras all attempt, in varying ways, to contain and
control the social and sexual disorder that Hijras are seen to embody.
In Pakistan, the recognition of non-binary gender categories has also
been intertwined with the mapping and management of gender and
sexual diversity and the state’s imperative to ‘mainstream’ Hijras or
Khwajasaras. A series of Supreme Court rulings between 2009 and
2012 established a number of rights and entitlements for ‘eunuchs’ in
Pakistan including: national ID cards with a distinct identity for
‘eunuchs’; inclusion on the electoral roll; inheritance from biological
relatives; the right to adopt any profession; jobs provided by government;
free healthcare and education; and protection from harassment by
police.64 Paralleling developments in India, the decisions of the
Pakistan Supreme Court medicalised Khwajasaras as people suffering
from a gender disorder and stipulated that an unspeciﬁed medical test
should prove eunuch-hood.65 However, in May 2018, following consultations with transgender representatives from all provinces, the Pakistan
Parliament passed a Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Act,
which legalised self-determination of gender identity on ofﬁcial documents. Trans people can identify as male Khwajasara, female
Khwajasara, and khunsa-e-mushkil (a person with indeterminate genitals).
The 2018 Act also prohibits discrimination in schools, workplaces, hospitals and other spaces; enshrines the right to vote, run for ofﬁce and
inherit property (according to self-identiﬁed gender); and obliges government to establish transgender ‘Protection Centres’. Though penalties for
discrimination are not included in the Act, activists generally welcomed it
63
64

65
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as a signiﬁcant advance in transgender rights. However, it is too soon to
say how – and if – the 2018 Act will be enforced.66
Moreover, in Pakistan, as in India, the recognition of Khwajasara rights
has often involved an agenda of assimilation. The Pakistani judiciary and
government have sought to ‘mainstream’ Khwajasaras and make them
‘decent’ citizens. Consequently, for Khwajasara activists, their identity
hinges on their ‘respectability’.67 For instance, patriarchal legal and social
structures have pushed Khwajasaras towards maleness in their interactions with the state. The Supreme Court rulings recognised the right of
‘eunuchs’ to inherit property from biological relatives, but ignored
Khwajasara patterns of inheritance and succession, meaning that the
biological relatives of deceased gurus have claims on their property. This
ruling, along with the provision under Sharia-based law of two shares of
inherited property to male offspring (as opposed to one share for female
offspring), has motivated most Khwajasaras to choose the male
Khwajasara category.68 Moreover, the Supreme Court has directed central and provincial governments to prepare Khwajasara for ‘respectable
regular employment’ to bring them into the mainstream of society.69
The recent recognition of Hijra and Khwajasara rights has been interlaced
with efforts to assimilate them into the dominant social and sexual order
in both Pakistan and India.
Thus, Hijras continue to be constructed as ungovernable people in
discourses and practices of governance in South Asia. The echoes
between the colonial and postcolonial regulation of the Hijra community
illustrate that modern governments are acutely concerned with non-normative forms of gender and sexuality that are viewed not only as immoral,
but also as ungovernable. Modern states in South Asia have been heavily
invested in the regulation of intimate lives, sexual practices and gender
expression as a part of broader projects to manage populations. State
66
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strategies have shifted and varied over time, ranging from the efforts of the
colonial government in north India to ‘gradually exterminate’ the Hijra
community, to more recent attempts to assimilate and mainstream Hijras
through welfare measures. Nevertheless, modern South Asian states have
repeatedly deﬁned Hijras as deviant and disorderly people. And yet,
Hijras remain a visible presence in public space, popular culture, activism
and politics in South Asia. The story of Hijras’ interactions with the state
since the nineteenth century is ultimately a story of material and cultural
survival.
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